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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This report documents all the heritage work carried out during the 2009/2010 Mawson’s Huts 
Field season and includes assessments of the proposal to clad the north wall of the workshop 
and the proposal to stabilise the Transit Hut.     

The heritage team consisted of six expeditioners; three conservators, two heritage carpenters 
and an archaeologist and formed part of the larger MHF team of 10 expeditioners.  The work 
carried out was directed by the Works Plan prepared by Rob Easther in consultation with the 
Australian Antarctic Division  and the tasks completed are listed below along with those which 
were not completed.    Recommendations for future work are listed under each section, along 
with a final section on general observations and recommendations and a discussion of future 
works located at the end of the document. 

A  summary of the work achieved during the season: 
 

 Photo documentation of the winter quarters, Absolute Hut, Magnetograph House and 
Transit Hut to record condition and snow ingress 

 Photo documentation of the memorial cross, proclamation pole and cairns 
 Preparation of guidelines for accessing the main living quarters and the Magnetograph 

House were prepared 
 Test to remove Intergrain successfully carried out on the Magnetograph House roof 
 Platform timbers in the main living hut were reinstated 
 Excavation of ice in several locations inside the winter quarters under the supervision of 

the archaeologist 
 Over cladding of the outside south west corner of the main hut 
 Documentation and downloading of data from the environmental and vibration 

monitoring systems and reprogramming of the same 
 Investigation of the condition of the north wall of the workshop and installation of 

bitumen impregnated foam to seal gaps in internal and external boards 
 Successfully opened up the Magnetograph House, recorded the internal condition and 

accessed the data logger dating from 2002 season   
 Photography, cataloguing and treatment of 156 artefacts  
 Repair of shelving in the main living hut. 
 Survey and map of the internal fittings and artefacts inside the Main living hut and 

workshop completed 
 Air tractor fragments located in boat harbour and returned to Australia for treatment 
 Archaeological survey completed and exposed artefacts mapped using aerial 

photography 

 

A few objectives of the Works Plan were not achieved during the expedition, these are 
summarised below and explanations can be found in the relevant sections of the report: 

 The Campbell Scientific environmental monitoring system could not be set up to collect 
data and was RTA’d for repair 

 Work could not be undertaken to seal leaks in the southern wall/ceiling junction  (living 
quarters) due to the height of snow in the verandah. 

 Stripping of the Intergrain on the workshop roof was not completed. 
 No protective layer was laid down on the hut entrance 
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 No ablation tests were carried out on the southern verandah 
 The Husky was not relocated 
 The chain saw nicks were not repaired this year 
 The doors were not excavated 
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INTRODUCTION 

The 2009/2010 MHF season was an opportunity to continue the preservation program for 
Mawson’s Huts at Cape Denison.  The heritage work this year focused on repairs to the fabric of 
the huts, ice excavation, continuing conservation treatment of artefacts from inside the huts and 
archaeological surveys.  

The combined heritage team, made up of conservators, heritage carpenters and an archaeologist 
had extensive heritage experience and a strong commitment to a collaborative approach to the 
heritage and conservation work .  The works plan covered a range of tasks, which required a 
wide skill base, and the collaboration between team members proved to be an important aspect 
of the successful completion of the heritage works plan.     

The team were wonderfully assisted by Rob Easther whose planning and support during the 
season was valued and appreciated.  Thanks also to David Jensen and Greg Holland of the 
Mawson’s Huts Foundation for their tireless work in raising money and supporting each year’s 
expedition.   Finally a big thanks to the rest of the MHF team for their humour, patience and 
goodwill. 

The heritage and conservation report describes all the heritage work carried out at Cape 
Denison during the 2009/2010 MHF season. The aim of the report is to document the work 
carried out and to make recommendations for future MHF expeditions at Cape Denison. 

The report covers all the heritage works carried out by the archaeologist, conservators and 
carpenters as well as providing detailed assessments and recommendations identified in the 
works plans including the transit hut stabilisation and over cladding the northern wall of the 
workshop.  It is in part organised according to building or location to enable a complete 
overview of any heritage work (repairs, archaeological excavation or conservation) carried out 
in specific locations.   While this format differs significantly from recent MHF field reports it has 
the advantage of centralising the entire heritage related information in one report rather than 
spreading it out amongst separate reports from different teams.  It also more accurately reflects 
the interrelated nature of the heritage work on this important site. 

In addition to the Heritage Team listed below, it is important to note the input of the additional 
MHF team members whose work has contributed considerably to the recording and subsequent 
conservation and preservation of the historic site.  The Lidar and visualisation work carried out 
by Peter Morse, aside from creating remarkable digital footage, serves as an incredible high 
resolution snapshot of the interior and exterior of the hut and it’s surrounds as they stood in the 
Summer of 2009/2010.  The same can be said for the aerial kite photography carried out by 
Chris Henderson.  This technique heightened the standard by which the team archaeologist was 
able to record artefact scatters around the main hut area as well as enabling the historic site 
cultural landscape to be holistically recorded.  Without the determination of Tony Stewart and 
Chris Henderson, the world may never have known what happened to the Vickers monoplane. 

The Heritage Team 

Michelle Berry  Chief Conservator 

Jody Steele  Archaeologist 

Peter Maxwell  Metals Conservator 

Megan Absolon Conservator 
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Marty Passingham Heritage Carpenter, Deputy Field Leader 

Mark Farrell  Heritage Carpenter 
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MAIN HUT 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR HUT ACCESS 

Upon arrival, if the western facade of the workshop/main entrance is covered the following 
measurements will enable location and excavation of the doorway to permit entry to the 
building.  Once the door is exposed on the facade, it is likely to be frozen shut; to open the door 
allow the ice to thaw through exposure to sunlight. 

The interior entrance corridor may require ice/drift snow removal.  If required, leave floor ice 
intact.  Cutting steps into the floor ice also proves useful for both expeditioner and visitor 
access. 

The second doorway from the verandah to the workshop is sealed with a timber baffle to 
prevent snow ingress.  To access remove the timber prop which holds the baffle in place and 
pull the baffle towards you before turning it on its side removing it into the  workshop. Where it  
should be stored for the duration of the expedition.  The doorway from the workshop to the 
main living quarters is also sealed with a wooden baffle.    Remove this second baffle by same 
procedure, also store in workshop. 

Remove skylight covers by unscrewing 4-5 bugle head batten screws, to remove and store in the 
workshop with baffles. 

  

3.3 metres 

0.8 metres 

1.6 metres 
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Pre-excavation Photograph South West Corner of Main Hut (Steele, Dec 2009). 

SOUTH WESTERN CORNER ARCHAEOLOGY 

Archaeological excavation of the area directly adjacent to the South West Corner of the main hut 

took place over three days.  The area of excavation was 2400mm (east to west) x 900mm (north 

to south).  The area showed minor evidence of stratigraphical deposit (in the form of drift, solid 

clear ice and solid stained ice), all of which are dated post 2002.   

 

 

The greatest build up, therefore requiring more extensive excavation, was that of the north 

eastern trench corner which was closest to the centre of the Southern wall.  This corner retained 

in excess of 1100mm of drift/non compacted snow.  This deposit was removed uniformly until 

hard ice was exposed across the entire trench.  The following 180mm of hard ice was excavated 

by hand using archaeological tools as artefactual material was evident below (ice staining).  This 

deposit, once removed, revealed 4 tins in a row running south off the wall.  Previous 

expeditioner Ian Godfrey forwarded photographs taken during the last recorded extensive melt 

which indicated the presence of these artefacts in the identical location in 2002. 
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Mid-excavation Photograph South West Corner of Main Hut showing first tin exposed 
(Steele, Dec 2009) 

Photograph of South West Corner of Main Hut in melt of 2002.  Note tins abutting timber 
skillion (Godfrey 2002) 
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Post-excavation Photograph South West Corner of Main Hut showing tins exposed (Steele 
Dec 2009) 

Photograph of South West Corner of Main Hut with rock deposit in situ (Steele, Dec 2002) 

The trench section was stepped against the western edge of the artefact deposit (to avoid 

disturbance of the arranged tins) and a sondage of 2150mm x 900mm was continued through 

the hard ice deposit until rock was exposed.   

 

 

No other artefactual material was disturbed or exposed in the sondage with the exception of 

two small timber battens wedged amongst the rocks, they remain in situ.  The rock deposit 

exposed against the Southern wall forms a significant component of the archaeological deposit 

of the site, intentionally placed against the wall (no doubt to prevent ice and snow ingress to the 

rear of the building) they are evident in historic images of the site and represent techniques 

used by the AAE in to protect building fabric etc.   
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Above: Photograph of overcladding process beginning SW Corner of Main Hut (Passingham 
Dec 2009). Below: Work around the SW corner commences (Steele, Dec 2009) 

With that in mind it was agreed that the removal of this deposit would not be favourable and 

both the rocks and tins remained in situ with the new timber cladding arranged to work in 

conjunction with the early “rock cladding”. 

SOUTH WESTERN CORNER CARPENTRY 

The over cladding of the south western corner of the main hut was completed as per works plan 

of 2009/2010. The process matches that of the Main Hut roof over cladding minus the water 

proof membrane. Minimum interference with the artefact scatter was achieved by cladding 

around some rocks found at the very bottom of the wall. No integrity to the over cladding was 

lost using this method. 

Baltic pine tongue and groove boards of the same dimension were fitted neatly under the 

overhang of the recently over clad roof forming the best seal possible. This method can easily be 

repeated on any external wall that falls under the Main Hut roof. This over cladding will ensure 

that the 'ice bank' found in the veranda remains intact. 
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Above: Photograph of overcladding process finished on SW Corner of Main Hut 
(Passingham Dec 2009).  

 

 

SNOW AND ICE INGRESS 

As in the previous seasons, black plastic was laid in areas of the hut to monitor snow and ice 

ingress during the following year.  Additionally photo documentation of the interiors was 

undertaken at the end of last year’s season and compared to the photos taken at the beginning 

of this year’s season. 

Black plastic was installed on the surface of Ninnis’ bunk at the end of the 2008/2009 season. 

On entry to the hut at the beginning of the 2009/2010 season no fresh snow ingress was visible.   

No other areas of snow ingress was observed in any areas of the main living hut apart from 

some limited deposits on the top shelf of Mawson’s cubicle above the bunk which are likely to 

be due to the previously identified gap in the ceiling wall  junction on the south internal wall of 

the verandah.  At the end of the 2009/2010 season black plastic was re-laid on Ninnis’ bunk to 

continue the monitoring program. 
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The valley between the main hut and workshop roofs has been monitored over the past two 

seasons.  Ice excavation on the interior shelving immediately below the valley was carried out 

two seasons ago to establish if the valley was sealed from melt water.   No ingress of water or ice 

was observed during the past two seasons indicating that this area is effectively sealed. 

 

 

 

 

  

Black plastic on Ninnis’ bunk showing no snow 
ingress. (Berry, Dec 2009) 

 

(Berry Dec 2009 

Shelving located underneath valley between the two roofs 
showing no further melt water or ice ingress (Berry Dec 

2009) 

Snow ingress on shelving in Mawsons 
Cubicle  (Absolon, Jan 2010) 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 Continue monitoring ice ingress using a combination of plastic sheeting and 
photography 
 

 If snow levels allow, seal wall ceiling junction on verandah wall of the main living hut in 
the location of Mawson’s Cubicle using methods previously identified. 

 

RE-INSTATEMENT OF PLATFORM IN MAIN HUT. 

This platform has been re-instated as per works plan and in accordance with Heritage Architect 

(Adrian Welke) advice. The tongue and groove boards where re-laid on the platform structural 

members but not refixed. This will allow their removal at the beginning of further expeditions. 

The reasoning for this is as follows – During the period of works inside the hut it is necessary to 

allow natural light to be dispersed and this platform decreases this light. By replacing them for 

the remainder of the time, it will give the shelving and artifacts below, a protective layer against 

possible ice ingress. 

These boards are easily re-stacked to one side at the beginning of each work season. 

BACTERIOLOGICAL RESEARCH SHELVING 

Shelving on the eastern side of Mawson’s cubicle (outside) consisting of a long upper shelf held 

in place with metal brackets and a lower set of wooden shelves were repaired and artefacts re-

positioned this expedition. The top shelving had been forced away from its origin by the 

accumulation of ice over many years and the lower set of shelves was also dislodged. The weight 

of ice was the sole reason for this destruction.   The wooden planks of the top shelf were 

removed and the ice brushed out from the groove to allow the two planks to join together.  They 

were reattached to two original brackets and one replacement bracket.   The lower shelves were 

straightened and reattached with a bracket and a Robinson screw. 

NEW BRACKETS & FIXINGS 

All but one bracket was repairable and refitted as were all the shelving timbers. Introduced 

material consisted of one shelf bracket and Robinson countersunk stainless steel screws. The 

introduced shelf bracket is located on the northern end of the top shelf. 

RECOMMENDATION 

A decision should be made on the style and finish of these bracket screws. The options are; 

 (1) Continue with the Robinson stainless steel Phillips head countersunk screw. 

(2) Introduce a slot head screw which resembles the original more closely. 
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(3) To use either of the above and choose a method of lessening the brightness of the chosen 

fixing head which will interpret the original shelving with less impact. 

 

MONITORING 

Environmental and structural monitoring continued this year as part of the research into the 

effects of the overcladding of the roof carried out in 2006 and as a method of identifying 

changes to the environment and structure of the Main Hut that might occur during continued ice 

excavation and changes to external snow levels.   Relative Humidity and temperature were 

recorded as well as movement of structural timbers using stand alone loggers.   The Campbell’s 

Scientific Environmental monitoring system was not operational during 2009 and has been 

RTA’d for repair.  For details see summary of Environmental monitoring later in the report. 

STAND ALONE TEMPERATURE/RH  LOGGERS 

Four stand alone Tinytag data loggers recorded data in the main living hut during 2009. 

Logger Code Location Logging Interval 
(mins) 

Logger Duration 

WAM 35 2ND highest shelf 
outer wall 
Mawson’s cubicle 

40  422 days 10/1/09 – 
8/3/10 

WAM36 Hurley’s Darkroom 40 422 days 6/1/09 – 
4/3/09 

WAM 37 Lower Shelf 
Mawson’s Cubicle 

40 422 days 6/1/09 – 
4/3/09 

MHF 3 Apex of Living 
Quarters 

40 431 days 6/1/09 – 
13/3/09 

MHF 4 Collar Tie in Main 
Hut 

40 431 days 6/1/09 – 
13/3/09 

 

The data was downloaded from each of the loggers.  It was discovered that the logger located in 

Hurley’s Darkroom failed to operate and therefore no data was available from this location.  All 

loggers were subjected to calibration tests to determine their performance at high and low 

relative humidity’s. 

The three older loggers owned by the West Australian Museum (WAM) were removed for RTA 

and replaced with two new MHF loggers.  These new loggers and the older MHF loggers were 

reprogrammed and relocated to the Main Hut to monitor relative humidity and temperature 

during 2010.  All logger batteries were replaced with new ones.  Logger information and 

locations are given in the table below. 
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Logger Code Location Logging Interval 
(mins) 

Logger Duration n 

MHF 1 2ND highest shelf 
outer wall 
Mawson’s cubicle 

40  431 days 10/1/10 – 
15/3/11 

MHF 5 Hurley’s Darkroom 40 431 days 10/1/10 – 
15/3/11 

MHF 4 Lower Shelf 
Mawson’s Cubicle 

40 431 days 10/1/010 
– 15/3/11 

MHF 3 Apex of Living 
Quarters 

40 431 days 10/1/10 – 
15/3/11 

 

Results 
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Note:  The low sudden low relative humidity levels are probably as a result of hoar frost build 
up. 
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Comparison of Results with Previous Seasons 
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These results are being currently being analyzed by Dr Ian Godfrey and Vinod Daniel.  Although 

a more detailed report on the results will be released later, some initial observations can be 

made. 

The best Tiny Tag data to use over successive seasons is that for the logger located on the 

bookshelf outside Mawson’s cubicle as the loggers placed there don’t seem to have suffered 

from the occasional loss of data that the others have experienced, something that may be due to 

a buildup of hoar frost.  In this location, the temperature trends are similar from the summer of 

2007 to the present with minima hovering around the minus 20o C mark and maxima just below 

zero.  It appears that there may be a very slight increase in the RH trend over the winter months 

during the period 2007-2010 (eg minimum RH in 2007 was approx 87%, in 2008 it was approx 

88% and in 2009 it was approx 94%). The overall trend appears to be upwards and will need 

more monitoring in future to confirm this.  There is no accompanying temperature trend.  It is 

unclear how this trend (if real) can be explained, other than it being a localized micro 

environmental factor such as the impact of the logger being close to other structural 

components and artefacts.  Looking at the RH trend for the apex of the hut indicates that there is 

no upward trend.  These results and the questions they raise support the continuation of the 

monitoring program in all areas. 

 

CAMPBELL’S SCIENTIFIC SYSTEM 

The Campbell’s Scientific System, which was installed in 1999, was inoperable during 2009 and 

relative humidity or temperature data was not recorded by the system during this period.  The 

system, including the sensors was removed from the Hut for RTA and repair in Australia. For 

details see summary of Environmental monitoring later in the report. 

 

VIBRATION LOGGERS 

Vibration loggers have been monitoring movements of the Main Hut in three locations. 

Logger Code Location Logging Interval 
(mins) 

Logger Duration 

WAM V1 Non original timber 
attached to the 
Queen post just 
above the platform 
shelf 

40  447 days 4/1/09 – 
27/3/10 

WAM V2 Collar tie near 
kitchen, in main hut 

40 447 days 4/1/09 – 
27/3/10 

AAD V1 Base of replica flag 
pole 

40 447 days 4/1/09 – 
27/3/10 
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Loggers  

WAM 1 and WAM2 were removed, the data downloaded, reprogrammed, the batteries changed 
over and reinstalled.  The logger at the base of the replica flag pole was not downloaded due to 
an over sight and remains in place. 

 

Logger Code Location Logging Interval 
(mins) 

Logger Duration 

WAM V1 Non original timber 
attached to the 
Queen post just 
above the platform 
shelf 

40  447 days 14/1/10 – 
27/4/11 

WAM V2 Collar tie near 
kitchen, in main hut 

40 447 days 14/1/10 – 
27/4/11 

AAD V1 Base of replica flag 
pole 

40 447 days 4/1/09 – 
27/3/10.  Note not 
downloaded and 
not reprogrammed. 

 

 

Results 
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Interpretation 

It appears that the Queen Post data has an incorrect baseline however other than that it appears 
that there are negligible vibrations in the main hut at the collar tie and queen post. 
  

CORROSION MONITORING 

The condition of the in situ Climate bolts was noted and all corrosion cells were left in place for 
another year.   

Objects Location State when found 2006 objects 
Corrosion cells Mawson’s cubicle 

lower shelf, NE 
corner 

Hoar frost on cells 1125/1014 

Corrosion cells Hurley’s Dark 
room, shelf NE 
corner 

Snow and ice free 1123/1112 

Corrosion cells Outer north wall 
Mawson’s cubicle 
2nd shelf from the 
top 

Snow and ice free 1121/1091 

Corrosion cells Main Hut centre of 
E wall above 
upper bunk (CL 
1912) 

Snow and ice free 1131/1111 

Corrosion cells Hurley’s Bunk 
shelf above bunk 
N end of W wall. 

Snow and ice free 1119/1092 

Corrosion cells Main Hut lower 
shelf next to work 
shop door 

Snow and ice free 117/1109 

 

 

MOISTURE TESTING TIMBERS 

The moisture contents of internal timbers were determined using a Protimeter Mini C moisture 

meter with crude data recorded in Appendix 1.  Data included in this report is uncorrected and 

should be adjusted to give accurate value for the wood type being measured (Baltic Pine and 

Oregon).  The temperature inside the huts at the time of reading was -0.5 degrees Celsius.  In 

some instances hoar frost prevented measurements being taken.   Generally the readings this 

year were significantly less than that measured in 2008/09 and more closely resembled those 

taken in 2006.  No measurements were taken of the ceiling boards although they remained 

visibly damp throughout the season. 
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Results Summary 

 Western wall planks (Hurley’s Bunk) were in the range of 19 – 40% 

 Structural bunk timbers (Hurley’s Bunk) were in the range of  18 – 20% 

 Hurley’s Dark Room door were in the range of 17 – 20% 

 Planks on the outer NW corner of Mawson’s cubicle were in the range of 17 – 24% 

 Planks on the outer NE corner of Mawson’s cubicle were in the range of 18 – 25% 

 Original timbers in the platform were in the range of 18 – 30% 

 Replacement timbers in the platform were in the range of 15.5 – 17% 

 Eastern Wall planks at Bickerton and Mertz’s bunks were in the range of 19 – 30% 

 Eastern Wall planks at Close and Laseron’s Bunks were in the range of 17 – 21% 

 

FOOD AND MOULD SAMPLING 

No food or mould samples were taken this season.  No containers or cans containing food were 

treated in the lab this season and no further examples of food containers aside from those 

already sampled were located in the Main Hut which would have been suitable for 

sampling.   Further ice excavation next season may reveal suitable materials for sampling.  

EXCAVATION 

KITCHEN SHELVES 

Ice was excavated from the top shelf of the kitchen shelving starting  from above the door way 

to the workshop and continuing west towards Hurley’s darkroom.   The shelving and artefacts 

were covered in dense blue ice which was excavated using hand tools.   The western end of the 

shelving was not completed due to the hard blue ice surrounding the objects located here and 

the difficulty of safely excavating these objects.  It was decided to leave the ice in place until next 

season and allow ablation of the ice over the winter to assist in recovery of these artefacts.   

 

 

 

 

 

Top shelf of Kitchen shelving before 
excavation (Berry 2009) 

Top shelf of Kitchen shelving after 
excavation (Berry 2010) 
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Detail of objects during excavation 
(Berry 2009) 

Detail of objects during excavation 
(Berry 2009) 

Detail of objects during excavation 
(Berry 2009) 

 

Detail of objects during excavation 
(Berry 2009) 

 

Shelving after excavation and reinstatement of conserved objects (Berry 2010) 
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The objects that were successfully excavated included several bottles, tins and other kitchen 

related artefacts.  These were taken back to the laboratory, photographed, catalogued, 

conserved and then reinstated in their original location on the shelving.   

KITCHEN BENCH 

The surface ice on the kitchen bench was removed and the edge of the bench excavated out of 

the ice.  Hoar frost from beneath the bench was also removed which revealed several objects 

embedded in the floor ice.   

RECOMMENDATIONS   

 Access to the upper kitchen shelving is reliant on being able to stand on the ice bench 

next to the stove and the kitchen bench.  Therefore the excavation and subsequent 

conservation and reinstallation of the shelves should be carried out before any further 

excavation of the stove of kitchen bench. 

 A light weight geology pick would have been a useful addition to the range of tools used 

in this area.  It is recommended that a range of geology picks are purchased for the next 

season. 

BACTERIOLOGICAL RESEARCH SHELVING 

Ice was removed from the collapsed shelving and objects located in this area using hand tools 

and by hand.  The shelves were held in place while others removed ice and the objects. 

 

 

 

  

Shelving after ice excavation, removal 
of objects and repair (Berry 2009) 

Shelving prior to ice excavation and 
repair (Steele 2009) 
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The objects were moved to the conservation lab catalogued and photographed.  After the 

shelves were repaired the objects were placed back in their original locations. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Bacteriological Shelving after repair and 
reinstatement of objects. (Berry 2009) 
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MURPHY’S BUNK 

Ice excavation of this area continued from 2008/2009 season, with the artefacts exposed from 

that season being documented and treated in Sorensen Lab 2009/2010. Tools used for ice 

excavation included cold chisels, paint scrapers and hammers.  

With the exception of a photographic glass plate being exposed, oddly enough behind a strip of 

tar paper on the Eastern wall, no other artefacts were completely uncovered this season. The 

glass slide was cracked along the length and the imageless emulsion was intact but lifting. It was 

placed on the bunk surface as it could no longer be held in place at the excavated position. 

 
 

 
Glass slide exposed beneath tar paper on eastern wall (Absolon, 2010). 

 

Copper wires and an attached copper alloy screw were released from the ice adjoining 

Hannam’s bunk. The dimensions and wiring connection points were recorded with the 

archaeological data. At the end of Murphy’s bunk within the ice connected to the eastern wall, is 

a partially uncovered textile. Further ice works in this area should take into account this textile, 

which is strongly adhered to the ice.  

As the bunk platform was released from the ice it became apparent that it has no weight bearing 

capacity. The leg on the north eastern end is missing. The bunk platform has broken free of the 

screw attachment on the south eastern side leg. The south eastern side leg was secured with a 

temporary timber prop to both avoid further slumping and to partially weight bear. 

Glass 
Slide 
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Murphy’s Bunk pre 2009/2010 ice excavation (Absolon, 2010). 

 

 
 

Murphy’s Bunk post 2009/2010 ice excavation (Absolon, 2010). 
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HOAR FROST MAWSON’S CUBICLE 

There appeared to be less hoar frost on the Main Hut ceiling and in Mawson’s cubicle in the 

09/10 season that the year before, but it’s unknown if this was a factor of previous frost 

removal or seasonal conditions.   

Hoar ice was removed where possible from the underside of ceiling, bunk and shelf areas within 

Mawson’s Cubicle. Soft snow was removed from the top shelf in the southeast corner of 

Mawson’s Cubicle.  Care was taken not to remove frost from the top of shelves where small 

objects are potentially present, or from paper objects in Mawson’s cubicle. For the most part, 

the frost broke away easily and four Nally bin loads were emptied outside.  

 

 

Northeast corner – post frost removal 09/10 (Absolon, 2010) 
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Southern wall – post frost and ice removal 2009/2010 (Absolon, 2010) 

 

 

Southeast corner – post frost and ice removal 2009/2010 (Absolon, 2010) 
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Northern wall – post frost removal 2009/2010 (Absolon, 2010) 

RECOMMENDATION – FROST REMOVAL 

 As the season progresses it has been observed that the hoar frost drops from the ceiling 

and resettles onto the areas below. It would be an advantage to remove frost from the 

ceiling at the beginning of the season. An effective way to remove the frost is with a 

plastic scraper/container and dustpan brush. 

KITCHEN STOVE  

Ice excavation of the Stove area was carried out using a geology pick, cold chisels and a hot air 

gun.  Larger areas of ice around the sides and top section of the cast iron Stove were successfully 

removed using a geology pick.  Areas closer to the cast iron structures were then excavated 

using the cold chisels.  Thin layers of ice, which remained after this process, were then 

successfully removed using the hot air gun.  The advantage of using the hot air gun in areas 

where doors and hinges of the Stove were located was that it enabled these areas to be freed of 

hard ice.   

The surface of the cast iron Stove shows minor surface corrosion.  When the hotplate rings were 

freed of ice using the hot air gun the interior of the Stove revealed the remains of coke/wood 

from previous use.  The refractory bricks lining the main oven appeared to be in a stable state. 

A layer of ice was left at the base of the flue where it attaches to the top of the Stove.  The reason 
for this is that ice remains inside the flue.  It was of some concern that if the lower section of ice 
was removed, the weight remaining inside the flue could cause instability. 
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A sheet of metal plate is located underneath and in front of the Stove, which would have served 

the same purpose as a hearth.  Some sections of this hearth are uneven and surface corrosion is 

evident. 

Stove before excavation 
(Steele 2009) 

Stove during excavation 
(Maxwell 2009) 

Stove during excavation 
(Maxwell 2009) 

Stove after excavation 
(Maxwell 2009) 

Stove with firebox door open (Maxwell 2009) 
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A large iron alloy container with a tea towel on it is located on top of the Stove at the proper 

right rear section.  This container would have been used for melting snow.  It was frozen to the 

top of the Stove and was easily freed using the hot air gun.  A textile oven mitt sits on top of the 

Stove in front of this container.  The oven mitt is frozen to the Stove.  No attempt was made to 

free the tea towel or oven mitt from their location. 

RECOMMENDATIONS - FUTURE TREATMENT OF STOVE AND FLUE 

 Complete ice excavation on proper left hand side of Stove once ice excavation is 

completed on the northern wall of the kitchen area 

 Excavate internal section of Stove.  This will require both a conservator and an 

archaeologist.  The technique involved is heating up the hotplates with a hot air gun and 

removing the contents of the Stove (a trial removal of the hotplates was undertaken and 

proved successful using this method). 

 A suggested treatment of the Stove would involve removal of all ice with a hot air gun 

and mechanical wire brushing (i.e. wire brush on the end of a power drill), stabilisation 

of any corrosion with tannic acid/stove black and application of a protective coating 

(e.g. Ferroguard FS).  This treatment involves removal of hotplate components as well as 

access doors to oven and firebox. 

 The flue is made of two components – one section attached to the Stove (cast iron 

section), and the flue section attached to the cast iron component.  Melt ice from around 

the base of the flue so that the whole flue can be removed.  This may require two or 

three people as the pipe section of the flue may contain ice.  Once the ice is melted from 

the flue section, the internal section could be treated with Dulux Durabilt STE or similar.  

This type of product may have to be applied inside the Sorenson because of ambient 

temperature. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS – ICE EXCAVATION 

 

HANNAM AND BAGE BUNKS 

The ice bank on the northern ends of both Hannam and Bage’s Bunks (adjoining Murphy’s bunk 

on the eastern wall) are ice filled (see below photo). This is damaging for that area in terms of 

weight and moisture on artefacts.  

In particular, there is a food cache on Hannam’s bunk, which is clearly deteriorating due to the 

ice surrounds, which both ablates and melts around the objects as the season progresses. The 

cans are highly corroded and mould is present on the paper labels and cotton flour bags. In 

terms of future ice excavation in the Main Hut, attention to this area is recommended. As a 

matter of priority for conservation programme, a protocol needs to be established for the 

treatment of food products in various containments. This will become increasingly necessary as 

ice excavation continues and for dealing with food items which have already been exposed. 
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Ice Banks on Hannam and Bage’s Bunks (Absolon, 2010) 

SHELF ABOVE MERTZ BUNK 

A rock collection is iced onto a shelf above Mertz’s Bunk. This weight of this ice bank has caused 
the shelf to slump away from the wall. It would be an opportune time to release the collection 
from the ice and reinstate the shelving whilst the current floor level provides improved access. 
This geological collection is of historical interest and would provide a nice focal point for the 
visitor experience. 

 

Iced in geological collection on slumping shelf above Mertz bunk (Absolon, 2010) 
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FLOOR LEVEL EXCAVATIONS 

Future works on this eastern side, including completion of Murphy’s bunk, will require ice 

removal from the current floor level. It is recommended the current floor level adjoining the 

eastern wall bunks be dropped by approximately 200mm and 800mm westward to facilitate 

further works. This would allow for: 

 access to underneath the bunk level for the exposure of artefacts and wireless radio 

infrastructure, 

 release of two box containers semi-exposed on the current floor level and prone to tread 

damage, and 

 thorough excavation of Hannam’s Bunk.     

Excavation of this floor area in the manner proposed, a one step drop along the eastern side, 

should have no impact on the visitation experience of tourists. It would be a logical continuation 

of the floor level from the south-eastern end (Hyde Park Corner).  

These recommendations need to be part of the ongoing discussions regarding the retention of 

the floor ice generally. 
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+-

 

Extend floor ice level from Hyde Park Corner to Murphy’s Bunk (Absolon, 2010) 

  

Top: Ninnis 

Bottom: Madigan 

Top: Webb 1912 

Bottom: Hodgeman 1912 
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MAIN HUT ACCESS 

An investigation into possible mitigation of wear on timbers at the entry and tourist safety was 

carried out. It was observed that minimal wear occurred from the entry of tourists and 

expedition members on any part of the hut fabric except the front door sill. 

Access into the Hut remains the same as previous years. The blue ice has been shaped and 

formed into steps and no issues have arisen as to safety. The placement of ply forms (walkway 

platforms) on the floor may increase the risk of danger rather than decrease it. To constantly be 

moving these walkway platforms will also increase the risk of damage to shelving, doors and 

fixtures. The securing of these walkway forms also poses an issue as they would be sitting on 

uneven ice and would need pegging down. This process would be intrusive to the ice layer on 

the floor. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 To mitigate wear on entry sill there should be a temporary, sacrificial sill placed over the 

existing and removed at the end of the work season. This temporary sill should not 

include any kind of fixing but be shaped to lock in around the door jamb. 

 The shaping of small level steps in the ice at the entry point and verandah will minimize 

the risk of slipping. 
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WORKSHOP 

SHELVING 

Excavation of the Workshop bench (western wall and north western corner) took place this 

expedition as per 2009/2010 works plan. This area contained the shelving that was forced from 

its origin by ice accumulation and the brackets that belong to it. 

Remedial work on these shelves was not recommended (as per works plan 2009/2010) until 

the ice ingress issue in the Workshop has been resolved. However, the retrieval of these shelves 

and brackets and the interpretation of their origin was possible. 

RECORDING  

The position of each shelf and bracket was interpreted by using the scars or shadows that 

remain on the walls and the fixing holes. These shadows were formed by the remnants of rust 

from the steel brackets, left behind after forced removal. The screw holes verified the exact 

position and size of bracket used. This method was used in both bracket to wall positioning and 

bracket to shelf positioning. 
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3600 

4300 

1190 2000 2520 3170 4300 

2000 3165 450 
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1080 

Shelf 
E 

Shelf C has 
mitred end 

Shelf B 

Shelf A 

Shelf D 
Shelf notched 

around step in wall 
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Notch in shelf for upper bracket 
& scar on wall indicating 

location. 

Bracket found below 
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NEW BRACKETS 

Some repair will be needed to timber shelves in places and some replica brackets will also be 

need as replacements. Replica brackets of same profile remain on site for this use and repair to 

timber shelving will be obvious on inspection. 

              

 

 

All shelving has been allocated a code for the ease of reinstatement and the diagram below sets 

out all repositioning and letter coding for this task. 

FIXINGS 

The same issue applies to the fixings in this process as in the main hut (refer to fixing options in 

main hut shelving). All bracket fixings in the main hut and workshop should remain uniform. 

Replacement bracket.  
(Passingham, 2010) 

Original bracket location  
(Passingham 2010) 
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MONITORING 

STAND ALONE TEMPERATURE/RH  LOGGERS 

One stand  alone Tinytag data logger is located in the workshop. 

Logger Code Location Logging Interval 
(mins) 

Logger Duration 

MHF 2 Central collar tie in 
the workshop 

40  422 days 10/1/09 – 
8/3/10 

 

The data was downloaded from the logger reprogrammed and reinstated on the collar tie to 
collect relative Humidity and temperature during 2010. The logger battery was replaced with a 
new battery.  Logger information and location are given in the table below. 

Logger Code Location Logging Interval 
(mins) 

Logger Duration 

MHF 2 Central collar tie in 
the workshop 

40  431 days 10/1/10 – 
15/3/11 

 

Results 
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CAMPBELL’S SCIENTIFIC SYSTEM 

As stated previously, the Campbell’s Scientific System which was installed in 1999 remained 
inoperable during 2009 and no relative humidity or temperature data was recorded by the 
system during this period.  The system, including the sensors were removed from the Hut for 
repair in Australia.   

VIBRATION LOGGERS 

Vibration loggers have been monitoring movement of the Main Hut in the workshop in one 
location. 

Logger Code Location 
 

Logging Interval 
(mins) 

Logger Duration 

AAD V1 Central collar tie in 
workshop (non 
original) 

40  447 days 4/1/09 – 
27/3/10 

 

AAD V1 logger was removed, the data downloaded.  It was decided after consultation with Dr 
Ian Godfrey to reinstall this logger in the Transit Hut to monitor the vibration in this location.  

 

Results 

 

There are some minor vibrations occurring in the Workshop collar tie which are unlikely to be 
of concern. 
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CORROSION MONITORING 

The condition of the in situ Climate bolts was noted and all corrosion cells were left in place for 
another year.   

Objects Location State when found 2006 objects 
Corrosion cells Workshop, West 

side on ice shelf, 
0.3 m above the 
vice 

Snow and ice free 1138/1113 

Corrosion cells Workshop north 
side on ice bank 
(buried in ice) 

Covered in ice 1139/1116 

Corrosion cells Workshop roof Snow and ice free 1118/1110 
  

EXCAVATION 

The areas of the western, southern and northern walls of the Workshop have been previously 

excavated in the mid 70’s by Rod Ledingham and many objects during this excavation had been 

documented and placed in storage boxes.  

SOUTHERN WALL 

Excavation of the southern wall revealed candleholders which were frozen in ice behind the 

upper shelf of the doorway.  These were thawed and replaced on the shelf without treatment.  A 

chip of wood from the bottom shelf of this area was repaired by the Heritage Carpenter using 

wood adhesive and clamps.  The shelf above the excavated area was supported with rope as it 

appeared to in danger of coming loose from the wall.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

Southern Wall before 
excavation (Maxwell 2009) 

Southern Wall after excavation 
(Maxwell 2010) 
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WESTERN WALL 

Excavation of the western wall (workbench area) revealed boxes of matches, metal working 
files, parts of one of the vices, and a router plane.  Both the router plane and some of the metal 
working files were treated and catalogued.  Various other items excavated were left as object 
scatter on top of the bench (these were not catalogued).   Underneath the workbench, spare 
parts from the air tractor were catalogued and documented.  A broken wooden barrel found 
underneath the bench was freed from the ice and reassembled.  This item, along with objects 
found in the barrel, was fully documented and recorded on the database. 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Workshop Bench before 
excavation.  (Maxwell 2009) 

Workshop Bench during 
excavation.  (Maxwell 2009) 

Workshop Bench during 
excavation.  (Maxwell 2010) 

Workshop Bench after 
excavation.  (Maxwell 2010) 
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NORTHERN WALL 

Excavation of the inside of the northern wall was carried out as part of the investigation into the 

proposal for the over cladding the northern wall.  Excavation was carried out down to the level 

of the first ice bench, which corresponded to the level of the remains of the workshop bench 

located on the Northern wall.  Excavation revealed the hole for the engine exhaust flue, which 

was discovered to be unsealed.   

  

 

 

 

 

Shelving and brackets released from the ice during this excavation were documented and 

recorded for reinstatement with the Heritage Carpenter.  These items are now stored on the 

mezzanine in the Main Hut for future treatment. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE TREATMENT OF WORKSHOP AREA 

 Continue ice excavation to meet the guidelines of the Conservation Management Plan  

 Reinstate shelving and brackets for western and northern walls 

 Realign and treat shelving on southern wall.  This may involve ice excavation around the 

entrance door to the Workshop.  Issues raised regarding this approach were the 

vulnerability of hinges on door and the amount of ice that would need to be excavated 

for this process to be undertaken. 

 Where brackets are reinstated they may end up a combination of reproduced brackets 

and original brackets, which are treated and stabilised.  All screws should have marine 

guard grease applied to the threads before reattachment (as per brackets installed to 

the shelving on the outer eastern wall of Mawson’s cubicle). 

 Trial excavation of outer northern wall of the Workshop.  This is a massive task but with 

the right team of experienced conservators/archaeologists (and depending on the 

season) it should be achievable. 

 Include more geological tools in the equipment.  

  

North Wall before excavation.  
(Maxwell 2009) 

North Wall after excavation, 
with black plastic in place.  
(Berry, 2010) 
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NORTHERN WALL ENGINE FLUE 

 

Excavation on the interior of the northern workshop wall revealed the original engine flue hole 
which remained unsealed aside from the solid mass of ice on the interior and exterior of the 
wall.  The hole was documented and then sealed on both sides with plywood and Robertson 
screws.  On the exterior face a rebate was cut into the ply to protect the textile fragment still 
attached to the flue.   

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Engine flue exterior face after excavation 
(Passingham, 2010) 

Plywood seal on exterior face of 
engine flue 

(Passingham, 2010) 

Plywood seal on interior face of engine flue  
(Passingham 2010) 
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NORTHERN WALL SPECIFICS 

The aim of this section of the report is to investigate the condition of the northern wall, inside 
and out, to aid in the decision making process to halt snow and ice ingress. This investigation 
addresses the issues of points of ingress and will help in achieving the most appropriate 
remedy.  

The outside cladding boards are showing signs of significant wear. This wearing has led to gaps 
(in some cases up to 10mm) forming between boards where the tongue and groove section is 
located. Ice is entering the wall cavity through these gaps and filling this void with blowing 
snow. The internal lining boards also have gaps between them in many places. The combination 
of these two issues allows ingress in times of blizzard, to travel from the outside through the 
wall to the inside of the workshop. It must also be noted that the ceiling lining boards have gaps 
in between the joins and this increases the ingress. The tar paper fixed to the inside of the wall 
is doing little to arrest the ingress and has failed also. Light can be seen through this wall which 
is the confirming sign of a free path of travel for ice. 

 

 

 

(Passingham, 2010) 

 

Black plastic has been laid down to collect and monitor the quantity of ingress from season to 
season. It has been documented that this year (2009/2010) no ingress was to be found. In 
previous seasons varying amounts of ice have been documented suggesting this ingress is 
weather dependant (see below). 

  

Sunlight 

through wall 
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(Top Left) December 2007: North eastern corner of the workshop showing ingress from 
both wall and ceiling.   
(Top Right) December 2008: North eastern corner, ingress clearer with 2007/08 plastic 
installation.   
(Middle Left) December 2008: South eastern corner showing ingress from the ceiling.   
(Middle Right)  December 2008: North western corner showing ingress from walls and 
ceiling.  (Bottom Left) December 2009:  North western corner showing no ingress between 
the 2008/09 & 2009/10 seasons.  
(Bottom Right) December 2009: North eastern corner showing no ingress between the 
2008/09 & 2009/10 seasons.(Berry 2007, 2008 & 2009) 
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As many gaps still remained unfilled, bitumen impregnated foam has been inserted into any 
gaps between lining boards on the external and internal as per works plan 2009/2010.  This 
will further decrease ingress and future monitoring will reveal the success of this trial. 

 

 

The junction of the external wall to roof plane also shows gaps and this is a further ingress 
point. As stated in the works plan (2009/2010), the over cladding of the workshop roof has 
done little to arrest this problem.  

 

 

Bitumen 

impregnated 

foam 

Bitumen 

impregnated 

foam 

Large gap in western wall of verandah and gaps in 
the junction of the external wall to the roof plane. 

(Passingham, 2009) 
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FEASIBILITY OF INTERNAL LINING BOARD REMOVAL. 

The internal lining boards are extremely brittle and susceptible to splitting especially around 
the nail head. Photo documentation shows that many boards have begun this splitting process 
while in-situ and the removal would only increase this problem. The very nature of tongue and 
groove lining makes it difficult to remove without destruction of some part of the boards. If 
lining boards were removed, there is great potential for destruction of a percentage of boards. 
Some of this breakage may be repairable by re-gluing pieces together but this situation is 
undesirable.  

 

 

 

The second issue arising from removal is the type and condition of the nails used for fixing. The 
type of nail is a mild steel flat head and the condition of these nails is poor. Rusting nail heads 
are evident on the majority of fixing points and a flat head nail will cause the board to split on 
forced removal. These two combined will make any removal an arduous process.   

 

 

 

 
 

 

The present nail positions must be considered. It should be noted that there are two nails in 
every board/stud intersection and this is approximately every 500 millimetres along each 
board horizontally. The present rusty patina of the nails would be lost to the new “bright” fixing, 
thus changing the visual aesthetics significantly.  

(Left) Original nail 

(Right) Standard 

Robinson Stainless 

Steel countersunk 

screw. 
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The introduction of a membrane behind this wall has merit; however does little to stop ingress 
from entering the roof cavity from the outside wall/roof junction.  In addition to the wall, light 
can also be seen through the holes in the ceiling lining, indicating a free passage for ingress to 
enter. 

FEASIBLITY OF EXTERNAL OVER CLADDING. 

As previously stated the external cladding is showing significant signs of wear in some areas, 
especially in the tongue and groove leading to ingress and the second point of ingress is at the 
wall/ roof junction. The two main issues arising from the over cladding process are the artefact 
scatter and the Aurora observatory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Aurora observatory extends out from the centre of the northern wall and has a skillion roof 
and stud framed walls. The issue here is how to over clad around this structure without re-
interpreting its connection to the northern wall (see section of report that refers to the 
observatory). 

In addition, after snow and ice removal from the interior and exterior of the northern wall face 
during 2009/10, the original engine exhaust outlet hole was exposed highlighting an 
interpretation difficulty if over cladding is proposed.  

The positive side to over cladding this wall is that a full seal will be created against ingress as 
exampled by the Main Hut Roof over cladding. Ingress from the cladding and the wall/roof 
junction will be addressed by this process, especially when the membrane is included. 

  

Northern wall showing substantial 

gaps between external cladding 

boards. 

(Passingham, 2010) 
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Above: 1912 image showing the exhaust outlet in the northern wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Northern wall exterior during January 2002 showing distribution of artefact scatters.  

(Godfrey, 2002) 
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The artefact scatter rests firmly against this wall and involves a diverse arrangement of 
material. This scatter rises up the wall in some places to approximately 600-700 millimetres 
from ground level. If it is not possible to follow the example of the over cladding used in the 
south western corner (where artefacts and rocks were left in situ and cladding manoeuvred 
around them) then the removal of this scatter must be seriously considered.   

If it is decided that over cladding should occur and excavation is required, the following 
archaeological considerations are necessary.   

 A full archaeological research design need be prepared to assess the following: 

Research questions  
historical sources 
comparative archaeological sites 
research questions 
data requirements for answering each question 
 
Research program outline  
timing for the project  
milestones & phases  
approvals required 
consultation with all relevant parties 
key personnel qualifications, skills and experience 
equipment required 
logistics & special considerations 
research funding 
 
Practical methodology 
data-gathering method 
non-invasive (i.e. survey) or invasive (i.e. excavation/surface collection/sampling) 
site preparation & specific technical requirements 
data management once gathered 
artefact collection, processing and management 
artefact cataloguing programs and data entry  
 
Community engagement   
archaeological knowledge to be shared with the community (i.e. presentations, 
publications, resources) 
 
Assessment of impacts 
impact upon the site 
archaeological material likely to be recovered  
relate research to the management objectives for the place 
plan addressing both site and artefact conservation. 
 
Site conservation  
site strategy once archaeological investigations completed 
 
Artefact conservation 
item management, conservation and storage during and after the excavation 
future of the artefacts or site fabric 
agreements with an appropriate institution for the lodgement of recovered artefacts or 
site fabric 
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recovery and processing of all archaeological items carried out to a standard agreed 
with the relevant institution 
 

 Prior to any work commencing, clearance of ice and snow is required to assess the 
scatter unobscured. 
 
This will require clearance in the first few days of the field season to allow the 
melt/ablation to continue to occur naturally throughout.  Ideally a cover could be 
installed to prevent ingress through the season once excavation had commenced 
 

 Excavation of snow and ice should be carried out by archaeologists to allow any 
appropriate recording of any deposits that may be present in the drift and upper ice 
strata. 
 
Previous season’s images show that the deposit can melt away entirely throughout a 
season; therefore deposit movement may have occurred with the rise and fall of the ice 
levels. 
 

 Decision prior to excavation required towards artefact management and spoil disposal. 

Trench backfilling should occur naturally and humic material and artefacts should not 
be redeposited within the excavated trench. This is the case for several reasons, 
primarily as the humic material retains enormous amounts of moisture and potentially 
other substances which are not ideal resting against new or old timbers, also once strata 
is excavated, it is impossible to replace it and artefacts back in situ as the context is 
removed and replacement is not considered best practice. Collection material recovered 
would need treatment and housing, be that in Australia or on site, this would need to be 
decided prior to work commencing. 

 Sampling strategy required for humic material and availability of testing facilities in 
Australia (incl. RTA procedures). 

The majority of this material is food and biological sample waste and therefore is of 
great interest in determining the diet of the AAE team and much of the testing that was 
being carried out, the material (bones, seeds, pips and humic material) however, is 
mostly unrecognisable and would only be so through scientific testing and specialist 
identification, therefore samples would be required to return to Australia for this 
purpose.  In addition, the size and quantity of samples required would need to be 
predetermined. 

 Excavation size needs to be based on the minimum required space for carpentry work 
against the wall. 

Trench size should be kept to an absolute minimum as excavation need not remove any 
more of the deposit than is absolutely necessary; the trench should be the minimum 
space required to access the bottom of the wall timbers and to allow the over cladding to 
occur.  

 Collection material recovered would need treatment and housing, be that in Australia or 
on site, and this would need to be decided prior to work commencing. 
 
Archaeological artefacts excavated may need conservation treatment.  Correct 
Archaeological collection and storage should be available either on site or for RTA situ 
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or to a suitable institution. Artefact entry into the AAD database should occur.  Humic 
material and excavated soil will require disposal away from the main site and must be 
situated in an area that will not affect existing deposits or have any adverse 
environmental impacts.   
 

 Excavation extending the entire length of the northern wall would require a minimum of 
two archaeologists considering the depth of the deposit and the complex nature of the 
humic material and strata. 
 
The significant quantity of material deposited against the building would be too much 
work for one season for a single archaeologist as excavation will require significant scale 
recording, photographic recording, plan and elevation recording, artefact processing, 
sample collecting, artefact cleaning and packaging. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

The ultimate goal is to halt ingress into the Main Hut and Workshop to enable the continuing 
conservation and re-instatement of shelving and artefacts. This will lead, ultimately to the final 
interpretation of the 1911 to 1914 AAE expedition huts. The decision on this over cladding will 
mitigate the ice ingress that has for so long been destructive to the interior and all that lies 
within. Archaeological input into potential cladding is essential from the outset. 
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AURORA OBSERVATORY  

The following section details the condition of the Aurora Observatory and outlines 
recommendations for future conservation works. 

This structure is located centrally along the northern wall of the workshop and consists of two 
walls perpendicular to the northern wall and a skillion roof.    

 

 The wall sections of this structure are of non-standard construction and consist of 
timbers bolted to each other to form a frame. No cladding is to be found on these walls, 
however structural integrity remains. Investigation of the bottom plates was not 
possible due to ice levels but no significant movement was visible. Monitoring of these 
walls each year is essential due to their lack of cladding. 
 

 The roof is a skillion style with rafters fixed to the northern wall and extending to a front 
beam. Battens form the fixing points for the roof cladding and are also in fair condition. 
The cladding, however, has abraded down to less than 40 percent of its original 
thickness and more severely in some places.  A temporary frame was installed 
(2008/2009) to ensure this cladding is not lost.  

 

 

        

 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

The overall structure remains in fair condition but the permanent loss of roof cladding is 
imminent once the temporary frame is removed. Due to the unsightly temporary frame a 
decision should be made on the roof cladding in the near future. The process of over cladding as 
per the main roof (minus the membrane) would be suitable for this structure. 

  

Temporary frame on Aurora 
Observatory (Passingham, 2010) 

Detail of timber thicknesses on roof of 
Aurora Observatory (Passingham, 
2010) 
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HUSKY 

A freeze dried dog and a kerosene tin dating back to the AAE was discovered on the ice plateau 

by a private expeditioner in 1997. They were found near the AAE staging post known as 

Aladdin's Cave and were subsequently relocated to Cape Denison by the 1997- 98 AAP team.   

BACKGROUND 

The 2000-2001 team made the following recommendations on the Husky’s future: 

The dog was subjected to a brief autopsy by Rod Givney, the expedition 

doctor, and Estelle Lazer in 1998. It was then interred in a specially 

constructed wooden box in the ice-filled workshop. It was acknowledged 

that this was only a temporary measure until a more suitable location could 

be found for the final resting place for the dog. 

The kerosene tin was documented and repatriated. In line with the AAD 
artefact policy of not removing artefacts from their historic context except in 

extenuating circumstances, it was decided to return the kerosene tin to Cape 

Denison with the 2000-01 AAP expedition. The key problem for the 

relocation of this artefact was that it had been moved away from its original 

context on the plateau. As it was not practical to return it to its original 

location, a compromise solution was to store it in a specially prepared 

container in the workshop above the ice chamber where the husky has been 

buried. 

The dog was re-examined in 2001 by Ian Godfrey, Estelle Lazer and David 

Little and rephotographed with a colour card by Alasdair McGregor. The dog 

had a distinct odour that suggested some degree of decomposition. Mould 

growth was observed on the soft tissue of the dog in 1997-8. The quantity of 

mould does not appear to have increased. Ian Godfrey suggested that 

continued storage in the sub-zero conditions of the ice tomb in the workshop 

should minimise further deterioration until a decision is made about the 

final resting place of the dog. 

The workshop location is not the most appropriate long term storage space 

for either the dog or the container. If a decision is made to clear the Huts of 

snow and ice as part of a long term management strategy it will be necessary 

to move the dog and the tin. Consideration needs to be given to the best long 

term strategies for artefacts from the plateau. 

It would be impractical to return the dog and tin to their find spots on the 

plateau. It would also be impossible to ensure their long term preservation 

on a glacier. Similarly, it would need to be demonstrated that other options, 

such as burial under rocks at the moraine line would not cause damage to 

the dog or other artefacts. 

Repatriation is probably the least desirable option for AAE artefacts 

Nonetheless, these artefacts have already been removed from their original 
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context. Return to Australia should not be considered unless an arrangement 

could be made to cover the costs of transportation, conservation and 

curation in an appropriate institution with a commitment for the storage and 

or exhibition of the dog and kerosene tin. 

(2001, Little, D, Easther, R.,  Killick, D., Godfrey, I., McGregor, A., Bugg, T., Searle, J., Lazer., E, 
‘Report of the AAP Mawson's Huts Foundation Expedition 2000-01’, pp33-34) 
 

2009-10 WORKS PLAN 

The 2009-10 Works Plan recommended the following: 

 1.3A - Store the Husky remains in ice in the east verandah.  

It is assumed that the premise for this proposal lies within the management plan suggesting 

that: The remains of an AAE husky dog, retrieved from the ice-cap, are now located inside the 

workshop. If ice were removed from the workshop, options for this object’s location would include 

one of the verandahs–the original home of the dogs. If the remains can be conserved on-site, there 

appears to be no necessity for repatriation to Australia.  

RECOMMENDATION 

Although a sensible idea in principal, in practice, the storing of the Husky in the east verandah 

during the 2009/10 expedition season (and in future seasons) was not feasible for a number of 

reasons. 

a) The three known entry points to the east verandah are not easily accessible.  The 

northern door, shown accessible via a tunnel in Hodgeman’s 1913 plan of the building is 

blocked on the exterior by drift snow and ice and is filled on the interior with a snow 

and ice bank. The eastern window of the structure is covered with vertical timber 

boards which would require removal and risk significant damage if removal occurred. 

The other door accessing the ‘dog verandah’ leads into the ‘general store’, ‘food store’, 

and ‘biological store’ all of which are connected and only accessible via the verandah 

entrance on the western facade of the building – all of which are also filled with snow 

and ice. 

b) The snow and ice deposits within the verandah area are not known to have been 

excavated since the departure of the AAE team in 1913 and therefore have higher 

archaeological significance than any of the previously excavated and re-iced areas of the 

structure. 

c) The deposit within the verandah area has the potential to yield highly significant 

cultural/artefactual material related to the sled dogs and their associated equipment 

and therefore would require systematic archaeological excavation and recording by a 

qualified archaeologist. 

d) The flow on effect of the removal of ice and snow from the east verandah on the interior 

of the workshop has not been comprehensively considered, and it was the belief of the 

Archaeologist/Chief Conservator that the removal of ice and snow from within this area 

would contradict the existing rationale for maintaining the ice banks: 
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The retention of this ‘ice bank’ contained in the verandah is an 
important factor in the conservation of the Huts. The ‘ice bank’ not 
only moderates the temperature and humidity of the interior of the 
Huts, but also provides a thermal mass to the whole in the event of a 
sustained thaw (MHF Conservation Works Plan 2009/10). 

Openings in the wall contribute to the ablation of the snow bank that 

has built up in the verandah, threatening to reduce the buffer effect 

that this provides to the internal environment and the thermal mass 

this gives to the whole building... The main influence of ice in the 

verandahs has been to help to stabilise the structure, therefore it has 

been left in place. (MHHS 2007-201, pp62,63,85). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Image shows the exterior snow drift and ice build-up against the eastern verandah entrance.  
Vertical build-up extends to just 1 metre below the workshop eave level (Steele, Jan2010). 

Image shows the exterior snow drift and ice build-up against the eastern verandah window.  
Vertical build-up extends to ≤400mm metre below the verandah eave level against the 
window opening (Stewart, Jan2010). 
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GENERAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL HUT RECORDING FOR 2009/2010 

During the 2009/2010 season, the interior and exterior of the Main Hut complex was scale 
drawn.  This involves several removable baselines being established throughout the hut to 
enable a plan (a bird’s eye view) of all of the features (bunks, ice deposits, shelves, fittings etc) 
to be drawn accurately in a convertible metric scale.  

These plans are too large to be submitted as a part of this report but are to be forwarded to both 
the Mawson’s Huts Foundation and the AAD. 

 

Jody planning the interior of the hut (Askin, 2010) 

In addition to the plan, in excess of 2500 images were taken of the interior of the hut and 
workshop including detailed individual artefact photos as well as contextual images.  These are 
too numerous to include here, but will also be supplied to MHF and the AAD for their files.  In 
addition to these images, many of those used by Peter Morse to create his imagery could also 
serve as contextual data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Example of detailed 
photograph showing a 

copy of the British Medical 
Journal 

(Steele, 2009) 
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Example of detail recorded on timber features. 
(Steele, 2009) 

 

Example of contextual photo – supported by detail images (eg. British Medical Journal located 
within this image) (Steele, 2009)  

British  Medical Journal 
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HUT VALLEY NORTHERN ARTEFACT SCATTER SURVEY 

SURVEY BACKGROUND 

Over the years, many surveys and photographic recording of the artefacts in and around Cape 

Denison have been undertaken by visiting archaeologists (Lazer, McGowan, McConnell etc).  

This season, recording continued with the understanding that in each of the previous surveys 

(listed below), varying degrees of snow and ice melt were present at the time of survey. 

Previous Surveys: 

1984-86 Artefact scatters: initial archaeological site survey    Project Blizzard 

1997-98 Archaeological site survey; artefacts documented; ice cores taken   AAP Mawson’s Huts Foundation 

2000-01 Archaeological site survey; artefacts documented    AAP Mawson’s Huts Foundation 

2002-03 Artefact scatters around Main Hut, Penguin Knob documented   Antarctic Division 

2007-08 Archaeological site survey       Mawson’s Huts Foundation 

Continued survey of the scatters over time intervals is sagacious, allowing object movement to 

be monitored and additional artefacts to be recorded when exposed by the varying weather 

conditions.  In addition, substantial time is required to identify and record potentially diagnostic 

items within the scatter, including spatial and contextual information.  This information should 

continue to be collected whenever time and conditions allow.  The examples that follow should 

serve as a bench mark for monitoring the scatters movement and deterioration. 

SURVEY DETAILS & LOCATION 

The 2009/10 works plan set out the following: 

The method of recording the artefact scatters at Cape Denison should include 

contextual information about the scatter by the Archaeologist and information on 

artefact relationships, context and location, and identification and description of 

diagnostic artefacts. 

Grid squares (framing squares) to be used as the main (base) technique for the 

detailed documentation of dense artefacts scatters at Cape Denison; 

complemented by summary descriptions of the scatters (including information 

about context), general and detailed in plan photography, and some surveying to 

create accurately located points.  

With this in mind, and several days of ideal melt conditions, it was decided to trial a more 

focused survey of the scatter located on the rocky outcrop directly north of the Hut and 

Workshop structures with the intention of tracking diagnostic artefact material.  An arbitrary 

five 1x1m square artefact concentrations were selected for the sample survey, all within close 

proximity to the main hut to ensure relocation even in the worst conditions was more likely.  

Each of the squares is located within a 10m radius of the following reference which is indicated 

on the following map and photograph.  
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The five 1x1 metre scatter surveys contained a variety of both diagnostic and non-diagnostic 

artefacts as well as being composed of wide variety of materials.  The following images (taken 

from one of Chris Henderson’s kites) and information will indicate some of that variety whilst 

clearly representing the complexity of the artefact scatter present at the historic site.  

67°00’30”S 
142°39’38”E 

 

67°00’30”S 
142°39’38”E 
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The five sample squares are indicated on the image below: 

 

 

  

Sq #1 

Sq #2 

Sq #3 

Sq #4 

Sq #5 

Sq #5 

Sq #1 

Sq #2 

Sq #3 

Sq #4 
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ARTEFACT SCATTER SQUARE #1 

Located at:  -67.008607814 = 67°00’30”S 
+142.660828514 = 142°39’57”E 
South western corner of grid. 
 

Artefacts present within scatter include: 

Cable Glass Fragments 

Timber block Ring pull 

Copper Wire Coal 

Seal Blubber  

 

 

Artefact Scatter Square #1 (Steele 2009)  
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Detail of artefacts in Scatter Square #1 (Steele 2009) 
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ARTEFACT SCATTER SQUARE #2 

Located at:  -67.008591203 = 67°00’30”S  
+142.660825421  = 142°39’38”E  
South western corner of grid 

Artefacts present within scatter include: 

Cable Leather Glass Fragments 

Timber cladding Other fabric Bone 

Wire x 4 thicknesses Plate glass Coal 

Hessian  Paint Tins 

 

 

Artefact Scatter Square #2 (Steele 2009) 
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Detail of artefacts in Scatter Square #2 (Steele 2009) 

  

Wire 

Paint? 

Fabric 

Glass 

Bone 
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Thin glass plate 

Leather with stud 
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Paint or ointment 
tube 

Diagnostic Glass 

“ALEXINE” 
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Alexine was apparently used in the late  1800s and early 1900s for cancer 
treatment. . .why it  is  present in the scatter is  yet to  be determined.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extract from Page 17 British Medical Journal July 11th, 1908 
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ARTEFACT SCATTER SQUARE #3 

Located at:  -67.008577814  = 67°00’30”S . 
+ 142.660849642 = 142°39’39”E  
South western corner of grid 

Artefacts present within scatter include: 

Timber   

Shoe  

Hessian   

Cord  

 

 

Artefact Scatter Square #3 (Steele 2009) 
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Detail of artefacts in Scatter Square #3 (Steele 2009)  

Leather Shoe 

Leather Shoe 

Sole of Leather Shoe 
showing 

modifications to 
accommodate sole 

plates for walking in 
snow and ice 
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ARTEFACT SCATTER SQUARE #4 

Located at:   - 67.008620612  = 67°00’31”S . 
+ 142.660795990  = 142°39’38”E  
South western corner of grid 

Artefacts present within scatter include: 

Seal Fur Tins 

Bottle glass  Cable/wire 

Metal/lead A/C sheet 

Leather cutting  Seed shells 

Butchered Bone Pips 
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Artefact Scatter Square #4 (Steele 2009)  
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Leather  

Lead 

Seed 
Seal 

Wire 
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Detail of artefacts in Scatter Square #4 (Steele 2009)  

A/C Sheet 

Butchered Bone 
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ARTEFACT SCATTER SQUARE #5 

Located at:  -67.008609123 = 67°00’30”S  
+142.660766304 = 142°39’38”E 
 South western corner of grid. 

Artefacts present within scatter include: 

Bone Tin 

Cork  A/C Sheet 

Glass Glass Tube 

Batteries  Wire 

Seal fur Fabric  

 

 

Artefact Scatter Square #5 (Steele 2009)  
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Glass 

Glass Tube 

Battery  
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A/C Sheet 

Battery  

Battery  

Tin 

Fabric 
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Cable Stamped with “Chater Lea Patent” similar cable conserved this year. 
This is more than likely related to the Wireless as the company still makes communications 

equipment. 

  

Cork  

Diagnostic Glass  
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Glass is stamped... 

WELLCOME 
CHEMICAL  

WORKS 
PD 497461 

Burroughs and Wellcome  supplied the medical stores for the AAE.  Research into the patent 

number  on the bottle is continuing and will hopefully return the exact medicine that was 

contained within it. 

 

 

 

Taken from the AAE Equipment list 1911 

  

Diagnostic Glass  
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Potentially the base of an “ALEXINE” bottle as X symbol resembles that on the bottle top shown 
above or possibly salt – needs further research. 

  

Diagnostic Glass  

Diagnostic Glass 
Bottle Base 
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A/C Sheet 

Battery  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

 When weather permits, the five artefact squares recorded above should be 

rephotographed and attempts should be made to compare the easily identifiable 

artefacts above and their placement  within the squares.  This will highlight artefact 

movement and degradation. 

 

 The kite aerial photography was incredibly useful in identifying locations of major 
artefact scatters and situating the sample scatter locations.  If in future, higher 
resolution images could be taken, this would mitigate the necessity for on ground 
recording as it would be possible to zoom to see individual items within the scatter. – 
Thanks Dr Chris! 

 

Glass tubing 
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TRANSIT HUT 

PREAMBLE 

Originally known as the Astronomical Observatory, the Transit Hut housed the theodolite used 

to take star sights to determine the exact longitude of Cape Denison. It is now considered to be a 

standing ruin.  Issues associated with the huts status and repair are outlined below. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Construction of the Transit Hut commenced in May 1913, with packing case timbers being 

affixed to an Oregon frame. The structure was also clad in sheepskin and canvas. The interior of 

the eastern wall is still lined with Asbestos sheet, it is unclear if this was the case for the other 

three interior walls. 

So the Transit House was founded, and there were many volunteers to assist 

Bage in carrying the tons of stones which formed its permanent base.  The 

nearest large collection of boulders was twenty yards away, on the edge of a 

moraine, but these after a while became exhausted.  Plenty of rocks actually 

showed above the surface, but the majority were frozen-in, and, when of 

suitable size, could only be moved by a heavy crowbar.  Some of the men, 

therefore, dislodged the rocks, while others carried them. 

1914, Mawson, D., Home of the Blizzard, p114. 

SIGNIFICANCE 

Mawson’s Huts Historic Site was the first base for scientific and geographical 

discovery in Antarctica by Australians. The site of Mawson’s Huts marks the 

location of the earliest large-scale scientific inquiry by Australians outside 

Australia following Federation. The Australasian Antarctic Expedition (AAE) 

1911–1914, carried out major scientific experiments and laid the foundation for 

the eventual claim to a large portion of the Antarctic continent by Australia. The 

expedition was also the first to pioneer the use of wireless communication and the 

first to attempt to obtain an aeroplane for use in Antarctica. The place is one of six 

surviving Heroic Era (1897 to 1917) expedition bases which symbolise the first 

period of land-based scientific research and geographic discovery in Antarctica.  

The attributes are embedded in the AAE fabric including four timber buildings, 

two intact and two as standing ruins. These include the Main Hut with living 

section, workshop and verandahs (intact), the Magnetograph House (intact), 

Absolute Magnetic Hut (standing ruin with no roof), and Transit Hut (standing 

ruin with no roof). 

MHHS Management Plan, 2007-2012, p45.  
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MANAGEMENT POLICY TO DATE 

CMP 2001:  The Transit Hut should be conserved as a standing ruin without the introduction of 

new fabric. The survey post should be conserved in situ and the hut and post will be conserved and 

managed so as to permit continuation of scientific recordings. 

CMP 2007-2012: The effects of a century of exposure should not be obscured, unless to prevent 

structural failure. The Transit Hut and Absolute Magnetic Hut should be preserved as ruins 

evoking the sense of time elapsed. 

The 2009-10 Works plan detailed the following works: 

The following work is to be conducted under the supervision of the expedition Archaeologist 

who will assess the condition of the Transit Hut in consultation with the Senior Heritage 

Carpenter and Chief Conservator.  

 In consultation with the archaeologist and the conservator, assess the use of Sikaflex 

polyurethane sealant to repair existing structural and cladding members. 

 In order to conserve the Transit Hut as a standing ruin, fix timber that has worked loose 

or is at risk of doing so (using Sikaflex polyurethane amber coloured sealant and 

galvanized screws where appropriate). If cladding is assessed by the archaeologist, 

conservator and carpenter as being too thin/damaged/brittle to repair/refit, replace 

with new timber of the same or similar material and size. 

 Date stamp new fabric introduced as part of conservation works. 

 Document, record (in the AHR database) and store on site any fabric removed from the 

Transit Hut. 

 The Transit Hut should be comprehensively documented, including photographically, 

before and after any conservation work. 

 The hut’s condition should be compared with Crispo’s drawings in Volume 2 of 

Mawson’s huts, Antarctica – a conservation proposal (Blunt 1991:204-207) and the 

Conservation Architect’s Report (Welke 2002). [NOTE: Any “restore as at ‘x’ date” (refer 

Ashley’s 2009 advice to MHF), could be either the 1985 condition as described by Blunt 

(in Blunt 1991) or that described by Welke (2002).This should be discussed with the 

archaeologist, conservator and architect.] 

 A search should be made for any fabric from the Transit Hut that could be reinstated – 

use Crispo’s/Welke’s drawings, and photographs to identify any fabric that may be 

found. 

 Investigate the Transit Hut foundations with the assistance of the archaeologist to 

determine construction and anchoring methods in case of the need for a “box” solution 

in later years. 
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CONDITION 

COMPARATIVE STUDY 
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CONDITION AS OF JANUARY 2010 

The condition of the hut was assessed on December 30th 2009 and the following observations 
were made: 

The southern face timbers are the most heavily abraded as they face into the prevailing wind.  
Measurements were taken of the two corner posts and the two central uprights as well as both 
southern rafters and cladding.  The measurements taken are only indicative of the extent of loss 
of the timber fabric throughout the hut and represent the worst case scenario. 

The timbers were measured for overall loss as well as loss of soft wood between the grain.  

  

1. Original 100mm x 50mm 

Erosion of grain up to 30 mm 

Now: 70mm x 50mm 

 

2. Original: 100mm x 50mm 

Erosion of  grain up to 20 mm 

Now: 100mm x 40mm 

Tongue missing – held in place 
by 2009 cross member 

 

3. Original 100mm x 50mm 

Erosion of grain up to 30 mm 

Now: 70mm x 50mm 

 

4. Original 100mm x 50mm 

Erosion of grain up to 15mm 

Now: 85mm x 30mm 

 

5. Original 100mm x 50mm 

Erosion of grain up to 10 mm 

Now: 100mm x 45mm 

 

6. Original 100mm x 50mm 

Erosion of grain up to 10 mm 

Now: 90mm x 45mm 

Additional interior vertical 
batten to support AC 
cladding. 

 

7. See past images. 

Now: 1-8mm  
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1 

2 & 3 
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2 & 3 

4 & 5 
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PREVIOUS WORKS 

Loose boards have been repaired with a range of fastenings over the years.  In the 1980’s silicon 

bronze screws were used, in the 1990’s & 00’s stainless steel screws were used and recently a 

combination of polyurethane adhesive and stainless steel screws have been used.  The main 

issue with any fixing used on Transit Hut is the high frequency vibration it must endure all year 

round. There seems to be no combination of mechanical fixing and glue which will withstand 

this unusual circumstance. 

Previous screws were countersunk style, the shape of the countersunk head causes the timber 

to split.  The combination of the wedge shape of a countersunk head and the constant vibration 

increases the likelihood of the timber splitting at that point. 

The Sikaflex used during the 2008-09 expedition failed.  The 2010 assessment suggests that the 

failure was possibly due to a combination of sustained vibration and the embrittlement of the 

polyurethane. 

 

  

5 & 6 

Cladding board with 
Sikaflex applied in 
2008/2009 lying amongst 
the rocks at the foot of 
the Transit Hut  
(Steele, Dec 2009) 
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WORKS CARRIED OUT IN 2009/2010 

A new strengthening top plate has been introduced to the top of the northern wall which 

matches that on the southern wall installed in 2009.  Reinstated top plate to the north western 

corner of the northern wall including a horizontal timber brace recovered from the snow in 
December 2008.   

Ten new screws have been introduced to refix some of the loose boards which were facing 
imminent loss and four screws to replace fatigued and broken screws were also installed.  All of 
these screws are stainless steel 8 gauge pan head Robinson with a 10mm washer beneath.  This 
style of fixing is designed to prevent the splitting previously caused by the countersunk screws 
and also give a larger surface area to fasten the timbers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Left) Stainless steel countersunk Robinson screw installed in c.2008 vs. the 2010 installed pan 
head screw (Right). 

After detailed interior inspections carried out by the Chief Conservator and Archaeologist, two 
bench top boards were identified in the floor scatter and subsequently reattached by the 
carpenters using the new fastening system. 

The reinstatement of the structural top plate to the upper north corner of the northern wall 
(recovered from snow drift in 2009/10) was carried out and has replaced the replica from 
2007/08.  

This year, a decision has been made not to reinstate the missing but identifiable cladding 
boards. The rationale behind this decision making process is as follows. To re instate previously 
lost boards would admit their vulnerability to being lost again. These boards are fickle by 
nature, meaning that they are brittle and thin lending themselves to failure around the fixing 
point. Therefore to re-instate these previously lost boards could lead to a repeat occurrence of 
failure and risk their total loss. 
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 (Left) Shows bench top on initial inspection of the hut.  (Right) shows bench top with boards 
replaced. 

VIBRATION LOGGER 

A vibration logger was installed on in the Transit Hut to monitor the vibration of the structure.  
It was attached to the underside of the new strengthening top plate at the top of the northern 
wall, with two screws. 

Logger Code Location 
 

Logging Interval 
(mins) 

Logger Duration 

AAD V1 Transit Hut 40  447 days 14/1/10 – 
27/4/11 

 

ADDITIONAL NOTE 

The work carried out this year by Dr Peter Morse using the Lidar will be vital in the 

understanding of the movement and wind effects on the timbers of the Transit Hut.  If it can be 

rescanned in the future the extreme accuracy of the scan will allow detailed comparison. 
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MAGNETOGRAPH HOUSE 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR HUT ACCESS 

From experience on this expedition, access to the Magnetograph may require considerable ice 
excavation both external to the first door and then at the two internal doors.  It may take some 
days to allow the ice behind the first door to melt sufficiently to allow them to open.   

The door to the hut is likely to be buried in blue ice as the building is located slightly below 
ground level.  The following photographs and measurements will facilitate location and 
excavation of the doorway to permit entry to the building.  Two wooden boards are screwed 
across the door to hold it in place.  Remove these after excavation.  As with the Main Hut, once 
the door is exposed on the façade, it is likely to be frozen shut so allow ice to thaw by exposure 
to sunlight to allow its release. This process can be assisted by attaching black plastic to the 
door face to increase the rate of warming. 

Inside the first are two further doors.  The second door is only partially closed as the building 
has moved slightly and it can no longer clear one of the batons holding the tar paper onto the 
wall near the door jam.  Excavate the ice that will have built up in front of this door.  Use a hot 
air gun to release the ice between the door hinges and the doorjamb.  Take care to check the 
temperature of the tar-paper.  Repeat the procedure for the third door.   

Once access is gained any work planned for the interior should be carried out immediately and 
the hut closed as soon as possible.  If left open for any length of time during summer, melt water 
pools at the foot of the external doorway and inside the first and second doors.  If the weather 
becomes cold the doors will freeze in the position in which they were left resulting in the need 
for further ice excavation to release them and close the building up for the winter. 

To close the building up, shut both internal doors as far as they will go without forcing them 
shut.  The door latches will not work as the doors are no longer aligned.  Close the external door 
and replace the two timber boards located at the centre of the door and the foot of the door with 
Robertson screws. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Door height 
= 1599mm 

Left: Shows excavation to base of door exposing hard ice.  Right: Shows hard 
ice and support board removed. (Steele, 2010) 
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Left: Shows hard ice abutting Door 2 inside the hut.  Right: top and bottom show 
hard ice encasing two artefacts inside the entrance chamber. (Steele, 2010) 

Door height 
= 1789mm 

Door height 
= 1625mm 

Left: Shows hard ice abutting Door 3 inside the hut.  Right top: Shows ice build-up behind 
Door 2.  Right bottom: shows writing and hoar frost above Door 3. (Steele, 2010) 
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CONDITION 

The condition of the Magnetograph House was photo documented and measurements of the 

wall deflections taken to provide a base line for monitoring movement of the structure. 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The cladding and roof wall junction were examined to identify any loose boards or failure of the 
cladding particularly at the wall roof junction.  No loose boards were noted and the hut remains 
snow tight apart from the double porch. The copper ventilator located in the north western 
corner of the double porch consists of a copper pipe driven through the roof into the double 
porch and was discovered to have been open to the outside resulting in snow ingress in this 
corner of the porch. 

The external door is intact and functions successfully to prevent snow ingress.  The two internal 
doors, once freed from the ice, are still operable but no longer close completely and as a result 
cannot be latched closed.  The building has moved slightly so that both of these doors now catch 
on timber battens on the wall leaving a gap of approximately 150mm between the door and the 
door jamb. 

Ice and snow ingress was limited to the double porch area where drift and ice had built up 
against the inside of the external door and on the floor of the two porches.  Inside the house 
remained snow and ice free apart from some hoar frost.  

A search was  made for the galvanised metal roof cowling mentioned in the works plan in the 

area to the north of the hut but it was not located.  Subsequent investigation revealed that the 

reference for the cowl came from the 1996 Geoff Ashley report, which recommended that a 

replica of the original cowl be manufactured and attached to the vent.  Although this would be in 

keeping with roof detail, it is unlikely that any replica cowl would survive attached to the vent in 

Eastern wall (Berry 2009) Western wall (Berry 2009) 

Northern wall (Berry 2009) Southern wall (Berry 2009) 
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this location due to the wind conditions.   The roof vent was sealed using a structural ply plug of 

78mm diameter fitted into the top of the vent with silicone sealant.   

A new wooden board was fitted across the base of the external door in addition to the board 

currently used to secure the door shut.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The tar paper was in good condition and no refixing was necessary.  The Intergrain surface on 

the over cladding was removed. 

VISITOR ACCESS 

The tourist ship Orion was the only tourist vessel to visit Cape Denison during the summer.  

They came ashore on January 3 for a day and returned a few days later for another day on shore.    

As the Magnetograph House had been successfully opened just prior to their arrival we offered 

the Orion crew the opportunity for the passengers to have a look inside the double porch and in 

particular Bage’s instructions on the second door.  It was decided not to allow access further in 

to the building due to the difficulties of guiding people through the darkness of the interior and 

the risk of damaging the tar paper in the confines of the interior.  Members of the MHF team 

stayed at the Magnetograph Hut for several hours supervising and guiding passengers. 

  

Left: Fitting the new base board over the exterior door.  Right: The new base board 
screwed into place.  (Steele 2010) 
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MONITORING 

STAND ALONE TEMPERATURE/RH  LOGGERS 

One stand alone Tinytag datalogger was installed in 2002.  This was the first season in which it 
was possible to access the hut and retrieve the data.  Remarkably the logger battery was still 
functioning and we were able to download the data.   The dates appeared to be advanced by 
approximately 10 years however the data appears to be otherwise uncorrupted.  The trend in 
conditions in the Magnetograph House mirror those in the Main Hut, with higher relative 
humidity’s recorded over the summer months.  The data will be compared with that recorded 
for a similar period in the Main Hut.  The battery was changed and the logger relaunched and 
installed back in the hut.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Left: Shows can over datalogger 
in situ within the Magnetograph 

House prior to removal to 
Sorensen for downloading.  

(Steele 2010) 
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CORROSION MONITORING 

The condition of the in situ Climate bolts was noted and the corrosion cells were left in place for 
another year.   

Objects Location State when found 2006 objects 
Corrosion cells Magnetograph 

House, shelf NE 
corner 

Snow and ice free MH8 (2002 code)  
2708 (2002 code) 

 

 

TIMBER THICKNESS 

 Timber thickness measurements were taken in three locations around the hut, at the South 
western corner, the western corner and at the eastern corner. 

NORTH EASTERN CORNER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Location of Timber Thickness measurements at the North Eastern Corner  

Left: Shows Climate bolts and 
corrosion cells in situ within the 

Magnetograph House.  (Steele 
2010) 
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Position from 
lowest point of 
timber 

2000/01 
thickness mm 

2008/09 
thickness mm 

2009/10 
thickness mm 

1 13.99 14.21 13.30 
2 14.61 14.54 12.81 
3 14.69 14.94 13.9 
4 15.33 15.41 13.67 
5 15.79 15.54 14.24 
6 15.52 15.81 15.71 
7 15.87 15.70 15.20 
8 15.88 15.89 15.61 
9 15.50 15.99 15.6 
10 15.68 16.07 15.6 
11  15.66 15.0 
12  15.78 15.0 
 

SOUTH WESTERN CORNER 

 

South West Corner Measurement Locations 
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Position 
from lowest 
point of 
timber 

West 
2008/09 

West 
2009/2010 

South 
2008/09 
Not 
Available 

South 
2009/2010 

3 12.11 11.83  12.9 
6 11.89 11.21  12.3 
9 10.89 10.7  9.9 
12 11.05 10.22  9.6 
15 10.30 9.66  8.36 
18 9.56 9.6  6.6 
21 9.63 9.3  2.9 
24 8.49 8.5  0.1 
27 9.20 9.0  0.1 
30 7.98 8.5   
 

Comparison with data from 2008/2009 indicated that as in previous years, little abrasion had 
occurred in these locations.  Increases in timbers thicknesses indicate slight differences in the 
data points measured. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Access the hut on a yearly basis if possible. 

 Do not allow the hut to stand open for any length of time 

 Photograph and catalogue the clothing in the hut next season 

 Check the roof vent to ensure the plug remains in place 
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ABSOLUTE HUT 

 

The Absolute Hut was examined and photo documentation carried out to document its current 

condition. The structure remained firmly embedded in the ice even though the snow levels were 

extremely low this season.   No attempt was made to reattach wall timbers which were 

dislodged from the frame due to the extensive excavation which would be required to release 

them from their position in the ice.  While it has been noted that the wall timbers are being 

eroded it is relatively protected from the effects of wind and ice due to its position in the valley 

between two rocky outcrops. 

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

         

 

 

        

 

TIMBER THICKNESS 

Timber thicknesses were taken along the section of timber repaired by the 1997/98 MHF team 
located on the south western edge of the door.   

  

Eastern wall (Berry 2009) Northern wall (Berry 2009) 

Southern wall (Berry 2009) Western wall (Berry 2009) 
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LOCATION OF MEASUREMENTS TAKEN 

 

 

Position 
from 
lowest 
point of 
timber 

2000/01 
thickness 
mm 

2008/09 
thickness 
mm 

2009/10 
thickness 
mm 

5 17.72 17.37 16.85 
10 18.22 18.19 16.8 
15 17.25 17.67 16.9 
20 18.16 18.11 18.2 
25 18.22 18.21 17.9 
30 17.51 17.36 17.1 
35 18.15 18.37 17.9 
40 18.78 18.76 18.15 
45 18.49 18.58 18.15 
50 17.92 17.94 18.2 
55 34.38 34.13 34.3 
60 34.93 3.71 34.7 
65 34.63 34.69 33.7 
70 35.04 34.51 34.4 
75 35.47 34.96 34.7 
80 35.16 34.74 34.5 
85 35.12 34.84 34.4 
90 35.08 34.73 34.16 

 

The timber measurements were compared with the previous two years.  Abrasion and loss of 

timber accelerated this year compared to the previous two years.  This is most likely due to 

lower snow levels during 2009 compared to previous years, which would have increased the 

length of time that the timbers were exposed to the affects of ice abrasion.  
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PERIPHERAL SITES  

MEMORIAL CROSS 

The Memorial Cross and the stainless steel bracket and supporting cross arm remain intact and 

in good condition.  Timber abrasion continues and the results of timber thickness monitoring 

are recorded below. 

TIMBER THICKNESS 

MEMORIAL CROSS PLAQUE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Back  of memorial plaque 
and post  (Berry 2010) 
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A:  Plan 2000/01 2006 2008/09 2009/10 
East End 
of Plaque 

    

0 0 1.1 0 0 
5 6.2 0.4 0 0 
10 5.8 0.6 0 0 
15 4.97 0.5 0 0 
20 7.08 0.6 0 1 
25 14.95 11.6 11.42 11.2 
30 20.81 20.81 20.83 20.4 
35     
45     
West End 
of Plaque 

    

0 0 1.0 0 0 
5 7.16 2.2 0 1.6 
10 6.91 1.8 0 0 
15 5.92 0.8 0 0 
20 5.87 0.4 0 0 
25 11.68 8.7 8.81 6.4 
30 20.71 20.4 20.50 20.1 
35     
45     
 

 

B: 
Elevation 

2000/01 2006 2008/09 2009/10 

East 
Elevation 
of Plaque 

    

0 5.17 0.6 0 3.1 
5 8.49 4.1 3.0 6.1 
10 10.58 5.8 5.37 6.4 
15 10.91 5.5 4.49 10.1 
20 16.73 15.4 13.59 12.2 
25 18.62 16.7 16.27 15.8 
30 20.36 19.3 18.84 18.0 
35 20.85 20.2 20.15 18.6 
45 22.36 22.2 20.95 19.6 
 

Increases in timbers thicknesses indicate slight differences in the data points measured.  

However the measurements for the East Elevation of the plaque are clearly incorrect and are 

due to failure to zero the digital callipers.  
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MEMORIAL CROSS POST 

The post was measured and one point (see diagram below).    Significant localised wood loss can 

be seen on the north face of the memorial cross upright near the top edge of the plaque which is 

separate from the generalised wood loss on the southern face of the post. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A: no measurements taken 

B:  139.0mm 

Increases in timbers thicknesses indicate slight differences in the data points measured.  

Detail of wood loss on front face of 
memorial cross pole  (Berry 2010) 
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PROCLAMATION POLE 

The Proclamation pole and replica plaque remains unchanged from the previous year.  The 

staining on the surface is visible along with some abrasion of the surface.  The metal pole and 

canister are in excellent condition with no evidence of corrosion. 

 

 

No 
timber thickness measurements were taken this season due to lack of detail of previous 
season’s data points.  

CAIRNS 

It has not been confirmed which of the cairns are located around the historic site and across 

Cape Denison (See McConnell in 2007-2008 report).  Confidence can be held in the authenticity 

of both the east and west datum cairns used by the AAE to undertake their astronomical and 

magnetic readings. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Proclamation pole and replica plaque (Berry 2009) 

Cairn known as the AAE 
eastern marker  
(Steele, 2009) 
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CONSERVATION LABORATORY 

ARTEFACT TREATMENT SUMMARY/LABORATORY OPERATION 

INTRODUCTION 

On arrival at Cape Denison the laboratory was opened up and found to be in good condition.  No 

snow, ice or water ingress was apparent and all the equipment and materials were in good 

order.  The additional materials and equipment purchased were unpacked and stored in the lab. 

The work undertaken generally followed the same sequence as last year with the addition of the 

reinstatement of objects in the huts. 

 Packing for transport to the hut 

 Transportation from the hut to the lab 

 Cataloguing  

 Identification and before treatment photography 

 Conservation treatments 

 Catalogue numbers 

 After treatment photography 

 Packing for transport and storage in the hut 

 Reinstating objects in to place 

PACKING AND TRANSPORT 

The same method as 08/09 season was used to pack objects for transport to the lab where 

objects were wrapped in bubble wrap, packed in a Nally bin with the lid tied down.  Unlike last 

year however, snow levels were very low and large expanses of exposed rock were located 

between Sorensen Hut and Alga Lake, so alternative methods were needed to safely cross these 

areas.  In some cases Nally bins were walked across the rocks and then loaded on to the quad 

bikes and driven the rest of the way.  In other cases objects were packed into the survival 

backpacks and walked all the way to the huts.  The difference in conditions between each season 

requires an adaptive approach to safely transporting artefacts between the two locations. 

CATALOGUING 

Guidelines for data and image management were prepared last year and cataloguing and image 

management were based on these guidelines (see appendices).  An Excel copy of the database 

was provided by the AAD and was used to catalogue the artefacts and document the 

conservation treatments.   Additionally a read only copy of the database was provided by the 

AAD in HTML format to provide access to previously recorded information about artefacts.  

PHOTOGRAPHY 

A new photographic system was purchased for this season comprising of a Perspex backdrop 

and a continuous light system (two multiple fluorescent lamp lights heads on tripods).  The new 
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set up gave improved photographs, with more controlled lighting and a less intrusive visual 

background. 

 

 

 

Images were saved as jpg and raw digital files with the standard naming schema as outlined in 

the Guidelines for Data and image management. 

Photography was carried out using an expeditioners camera and cataloguing using a personal 

computer.   It is recommended that next season an MHF camera is acquired which can be 

permanently assigned for artefact photography and one of the existing lap tops be used for 

cataloguing to allow all conservators to independently carry out photography and cataloguing. 

PACKING FOR STORAGE AND RETURN TO THE HUT 

Only objects from the workshop which were catalogued and treated were packed for storage as 

they could not be reinstated due to continuing work in this space.  Objects that came from 

excavation areas in the main living hut were reinstalled at the end of the season in their original 

positions based on photographs taken during excavation. 

Minor variation of object repositioning occurred where the excavated original position was no 

longer stable. This occurred on the excavated top shelf of the kitchen wall. This shelf slopes 

sharply due to ice weight damage and as such it is not safe to replace bottles on the sloped 

surface where ice previously held them in place. In such cases, the bottles were moved an 

insignificant distance to a stable position.  
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ARTEFACT TREATMENT DETAILS 

As in previous years, conservation treatments carried out in 2009/2010 were guided by the 

policies established by the Mawson’s Huts Historic Site Management Plan 2007 – 2012.  The 

management plan states that those artefacts which have been identified to be significant are to 

be prioritized for treatment.  All the artefacts inside the huts can be regarded as significant 

therefore the secondary criteria of  stability and potential result was used to determine 

priorities.  Preservation of evidence of past use remains a key aim. 

OBJECTS WITH LIQUID CONTENTS 

There are cans and bottles either open, sealed, breached or broken, which are already exposed 

and will be exposed in the future through ice ablation or excavation. Many of these contain 

liquid contents that will remain frozen over the winter months but partially or fully defrost 

during summer months and in the conservation lab. 

Before items are brought back into the lab environment they should be assessed as to the 

impact of defrosting. Defrosting objects in the lab need to be constantly monitored, with water 

poured off and moisture wicked from surfaces, attached ice blocks removed, aqueous liquid 

poured off oils and greases. 

The nature of liquid contents needs to be ascertained and the value of the contents recognized. 

A procedure needs to be established on how to deal with liquid contents which are leaking from 

cans or apparent in cans which are becoming exposed, such as those on Hannam’s Bunk. 

This season several artefacts were treated which contained liquid contents and were treated 

according to the above considerations.  

         

 

 

METAL TREATMENTS 

This year the metal treatments were broadened as per last year’s recommendations to include 

the use of phosphoric acid and citric acid with the addition of a commercial coating system 

Ferroguard FS.  The use of different coatings to create different surface effects was continued. 

  

Can containing liquid before treatment  Can containing liquid after treatment 
with tannic acid 
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Can before treatment 
Can after treatment with phosphoric 

acid 

Callipers before treatment Callipers after treatment with 
tannic acid and a wax coating 

Lamp Reflector before treatment Lamp reflector after treatment 

Acetylene Lamp before treatment Acetylene lamp after treatment 
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BOTTLES AND PAPER TREATMENTS 

A number of bottles were excavated from the top of shelf in the kitchen. Most of the bottle labels 

had become bonded with the attached ice and consequently separated from the glass surface 

during the excavation process.  Once melted out of ice, the labels were reconstructed and in 

some cases backed with Japanese tissue before being reattached to bottles with Plextol B500 

acrylic emulsion resin.  Bottles often contained what appeared to be residues of the original 

contents however closer examination usually revealed that it was simply discoloured water 

from melted ice. 

 

                                                    

 

            

 

         

 

            

Whiskey Bottle before 
treatment 

Whiskey bottle after 
treatment 

Vinegar Bottle after treatment Vinegar Bottle before Treatment 
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BATTERIES 

A number of batteries are located in the hut and have been found in the box of objects excavated 

by Rod Ledingham in 1978.  The date and voltage of the batteries would suggest that they are 

zinc – carbon dry cell battery.   Further research is recommended to identify how they were 

manufactured and the deterioration mechanisms they are subject to.    Treatment of the 

batteries was limited to readhering their cardboard and paper coatings in an effort to keep the 

structure intact.   

 

                

 

Bottle of Port before treatment Bottle of Port after treatment 

1.5 volt Battery before treatment 1.5 volt battery after treatment 
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AIR TRACTOR TAIL 

The air tractor tail has been stored in the ceiling of the workshop since it was excavated in 2002 

and requires treatment to stabilise the degrading fabric and corroding metal.   Treatment while 

relatively complex is able to be carried out in the lab at Cape Denison.   

The fabric which appears to be fine cotton  has fragmented and requires a backing to repair and 

realign the fragments and to reattach it to the frame.  The ferrous parts of the frame require 

corrosion removal followed by an inhibitor and a coating.  The string which originally held the 

fabric in place has fragmented and can no longer be used to secure the fabric.  Replacement 

binding must be used to reconstruct the tail.  Once the tail is conserved it is recommended that 

it be boxed and stored permanently on the platform in the main living hut.    

 

AIR TRACTOR FRAGMENTS 

Air-tractor fragment recovery. 

At approximately 5pm on Friday January 1st 2010, a call came into Sorensen from Tony Stewart 
requesting the presence of the Chief Conservator and the Archaeologist harbour side.  Michelle 
Berry and Jody Steele made their way down to the western side of Boat Harbour.  Upon arrival 
Tony Stewart and Chris Henderson indicated the location of four metal fragments (assumed to 
be components of the Air Tractor) in the water amongst the rocks.  With visitors from the Orion 
due on January 3rd-4th Carpenter Mark Farrell was identifying a suitable landing place on the 
edge of Boat Harbour when he noticed some metal among the rocks in the water. The items 
were noticed from the rocks as the tide was particularly low as a result of the “Blue Moon” 
experienced on New Year’s Eve.  The tide was the lowest to be experienced all season and only 
10 cm higher than the lowest possible tide here at Commonwealth Bay. 
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Main Hut  

Fragment 

Fragment 
Fragment 

Fragment 
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The surrounding area was inspected at the time of collection by the team onsite (Tony Stewart, 
Chris Henderson, Michelle Berry and Jody Steele) and no other components were visible in the 
water accessible to inspection via the rocky outcrops.  The four fragments were located within a 
1.2m square area at GPS coordinates:  

’ 30.07944 S  
’ 34.57831 E 

The fragments were collected from the water by Archaeologist Jody Steele under the advice of 
Chief Conservator Michelle Berry to ensure that the objects appeared stable enough for 
transport.   

 

 

All four fragments were recorded in situ.  

It was realised that the tide would not be 

as low during the remainder of the 

expedition, therefore it was decided that 

in order to confirm the fragments as 

components of the Air Tractor and to 

assess their condition and stability as 

outlined in the 2009-2010 works plan, 

the items would need to be at least 

temporarily removed from the water and 

relocated to the onsite laboratory. 
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The air tractor fragments were stored in a container of harbour water in the laboratory and 

their condition assessed.  Due to their fragility it was recommended that they be  retained for 

preservation.    

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The objects were transported in a bucket of 
harbour water to the laboratory where they 
were transferred into a more suitable repository 
by Conservator Megan Absolon. 

The remaining area surrounding the recovery 

zone was also inspected during a survey of the 

harbour bottom in good visibility the next day 

using and IRB from the edges to 20m out looking 

through a viewing tube.  The water was less 

than 1.5m deep and the rocks were clearly seen 

up to 5m from the edge of the water.  Thereafter 

there was weed for about 5m, and thereafter 

sand and gravel which showed no fragments. 

 

Air tractor fragments after recovery from Boat Harbour 
(Berry 2009) 
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Description of the Air Tractor Fragments 

 

The fragments comprise 4 sections of approximately 40mm x 1mm in size. Their position in the 
airframe is identified from contemporaneous pictures. 
 
Two are about 150 mm long and are mirror images of each other. They consist of a central tube 
with a V fitting which acts as a socket for frame tubes, and a metal ring containing the remains 
of a wooden dowel sawn at both ends to hold a lateral stiffener.   One is a tube with a V fitting of 
shallower angle.  One end is sawn off with a wooden dowel protruding about 1cm also sawn off.  
The fourth piece is about 240mm long again with a shallow V fitting.   On the opposite side to 
the V are the remains of the attachment of two tubes, one larger than the other. The tubes have 
end fittings with a protruding bolt and nut. 
 
It is likely that these are the terminal section of the air tractor frame, which was an elongated 
diamond shape.  The V fittings are identified from unused ones found in the workshop and the 
fourth piece is consistent with attachment of the rear skid. 
 
These pieces probably represent an earlier modification to the air tractor, perhaps related to the 
ice skid currently in the AAD.  They are not part of the main airframe which is currently being 
sought - the last 3 sections of the airframe were cut off before the air tractor was abandoned on 
the ice in 1913. 
 

Condition of Fragments 

 

All four of the fragments were in similar condition, suffering from extensive corrosion due to 

their long term emersion in seawater.  The terminal ends of some of the pipes, which appeared 

to have been broken or deliberately cut were particularly eroded and the metal very thin and 

fragile.  The wooden inserts visible in two of the fragments were in reasonable condition and 

the wood intact. 

 

It was decided in consultation with the MHF Expedition Manager and approval of the AAD to 

return the air tractor fragments to Australia for treatment at the Western Australian Museum.    

The treatment of chloride contaminated iron from marine sites is a complex and time 

consuming process and although treatment could have taken place at Cape Denison it would 

have taken considerably longer than if undertaken in Australia. 

 

The fragments were packed for transport back to Australia wrapped in rags soaked in seawater 

and individually sealed in plastic bags.  The bags were stored in sealed plastic tub also filled 

with seawater.  On return to Australia the parts were drained of excess water and repacked for 

overnight express to the Western Australian Museum where they are currently undergoing  

treatment. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 The continued search for the air tractor should begin with the survey at low tide of 

the  last known point of origin of the recovered fragments to rule out the possibility of 

the remaining section being located in the harbour.  Following this,  the anomaly in the 
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ice identified by Chris Henderson should be investigated by carrying out a limited 

excavation in this location, supervised by an archaeologist  or conservator. 

 

CONSERVATION LABORATORY 

This was the second year of conservation treatment of objects in the Laboratory and an 

opportunity to refine methodologies and to confront new challenges.  Additional equipment, 

materials and chemicals were acquired according to the recommendations from 2008/2009 

season. 

The workflow system developed last season to efficiently use the laboratory space experienced 

bottlenecks during periods of ice excavation in the hut where the laboratory became a holding 

area of untreated artefacts, which had been excavated.  These took some time to clear.    Ice 

excavation and the rate at which artefacts were revealed required a rethinking of the approach 

to batching of objects in the lab.  In the previous season the objects catalogued and treated were 

simply chosen from amongst those previously excavated and already contained and packed.  

However this season revealed the need to manage newly excavated objects inside the hut and 

their eventual cataloguing and treatment in the lab.   

The bottle necks could be reduced in a number of ways other than slowing excavation. 

a) Work the program so that continuous uninterrupted cataloguing is undertaken at the 

beginning of the workflow. 

b) To assist this, devote an MHF camera and computer permanently for artefact 

photography and cataloguing so that any conservator can continue work in the 

workflow system. 

c) If necessary, hold the objects in position in the excavated area until the flow through 

balance is achieved.  

d)  Evaluate which items are to be treated and pack away those not for treatment. 

e)  Continue to use lab space wisely and cleanly throughout the season. 

The expanded range of chemicals afforded a greater control over the appearance of treated 

metal objects. However the additional chemicals also created transport logistic issues.   Glacial 

acetic acid was purchased to add to the range of acids available and was intended to be RTA’d as 

there was concern that the effect of freezing may crack the glass jar.   However the acetic acid 

was left behind packed in a box with another product marked as dangerous goods during the 

pickup from Cape Denison.  Consultation with Biolab in Australia suggested that although there 

was a slight possibility of the glass container cracking when the acid froze and contracted 

slightly, it would then remain crystalline and would not react with the Liquid Eight with which it 

was packed.  A shutdown checklist including winter chemical checks and associated RTA list has 

been added to the laboratory manual in response to this issue. 

Blinds were installed on the external window in the lab which assisted with the glare from the 

afternoon sun on the snow outside.  A carbon monoxide detector was installed along with a 
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smoke detector. 

 

The lab was successfully heated using a gas heater this season but until the Webasto system is 

installed it is still deemed undesirable to use open flame heating in the lab.  The Webasto system 

purchased to heat the lab is yet to be installed. 

 

The new photographic system fitted within the confines of the lab area and the lights easily 

packed up when not in use.   The combination of new back drop and continuous light source 

produced more professional results.   

A Laboratory manual was produced which outlines the equipment available and the basic set up 

and procedures required. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Further research into the composition of the batteries to identify possible 

treatments and potential hazards. 

 Continual workflow review of ice excavation, artefact retrieval, cataloguing and 

treatment is maintained during the season. 

 Acquire a digital SLR camera to for permanent use of artefact photography 

 Use an MHF lap top for cataloguing 

 Research on the effects of freezing before purchasing liquid materials and chemicals. 

 Develop a procedure for container with liquid contents  

 Purchase additional equipment and materials as per the list in appendices 

 Treat the air tractor tail during the 2010/2011 season 

 Continue to monitor past conservation treatments 

 Continue to test artefacts for the presence of chlorides 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND STRUCTURAL MONITORING –  GENERAL 

The aim of the monitoring is to determine any environmental effects that may be attributed to 

changes in the roof structure and to the stability of the building as ice is excavated from the 

building.  Continued environmental and vibration monitoring is an essential part of the work 

that is carried out in the Huts. 

Campbell Scientific System 

As was noted in the 2008/2009 Field report The Campbell’s system was mothballed in January 

2009 due to the failure of the original battery and the replacement battery.  Later consultation 

with Campbell’s suggested that the battery failure could lie either with the Data logger, or one of 

the sensors causing the system to draw down too much power and exhaust the battery.  Testing 

was carried out as per Campbell’s instructions using a standard 12 volt battery however the 

results proved inconclusive.  As the fault remained unknown and there was no battery 
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replacement it was decided after consultation with Dr Ian Godfrey to RTA the system for repair 

in Australia where more extensive testing and repair could be carried out.  

 

Tinytag Loggers 

The Tinytag loggers functioned well again this year with only one of the loggers experiencing 

problems measuring relative humidity which was probably the result of hoar frost affecting the 

sensor.  The logger in Hurley’s Dark room failed to launch however this logger was replaced 

with a new MHF logger.   

 

INTERGRAIN  REMOVAL 

Magnetograph House and Workshop Roof. 

Removal of Intergrain began on Magnetograph House with the use of hand scrapers and 

collection of waste was managed with the Nilfisk vacuum. This was a tedious and drawn out 

process but successful. Many hours were needed to complete the task. The Magnetograph House 

roof measures approximately 12 square metres, far lesser in dimension than the workshop roof. 

A time calculation for the removal of Intergrain on the workshop roof based on the 

Magnetograph would be in the vicinity of one week for 2 people. Keep in mind that windless 

days are needed to ensure debris is not scattered. All are aware that windless days are few 

and are of a high commodity for other work.  

After the trial of "Peel Away" and "Liquid 8" it was decided that manual removal was the best 

option. No time was gained by the use of either chemical treatment and small amounts 

of Intergrain still remained after treatment. These chemicals also left a residue which would 

have to be removed with a second product. The waste product of the chemical remover still had 

to be dealt with post removal. This waste would have to be RTA'd as a chemical (dangerous 

goods) where as the dry scrapings can be classed as plain rubbish.  
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With careful precision between scraper and vacuum cleaner operators, it is possible to contain 

the majority of waste (On windless days). 

Top left: Trial boards left and right prior to application.  Top right: Left board with Liquid 8, 
right board with Peel Away applied. Bottom left shows scraping of Liquid 8 – Peel Away still 
under plastic.  Bottom right shows the final results of both trials.  (Farrell, Jan 2010). 
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RECOMMENDATION 

 Magnetograph House is a low pitched roof which makes an easy platform form from 

which to work. The workshop roof however is approximately a 30 degree pitch. This 

angle introduces added difficulties and safety issues. A management plan for this task 

needs to be developed. The use of one harness per person would seem to be a sensible 

option. This would remove the use for scaffold, which would be intrusive to the 

surrounding artefact scatter. The risk increases with the lowering ice levels as the height 

to fall increases.   

 

Photograph showing Intergrain removal from Magnetograph House Roof using scraper and 
vacuum (Steele, 2010). 
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RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORKS 

The future works recommended in this section draws heavily on the recommendations made in 

the MHF 2008/2009 field report and the detailed discussions contained within that report 

should be read in conjunction with the following.  

The heritage work required during the next few seasons should remain focused on the areas 

listed below.   As was expressed in the field report of 2008/2009 it is important to examine all 

aspects of the works plan to ensure that peripheral projects are not included which impact on 

core conservation works.   It is also recommended that a smaller team focused primarily on the 

conservation of the huts be considered for the season prior to the centenary.    

Conservation of artefacts 

The conservation of artefacts in the onsite laboratory should continue each season along with 

the documentation of those artefacts using the AAD database.  The guidelines recommended in 

last season’s field report have been established and an up to date copy of the database is 

available from the AAD before departure of each expedition. 

Reduction of snow and melt water ingress 

This season did not reveal any new snow ingress except on the shelves above Mawson’s Bunk. It 

is likely that snow will continue to penetrate the building through other points of entry other 

than the roof.  Future work should continue the following: 

 Record recent snow/ice ingress 

 Investigate other sources of ingress such as the wall/ceiling connections in both the 

workshop and the living quarters 

 Removal of recent snow accumulations (unless these are to left to prevent further 

ingress) 

 Assessment of the north wall of the workshop  

 Wall and roof/ceiling junctions in the workshop and living quarters should also be 

sealed, with the highest priority given to external surfaces, using accepted techniques of 

cover battens and compressive sealing strips. 

North wall of workshop 

The north wall of the workshop was assessed this season to determine the likely effects of the 

options outlined in Adrian Welke's report of 2009 which discussed the options for the repair of 

the north wall of the workshop.  The results are included in this document.  Further discussions 

based on these results are required to determine the best approach for sealing snow ingress 

through this face of the building. 

Ice removal/artefact excavation 

The 2008/09 field report recommended that once the building is effectively sealed that ice and 

snow should continue to be excavated from the internal spaces as well as the floors in the 

workshop and the living quarters consistent with the Mawson’s Huts and Mawson’s Huts Historic 

Site: Management Plan 2007-2012.   It is recommended that a systematic excavation of the 
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interior of the main hut and workshop should be carried out using a grid system, based on the 

internal plan drawn up by the archaeologist during the 2009/2010 season.   

Continued ice excavation will reveal further undocumented artefacts and as was recommended 

in last season’s report, ice and snow removal must only take place under the guidance of a 

conservator and/or archaeologist while carrying out the following: 

 Using an appropriate mix of techniques to safely excavate artefacts 

 Monitoring the internal environment during ice excavation 

 Documentation of the excavation including location, descriptions and photography  

 Leaving ice to naturally ablate if continued excavation is likely to result in damage to the 

artefact. 

 

Continuation of the environmental monitoring program 

The monitoring program provides data which guides any conservation decisions and it 

continues to be an important part of the program.   Temperature, relative humidity, vibration of 

structural components and corrosion of ferrous components are currently being monitored.   

Monitoring temperature and relative humidity in conjunction with corrosion rates continues to 

provide evidence of any changes that may occur due to the change in the external fabric or 

alternatively ice excavation from within the main hut. 

Vibration data in the main hut continues to provide data on the movement of the buildings 

during periods of high wind.  The vibration logger attached to the Transit hut will for the first 

time provide clear evidence of the degree of movement that this building currently experiences. 

Develop an interpretation plan for the interior of the main hut. 

As was recommended in last year’s field report, an interpretation plan is needed to clearly 

define how the interior of the main hut is to be interpreted to guide future conservation work 

and repairs to the fabric of the interiors.   As more ice is excavated and artefacts are conserved it 

is increasingly important that the interpretation plan be agreed on to provide clearer guidelines 

for the reinstatement of damaged internal fittings and the conservation and reinstatement of 

artefacts within the hut. 

Reinstatement of damaged internal fittings 

The shelving and fittings, which have been damaged by ice ingress, should be repaired where 

there is clear evidence of their original location and methods of construction.   Damage, which 

might have been due to occupation of the hut during later periods, needs to be assessed based 

on the Interpretation Plan. 

Monitoring Documentation of the Transit, Absolute and Magnetograph huts 

The continued monitoring of the condition of the Transit, Absolute and Magnetograph huts 

should be carried out each season and stabilisation work including re-attachment of dislodged 

timbers undertaken as needed following the previously agreed methods.   The Transit Hut is 

currently the subject of a more detailed assessment regarding future stabilisation work. 
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Continue to maintain the external cladding of all the buildings 

The remaining external walls of the main hut should be monitored each season to check for 

loose boards and repairs should be carried out using previously agreed methods. 

Archaeological surveys  

Archaeological surveys should only be carried out when the conditions allow the survey of 

previously undocumented areas external to the huts.   A backlog of research needs to be carried 

out in Australia on the already extensively documented artefact scatters and this information 

should be entered into the Antarctic Heritage Register for public access.  If analysis is required 

of potential movement and deterioration of deposits the five squares identified and documented 

during 2009/2010 should be used as a base line. 

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 

1. In support of Dr Ian Godfrey’s recommendations in last year’s field  report regarding 

projects peripheral to the main conservation focus,  it is recommended that future 

seasons comprise of  smaller teams whose work is focused on the heritage works plan. 

2. Conduct a half day workshop with the entire heritage team to discuss the work plan 

before departure. 

3. Continue ice excavation in the main hut and the workshop 

4. Continue conservation treatments on artefacts 

5. Treat the air tractor tail next season 

6. Continue to brief the team on arrival about the issues to do with working in the huts 

7. Continue to brief each team about the asbestos 

8. Continue collection management processes and integrate previous artefact records with 

the new system 

9. Open magnetograph house if possible to download logger and record clothing during the 

2010/2011 season 

10. If snow ingress in the workshop has been arrested by the foam plugs, refit and repair the 

shelves in the workshop 

11. If snow ingress in the workshop has been arrested by the foam plugs, use images from 

the 1978 expedition to reinstate all of the boxed artefacts onto workshop shelves  

12. Excavate ice in upper shelving areas (specifically the geological shelves above Mertz’s 

bunk – and above Ninnis bunk and repair the shelves 

13. Continue excavation of the kitchen shelving and afterwards the stove area 

14. Remove stepped ice in workshop against the north wall. 

15. Investigate water stream running down eastern facade of building, which may be doing 

significant damage. 
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APPENDIX 1 –  MOISTURE METERING 

Moisture contents were measured using a Protimeter Mini C applied to the central, longitudinal 
surfaces by direct contact until a stable reading was obtained.  Care was taken to leave only 
pinprick sized holes in the surface.  The temperature inside the huts at the time of reading was -
0.5 degrees Celsius. 

WESTERN WALL (HURLEY ’S BUNK)  

Readings were taken of the western wall timbers from the lowest board behind Hurley’s bunk 
up to the board immediately below the upper bunk.  Readings were taken in areas free of hoar 
frost and most were in a vertical line. 

 

 

Board No. 2006 2008/09 2009/10 
1 22 25-26 20 
2 21 25-26 19 
3 21 23-25 20 
4 22 26-30 25 
5 22 36 20 
6 18 30 25 
7 21 60 30 
8 No Reading Plank covered in Hoar Frost 40 
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STRUCTURAL BUNK TIMBERS ON HURLEY AND MCLEANS BUNKS 

 

Location    
Upright-south 
post, outer surface 

22 22-25 18 

Beams 18-19 19-20 20 
Bookshelf No reading, hoar 

frost 
26 20 

Pine Plank with 
name on it 

19-20 20-22 19 

Side Rail Board 
AMcL1913 

20 20-22 19 

 

HURLEYS DARK ROOM DOOR 

Measurements were taken of the length of each of the four inside panels of the door  (top, 
middle and bottom) with the range of values indicated below.   
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Location 2006 2008/2009 2009/2010 
1 (nearest 
Handle) 

18-19 19-22 17-20 

2 18-19 19-25 17-20 
3 19-22 19-25 18-20 
4 19-21 19-23 17-20 
 

OUTER WALL OF MAWSON ’S CUBICLE – NW CORNER, BOOKSHELF WALL 

Moisture contents were recorded from the lowest exposed plank to the top.  Triplicate readings 
were taken approximately 10cm from the NW corner.  The readings this year were taken on an 
overcast day therefore sunlight issues of the year before were not a factor. 
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Board 2006 2008/2009 2009/2010 

1 22 26 24-25 
2 22 25-26 21-25 
3 19 20-22 17-19 
4 21 22-23 21-22 
5 19 22-23 17-19 
6 21 25 21 
7 22 25 20-21 
8 22 25-26 21-22 
9 22 22-25 19-21 
10 22 23-26 21-22 
11 23 25-26 22 
12 23 40 below Shelf, 23 

above shelf 
23-24 below shelf, 
20 above shelf 

13 19 19-23 20 
 

OUTER WALL MAWSON’S CUBICLE – NE CORNER BELOW CHEMICAL 
STORAGE 
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Lowest exposed plank to the top 

 

Board 2006 2008/2009 2009/2010 

2 24 28-32 19-21 
3 21 23-25 18-19 
4 26 32-36 18-21 
5 27 48 22 
6 23 32 20-23 
7 22 32 24-25 
8 22 32 23-24 
9 22 28-32 20-24 
10 22 28-32 22 
11 22 32 18-20 
 

 

Platform 

 

Post Location 2006 2008/2009 2009/2010 
NW 
Post 

Ice level 19 20-22 18-19 

 Midway 21 23 20-22 
 Below 1st rafter 22 32-36 23-24 
NE 
Post 

Ice level 19 20-22 20 

 Midway 20 23 18 
 Below 1st rafter 20 23 25-30 
  

The lower platform rafters measured on the ‘inside’ of the timbers, i.e. on the ‘eastern’ face of 
the western-most rafter and on the ‘western’ face of the eastern- most rafter.  

 

Platform Rafter 2006 2008/2009 2009/2010 
LW rafter original) 
(average of 7 
readings) 

22 30 25.8 

LE rafter original 
(average of 5 
readings) 

21 30.5 20.8 
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Higher Rafters W 
to E (average of 4 
– 5 readings 

2006 2008/2009 2009/2010 

1.  Replacement 
timber 

16.5 17 16.5 

2. Replacement 
timber 

17 17.5 17 

3. Original 18.5 19.5 20 
4. Original 19 22 22.25 
5. Replacement 
timber 

16 17 15.5 

6. Replacement 
timber 

15.5 17 16 

 

Southern Wall 

 

 

Location 2006 2008/2009 2009/2010 
AJH Bunk Name 
Board (average of 
4 readings) 

19 21 19.25 

ENW Bunk Name 
Board (average of 
4 readings) 

20 25 19 

 

 

 

Eastern Wall 

 

The eastern wall planks were measured in two places; the first is located behind Bickertons and 
Mertz’s bunks and the second behind Close and Laserons bunks 
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FHB & XM Bunks boards numbered from the lowest board at floor level upwards. 

 

Location 2006 2008/2009 2009/2010 
1 No reading No reading 19-20 
2 No reading No reading 19 
3 No reading No reading 19 
4 20 25-26 22-25 
5 22 28-32 29 
6 23 26-28 26-30 
7 22 26-28 22-24 
8 22 25-26 22-24 
9 Covered in hoar 

frost 
Covered in hoar 
frost 

Covered in hoar 
frost 

10 Covered in hoar 
frost 

32-26 20 
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11 21 26-28 21 
12 22 36 20-24 
13 22 40-50 25-26 
14 Covered in hoar 

frost 
40-50 30 

 

 

Close and Laserons Bunks 

 

Planks are numbered from the floor up.  Note that there is a difference in the numbering 
sequence between 2006 and 2010, where the number of planks has been reduced from 16 to 14 
planks.  This is due to the recent exposure of previously unseen boards.  The results from 2006 
and 2008/09 have been corrected to match the new numbering sequence. 
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Location 2006 2008/2009 2009/2010 
1 Inaccessible Inaccessible Inaccessible 
2 Inaccessible Inaccessible Inaccessible 
3 Inaccessible Inaccessible Inaccessible 
4 Inaccessible Inaccessible Inaccessible 
5 Inaccessible Inaccessible Inaccessible 
6 Inaccessible Inaccessible Inaccessible 
7 Covered in hoar 

frost 
25-26 Inaccessible 

8 21 26-28 Inaccessible 
9 22 23-25 19-20 
10 20 23-26 19-21 
11 20 23-26 19 
12 20 25-28 18-19 
13 18 23-28 17-18 
14 Covered in hoar 

frost 
22-28 19 
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APPENDIX 2 –  SORENSEN LABORATORY MANUAL 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPENING UP THE LAB 

 

 Keys are located in the tray below the white board in the living area 

 

 Open vents (generally done for the whole building on arrival) 

 

 Check for leaks or drift snow and identify for later repair. 

 

 Unpack equipment 

 

 Fill eye wash station with water 

 

 Change batteries on Carbon Monoxide monitor and smoke detector 
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POWER 

Power points are located at bench height around the perimeter of the room and are 
supplied either by diesel generator or solar power via batteries. 

 

LIGHTING 

Lighting in the lab consists of fluorescent over light, daylight through windows and a 
stand alone magi lamp. 

 

Overhead fluorescent light. 

 

 

Windows in the western wall with light diffusing blinds  
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Magi Lamp 

FUME CABINET 

The Fume Cabinet is a self contained fume cupboard with filters.  A copy instruction 
manual is located in the laboratory. 
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EYE WASH STATION 

 

 

 

 

FIRE EXTINGUISHER AND FIRE BLANKET 

 

A small fire extinguisher and a fire blanket are located next to the door of the lab. 

 

CARBON MONOXIDE MONITOR 

An audible carbon monoxide monitor is located on the shelving on the western corner of 
the lab.   It requires 3 x AA batteries to operate.  These should be changed at the 
beginning of each season. 
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SMOKE DETECTOR 

An audible smoke detector is located on the ceiling near the fume cupboard, which 

requires 1 x 9 volt battery, which should be replaced at the beginning of the season. 

 

Smoke Detector 

PLUMBING 

The lab has a sink however it is not plumbed in due to problems with freezing.  Drainage 

consists of a plastic bucket, which must be drained into the slops bucket. 

 

Sink with bucket beneath 
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EQUIPMENT 

The lab contains a wide range of equipment, which is listed in the inventory at the end of 

this document.  Instruction manuals and warranty details are kept together in a red 

folder on the shelf in the lab. 

FURNITURE 

Furniture consists of three gas lift lab chairs, two tool trolleys and perimeter benches 

and over bench shelving. 

VENTS 

Two vents are located in the lab, one in the ceiling in the south eastern corner and one in 

the wall of the north western corner.  These should not be blocked under any 

circumstances and should be checked during blizzards as the floor vent in particular 

becomes blocked with snowdrifts.  Check blockage of the floor vent on the outside of the 

building where equipment is often stored. 

 

Ceiling Vent 

 

 Floor Vent 
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PHOTOGRAPHY  

The photography set up consists of 

 Interfit super Cool Lite 5 light sources each with 5 fluorescent lights, power 
cables and collapsible stands 

 Manfrotto Tripod and head 
 

 Perspex and metal stand 
 Gray fabric backdrop 
 IFRAO colour scales 

 

 

Photography Set up 

CHEMICAL STORAGE 

A limited range of chemicals is used on site some of which cannot be stored over winter 

in the laboratory.  To check if storage is suitable please consult the Merck Index to 

identify affects of freezing on chemicals, which may be identified for use and over 

wintering.  If not suitable for overwintering then the chemical must be RTA’d using 

dangerous goods packaging and clearly identified. 

SOLVENT CABINET 

A 30 litre solvent cabinet is located under the sink bench in the lab for storage of 

solvents.  Check compatibility of chemicals before adding chemicals other than organic 

solvents. 
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Solvent Cabinet 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 

No chemicals must be drained into the sink as these are transferred into the slops 

bucket and emptied into the sea.  Chemical waste must be transferred into waste bottles, 

clearly marked and RTA’d.   

HEATING 

Currently the lab is heated using a gas heater which requires very careful management 

of any flammable chemicals ie. non to be handled if gas heater is on.  An alternative 

system has been purchased and will be installed to replace this system. 

WINTERISING  

The lab must be winterized at the end of each season in case there is any snow, ice or 

water ingress into the laboratory.  This entails packing all equipment and materials into 

the tool trolleys, Nally bins or the large orange cool bin, closing vents and locking the 

door. 

Winterising Check List 

 Pack all electronic and microscopic equipment into the large orange cool bin 
with silica gel bags. 

 

 Pack all acids into Nelly bins separately 
 

 Pack all glassware into Nally bin 
 

 Wrap all rolled materials individually into plastic bags and tape closed 
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 Place all organic solvents in to solvent cabinet 
 

 Place acids into Nally bins clearly labelled 
 

 Return objects to huts 
 

 Close blinds 
 

 RTA any waste chemicals or chemicals that are no longer required 
 

 Lock door to lab: store 2 keys in Sorensen,  
 

 RTA adhesives 
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CONSERVATION LABORATORY INVENTORY 2009/2010 

Conservation Laboratory Inventory 2009/2010  

Equipment Amount Manufacturer 

pH Meter 1 Eutech 

pH electrodes x 2 2 Eutech 

pH surface meter 1 Eutech EXEPH100  

pH meter  1 Eutech PHTESTR10 

Hot Plate/magnetic stirrer 1 
Industrial Equipment and 
Control (IEC)  

Magnetic stirrer bar 1 15mm x 4.5 

Magnetic stirrer bar 2 20mm x 6mm 

Magnetic stirrer bar 2 30mm x 6mm 

Magnetic stirrer bar 1 25mm x 6 mm with pivot ring 

Weighing scales to 4 kgs 1 TE4101 Sartorius  

Ozito Pneumatic Drill chisel/hammer drill 1  

Microscope Olympus SZ61  Olympus 

Microscope light source  Product number 2041571 

Microscope DP12 camera and cards   

Photographic lights, soft box and stands 2 Interfit Super Cool Lite 5  

Photographic tripod, and head  Manfrotto, 055XPROB  

Fluorescent lights for photographic lights 12 
INT033 24 W 5000k-5500K 
230V with screw thread 

Photographic back drop  Grey fabric 

Photographic back drop Perspex   

Glass jars.  500ml  50 and lids 

Pyrex beaker, 500ml 5  

Pyrex beaker, 100ml 10  
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Glass funnel 3 80mm stem 

Plastic funnels 10  

Glass measuring cylinder 25ml 1  

Glass measuring cylinder 100ml 1  

Glass measuring cylinder 500ml 1  

Glass stirring rod 5  

Magi Lamp 1  

Magi Lamp bulbs 2  

Scalpel handle no. 3 3  

Scalpel handle no. 4 4  

Scalpel blade no. 24 box of 100  

Scalpel blade no. 15 box of 100  

Scalpel blade no. 10 box of 100  

smoke sponge 10 blocks  

gaffer tape 2  

filmoplast 2  

Brushes, bristle brushes 15  

Brushes Hake 4  

Brushes synthetic sable (assorted sizes) 20  

Bristle brushes, short bristles 2  

Paints, small water colour set 1  

Acrylic paints: Raw Sienna 1  

Acrylic paints: Raw umber 1  

Acrylic paints: yellow oxide 1  

Acrylic paints: black 1  

Acrylic paints: white 1  

Acrylic paints: neutral grey 1  

Acrylic paints: green deep 1  

Acrylic paints: white 1  

Acrylic paints: red oxide 1  

Acrylic paints: cobalt blue 1  
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Acrylic paints: violet 1  

Gouache: lamp black 1  

Digital calliper 1  

   

Dremel tool 1  

Dremel tools x two selection boxes 2  

Dental picks 12  

Plastic containers  1 Clip tops 

Tool trolleys 2 Kinchrome 

Nitrile gloves 
xlarge, large, 
med, small 6 boxes 

2 litre square polyethylene screw top lab 
containers 4  

Plastic buckets 2  

Sharps container 1  

Double sided tape assorted widths 4  

Methylated Spirits 4.5L Diggers 

White Spirit 500ml Walkabout 

Acetone 550ml 2 x Winchesters 

Tannic Acid 1kg 2 x Containers of 500g 

PE Wax 500g 100g made up with white spirit 

Paraloid Top B72 Coat for labelling 30% 60ml  

Paraloid B67 Top Coat for labelling 30% 60ml  

Silica Gel Self indicating orange 2-5mm 1700g 4 containers 

Paraloid B67 beads 500g  

Paraloid B72 beads 500g  

Buffer Solution pH4 500ml  

Buffer Solution pH7 500ml  

Portable Fume Cupboard 1  

Lab Stools 3  

Vacuum cleaner and accessories 1 Nilfisk GD930S2 

Eyewash Station 1  
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Safety Glasses  6  

Spatulas metal 
2 x 150mm x 
8mm  

Spatulas metal 
2 x 150mm x 
3mm  

Spatulas metal 
1 x 200mm x 
11   

Stainless steel metal tray 
2 x 265 x 162 
x 63mm  

Drager Tube for Acetylene Gas 100 - 2500ppm 1 x pack 10  

Fire Extinguisher Dry Powder AB(E) 1  

Fire Blanket 1  

Photographic developing tray 6 x 20 x 25cm  

A-P Magnifying Loup 8 x magnifying 2  

San disk Extreme IV Compact Flash 2 GB 4  

EVA Adhesive 500ml 
Returned to Australian cannot 
freeze 

Plextol B500 500ml 
Returned to Australian cannot 
freeze 

Museum Wax 2 containers  

Hot Glue gun 1  

Hot Jet Hot Air Blower 1 Techspan Australia 

Plastic disposable eye droppers 5  

Permanent markers assorted 10  

Merck Index 14th edition 1  

Hole Punch 1  

Pencils assorted grades 2 boxes  

White ink pens 3  

Bubble wrap 2 meters  

Rope and twine Assorted  

Black plastic sheeting 1 packet  

Stanley knives 1  

Cotton rags 0  
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Paper towels 0  

Bamboo skewers 2 pkts  

Clothes pegs 2 pkts  

Tea towels 5  

Archival cardboard, single thickness 1 packet  

Acid free blotting paper 1 packet  

Gortex 3 metres  

Japanese tissue 

Assorted 
grades per 
sheet  

Mylar 10 meter  

Chloride test strips 30-60 mg pkt 40  

Cotton wool 4 pkts  

Tongue depressors 1 box  

Jewellers pliers 1  

Side cutters 1  

Quick grip clamps  6  

Glass vials 10  

Plastic vials 20  

Zip lock bags Assorted  

Tyvek labels 40 x 20mm 2pks  

Tyvek labels 60mm x 120mm 2pks  

Self adhesive linen tape 30mm x 25m roll, white  1  

Cotton tape 1 roll  

Pigma pens 
15 assorted 
widths  

Reemay 5 metres  

Felts 2 x A3  

Tacking iron 1  

Archival papers 
A4 x 260gsm x  
pkt  

Archival papers 
A3 x 260gsm x  
pkt  
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Bone folders 2  

Leather weights 4  

Weighing boats large 150  

weighing boats small 150  

Steel ruler 600mm 1  

Tweezers assorted 6  

fumed silica 250gms  

citric acid 0  

acetic acid 500ml  

chemical scoops 50ml 5  

orthophosphoric acid 500ml  

wash bottles 250mls 4  

wet and dry sandpaper selection  

geopick 1  

solvent cabinet 30 litre  

Ferroguard FS 100mls  

Marine Grease 10ml  

glass bottles 50ml 20  

glass jars 100mls 20  

glass jars 500mls 20  

aprons 3  

linen thread 3  

hyxtal Epoxy resin   

heat set tissue 1  

starch paste 100gms  

syringes and needle 1ml 5  

syringes and needle 5 ml 5  

plastic hammer 1  

cotton gloves 1 pkt  

power board 1  

particle masks 6  
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scissors 2  

respirator R1  2  

respirator filters A2-P3 filter 4  
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APPENDIX 3 –  EQUIPMENT TO BE ACQUIRED FOR 
SORENSEN LABORATORY 2010/2011 

 

Equipment and Materials to be Acquired for 
Next season  

  

electrolytic system 
bath, transformer,  wiring, alligator clips, 
transformer from a train set 

wood working vice  

metal working vice  

citric acid 6 x 500 gms  

plastic jugs x 5  

spray bottles  

BTA  

toothbrushes  

scrubbing brushes  

Incralac in a tin 
brass and something coating (is it the same 
coating) 4 litres and decant. 

waste solvents container  

ph sticks  

stainless steel scourers fine cheap ones from 
woollies  

Dremel stainless brushes  

bubble wrap  

moisture meter  

  

rust converter with phosphoric acid small container 

caustic soda neutraliser  

acylic paint; burnt umber  

acrylic paint; burnt sienna  

Stanley knives  

cotton rags  
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paper towels  

zip lock bags  

pencils and biros  

ultrasonic cleaner slightly bigger than a 
jewellers one  

investigate inhibitor for citric acid   

fine stainless steel brushes and brass brushes 
(cheap sets from Bunning’s)  

Stabilitex for the air tractor tail  

textile conservation materials  

paper conservation materials  

Ferro guard in small lots for down here  

Chloride meter or conductivity meter investigate further 

stoving black (which is graphite)  Goddard’s 
to test use down here for trial for use on the 
stove later 

isopropanol for Ferro guard solvent and 
washing Winchester 

magi lamp  

cable ties  
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Appendix 4 – Mawson’s Hut Foundation Expedition 2009-2010 Data 
and Image Management Guidelines 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The aim of establishing these guidelines is to standardise and streamline the collection 
of data and images relating to artefacts at Cape Denison during each field season.  The 
guidelines cover preseason preparation, fieldwork and finally handing over data to the 
Antarctic Division at the end of each season for uploading and storage in the AAD 
Antarctic Heritage Register. 

 

2. Photography and Image Management 

2.1 Photography of individual artefacts 

A minimum of one image for 2D material and two images for 3D material but more can 
be taken.  A colour scale should be included in the image along with a printed label with 
the artefact catalogue number, date and stage of conservation treatment (BT - before 
treatment, DT – during treatment, AT – after treatment).   

2.2 Photography of interiors of the Huts 

Interiors of the main hut are difficult to take but the following settings with an 18mm 
Nikon lens have produced reasonable results that are not too dark, although a smaller 
aperture would help depth of field, say f8:   

 no flash, 1/5, f5, 18mm, tripod, 4pm on a clear day 
 Or Nikon SB 400 flash with diffuser, 1/60th, f5, 18mm no tripod, 4pm on a clear 

day 
 

2.3 Digital Image file formats 

Images of the condition of the huts, of artefacts and treatment photo’s should be taken 
as both high resolution jpg as well as raw files.  Most digital SLR’s have the option to 
store the image as two separate files in each of these formats.   Set the camera to the 
highest resolution available. 

2.4 Standard file naming conventions for digital images 

Once the images are down loaded to a computer they should be renamed using the 
following standard file naming conventions: 

The file naming convention for naming individual artefact photographs is: 
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For individual artefacts not undergoing conservation treatment 

ArtefactCatalogueNumber_Season_ImageNumber.File extension 

Eg:  CDMH2008_2009_156.jpg 

Where the artefact catalogue number is the number given to the artefact when recorded 
in the AAD Antarctic Heritage Register 

Where the season refers to the expedition season (usually expressed as two years since 
the season usually falls over December and January;  2007_2008) 

Where image number is a sequential numbering of images to differentiate between 
them. 

Where file extension refers to file type, either jpg or a raw file 

 

 

 

For individual artefacts which are being conserved: 

ArtefactCatalogueNumber_Season_ImageNumber_TreatmentCode.File extension 

Eg:  CDMH2008_2009_156_BT (or AT, or DT).jpg 

Where the artefact catalogue number is the number given to the artefact when recorded 
in the AAD Antarctic Heritage Register 

Where the season refers to the expedition season (usually expressed as two years since 
the season usually falls over December and January;  2007_2008) 

Where image number is a sequential numbering of images to differentiate between 
images. 

Where treatment code refers to before treatment (BT), during treatment (DT) and after 
treatment, (AT) 

Where file extension refers to file type, either jpg or a raw file 
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The file naming convention for naming excavation photographs is: 

 

Excavation inside the hut: 

ArtefactCatalogueNumber_Season_ex_location_ImageNumber_.File extension 

Eg.  CDMH2008_2009_ex_mawsonscubicle_1.jpg 

Where the artefact catalogue number is the number given to the artefact when recorded 
in the AAD Antarctic Heritage Register in this case the Main hut, which is CDMH 

Where the season refers to the expedition season (usually expressed as two years since 
the season usually falls over December and January;  2007_2008) 

Where ex refers to excavation 

Where location refers to location inside the hut 

Where image number is a sequential numbering of images to differentiate between 
images. 

Where file extension refers to file type, either jpg or a raw file 

 

 

 

 

Excavation exterior to the main hut  

ArtefactCatalogueNumber_Season_ex_location_ImageNumber_.File extension 

Eg. CDMH2009_2010_ex_northwall_1.jpg 

Where the artefact catalogue number is the number given to the artefact when recorded 
in the AAD Antarctic Heritage Register in this case the Main hut, which is CDMH 

Where the season refers to the expedition season (usually expressed as two years since 
the season usually falls over December and January;  2007_2008) 

Where ex refers to excavation 

Where location refers to location outside the hut in relation to the external walls 

Where image number is a sequential numbering of images to differentiate between 
images. 

Where file extension refers to file type, either jpg or a raw file 
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2.5 Recording image metadata  

Images taken while at Cape Denison will be uploaded for access and storage into the 
AAD Image library and then linked to artefact records in the Antarctic Heritage Register.  
In order to upload the images to the AAD Image library and link the image to the artefact 
record, the descriptive information associated with each image (the metadata) is 
recorded using an Excel spreadsheet using the following fields:   

 Image file name:  that is the file name of the image using the standard naming 
conventions   
 

 Caption: a statement which describes the content of the image  
 

 Artefact catalogue number: the catalogue number as recorded in the Antarctic 
Heritage Register  
 

 Event number: the event column does not need to be filled out as the event 
number will be assigned on return to the AAD (see post season work) 
 

 Photographer: the name of the person who took the photograph 
 

 

An example of the image metadata spread sheet. 
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3. Collection Management and the Antarctic Heritage Register 

Artefacts and buildings at Cape Denison are managed using a collection management 
database called the Antarctic Heritage Register which is located on the AAD website.  
The database manages the artefacts and buildings by identifying individual items and 
buildings, recording information such as their history and use, condition and location as 
well as document conservation treatments carried out.  

 

3.1 Cataloguing 

Artefacts are identified with a unique number (catalogue number), which is assigned in 
the field.  Prior to the 2008/2009 field season the registration number was created 
using a prefix identifying location followed by a number assigned sequentially according 
to the location.   For example, artefacts identified in Mawson’s cubicle were given the 
prefix:  CDLHMC.  This represents Cape Denison, Living Hut, Mawson’s Cubicle.  (the 
living hut being the name assigned to the main living room of the huts, the other being 
the workshop).  During the 2008/2009 MHF season, further cataloguing was carried out 
but limited to a box of artefacts from the workshop excavated in 1978.  As it was unclear 
how the initial numbering system was used, catalogue numbers assigned to these 
artefacts used the sequential internal record number from the database with no prefix.  

Further research has revealed the methodology behind the original numbering system 
however it is recommended that any further cataloguing adopt the new system of 
numerical sequence.. 

 

3.2 Duplicate records 

Currently there are 855 records in the artefact database which are incomplete that 
require information located in archaeological field notebooks from previous seasons 
transcribed and entered.  As these previously catalogued artefacts have not had their 
catalogue number applied to them, their identification is heavily reliant on location and 
description information. Where this information, in particular description and field 
location is unavailable there is the possibility that some artefacts may be catalogued 
twice.  Attempts should be made to identify previously excavated and catalogued 
artefacts in the field using the read only version of the database but it should be 
recognized that some data clean up may be required in the future. 

 

3.3 Antarctic Heritage Register  

A read only copy of the database as well as an Excel spread sheet version will be 
supplied by the AAD Data Centre prior to the season for use in the field.  The Excel 
spreadsheet version will be used to catalogue new artefacts and record conservation 
treatments.   A copy of the Custodian User Manual for the Antarctic Heritage Register 
along with printed copies of key word definitions will be included with these guidelines 
to ensure consistent in data entry.   
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4.  Documentation  

4.1 Recording snow ingress in the main hut 

At the beginning and end of each season the interior of the main hut should be 
photographed to record any fresh snow ingress so that repairs can be carried out.  
Images from the previous season will be taken down to compare the interiors with.  
Attached to this document are the images of the hut at the end of 2008/2009 for 
comparison. 

4.2 Recording condition of all the Cape Denison buildings and monuments 

Photographs along with descriptions of the exterior and interior (where possible 
depending on snow levels) of the Magnetograph, Transit, Absolute huts, the 
Proclamation pole, Memorial pole and the Main hut should be carried out to document 
any change that might have occurred during the previous year.   Included in this 
document are images of the exterior and interiors of the above buildings and 
monuments for comparison. 

4.3 Recording excavation  

Excavation of ice or artefacts should be recorded using standard methods with images 
and field notebooks.    

4.4 Recording conservation treatments 

Conservation treatments will be recorded using the excel spreadsheets as described 
above. 

4.5 Recording repairs to the huts 
 

Repairs will be recorded using photographs, drawings and descriptions of the work 

 

5.  Post Season Handover 

On return from Cape Denison the following work needs to be undertaken at the AAD on 
the Antarctic Heritage Register with the assistance of the Data Centre: 

 Create events against artefact records to describe work carried out on individual 
artefacts and buildings as well as to allow the linking of images to the artefact 
record to create a history of work on each artefact or building.  This includes 
conservation treatments, ice excavation, excavation and repairs. 

 

 Upload the Antarctic Heritage Register spread sheet containing all the treatment, 
description and catalogue data for treated artefacts with the assistance of the 
Data Centre 

 

 Provide copy of images to the Data Centre for uploading 
 

 Provide copy of spread sheet of image metadata to the Data Centre 
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 Check database records to ensure accuracy. 
 

 Record each Mawson’s Huts Foundation Expedition Field seasons into the 
Catalogue of Australian Antarctic and Subantarctic Metadata (CAASM) to enable 
discovery of the work and related data. 

 

6. Summary  

Preseason Preparation 

Documentation to be Prepared  Format To be supplied by 

Read only copy of the Antarctic Heritage 
Register Cape Denison Artefacts 

 

Digital copy on 
disc 

AAD 

Copy of Antarctic Heritage Register of Cape 
Denison Artefacts in spreadsheet format  

 

Excel file on disc AAD 

Copy of Antarctic Heritage Register 
Custodians User Manual 

Printed Michelle Berry 

Copy of keyword definitions for Antarctic 
Heritage Register 

Printed Michelle Berry 

Electronic copy of Image Metadata 
Spreadsheet 

 

Excel file on disc Michelle Berry 

Image Check list Printed and excel 
file on disc 

Michelle Berry 

Images of main hut, proclamation pole, 
memorial cross, transit hut, absolute hut, 
magnetograph hut 

 

digital copies on 
disc and hard 
copies 

Michelle Berry 

Images of the Ledingham excavation digital copies on 
disc and hard 
copies 

Michelle Berry 

Copies of previous seasons reports 07/08,  
08/09 

 

Printed Rob Easther 
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Fieldwork 

 

Documentation Format Responsibility 

Photography of snow ingress  Digital images on 
Hard drive 

Conservators 

Photography of condition of buildings and 
monuments 

Digital images on 
Hard drive 

Conservators  

Description of condition of buildings and 
monuments 

Word files on 
hard drive 

Conservators  

Photography of conserved artefacts Digital images on 
Hard drive 

Conservators 

Cataloguing and conservation records Excel file on hard 
drive 

Conservators 

Name and store digital images Digital images on 
Hard drive 

Conservators, 
Archaeologist 

Image Metadata Spreadsheet filled in 

 

Excel file on Hard 
drive 

Conservators, 
Archaeologist 

Post Season Handover 

Documentation  Format Person 
Responsible 

Contact At AAD 

Digital images to AAD  Disc/hard 
drive 

Michelle Berry Dave Watts 

Image Metadata Spreadsheet to 
AAD 

Disc/hard 
drive 

Michelle Berry Dave Watts 

Catalogue and conservation 
records 

Excel file  Michelle Berry Dave Watts 

Manually create Events in 
database 

Database Michelle Berry Sandra Potter 

Upload images and catalogue 
records into Antarctic Heritage 
Register 

Database Dave Watts Dave Watts 

Record Field season in Catalogue 
of Australian Antarctic and 
Subantarctic Metadata (CAASM)  

Database Michelle Berry Dave McConnell 
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APPENDIX 3 –  ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA 

DIFFERENTIAL GPS DATA – DISTANCE 

This data relates to the Trimble Differential GPS data taken which follows the outline of the northern rocky 
outcrop and the scatter sample squares as well as a lap around the main huts. 

 

 

THIS DATA IS AVAILABLE BY REQUEST PLEASE CONTACT THE MAWSON’S HUTS FOUNDATION FOR A 
COPY. 
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POTENTIAL DIAGNOSTIC ARTEFACTS – NORTHERN & EASTERN OUTCROP SCATTERS 

Opportunities exist for further desktop research into the connection of these items to the AAE inventories 
etc.  All of the items below can potentially be identified and related back to inventories.  Details are 
unavailable at the time the report was completed, but are ongoing. All images in this appendix are taken 
by Steele, 2009/2010. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This bullet casing is head stamped with the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

W.P.A. stands for the Winchester Repeating Arms Company and the bullet was  44 calibre.  The WCF 
stands for Winchester Center Fire.  According to online sources In 1886, the first cartridges appeared 
with the W.R.A. CO. .44 W.C.F. marking.  Further research is required to accurately date the bullet and 
from that perhaps the weapon model that may have fired it. 
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These appear to be leather studs – more research needed 

 

 

A geo-pick – no makers marks or identify markers  
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Metal Lid cover stamped 
“MAYFAIR WORKS 
BRAND COMPANY 

VAUXHALL LONDON SW 

There were 3 types of Brand’s Chutney on the AAE inventory (see below), more research is needed to 
establish which of these the above lid belonged to. 
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Fruit pips within the deposit – to be identified. 

 

Vertebrae, possibly seal. 
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Stamped “HEINZ” with the number 49 in the centre.  There is still one of these within the hut. 
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See Below. 

 

Shotgun  Cartridge stamped: 

KYNOCH 
No 12 

BIRMINGHAM 

KYNOCH was a British ammunition company at the time, more research is required. 
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Metal bracket similar to the hut door brackets. 

 

Stamped  
BRAND & Co  

PATENT  

This may have contained tinned fruit, more research required. 
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Shelf Bracket possibly from the workshop shelving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glass tubing, purpose unknown, more research required. 
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Stamped  
BRAND & Co  

PATENT  

This may have contained tinned fruit, more research required. 
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Possible Husky chain. 

 

Possibly a component of the Air Tractor – same diameter as pieces found inside the hut. 
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One of the many leather shoes in the scatter. 

 

Small wax candle. 
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Leather shoe and paintbrush. 

 

Paintbrush – no identifiable markings, 
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Fur hand mitten. 

 

Handmade leather buttons on clothing. 
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See below. 

 

Both Stamped with parts of: 

BRAND & Co 

VAUXHALL SW 

Again most likely to be one of three types of chutney. 
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Mitt similar to that on the stove in the main hut – this mitt may have been disposed of when the stove was 
removed from the Workshop in the AAE second year. 

 

Stamped: 

MADE IN SUMATRA 
IMPERIAL OIL 
SHELL SPIRIT 

AAE Fuel – Kerosene tin? 
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Unidentified Timber/Metal artefact, possible a component of the wireless communication 

 

Safety pins survive the harsh and windy conditions. 
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Appendix 4 – works Plan 

 

 

MAWSON’S HUTS FOUNDATION 2009-10 CONSERVATION WORKS PLAN 

 

Type of Work Rationale Details of Work Comments Action Taken  

2009-10  

1.0 CONSERVATION WORKS 

1.1 STRUCTURAL STABILISATION 

A.  Living Hut and Workshop 

Inspect overcladding. 

 

Monitor and remediate 

any remaining areas of 

snow ingress 

(roof/wall/ceiling 

junctions.) 

 

Page 95, Policy (2) (A). 

 

 

 

 

The intact buildings, which have 

had their original structures 

conserved (through repairs and 

overcladding), should be 

maintained to ensure their 

structural stability. The long-term 

goal is for the huts to be stable, 

clear of internal ice (other than a 

precautionary layer on the floor 

and in the verandas), and with 

internal spaces, fittings and objects 

in their December 1913 

configuration. 

 

Limited ingress of snow and ice is 

expected with the overcladding of 

the roofs of the workshop and 

living quarters. However it is 

Photo-document the Winter 

Quarters (each Expedition). 

 

Prepare guidelines for accessing 
and leaving the Main Hut which 
include instructions including 
photographs for gaining access 
when the entrance is buried in 
snow. 

 
Using a combination of a 
chemical paint remover 
supplied by the Intergrain 
company and metal scrapers, 
remove the layer of Intergrain 
product from the outside of the 
Workshop roof. All residue 
shavings and paint remover 

*Note from Heritage 
Architect:  
The 'airlock' baffle needs 
a more permanent 
solution that is readily 
installed to give surety on 
placement and sealing. 
Site investigation on how 
to achieve this is required 
together with link from 
the outside door. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo-documentation 

of Winter Quarters 

carried out. 

 

Guidelines  completed 

see Heritage report 

 

Intergrain stripping 

test carried out on 

Magnetograph and 

total removal carried 

out on the 

Magnetograph House.  

No stripping was 

conducted on the 
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Re-instate platform in 

Main Hut. 

 

 

 

 

 

known that snow still penetrates 

the building at other points. 

Identification of these points is 

essential to reduce the build up of 

snow to maintain spaces revealed 

in the interior and to protect and 

conserve internal artefacts and 

structures. 

 

Now that the Main Hut roof has 

been over clad and is preventing 

snow and ice from entering the 

hut, the conditions that fractured 

the platform no longer exist.  

 

Tests during the 2008-9 expedition 

revealed that artefacts directly 

under the sky-lights were being 

subjected to high levels of ultra-

violet radiation during the period 

when the covers were removed 

from the sky-lights. 

 

The impact from the presence of 

tourists and work teams should be 

mitigated as much as possible.  

must be contained and RTA’d; 
no residue must find its way 
into the environment of the 
Historic Site.  
 

 

 

 

 

Re-instate the platform in the 

Living Hut using timbers already 

stacked on the platform and 

cover artefacts such as paper 

based materials and textiles 

during the period in which sky-

light covers are removed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the hut entrance, place a 

protective layer such as timber 

ply on the floor to prevent tread 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is to be removable  
and reversible, leaving no 
significant impact. 
  

Main hut roof. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Platform timbers re-

instated.  Artefacts 

were not covered 

during the season due 

to artefact recording 

requirements.   
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Hut access. 

damage.  

 

Install a means to prevent 

flooding of water into the hut 

near the main entrance eg 

drainage channel. 

 

 

 

 

No  protective Layer 

was laid down see 

Heritage report and 

recommendations 

 

 

No drainage channel 

was required this 

season 

B. Southern wall 

Over clad south-west 

corner wall of Main 

Hut. 

The verandah area surrounding the 

Living Hut is enclosed by tongue 

and groove boards to the walls 

similar to the main roof. These 

boards, especially on the southern 

elevation of the building, have now 

abraded to the point where they 

are beginning to fail.  

 

Also, as with the roof, the cover 

battens secured to the walls during 

Mawson’s occupation are also 

showing signs of abrasion and 

If the conditions allow, remove 

snow and ice accumulation 

against the south western 

corner of the southern plane of 

the building to gain access to 

the area of the wall requiring 

repair. 

 

Fix new battens to the wall in 
the same manner as the roof 
over-cladding.  
 

Note: no Geo fabric is required 

The removal of snow and 

ice from this area should 

be done with the 

oversight of the 

archaeologist on site, due 

to the high likelihood of 

artefacts being present in 

the area. 

 

Comment from MHF 

Chief Conservator for 

consideration on this 

expedition:  

Excavation of the 

snow and ice was 

carried out under the 

supervision of the 

archaeologist. 

 

Overcladding of the 

south-west corner was 

carried out. 
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increasing numbers are now being 

lost. 

 

The existence of two openings on 

the west elevation and the 

cladding to the verandah enclosure 

being a ‘leaky’ membrane has 

resulted in the space becoming 

totally ice filled. Recent failure of 

sections of boards in the western 

end of the southern wall plane has 

resulted in the ablation of part of 

this ‘ice bank’. Further failure of 

this membrane could result in 

significant sections of the ‘ice bank’ 

being lost. 

 

The retention of this ‘ice bank’ 

contained in the verandah is an 

important factor in the 

conservation of the Huts. The ‘ice 

bank’ not only moderates the 

temperature and humidity of the 

interior of the Huts, but also 

provides a thermal mass to the 

whole in the event of a sustained 

thaw. 

 

The protection of the remaining 

boards (and original fabric 

on the walls. 

 

Place 20mm tongue and groove 

Baltic Pine boards over. 

 

Fix with ‘Robertson’ stainless 

steel screws.  

Trim exposed edges.  

It would be worthwhile setting 

up a small project to test the 

accumulation v ablation effects 

of a leaky structure on the 

southern face (need data to 

state definitively which effect is 

dominant). I haven’t given any 

thought as to just how this 

could be done at present but it 

shouldn’t be too difficult to set 

up on site over the summer 

season. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No test was carried 

out on the 

accumulation vs 

ablation rates. 

 

      

 

 

. 
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contained therein) will ensure that 

the ‘ice bank’ remains at its current 

mass. 

C. Ingress of snow and melt-water 

Reduce ingress of snow 

and melt-water. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The removal of fresh 

accumulations of snow and melt-

water is required to maintain those 

areas of the interior of the 

structures revealed as a result of 

previous excavations. The removal 

is also required to protect and 

conserve artefacts free of ice 

located throughout the interior of 

the Huts. 

 

Despite measures over past 

conservation expeditions to reduce 

the ingress of snow and ice into the 

Main Hut and Workshop, 

continued efforts are required in 

identifying and block any leaks 

using proven methods of cover 

battening and flexible foam sealing 

strips. 

 

 

 

 

Record any recent ingress of 

snow and ice. 

 

Investigate possible sources of 

ingress. Special attention to 

wall/ceiling connection in both 

buildings. 

 

Record accumulated ingress 

since the last expedition and 

photograph. 

 

Continue to record moisture 

cycling in the Living Hut and 

Workshop. 

 

Remove all recent 

accumulations. 

 

Undertake action using 

accepted techniques of cover 

battens and compressive 

sealing strips necessary to 

**Note from Heritage 

Architect:  

Little would be gained in 
excavating internal doors 
as no guarantee they will 
not immediately fill with 
melt water etc. 
This would result in doors 
being inoperable and 
requiring re-excavating. 
Reassessment is required. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo-documentation 

of interiors was 

carried out to record 

recent snow ingress.  

None was observed to 

be present. 

 

The internal doors 

were reassessed and 

they were not 

excavated.  See 

Heritage Report for 

details. 

 

 

Environmental records 

were downloaded and 

the stand alone 

loggers were 

reinstated.  The 

Campbell’s Scientific 

system was removed 

and RTA’d for repair. 

 

Installed bitumen 
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Northern Wall of the 

Workshop 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific attention is required in the 

Workshop to investigate the 

junction between the internal wall 

and the roof plane and the 

northern wall. Evidence suggests 

that this remains the single largest 

source of snow ingress in both the 

Workshop and Living Quarters. The 

over-cladding of the Workshop 

roof has failed to abate this flow 

which appears be entering under 

the verandah roof. 

prevent further ingress. 

 

Protect artefacts in areas where 

future ingress may occur. 

 

 

Having noted the quantity of snow 

and ice accumulation since the last 

expedition, identify the points 

through which snow is entering the 

Workshop and compare with 

known points of ingress from 

previous reports. 

 

Plug known gaps with sponge 

inserts and over batten on the 

external wall where required. 

 

Report on the following for 

consideration of future options: 

 Assess whether it would 
be feasible to remove 
internal lining boards 
and record profile. 

 Investigate the external 
side of the northern 
wall to aid decision 
making as to whether 
over cladding is 

 

 

 

Photo document location 

and condition of artefact 

then move to an area as 

close by as possible to 

enable reinstatement 

when ingress is 

minimised. 

 

 

 

impregnated foam in 

most gaps in interior 

and exterior of 

workshop.  See 

Heritage report for 

details. 

 

It was not necessary 

to remove artefacts 

for the purpose of 

protecting them from 

snow ingress this 

season 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Report prepared on 

North wall of 

workshop See 
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advisable. 

 Conduct a detailed 
investigation of the 
observatory, roof wall 
junctions and artefact 
scatter.  

 Take detailed 
photographs and make 
recommendations 
regarding preferred 
options. 

 

Monitor future ingress using 

black plastic sheets. 

Replace baffle inside the hut 

entrance to ‘airlock’. 

Heritage Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Black plastic sheets 

were reinstated at the 

end of the season in 

the workshop 

 

Baffles were replaced 

at the end of the 

season 

 

D. OTHER STRUCTURES 
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Transit Hut  

Stabilisation as a 

standing ruin and 

report on viability of 

other options with a 

view to future works. 

 

Examine instrument 

post and condition of 

the lettering. 

 

Page 95, Policy (2), (B).  

 

Page 115, 8.1 

S8.1 

 

Minimise and mitigate 

archaeological impacts of essential 

conservation works and undertake 

research and assessment to assist 

in policy decisions made during 

expedition and future 

management. 

 

The standing ruin, which has been 

subjected to minimal intervention 

to prevent total destruction, 

should be conserved as necessary 

to preserve as a roofless 

weathered ruin, preventing its 

collapse. The long-term goal is for 

the ruin to evoke the effects of 

almost a century of exposure, 

rather than be returned to its 

1912-1913 state. 

 

The following work is to be 

conducted under the 

supervision of the expedition 

Archaeologist who will assess 

the condition of the Transit Hut 

in consultation with the Senior 

Heritage Carpenter and Chief 

Conservator.  

 

In consultation with the 

archaeologist and the 

conservator, assess the use of 

Sikaflex polyurethane sealant to 

repair existing structural and 

cladding members. 

 

In order to conserve the Transit 

Hut as a standing ruin, fix 

timber that has worked loose or 

is at risk of doing so (using 

Sikaflex polyurethane amber 

coloured sealant and galvanized 

screws where appropriate). If 

cladding is assessed by the 

archaeologist, conservator and 

carpenter as being too 

thin/damaged/brittle to 

repair/refit, replace with new 

timber of the same or similar 

 

 

Sikaflex assessed and 

determined to be 

inappropriate for use 

in this context.  See 

Heritage Report for 

details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See heritage for 

details regarding 

reinstatement of 

boards and 

recommendations 
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material and size. 

 

Date stamp new fabric 

introduced as part of 

conservation works. 

 

Document, record (in the AHR 

database) and store on site any 

fabric removed from the Transit 

Hut. 

  

The Transit Hut should be 

comprehensively documented, 

including photographically, 

before and after any 

conservation work. 

 

The hut’s condition should be 

compared with Crispo’s 

drawings in Volume 2 of 

Mawson’s huts, Antarctica – a 

conservation proposal (Blunt 

1991:204-207) and the 

Conservation Architect’s Report 

(Welke 2002). [NOTE: Any 

“restore as at ‘x’ date” (refer 

Ashley’s 2009 advice to MHF), 

could be either the 1985 

condition as described by Blunt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Documentation of 

new fabric is included 

in the Heritage Report 

 

Displaced Transit Hut 

boards which could 

not be reinstated  

were identified and 

stored in the 

Workshop and clearly 

identified.  See 

Heritage Report 

 

Documentation 

completed, See 

Heritage Report. 
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(in Blunt 1991) or that 

described by Welke (2002).This 

should be discussed with the 

archaeologist, conservator and 

architect.] 

 

A search should be made for 

any fabric from the Transit Hut 

that could be reinstated – use 

Crispo’s/Welke’s drawings, and 

photographs to identify any 

fabric that may be found. 

 

Investigate the Transit Hut 

foundations with the assistance 

of the archaeologist to 

determine construction and 

anchoring methods in case of 

the need for a “box” solution in 

later years. 

Hut condition against 

Crispo’s drawings 

completed see 

Heritage Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A search was 

completed and the 

boards located were 

reinstated. 
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Investigation 

completed See 

Heritage Report 

 

 

 

 

  

Magnetograph House 

Examine roof cladding, 

replace Tiny Tag 

monitor. 

 

Page 95, Policy (2) (A). 

 

This intact building has had its 

original structure conserved 

(through repairs and overcladding), 

and should be maintained to 

ensure its structural stability. The 

long-term goal is for the hut to be 

stable, clear of internal ice and 

with the internal space, fittings and 

objects in their December 1913 

configuration. 

 

Examine cladding for failure 

particularly at wall roof 

junction. 

 

Examine galvanised sheet metal 

roof cowling. 

 

Document exposed timber 

thicknesses as per previous 

measurements on the south-

facing wall. 

 

Examine entry doors, jambs, 

hinges and toggle latches. 

 

 

The Magnetograph House 

should be conserved as 

an intact science hut so 

that it remains ice-free 

and available to repeat 

measurements made 

during the AAE and 

subsequent expeditions.  

 

AAE/BANZARE artefacts 

should be retained until 

repeating measurements 

are proposed, at which 

time an assessment will 

be made as to whether 

any metal artefacts 

should be located 

elsewhere on site. 

 

Cladding examination 

completed, no failure 

visible. 

 

Cowling missing, 

search conducted with 

no success. 

 

Completed timber 

measurements 

 

Completed 

examination of the 

doors etc. 
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Secure existing structural 

boards, refix loose timbers. 

 

Remove any internal snow and 

ice build up. 

 

Replace Tiny Tag monitor – 

existing one has been there 

since 2002. 

 

Examine tar paper, re-fix any 

torn sections and add new tar-

paper only where necessary. 

 

Photo-document the 

Magnetograph House (each 

Expedition). REFER 2008-9 

REPORT P 48 FOR REFERENCE 

POINTS 

 

Using a combination of a 
chemical paint remover 
supplied by the Intergrain 
company and metal scrapers, 
remove the layer of Intergrain 
product from the outside of the 
Magnetograph House roof. All 
residue shavings and paint 

 

 

 

2008-9 EXPEDITION 

UNABLE TO GAIN ACCESS 

DUE TO SNOW 

ACCUMULATION 

No timbers required 

refixing. 

 

Snow and ice build up 

removed. 

 

 

Tiny tag monitor 

downloaded and 

reinstalled. 

 

Tar paper in excellent 

condition no work 

required. 

 

Photo-documentation 

completed 

 

 

 

Removal of Intergrain 

completed. 
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remover must be contained 
and RTA’d; no residue must find 
its way into the environment of 
the Historic Site.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Absolute Magnetic Hut  

Review whether this 

‘standing ruin’ is likely 

to require stabilisation 

and prepare a report 

with a view to future 

 

The standing ruin, which has been 

subjected to minimal intervention 

to prevent total destruction, 

should be conserved as necessary 

to preserve as a roofless 

weathered ruin, preventing its 

 

Examine wall boards; advise on 

further protection. 

 

Secure existing structural 

 

 

 

 

Completed 

examination see 

report for advice. 

 

No boards required 
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works. 

 

Page 95, Policy (2) (B). 

 

 

 

 

Memorial Cross 

Assess condition of the 

Memorial Cross and 

replica plaque. 

Page 95, Policy (2) (C). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proclamation pole 

Assess condition of the 

Proclamation Pole and 

collapse. The long-term goal is for 

the ruin to evoke the effects of 

almost a century of exposure, 

rather than be returned to its 

1912-1913 state. 

 

 

Significant fabric should be 

conserved in its original context, 

and exceptionally significant 

objects should be treated to 

prolong their lifespan...for the site 

to appear as it was left in 

1913...while allowing for an 

appreciation of the effects of 

almost a century of exposure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

boards, refix loose timbers. 

 

Photo-document the Absolute 

Magnetic Hut (each Expedition). 

 

 

 

 

 

Assess the general condition of 

the Memorial cross and the 

stainless steel bracket 

supporting the cross arm; 

photo-record. 

 

Document the timber thickness 

of the replica plaque backing 

board to monitor the rate of 

timber abrasion. 

 

Assess the general condition of 

the Proclamation pole; photo-

record. 

 

Document the timber thickness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

refixing 

 

Photo-documentation 

completed. 

 

 

 

 

Photo-documentation 

of Memorial Cross 

completed. 

 

 

 

Timber thickness 

measurements 

completed. 

 

 

Condition of 

Proclamation Pole 

completed.  Timber 

thicknesses not 

completed due to no 

availability of base 
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replica plaque. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bench Marks 

Assess the condition of 

the wooden bench 

marks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of the replica plaque backing 

board to monitor the rate of 

timber abrasion. 

 

Assess the general condition of 

the wooden bench marks; 

photo-record. 

 

measuring points. 

 

 

Photo-documentation 

completed. 
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1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

A. Main Hut and Workshop 

Continue 

environmental 

monitoring program. 

 

Page 117, 8.2, (3) & (5) 

The monitoring program is 

designed to provide information 

that guides conservation 

management decisions. 

 

The overcladding technique used in 

the 2006 expedition was designed 

to minimise changes to the internal 

microenvironment inside the living 

quarters. Additional buffering 

provided by new air spaces, the 

new membrane and another layer 

of tongue and groove timbers 

could potentially alter the internal 

environment. 

 

Continued environmental and 

corrosion monitoring is essential to 

determine any effects that may be 

attributed to changes in roof 

structure. 

Replace battery on Campbell 

Scientific equipment. Download 

environmental monitoring data 

and re-program for continued 

logging. The following 

parameters are being 

monitored: 

 Temperature and 
relative humidity 

 Vibration of structural 
components 

 Corrosion of ferrous 
objects. 

 Download data to RTA  
 

Conduct research into the 

potential hazards posed by the 

known chemicals located in the 

Huts.  

 

Map location of asbestos and 

brief all expeditioners; do not 

disturb the material. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAMPLES RTA’D IAN TO 

ADVISE RESULTS THEN 

POSSIBLE WORKS PLAN 

TO BE DEVELOPED AS 

REQUIRED 

Battery not replaced, 

System RTA’d 

Tiny Tag loggers 

downloaded and 

reinstalled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not completed, 

research required to 

be carried out in 

Australia 

 

Mapping completed.   

B. Magnetograph 
House 

 Download environmental 

monitoring data and re-place 

the Tiny Tag in there as well as 

replace the corrosion 

monitoring cells with new 
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monitors. 

 

 

 

 

This will allow the past 

years of corrosion data to 

be determined and for 

comparative studies to 

continue between the 

snow and ice-free 

environment in the 

Magnetograph House and 

the Main Hut/workshop 

environments. 

 

 

 

Tiny tag logger 

downloaded and 

replaced.  Corrosion 

cells left in situ as per 

advice from Dr Ian 

Godfrey 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3 ICE REMOVAL AND ARTEFACT CONSERVATION 

A.  Main Hut and Workshop 

Remove snow and ice 

in the Main Hut and 

Workshop.  

 

Determine treatment 

priorities for already 

excavated/available 

artefacts based on 

previous condition 

reports and an 

examination of 

recently exposed 

Continue ice removal which will 

reveal more of the internal spaces 

and significant fabric and artefacts 

inside the Main Hut and assist in 

the stabilisation of those artefacts 

that are susceptible to corrosion. 

 

Snow and ice that entered the 

building due to the failure of 

cladding and insulation over the 

years had damaged fittings, 

artefacts, covered objects and 

Following documentation of the 

location of artefacts by the 

Archaeologist, remove snow 

and ice from the Main Hut and 

Workshop. 

 

Fully document any artefacts 

exposed during ice and snow 

removal, including descriptions, 

location and condition.  

The ice and snow in the 

Workshop does not 

constitute an 

archaeological deposit. 

 

All conservation work to 

be conducted under the 

guidance of the Chief 

Conservator and should 

take into account the 

following. 

 

Ice excavation 

continued in the 

work shop and Main 

hut under 

supervision of the 

Archaeologist. 
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artefacts in the Main 

Hut. Treat high priority 

artefacts. 

 

Page 88, Conservation 

Works, Ice removal. 

 

Page 95, Policy (2), (A). 

 

Page 98, Policy (8). 

 

Page 115, 8.1, (2). 

 

Page 118, 8.3, (2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

obscured the open internal space 

that had characterized the hut 

when it was abandoned in 1913. 

Ice removal to restore this internal 

form and allow an appreciation of 

the hut’s 1913 configuration has 

been viewed as the best way to 

conserve and present the place 

provided monitoring continues to 

ensure that the removal does not 

alter the internal environment of 

the hut in such a way that would 

compromise other heritage values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Document all artefacts before 

removal for conservation. 

 

Use optimal packing and 

transport requirements for 

movement of artefacts on site 

to and from lab. Document with 

photos for future guidance. 

 

Assess artefacts for 

conservation treatment, 

conduct further research into 

appropriate conservation 

treatments, determine 

treatment priorities and 

commence treatments of 

artefacts. 

 

Where appropriate take 

samples from food from the 

AAE for analysis in Australia 

post expedition.  

 

The Ledingham (1978 ANARE) 

objects are considered a priority 

for treatment. 

 

 Employment of an 
appropriate mix of 
techniques to safely 
release embedded 
artefacts. 

 

 Monitoring of the 
internal environment 
during ice removal 
procedures. 

 

 Ice removal must not 
proceed in an area if 
there is any risk of 
damage to embedded 
artefacts. The snow/ice 
should be left to 
naturally ablate, a 
process that has been 
used successfully 
elsewhere in similar 
situations. 

 

 Techniques and 
procedures for the 
conservation of 
artefacts on site are to 
be developed for the 
on-going protection of 
the values of the site. 
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Damaged internal 

fittings. 

Restore broken 

internal fittings in the 

Main Hut and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The long-term goal is for the huts 

to be stable, clear of internal ice 

(other than a precautionary layer 

on the floor and in the verandas of 

the Main Hut), and with internal 

spaces, fittings and objects in their 

December 1913 configuration. 

 

 

Artefacts which will not be 

returned to the huts at the end 

of the season, due to their 

receiving environment within 

the huts not being ready, should 

have an appropriate storage 

location determined. 

 

Replace baffle inside to ‘airlock’. 

 

Store the Husky remains in ice 

in the east verandah.  

 

 

Repair and reinstate broken, 

extant shelving in the Main Hut 

and Workshop; new brackets to 

be treated with protective 

paint. 

 

Survey and record the damage 
and changes to internal fittings 
including the changes made by 
the AAE in the second year of 
occupation; the damage due to 
occupation of the hut in the 
1950s and 1960s; the effect of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Baffle replaced. 

 

Husky not relocated 

see Heritage Report 
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Workshop.  

 

Identify Main Hut 

shelves and bunks 

damaged since 1913 by 

snow/ice ingress, and 

repair. 

 

Page 115, 8.1, (3). 

Page 118, 8.3, (2). 

Page 95, Policy (2) (C). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the weight of snow and ice on 
structures and the removal of 
structures to facilitate repairs 
of the hut. 

 

Archaeologist to prepare a 
detailed map based on the 
analysis of the survey, including 
identification of repairs to be 
carried out down to specific 
shelf and location detail, the 
materials to be used and 
sourced as well as fastening 
and other repair methods. 

 
Repair chainsaw nicks with 

wooden splines to minimise the 

visual impact of the damage. 

 

Mark an area of greatest 

likelihood and survey using 

Ground Penetrating Radar and 

Magnetometer. 

 

On obtaining a positive signal, 

excavate under guidance of the 

Archaeologist and Chief 

Conservator and confirm the 

presence of the air tractor. 

 

Archaeologist and Chief 

 

 

 

 

 

The air tractor remains 

were last sighted in 1975 

about 60 metres north 

west of the Main Hut at a 

position consistent with 

that shown in a 1912 

photograph. Snow 

deposition has built up 

significantly since the last 

known sighting increasing 

the likelihood of the air 

tractor being still at the 

same location. 

 

 

 

Bacteriological 

Research shelves 

repaired in Main 

hut.  See Heritage 

report. 

 

Shelving in 

workshop examined 

and identified for 

reinstatement next 

season. 

 

Survey completed.  

Map completed. 
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B. Air Tractor 
Continue search 

commenced last 

season for remains of 

air tractor. 

 

 

 

 

 

Significant fabric should be 

conserved in its original context, 

and exceptionally significant 

objects should be treated to 

prolong their lifespan...for the site 

to appear as it was left in 

1913...while allowing for an 

appreciation of the effects of 

almost a century of exposure. 

 

 

Conservator to assess and 

document its condition.  

 

 

 

 

 

Chain saw nicks not 

repaired this year. 

 

 

Ground Penetrating 

Radar and 

Magnetometer 

search completed 

 

Presence of Air 

Tractor remains 

unknown 

 

 

 

Air tractor 

fragments located in 

the harbour were 

assessed for 
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condition and RTA’d 

 

1.4 Removal of Post-BANZARE structures and objects 

Remove post-BANZARE 

structures & objects 

from the Main Valley. 

 

Page 114, 8.1, (4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 Documentation and 

Assessment of 

Artefacts 

Survey and 

Documentation of 

Archaeological 

Features across Cape 

Denison 

 

Document cultural 

Archaeological investigations at the 

Historic Site over the past twenty 

years have recorded the items left 

behind, including food tins and 

foodstuffs, bottles, photographic 

plates, reference books, 

newspapers, novels, notices, 

pictures, chemicals and developing 

paper. 

 

 

 

 

To date, over 1,200 artefacts have 

been recorded inside the Main Hut. 

Pearson identified that 254 

artefacts were recorded prior to 

1993, and Lazer recorded about 

1,000 artefacts inside the Main Hut 

during 1997/98; additional 

artefacts recorded by Lazer and 

Staples in 2002. Artefacts are being 

entered into the Australian 

Antarctic Division Heritage 

Database. 

Remove any post BANZARE 

material including recent 

rubbish; continue relocation of 

materials to Sorensen Hut area. 

 

Archaeological surveys should 
identify whether the evidence 
for past human activity is a site, 
feature or artefact, and 
document the evidence 
accordingly.  

 

 

Modern evidence should also 
be documented by the 
Archaeologist using differential 
GPS techniques to avoid 
confusion and the need for 
ongoing re-assessment.  
 

 The method of recording the 
artefact scatters at Cape 
Denison should include 
contextual information about 
the scatter by the Archaeologist 
and information on artefact 
relationships, context and 
location, and identification and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject to an assessment 
of risk and significance by 
the Archaeologist, Chief 
Conservator to supervise 
removal and/or 
excavation of artefacts. 

 

The priority for 
archaeological survey at 
Cape Denison following 
the 2007-8 field season is 
the low lying previously 
unsurveyed areas of Hut 
Valley (note – this is most 
of the valley bottom 
except for Penguin Knob 
which is now well 
surveyed). 

 

Timber pile partially 

relocated to behind 

Sorensen. 

 

? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Post BANZARE 

material identified and  

removed. 
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heritage objects on-

site, focusing on 

identifying original 

patterns of placement 

of types of objects – 

i.e. site use and 

differentiation. 

 

Document and assess 

cultural heritage 

objects for treatment 

and stabilisation in 

conjunction with the 

Main Hut snow and ice 

removal, and exterior 

of the Main Hut and 

surrounding area. 

 

Page 98, Policy (8)  

 

Page 118, 8.3 (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

Artefacts associated with the AAE 

are distributed across Cape 

Denison, but are concentrated 

around the Main Hut, often 

roughly sorted to type. To date, 

several thousand have been 

recorded; some representative of 

the time, some particularly related 

to the expedition. The extended 

distribution of AAE relics was 

underlined by the 1997 discovery 

of the remains of an AAE husky dog 

and a kerosene drum some 6km 

inland. 

 

description of diagnostic 
artefacts. 

 

Grid squares (framing squares) 
to be used as the main (base) 
technique for the detailed 
documentation of dense 
artefacts scatters at Cape 
Denison; complemented by 
summary descriptions of the 
scatters (including information 
about context), general and 
detailed in plan photography, 
and some surveying to create 
accurately located points.  

 

 

If snow conditions 
permit, exposed artefacts 
in the immediate vicinity 
of the Main Hut should 
be mapped. 

 

Survey has been 

completed subject 

snow conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exposed artefacts 

mapped using aerial 

photography 
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2009-2010 MHF Expedition

Virtual Heritage, 
Technical Photography and 
Site Visualisation Report
Dr Peter Morse, 
Visualisation Specialist
www.petermorse.com.au

All images in this report are by Peter Morse unless otherwise indicated.

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report

Transit Hut. 360º Panorama
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1. Introduction
This report documents the virtual heritage and site visualisation work undertaken during the 
2009/2010 Mawsonʼs Huts field season. This encompasses the following main activities:

1] Field Panography / Fulldome
2] Timelapse Motion Control Imaging (Hurley Dolly)
3] Stereoscopic Photography and HD Video
4] Aerial Photography (Helicopter and KAP)
5] LIDAR scanning
6] Webcam
7] General & Documentary Photography; Videoblog
8] Frank Hurleyʼs Camera?
9] Information Management

A variety of outcomes derived from this work are also illustrated and discussed.

It also covers more conventional features such as site photodocumentation and the generation of 
promotional materials. 

Some consideration is given to the future management of the extensive digital materials now  being 
produced by the Foundation expeditions. An information management strategy  is suggested that 
addresses the cataloguing and cross-referencing of images and other digital materials - to ensure 
their accessibility for future expeditioners and researchers.

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report

Interior Main Hut; South West Corner. 360º Panorama
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2. Field Panography / Fulldome / GigaPan Epic
One of the major objectives this season was to capture extensive ultra-high-definition panoramic 
images from the broader Cape Denison region, as well as detailed images of the interior of the 
Huts, building upon the work undertaken during the 2007-8 Field Season.

Panoramic imaging is unique in the way  that it displays all the scene information to a viewer at 
once, as opposed to the discontinuous nature of conventional photographic techniques. It is now 
widely  used in modern archaeological and heritage conservation practices due to its utility  for the 
documentation of location of artefacts, recording and assessment of artefact and site condition, 
photogrammetric assessment and 3-dimensional reconstruction of endangered heritage sites. A 
great deal of research is now undertaken internationally  and nationally  in the field of Virtual 
Heritage - exploring means by which contemporary  imaging technologies and computer processing 
can assist in the conservation and preservation of vanishing cultural heritage1.

The use of immersive display  systems greatly  helps in the understanding of panoramic imagery, 
and these are becoming widely  available in a variety of venues - ranging from visualisation centres 
generally  based in Universities, to museum displays, to fulldome planetarium systems. They  have 
also become radically  cost-effective during the last 5 years, many now being built using off-the-
shelf consumer-electronics components. Naturally, panoramic imagery  is also easily  deliverable by 
conventional display systems, via the web and via storage media such as DVD.

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report

1 See, e.g.: Haggrén, H., Junnilainen, H. et al. The Use of Panoramic Images for 3-D Archaeological Survey. 
Proceedings of the International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing V (2004). (http://
www.isprs.org/proceedings/XXXV/congress/comm5/papers/687.pdf) . Organisations that explicitly use the 
array of techniques explained here can be found at e.g.. http://archive.cyark.org/ and http://www.3d-
coform.eu/ 

John OʼGroats, December 2010.  360º Panorama
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2.1. Panoramic Imaging

A 21 megapixel Canon 5D Mk II camera was used to generate extensive site survey/
documentation imagery, matched with GPS geolocation data. 

Images were shot using a Sigma 8mm 180º full-circular fisheye lens, enabling the capture of high-
resolution panoramas from as few as 4 images per panorama. 

This is an extremely  effective, rapid and cost effective way  of documenting site condition. Regular 
use of this technique, using fixed photopoints, would enable consistent visual comparison across 
expeditions. This would also enable the mapping of ad hoc photographs taken for other purposes 
into a useful visual reference2.

Images were stitched using Autopano Giga, commercial stitching software that creates high-
resolution composites and that enables significant amounts of image processing to be undertaken.

Full 360º/180º panoramic images were shot throughout the interior of the Main Hut and Workshop, 
around the exterior of the Main Huts and immediate environment, at Azimuth Hill, Lands End and 
John OʼGroats, as well as from a variety  of other loci around the Cape Denison region. These 
images are in the process of being cross-matched with the 2007-8 panoramic material. 

Taken together, the 2007/8 and 2009/10 panoramic material will enable the construction of a 
sophisticated virtual tour throughout the entire site. Further material can be added during future 
expeditions.

A variety  of partial panoramas were also shot, recording the conditions of the interior of the huts, 
snow-ingress (or lack of), artefact condition and situational and more general environmental 
conditions. These can provide useful contextual information for archaeological and conservation 
purposes.

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report

2 See, e.g. http://photosynth.net/ ; http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/~visit3d/webservice/v2/

Mawsonʼs Bunk, December 2010. 360º Panorama
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2.2. Fulldome

Fulldome refers to the generation of spherically-projected content, suitable for visualisation upon 
hemispherical or fully  spherical projection surfaces. Typically  these take the form of Planetarium 
screens and iDome3 systems, though a variety  of other projection solutions exist. These systems 
are extremely useful for immersive visualisation, both within a professional visualisation and 
research context, but also with clear public-outreach applications.

Building upon the extensive work undertaken in 2007-8, the newly  developed camera system 
enabled the capture of far more fulldome content than previously  possible. This content has widely 
applicable uses, but was primarily  shot for the production of an immersive fulldome documentary 
about the Cape Denison historic site4. 
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3 http://local.wasp.uwa.edu.au/~pbourke/miscellaneous/domemirror/iDome/

4 See: http://www.petermorse.com.au/2009/11/the-ice-museum-2010/

MacKellar Islets, Dawn. 360º Fulldome Fisheye
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The fulldome technique enabled not only  the preparation of extensive panoramic records of the 
site but also involved the extensive use of timelapse techniques to capture the dynamically 
changing environment at the Huts. 

The imagery  is captured at the current ʻgold standardʼ of ultra-high-definition fulldome content (4k/
3.7k spherical): 

This diagram illustrates the relative dimensions of screen images based upon the unit pixel:

The grey rectangle right at the centre is standard definition TV, the two light grey  rectangles 
represent the 1280×720 and 1920×1080 HD video standards. So we can see that fulldome 
resolutions easily  meet – and in the case of 8k far exceed – contemporary  digital cinema 
standards.
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Comparison of screen resolutions.
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• Standard PAL TV has a resolution of 720×576 pixels (px) – roughly  a total of 414,720 px on 
display; 

• Full 1920×1080 HDTV shows around 2,073,600 px – around 2 megapixels (MPx). 

Contemporary Hollywood digital cinema standards are: 

• Academy 4k (4096 x 3112 = 12,746,752 px - around 12.7Mpx)

• Super 35mm – the RED Camera (4520 x 2540 = 11,480,800 px - around 11.5Mpx)

There are many  competing solutions and there are all sorts of arcana such as rectangular pixels, 
anamorphic imaging and so on. Furthermore, in the case of Dome projection it can be slightly 
misleading to talk in terms of pixels, due to the fact that pixel size varies depending upon their 
spatial placement upon the screen - there is not a one-to-one correspondence, so figures are 
approximate.

In the planetarium/fulldome industry  we talk about 3k, 4k and 8k resolution – meaning images that 
are not rectangular in nature, but full circular fisheye, with a diameter of around 3600px, 4096px 
and 8192px respectively;

In an effort to maximize the flexibility  of the shoot the following approach was explored in some 
shots (see illustrations overleaf):

The camera was run along the tracks performing a fisheye shoot – the blue hemisphere indicates 
the 180º field of view  (FOV). This was a fairly  slow process, shooting 1 frame per second; the run 
over a 6 metre track took about 30 minutes to 1 hour. The camera is angled so that it doesnʼt shoot 
the tracks below it – the floor of the scene will be composited in later, using 3D compositing 
software.

This run is repeated twice more with the camera at different orientations – illustrated below:

This results in 3 fulldome sequences of frames that correspond spatially  and temporally with each 
other – three frames for each frame of motion that can be stitched into partial panoramas. This will 
enable the production of a part-spherical movie with an FOV considerably  higher than 180º 
(approx. 360ºH x 135ºV).

When re-projected and perspective-corrected in a 3D space, this should, in theory, enable a virtual 
camera to work within the scene and arbitrarily change direction as it moves along the tracks. 

Naturally, there are limitations here – re-shooting 180º fisheye has more constraints in movement 
than virtually  re-shooting using a standard lens (the possibilities here for a standard documentary 
and visual forensics are very interesting). 
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Screen Rez Actual Rez Pixels MegaPixels (MPx)

3k 3600x3600 px 12,960,000 ~13MPx

4k 4096x4096 px 16,777,216 ~17MPx

8k 8192x8192 px 67,108,864 ~67MPx
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Multipass Technique creates partial spherical vision, 
suitable for synthetic remapping and projection.

180º Horizontal and Vertical FOV, Camera Dolly/Track system
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There is also the issue of changing light over time – obviously the three passes will not exactly 
correspond. What would have been ideal would to shoot the sequences at exactly  the same time 
over three days – hoping for similar weather; or shooting on a cloudy day with little change in light. 

However, panorama stitching programs can handle light variation fairly  well if the movement of light 
over time isnʼt too pronounced – and much can be achieved via synthetic relighting in software.

Approximately 45 minutes of timelapse fulldome content was shot.

2.3. GigaPan Epic

The GigaPan Epic5  is a robotic panoramic camera 
mount that was generously  supplied by  the University  of 
Melbourne Advanced Research Computing Group. It 
enables the capture of multi-gigapixel images through 
the consecutive capture of many hundreds to 
thousands of individual images that are tiled together by 
software.

Several gigapans were undertaken, yielding images of 
between 1 - 1.8GB in size - which is extremely  large for 
a single image. 

These images will be suitable for presentation upon 
ultra-high-resolution displays such as the University  of 
Melbourneʼs Optiportal6 , as well as for large scale 
printing. 

The device was principally  used in an 
exploratory  capacity  to determine its 
application for future expeditions. Several 
limitations were noted, such as the brevity  of 
battery  life due to the cold conditions and its 
reliance upon 8 AA-size rechargeable 
batteries. This made use of the device rather 
onerous and alternative power supplies 
would have to be developed in order to use it 
further in a very  cold environment. Apart 
from this it is demonstrably  very  functional 
and has many possible imaging applications.

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report

5 http://www.gigapansystems.com/system-page.html

6 http://uninews.unimelb.edu.au/news/4891/
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3. Timelapse Motion Control Imaging & Hurley Dolly
A timelapse motion-control system was developed by Dr Peter Morse and Dr Chris Henderson - it 
was named the ʻHurley Dollyʼ in honour of our eminent predecessor. 

This involved the following:

1] Canon 5D Mk II / Sigma 8mm Fisheye 21MP Camera System + intervalometer
2] Meade equatorial computer-controlled motorised telescope mount
3] Meade 497 autostar controller
4] Hurley Dolly camera track system

The camera system was mounted upon a triangular base built from lightweight aluminium, fixed to 
three pairs of roller-blade wheels. These ran along precision-engineered parallel steel tracks laid 
out along a series of wooden sleepers. The tracks could be laid out to a maximum length of 
approximately 6m.

An electric drill was mounted on a wooden frame and engaged with two non-functioning drill 
bodies, using the gearing mechanism of these drills to step down the rotor speed of the drill. The 
system drove a spindle and pulley  system attached by inelastic cord to the camera dolly, enabling 
the precision movement of the camera along the tracks. The unit was powered by a 12V battery.

Due to the requirements of timelapse the system needed to run extremely  slowly  and with no 
shaking of the camera. This was achieved via an iterative engineering process at Chrisʼ  workshop 
in Tasmania prior to departure: the entire unit was ultimately  designed to be as lightweight and 
transportable as possible. Subsequent improvements were made in the field.
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Hurley Dolly, Landʼs End.
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Hurley Dolly: Motor system, 12V battery, tracks.

Hurley Dolly: Tripod Mount; Meade Telescope Mount; 
Programmable motion-control handset; Canon 5D MK II 
Camera with Sigma 8mm Fisheye Lens; Intervalometer.
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Camera runs lasted between 30mins to 4 hrs, though runs of greater duration were possible. 

Approximately  45mins of fulldome timelapse material was generated and this is currently 
undergoing image processing. The results of the raw footage are extremely  impressive and will 
lead to stunning visualisations in the final production.

The following runs were undertaken:

Run # Date Location Note

1 18/12/09 Sørensen Exterior V i e w o f B u i l d i n g s . 
Meade Mount only

2 18/12/09 Wind Generator Site View of Wind Generator 
construction. Meade 
Mount only

3 18/12/09 Sørensen Exterior V i e w o f B u i l d i n g s . 
Meade Mount only

4 18/12/09 Sørensen Interior Main Room. Meade 
Mount only

5 24/12/09 Main Valley KAP fl ights . Meade 
Mount only

6 26/12/09 L o w L a k e / J o h n 
OʼGroats

Meade Mount only
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Hurley Dolly in Main Hut
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Run # Date Location Note

7 27/12/09 Hut interior Aborted due to Blizzard

8 28/12/09 Hut interior: Workshop Hurley Dolly

9 29/12/09 Hut interior: Workshop Hurley Dolly

10 30/12/09 Hut interior: Main Hut Hurley Dolly

11 31/12/09 Hut interior: Main Hut Hurley Dolly

12 1/1/10 Hut interior: Main Hut Hurley Dolly

13 2/1/10 Hut interior: Main Hut Meade Mount only

14 3/1/10 Hut Exterior: East Hurley Dolly

15 5/1/10 Tent Exterior Meade Mount only

16 6/1/10 Mawsonʼs Room Meade Mount only

17 7/1/10 I c e b e r g / H u r l e y ʼs 
Darkroom

Meade Mount only

18 12/1/10 Landʼs End Meade Mount only

19 14/1/10 Magnetograph Hut Meade Mount only

20 14/1/10 Landʼs End Hurley Dolly

21 15/1/10 Huts Exterior: East Hurley Dolly

The Hurley  Dolly system was erected inside the Workshop of the Main Huts by Peter Morse, Chris 
Henderson and Tony  Stewart on 27/12/09 and a test run commenced. This exercise was curtailed 
by  the arrival of a blizzard, which caused the three expeditioners to remain in the Huts for several 
hours before making their escape to the Granholm and subsequently  the Sørensen Hut. The next 
day the Huts could not initially be entered due to snow blocking the doors - this required removal.

The Hurley  Dolly  is a large piece of equipment and the use of 180º fisheye lenses precluded the 
presence of expeditioners in the Huts during some of the initial runs. The conservators and 
archaeologist were very  accommodating in this regard, giving enough time for the sequences to be 
completed via a negotiated schedule. 

Despite the interruption by  the blizzard, the workshop sequence was completed on the 29/12/09 
after 1.5 days access, allowing conservation activities to resume in the workshop had this been 
desirable or necessary. 

The complex work in the Main Hut area took somewhat longer than anticipated, but was 
undertaken from very  early  in the mornings when no activity was taking place in or around the huts 
(generally  before most other expeditioners were awake.) These sequences were completed in 3 
days, although access to the huts was perfectly  feasible during this time if suitable arrangements 
were negotiated (e.g. arranging to cover the doorway from the Workshop to the Main Hut with 
black plastic, or simply  avoiding regions encompassed by the view of the fisheye lens.)  The 
camera system was removed on 2/1/10 and conservation activities inside the huts resumed 3 days 
later on the 5/1/10. 
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Clearly, then, there was no interruption to the conservation activities as there was much else to 
attend to: a happy outcome for all.

Especial thanks to Chris Henderson for the co-development of the system, and to Chris, Tony 
Stewart, Peter Maxwell and Mark Farrell for their assistance in setting the system up in various 
locations. Conservator Peter Maxwell has especially  helpful in the final set-up in the Main Hut, 
ensuring appropriate oversight such that no artefacts were damaged or moved during assembly 
and disassembly.
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Hurley Dolly, Huts Exterior
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4. Stereoscopic Photography, Panography and HD Video
Extensive stereoscopic imaging was undertaken, building upon the work generated during 2007-8.

Two stereoscopic systems were used:

1] Canon 5D Mk II 21MP stereo system (21MP stills and 1080P HD video)

2] Fuji Finepix Real 3D W1 Stereoscopic Camera

The first system was used mainly during aerial helicopter shoots (see below), though it became 
non-functional during the first week of the expedition, due to a malfunction in one of the Canon 5D 
MkII cameras. Regrettably, the malfunction of this camera rendered the completion of the 
stereoscopic HD and stereoscopic fulldome works program impossible; the work was completed 
mainly  monoscopically  and heavily  relied upon the camera supplied by  the Foundation - there was 
no alternative.

However, due to the intermittent nature of the camera fault it was possible to shoot some 
stereoscopic HD video during the first helicopter flight provided by  the French, upon arrival at Cape 
Denison. This is approximately  20 mins of full HD (1080P) stereoscopic video that covers the Huts 
and extensive regions of the Cape Denison coastline, the crevasse fields and the MacKellar Islets.

The second system was a last-minute addition, due to the release of the Fuji Finepix Real 3D W1 
stereoscopic compact camera. This is a twin-lens camera with two 10MP CCD sensors, enabling 
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Canon 5D Mk II Stereoscopic System
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the capture of medium-resolution stereo-pairs. 
These are more than suitable for prints and 
screen visualisation and the image quality  is very 
acceptable. The unit also shoots stereoscopic 
video, but at limited 640x480 resolution - only 
suitable for Standard Definition monitors or web 
delivery. Possible outcomes for this material are 
currently being explored.

The unit was also used for the generation of 
experimental stereoscopic panoramas, similar to 
the series made in 2007-8, and shown at the 
2008 workshop at the AVIE panoramic 
stereoscopic VR environment7 at the University  of 
New South Wales. Further work on these will be 
undertaken.

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report

7 http://www.icinema.unsw.edu.au/projects/infra_avie.html

Fuji W1 Stereoscopic Camera

Transit Hut, Stereoscopic Pair; Fuji W1 Camera

Transit Hut, Anaglyphic (Red/Cyan) Stereoscopic Photograph.
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5. Aerial Photography (Helicopter and KAP)
Two helicopter aerial sequences were undertaken:

1] Aboard the French helicopter upon arrival (~20mins)
2] Aboard the Sea Shepherdsʼ Helicopter (~20mins)

The stereoscopic Canon 5D MKII rig was used on both flights, but the system only  worked 
satisfactorily during the first flight.

The first flight generated approximately 20 minutes of coverage of the Huts and main valley, the 
crevasse fields on the Polar Plateau, the MacKellar Islets and ice cliffs of Commonwealth Bay. The 
Sea Shepherdsʼ flight took place at a much higher altitude, enabling the recording of the entire 
Cape, as well as further material recording the terrain to the East of the Cape - where Mawson, 
Ninnis and Mertz had sledged 90 years previously.

This material will be used for the forthcoming MHF documentary and other production outcomes.

Another project, discussed in depth by  Dr Chris Henderson, involved the development and 
deployment of KAP systems - Kite Aerial Photography. These involved the development of 
sophisticated airbourne rigs, lifted by  a variety  of kites, bearing lightweight camera systems and 
software/hardware intervalometer systems. This is demonstrably  a cost-effective and non-intrusive 
way  of generating striking aerial imagery, and has provided an entirely  new perspective on the 
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Stereocam during Helicopter Shoot - photo Jody Steele
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environment. It raises a whole series of interesting visualisation possibilities, ranging from 
archaeological applications in the mapping of artefact scatter, assessment of environmental 
changes, penguin-colony  analysis, digital elevation modelling and so forth. These uses will be 
explored further once the imagery has undergone significant image processing.

At an initial glance, it is clear that large-scale high-resolution panoramic imagery  can be generated, 
establishing new and informative views of the region. The stereoscopic imagery  will also need to 
be explored in some depth, but it is immediately apparent that this is very  useful for visualisation 
purposes. Likewise the shooting of KAP video. We are only  beginning to examine the possibilities 
here, looking through the data.
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Helicopter HD Video still of Cape Denison.

Multi-image KAP panorama
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6. LIDAR scanning
Ultimate Positioning8, a major Australian surveying 
company, generously  provided a Trimble VX Spatial 
Station LIDAR scanner for use during the expedition.

Nick Pawley, National Survey  Product Manager of 
Ultimate Positioning gave a half-day  training session in 
the use of the equipment, prior to expedition departure. 
This is a complicated (and very expensive) device that 
has many capabilities, so only  a portion of what it could 
do was explored.

The main activity  undertaken was a high-resolution 
scan of the Transit Hut.

The Transit Hut is rapidly  disappearing and, thus far, 
only  recorded photographically  or via architectural/
archaeological diagrams and drawings.

Having an accurate 3D scan of it is a huge leap in 
documentat ion accuracy  – and the resul ts 
demonstrated by  this are very  applicable to the Main 
Hut and Workshop – indeed a whole raft of 
documentation requirements for archaeology, artefact 
scatter and so forth.

The Transit Hut was scanned from each side, each 
scan taking about 30 minutes to 1 hour, for a total 
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8 http://www.ultimatepositioning.com/
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Transit Hut LIDAR point cloud

Transit Hut textured 3D model from LIDAR point cloud
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scanning time of approximately  6 hours. Setting up the equipment is time consuming, and was 
difficult for one person to undertake, even with intermittent assistance.

The scan has generated an accurate point-cloud record of the contemporary structure of the Hut. 
This is transformed into a mesh using software and textured using photographs taken by  the unit - 
leading to a photorealistic 3-dimensional model.

This was essentially  an experiment to determine the utility  of this process for visualisation and 
virtual conservation purposes - it is a technique widely  used in digital reconstruction of significant 
historical sites around the world. 

Preliminary  results indicate that the technique is highly  effective and that the generated model will 
have a variety  of applications that can be explored. It would be extremely  useful to undertake a 
scan of the Main Huts, both interior and exterior, and of the immediate environment using this 
system - however, this is a process that should be undertaken by an experienced operator, 
conversant with the working of the device and the principles of surveying. Utimate Positioning have 
indicated that they are prepared to provide such an operator for a future expedition.
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Trimble VX LIDAR scan, North Face of Transit Hut
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7. Webcam
The MHF webcam was a very  difficult device that took many, many months of trial and error to get 
to a functioning state. Chris Henderson undertook the initial development having inherited an 
essentially  non-functional system provided by  a commercial operator. The initial supplier was 
clearly  out of their depth with such a system and the unit provided was extremely  unsatisfactory. I 
undertook management of the project several weeks prior to departure.

The unit was finally  made to work through consultation, expertise and material support provided by 
personnel from Australian Antarctic Division - especially  Kym Newberry  and Roger Handsworth. 
Kym Newberry  provided electrical engineering specifications and a camera timer controller unit he 
has especially  developed for remote area webcams. Roger Handsworth was extremely  generous 
with his time and advice and constructed the unit - mounting the system in a weatherproof case, 
assembling the electronics and manufacturing the various mountings for the components. 

A computer consultant, David Hook, wrote custom software for the Stardot 3.1MP security  camera 
that was the basis for the system, enabling correct communication between the camera embedded 
Linux software, the Iridium satellite phone and various data portals to occur: without this the device 
simply  would not function. The system successfully uploaded a series of images from Hobart prior 
to departure.

Upon arrival at Cape Denison the unit failed to transmit images - this was eventually  discovered to 
be a consequence of the USA-based ISP failing to set an FTP port correctly  during a changeover 
in equipment. In searching for this fault I tested every  feature of the unit, finally  got it to send one 
picture from the Sørensen Hut and then shorted the system. A fatal error.

A report on the development of this system would fill several volumes, so I will simply  note here 
that the unit does work - once it is fixed - but that further development is necessary  for this 
complex system to be truly useful and functional. It has truly been a saga.
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The MHF Webcam
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8. Frank Hurleyʼs Camera?
During the 2007-2008 season I took the following composite image of the floor of Frank Hurleyʼs 
darkroom, and was immediately  struck by the artefact in the box that appears at the top left of the 
image. I discussed this artefact at the 2008 Seminar at the Museum of Sydney  and the pre-
departure briefing at Fonthill in 2009, so it was wonderful that the archaeologist Jody Steele 
undertook to retrieve and document the object during the 2009-10 season.

Preliminary  investigation reveals that the object is a plate-changing case from a Newman & 
Guardia9 camera, as listed in the original AAE inventory:

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report

9 http://www.earlyphotography.co.uk/site/ng_models.html

Floor of Hurleyʼs Darkroom, 2008
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The model of camera is very similar to the Universal Half-Plate Pattern B10 illustrated here:

Though there are a number of differences between the illustrated plate-changing case and the one 
retrieved from Hurleyʼs darkroom:
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10 http://www.earlyphotography.co.uk/site/ng_models.html

Newman & Guardia Universal Half-Plate pattern B

Plate Changing Case: Photo Jody Steele, 
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Clive Wilson-Roberts of the Mawson Collection, South Australian Museum, informs me that three 
of these cameras are in the collection, including a changing box of the same type.
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Plate-changing case, in situ. Photo: Jody Steele.

Newman & Guardia nameplate. Detail.
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9. General Photography/Videography and Videoblog
Extensive promotional material was shot for the wide array  of sponsors for this seasonʼs 
expedition. Promotional material was distributed to all key sponsors and to the media on DVD and 
USB memory stick - which proved to be a rapid and cost-effective medium to use.

From a visualisation perspective key  sponsorship opportunities that should be maintained and 
further explored include:

1] Canon Australia - the supply  of high-definition SLRs, lenses and accessories was extremely 
helpful and provides a strong branding opportunity for Canon. More could be made of this in the 
future.

2] Fuji Australia - stereoscopic cameras

3] Nikon Australia - Cameras and Lenses

4] Sony - Cameras and Lenses

In general, manufacturers of photo- and video-graphic equipment have a major opportunity  in 
these field expeditions and this could be sold to them more strongly. Antarctica is certainly  a tough 
testing-ground for new equipment and extremely popular with web audiences.

5] Telstra

The relationship with Telstra was particularly  fruitful - the use of the BGAN system enabled the 
transmission of video files that were of suitable resolution for web-delivery  (640 x 360 pixels) and 
would be soft, but adequate, upon broadcast systems. In the future these videos could be 
increased in resolution and duration as technology improves and costs drop.

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report
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So, for instance, via BGAN it was possible to post a 10 minute web-ready  videoblog in H264 25fps 
Quicktime format to the MHF FTP server. File size was approximately  70MB. Via BGAN this cost 
approximately  10 per MB - thus $700 to post; Iridium costs are around $100/MB, equivalent to 
$7000. Using BGAN it was possible to post this much data in approximately  45 minutes via 
resumable FTP; via Iridium it would have taken about 8hrs, assuming a continuous connection was 
maintained.

The videoblog was enormously  successful - as was the MHF blog in general this year. It achieved 
significant world-wide coverage, especially during the ʻAir Tractorʼ story.

The videoblog eventually  reached 5 complete episodes, for a total runtime of 36 minutes and 
covered virtually every aspect of the expedition.

David Hook informs me that the MHF website received over 2.2 million hits during the expedition; 
in January  2010 the Tauceti server (where the MHF website is hosted) served 207GB, in February 
135GB of data. By  any  standards this is a huge amount of data to served and completely  eclipses 
any previous audience that has attended the MHF expeditions. As a consequence on-going web-
traffic has doubled to the site. This represents a significant increase in marketing opportunities for 
products offered for sale by the foundation - e.g.. books, calendars and DVDs that should be 
explored by further development of the MHF website. 
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10.Information Management
Enormous amounts of data are now being generated by the conservation expeditions and it would 
be timely to consider the strategies that should be developed for managing this information.

At first glance data falls into the following broad categories:

1] Reports / Works Plans
2] Conservation information (e.g.. artefacts; treatments; artefact catalogues etc.)
3] Archaeological information (e.g.. site surveys; artefact scatter information)
4] Maintenance and Building data
5] Scheduling data
6] Inventories
7] Photographic & Video data
8] Instrumental data (e.g.. environmental monitoring; tide-gauge data; LIDAR; weather data etc.)
9] Free-form information

Obviously  this is an incomplete list and it would require some serious mapping-out to determine all 
the different types of information being generated. Nevertheless, much of this material takes the 
form of digital records, and is widely  distributed amongst a variety  of institutional collections, data 
management systems, email records, individual computers, DVDs, CDROMs, websites and so 
forth.

In other words - there is no central repository  of the data - not even a website that records or 
indicates where various types of data are stored, who generated it, who is responsible for it and so 
forth. This will create problems in the future as, inevitably, data formats will change, computers and 
hard-drives will cease working or get lost, personnel will move on and expedition teams and 
managements will change.

A strategy for archiving this information needs to be developed and it also needs to be structured in 
such a way that it is easily accessible and easy to contribute to in the future.

The Cape Denison artefacts database at the Antarctic Heritage Register11 is an excellent example 
of this process in action - and indicates that digital databases could also be used to catalogue a 
wide variety of other materials, as indicated above.

It would be worth looking into establishing a dedicated server and backup system for this material - 
it is cost-effective to do so - that could host appropriate database software, e.g..: 

1] Resourcespace12 open-source digital asset management software
2] Wiki software (for reports) - e.g.. mediawiki13

3] Filemaker Pro14 database software

With these three simple softwares - two of which are no cost - a system could be developed that 
enabled archiving and cross-referencing of materials; collaborative authoring of texts and reports 
(wiki); management of inventory  (including inflow and outflow of current Excel spreadsheet-based 
information); a structured image and video repository.

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report
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13 http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki

14 http://www.filemaker.com.au/
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This would not replace current effective established systems, but would simply  enable coherent 
record management of presently  unordered and widely  scattered materials. It would also mean 
that much of this material could be made available online at the foundationʼs discretion and, 
obviously, be easily accessible by future expedition teams and managers.

Conclusion and Recommendations

1] Strongly  recommend that the team is smaller and that expeditioners take time out from 
consecutive expeditions. This will ensure a continued refreshing of team dynamics, a broader 
professional repertoir and bring new and valued perspectives into the Foundationʼs program of 
activities.

2] That reports and inventories be flowed into collaborative software such as online databases and 
a wiki. This would facilitate collaboration between specialists upon expeditions, leading to useful 
exposure of common goals and achievements. In this framework it is still possible to maintain 
specialist authorship  of particular documents. Furthermore, it would ensure access to 
documentation that all expeditioners need to know about and understand - distribution of this 
knowledge would make many operations run far more smoothly.

3] That a common digital resource management structure be established - in the form of a server 
(with appropriate backup) as delineated above. A replica of this resource could be sent with the 
expedition team each year and run as an intranet within the Sørensen Hut - in the same manner 
that the email system currently  runs. A small effort is involved in implementing such a system, but it 
will significantly streamline issues of data management and communication.

4] That the MHF consider the development of a structured photographic plan, including panoramic 
photography, providing equipment for the expedition photographer and/or other expeditioners to 
undertake site documentation from pre-determined geolocated photopoints. This would enable 
coherent multi-year comparisons to be drawn as the conditions of the Huts and environment 
change over time.

                                                                                                                   Visualisation Report
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MAWSON’S HUTS EXPEDITION 2009-2010 

Executive Summary  

 

After a week of final preparations in Hobart, the 2009-2010 MHF team of ten people departed 
Hobart on 4

th
 December 2009 aboard the L’Astrolabe. The trip south was uneventful and we 

arrived at Cape Denison 6 days later in the very early hours of 10
th
 December 2009. To take 

advantage of the good conditions, the ship’s master decided to bring forward our fly off to 
Cape Denison. The whole operation was safely completed by 3am. 

Due to the low levels of ice in the vicinity of Sorensen Hut, all cage pallets had to be dropped 
much further away from the hut than usual, closer to the fly off point. This meant the 
unpacking of the gear into Sorensen Hut took slightly longer than usual. 

Conservation Works 

Once the camp was established, the team launched into the very comprehensive works 
program for the season. This year we had six people on the Heritage/Conservation team - 
Michelle Berry was the lead conservator, assisted by Megan Absolon and Peter Maxwell; 
Jody Steele was our archeologist; Marty Passingham and Mark Farrell our Heritage 
Carpenters. Together they made substantial achievements in this year’s successful 
conservation program. 

The activities are covered in depth in the Heritage and Conservation report. The conservation 
laboratory worked well and was used extensively to treat and document artefacts. The 
highlights include: 

 Photo documentation of the winter quarters, Absolute Hut, Magnetograph House, 
Transit Hut, Memorial Cross, Proclamation Pole and cairns 

 Tests to remove Intergrain successfully carried out on the Magnetograph House roof  

 Platform timbers in the main living hut were reinstated 

 Excavation of ice in several locations inside the winter quarters  

 Over cladding of the outside south west corner of the main hut 

 Downloading of data from the environmental and vibration monitoring systems 

 Investigation of the condition of the north wall of the workshop and installation of 
bitumen impregnated foam to seal gaps in internal and external boards 

 Opening of the Magnetograph House for the first time since 2002, recording the 
internal condition and accessing the data logger  

 Photography, cataloguing and treatment of 156 artefacts 

 Repair of shelving in the main living hut 

 Survey and map of the internal fittings and artefacts inside the Main living hut and 
workshop  

 Discovery of Air Tractor fragments in Boat Harbour (returned to Australia for 
treatment) 

 Archaeological survey completed and exposed artefacts mapped using aerial 
photography 
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Some activities on the Works Plan were not completed during the expedition. More detail can 
be found in the relevant sections of the Heritage report: 

 The Campbell Scientific environmental monitoring system was not functional and has 
been RTA’d for repair 

 Work to seal leaks in the southern wall/ceiling junction of the Main Hut not possible 
due to the height of snow in the verandah 

 Due to weather and time constraints, the Intergrain on the Workshop roof was not 
removed 

 The Husky was not relocated, due to access problems along the eastern wall, 
evidence of a substantial melt stream, and concerns about disturbing the verandah 
ice and artefacts 

 The chain saw nicks were not repaired this year 

 The doors were not excavated 

Non-conservation activities 

The non-conservation works were ambitious and while it was possible to complete most of 
them this season, time constraints meant we had to prioritise. Completed works include: 

 Removal of bunk bed in kitchen and installation of new shelves and water tanks – a 
significant improvement  

 Installation of new fire extinguishers, CO monitors and testing of smoke detectors 

 Installation of protective cages on vents, sturdy metal ‘pull’ handle on front door, 
keyed lock to laboratory  

 RTA generators for major service  

 Quads serviced and repaired 

 Inventories of fuels, tools, kitchen, lab and other gear including condition reports  

 Repairs to existing Apple Hut 

 Construction of platform for a second Apple Hut in readiness for its arrival Dec 2010 

 Inspection of and repairs to Granholm and Sorensen Huts (guy wires, steps, general 
condition) 

Several activities that were on the works plan were not done. They should be reviewed to 
determine if they should be included on next season’s works plan. They include: 

 Web Cam – this consumed a large amount of time and effort to overcome various 
technical problems. Peter Morse was able to send one image before the unit died. 
The utility of a web cam should be reviewed 

 Varnishing bunk beds and storage cupboards in bedroom not done due to time 
constraints at the end of the trip 

 Installing vents in three doors leading into cold porch (review requirement) 

 Installing mid-rail on verandah hand rail  

 Installing Anti slip runners on deck  
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 Re-instating rock eye bolt on western side of Sorensen  

 Installing new photo frames in Sorensen 

 Constructing an enclosed area for the generators ducting the exhaust  

 Completing the camouflage painting of Granholm 

Some scheduled works were not done as they were felt to be unnecessary or a low priority. 
These include:  

 Sky lights in kitchen and living room  

 Pigeon hole shelving above the new coat hooks for beanies and gloves  

 A boot tray inside the new front door  

 Extension of north veranda near the Sorensen front door (Carpenters’ Report, 
2007/08)  

 Non flammable heater in conservation lab  

With such a full program, it was foreseeable that some activities would need to be dropped. It 
is essential in future to refine the list during the planning phase. 

Green energy generation for Sorensen 

Chris Henderson designed a wind and solar power scheme for Sorensen Hut. The new solar 
panels and regulator were installed and worked well, providing sufficient electricity from ~8am 
to ~4pm, except on overcast days as expected. The panels have been stored in the lab over 
winter and can be easily reinstated next season. 

Although well designed for the conditions, the wind generator project was less successful. 
The erection tower and installation of the generator, cabling and controller went according to 
plan but the generator malfunctioned after 5 days of use. This was due to a fault in the 
manufacturing of the unit. The original plan allowed for a period of testing on Mt Wellington in 
Hobart but this wasn’t possible due to the late arrival of the unit from the UK. This would’ve 
revealed the fault, avoiding the problems we saw in the field. The unit has been RTA’d and a 
decision needs to be made about its role for future expeditions. 

With solar energy to charge the batteries, topped up by the petrol generator as required, we 
had adequate power for the remaining 5 weeks. 

Computer Visualisation and photography program 

Peter Morse had a full program of activities, covered in detail in his report. This included: 

 Stereoscopic aerial photography from the helicopters 

 Full dome stereoscopic time lapse content for "The Ice Museum"  

 A variety of high definition video  

 Documentary content, both stills and video 

 Kite aerial photography & site surveying (with Chris Henderson)  

 LIDAR scan of Transit Hut using Trimble VX Scanner 

 Sponsor photographs  
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As in previous years, Peter has used his experience and cutting edge technology to 
document Mawson’s Huts. There will major works coming out of these activities. 

 

Survey works and related activities 

Chris Henderson, with assistance from many of the team undertook a large amount of survey 
and related work. This included: 

 Kite Aerial Photography of most of Cape Denison 

 A height survey between various benchmarks using differential GPS 

 A survey of the proposed French tide gauge site - height and pictures  

 Location and documentation of ancient beaches 

 A roving GPS survey of terrain and significant sites 

 Bathymetry of Boat Harbour 

 Underwater pictures of boat harbour 

 Removal of the AAD tide gauge, with the assistance of the diver from Steve Irwin 

Chris was to take lake sediment specimens but permission was refused to import. 

Journalism 

This year we were fortunate to have an arrangement with Reuters Thompson for one of their 
staff, Pauline Askin, to be a member of the team, producing a regular flow of news items 
about the team’s activities. These included: 

 Video footage for TV 

 Articles for print and electronic media 

 Photography of the range of activities 

 A blog on the Reuters website 

 Q&A interviews for the MHF website. 

Pauline was a great asset and her work has helped to promote the work of the Foundation. 
Hopefully we will have a similar arrangement in future years. 

Communications and related activities 

In addition to our Iridium phones, thanks to Reuters we were able to trial the use of the 
Inmarsat Broadband Global Network (BGAN) for our communications. This enabled us to 
send a wider range and larger volume of text, images and video. Peter Morse produced a 
weekly video blog for the Telstra and MHF websites, a task that would’ve been prohibitively 
expensive with Iridium. We also published stories and photos at least daily to the MHF blog, 
and judging from the public response to these activities this has been a great profile raiser for 
the Foundation and a BGAN should be secured for future expeditions. See the 
Communications report for further recommendations. 

Air Tractor Search 

Tony Stewart and Chris Henderson, with assistance from many of the team, conducted an 
extensive search for the remains of the air tractor. This included: 
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 Review of archival photographs 

 Laying out a 30m x 30m search grid by Jody Steele 

 A magnetometer survey 

 A Ground Penetrating Radar survey with 3 different antennae  

 Drilling of ~200 holes to profile the terrain under the ice (average 3m depth) 

 Using a metal detector probe down the holes. 

Results were very encouraging – we detected metal down several of the drill holes in a small 
area, which fits with the photographic, magnetometer and radar data. Due to time and 
weather constraints we were not able to dig. Recommendations for next season are 
contained in the detailed report. 

Mark Farrell discovered sections of the fuselage on the shoreline just to the north of the 
search area, on New Year’s Day 2010. We were later able to determine that these came from 
the tail section, removed in 1912.  

Automatic Weather Station  

The Foundation routinely offers operational support for the University of Wisconsin weather 
station located near Proclamation Pole, south of Mawson’s Huts. We intended to replace 
sensors and electronic equipment this season, but it was waylaid en route.  

Chris Henderson and Tony Stewart examined and rebooted the AWS, and Chris was able to 
repair the anemometer unit. The wind direction unit was not serviceable. The replacement 
parts are in Hobart and will be sent with the 2010-2011 team. 

Visitors 

We had an unexpected visit by the Steve Irwin (Sea Shepherd) on 18
th
 December 2009. We 

invited them ashore and they reciprocated with an invitation to dinner aboard. They also 
assisted us with aerial photography and the retrieval of the tide gauge. The Japanese vessel 
Shonan Maru 2 was also in Commonwealth Bay at the time but did not come ashore. 

The Orion visited us twice, on 3
rd

 January and 5
th
 January 2010. We enjoyed the company of 

Don Macintyre, Alasdair McGregor, Di Patterson and the crew and guests, both ashore and 
aboard. The showers and food were most appreciated. 

Return Voyage 

Our departure was complicated by poor weather. We were packed and ready to go for the 
scheduled fly off on 18

th
 January. This was delayed several times, and eventually we were 

picked up by boat on the evening of 21
st
 January. Because the helicopter was not available to 

collect the 14 cage pallets of packed gear, we were only able to take personal gear and 
anything we could carry over the ice to Boat Harbour. This was not ideal but we had no other 
option under the circumstances. We had an enjoyable break at Dumont D’Urville base, where 
we were able to negotiate a return to Cape Denison to collect the remainder of our gear. This 
was done in the early hours of 24

th
 January. Unfortunately all the pallets were full of snow at 

that stage, and a lot of the gear was water damaged on return to Hobart. The homeward 
journey was uneventful and we arrived in port on 29

th
 January 2010. 

Conclusion 

Overall it was a very successful summer at Cape Denison, with many great achievements. 
With so much on the works program this season, it was inevitable that there would be some 
competing priorities. For example several of the tasks listed for Sorensen were dropped from 
the program soon after arrival due to perceived work load. Another example is the air tractor 
activity, which is arguably of considerable heritage importance, but was described in last 
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year’s report as peripheral to the main conservation focus. I recommend that the team spends 
more time together pre-departure going over the works plan as a group, in order to cull some 
activities if necessary, and to gain better coordination and cooperation for those to be 
implemented. 
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FIELD LEADER’S REPORT by Dr Tony Stewart 
 
Introduction 

 
The 2009/2010 expedition was larger than many of the recent teams. While we were expecting that this 
might lead to space problems, this was not the case. It’s a tribute to everyone involved that we were 
able to live and work together within the confines of Cape Denison for the six weeks of the field work. 
  
It was a privilege to be asked to fill the role of Field Leader for the 2009/2010 expedition to Mawson’s 
Huts, and I thank the Foundation for this wonderful opportunity. 
 
 
Expedition Team 

 
This year’s team consisted of  
 
Rob Easther – Expedition Manager (Hobart) 
 
Dr Tony Stewart Tony Stewart – Field Leader, Doctor, Communications 
Marty Passingham – Deputy Field Leader, Senior Heritage Carpenter 
Mark Farrell – Heritage Carpenter 
Michelle Berry – Chief Conservator 
Megan Absolon – Conservator 
Peter Maxwell – Metals Conservator 
Jody Steele – Archaeologist 
Chris Henderson – Scientist, Engineer, Doctor 
Peter Morse – Visualization Specialist 
Pauline Askin – Journalist  
 
Prior Antarctic Experience 

 
Six of the team had worked at Cape Denison before and four have worked elsewhere in Antarctica. 
 
Megan Absolon – 2

nd  
 trip to Cape Denison, previous trip to Scott and Shackleton's Huts, Ross Sea, in 

2007/2008  
Michelle Berry – 3

rd
 trip to Cape Denison 

Chris Henderson – 2
nd

 trip to Cape Denison, a previous trip to Casey in 1986 
Peter Maxwell – 1

st
 trip to Cape Denison, with 3 previous trips with the New Zealand Antarctic Heritage 

Trust in 1996/1997, 1997/1998 and 1999/2000 
Peter Morse – 2

nd  
 trip to Cape Denison, and a previous trip to all Australian bases  

Marty Passingham – 4
th

 trip to Cape Denison 
Tony Stewart – 2

nd
 trip to Cape Denison 

 
For Jody Steele, Mark Farrell and Pauline Askin this was their first experience of Antarctica and they 
handled it superbly. 
 
LOGISTICS 
 
Pre-departure planning and preparation 

 
As in previous years, the majority of planning and preparation was done by Rob Easther, aided to a 
large extent by the expeditioners based in Tasmania in particular Michelle Berry, Marty Passingham, 
Peter Morse and Chris Henderson, and with substantial assistance from the staff at AAD, especially 
Sandra Potter, Rebecca Malcolm, the Polar Medicine Unit, Field and Clothing Stores, Mechanical 
Workshop, Dave McCormack and the Store at Macquarie 4 wharf.  This ensured that the expedition was 
well prepared in advance of the team’s arrival the week prior to departure. 
 
Another factor that ensured the success of the expedition was the team retreat at Font Hill in August. 
This was a great opportunity to start the team building, and should be retained in future years. We were 
fortunate that Mark Farrell also attended, so he was able to step into the team smoothly when Christian 
Gallagher had to withdraw. 
 
Kitting at AAD for the non-Tasmanian-based staff was on the tight side. Some items of kit were not 
available, and there was considerable time pressure to get the sponsorship badges attached in time for 
publicity shots. Tasmanian-based team members were able to complete the kitting with less time 
pressure. If finances afford, this could be avoided in future years either by having more days in Hobart 
pre-departure, or by scheduling a trip to Hobart earlier in November especially for kitting. 
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We all undertook helicopter training at Cambridge with Helicopter Resources. This was well conducted 
and enjoyable. 
 
We also had a day of quad training at Kingston. While we were all tired at the end of the day, it was a 
good opportunity to get formal training and certification for what is one of the higher risk activities we 
undertake. 
 
Shipping and helicopter operations 

 
Our team traveled from Hobart to Cape Denison aboard the French resupply vessel L’Astrolabe. 
Accommodation was comfortable and the voyage uneventful, with only 1 day of bad weather.  The 
ship’s Master, Benoit Herbert, First Officer and the crew were friendly and helpful.  
 
Team members who had been on the Marina Svetaeva the previous year remarked that it was mutually 

beneficial to travel down with the tourists, in relative comfort. On the other hand, arriving with a shipload 
of tourists puts pressure on the team to open the hut immediately on arrival, something we didn’t have 
to worry about this time. 
 
The ship arrived in Commonwealth Bay at about 1am on Thursday 10

th
 December, and rather than 

delay until the scheduled time, Benoit woke the crew and arranged for the helicopter pilot and engineer 
to expedite our fly off. I roused the team, a surprisingly easy task given the time of day. Stephan the 
pilot gave us a thorough briefing and everyone stuck to the plan. Marty coordinated our side of the 
operation, as he has the most experience around helicopters. 
 
Marty and I were flown ashore on the first flight to choose a suitable spot for the cage pallets. The rest 
of the team came in the next two flights, followed by our cargo, carried over on a long line. As there was 
little ice between Sorensen and the designated fly off zone, Marty wisely elected to put all the pallets 
some distance further south with a covering of ice to facilitate movement of the crates. This meant a bit 
of hauling of gear to Sorensen, but worked out best in the end. The site was well clear of Adélie 
rookeries further to the north of Sorensen. 
 
We had 15 minutes of helicopter time for Peter Morse and Pauline Askin to do some aerial photography, 
a brilliant addition to their work. 
 
The return voyage was complicated by bad weather both at Commonwealth Bay and Dumont D’Urville. 
We were originally told to be ready to depart on Tuesday 19

th
 January, but the forecast was poor. 

L’Astrolabe approached on Monday 18
th
 evening and asked us to be ready to depart in 2 hours, so we 

moved everything up to the fly off point and binned the last of the meat and vegetables. Shortly 
afterwards the operation was cancelled due to snow at DDU. Weather deteriorated further and 
L’Astrolabe took shelter in Commonwealth Bay for some of the next few days. After one more 
unsuccessful attempt on Wednesday, we received the call on Thursday 21

st
 January that we would be 

taken off by boat in one hour, with only carry-on gear. As Boat Harbour was the only suitable landing 
point, we had to carry all the loose gear from Sorensen over to there. The temperature had been above 
freezing for a few days so most of the ice was slush and there were many melt streams, so we were 
unable to use the quads at this stage. Everyone was understandably exhausted once we finally got 
aboard at 8pm, arriving at DDU at 6am on Friday 22

nd
 January. 

 
Next issue was to develop a plan to retrieve the remaining cage pallets. The voyage manager Alain 
Pierre, station manager Michel Munoz, and Ship’s master Stan Zamorra were all understanding and 
adaptive to our need to get this gear back to Australia. After some email discussions with Patrice Godon 
and Rob Easther, we were able to negotiate for L’Astrolabe to return to Commonwealth Bay, where we 
were met by the helicopter at 2:30am on Sunday 24

th
 January. Marty went ashore to assist and to 

retrieve small items from Sorensen. The pallets were full of ice and frozen in, so took some moving.  
 
From Commonwealth Bay we steamed directly to Hobart, an uneventful cruise apart from the familiar 
plumbing problems in the toilets. 
 
 
Field camp 

 
The northern porch of Sorensen had a large amount of drift that we removed with little trouble. The 
Apple was ice-free and had only a little melt water on the floor. Our four first timers had the honor of first 
view of the interior, which was also free of ice. All bedding was dry. Most of the personal gear was 
stored in the lab and the bunk room for the first night. We quickly de-winterized Sorensen, removing 
vents and installing the comms gear. There was a large pile of drift immediately to the north of Delany’s 
Dunny which made access to the kitchen gas a bit of a challenge. Mark and Marty quickly had the 
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quads up and running so we could use them to move gear from the pallets some distance away. Peter, 
Peter and Pauline put up two tents on the quad platform to reduce crowding. Michelle and Megan got 
the kitchen into a workable state, and Chris, Jody, Megan, Mark and Marty worked outside creating a 
refrigerated cave for our frozen food, collecting water and getting the power going. 
 
Making Sorensen livable was the priority for the first two days. With some assistance from other team 
members Chris installed the custom-built kitchen shelving and the ‘tower of power’ shelving in the NW of 
the dining room to reduce pressure on space. Both of these additions work well and have contributed 
greatly to making Sorensen an even more livable place. 
 
Everyone was very good about keeping space in the dining room for actual dining. Most of the 
computers lived on the bench on the eastern wall, and the table was used only as a temporary 
workspace between meal times. 
 
Team meetings were a regular event, initially daily then less frequently as the need declined. They were 
generally useful, and sometimes a source of entertainment. 
 
Camp chores (cooking, washing up, fetching water, slops and poo runs) all went smoothly, although 
some people did a lot more of some tasks than others. During some of our team meetings this topic was 
raised, with partial success in redressing the imbalance. 
 
Field equipment 

 
The new water tanks in the kitchen mean we can have 220 litres on tap and up to 100 litres in reserve in 
jerry cans. This is an asset in bad weather. On the other hand it doesn’t reduce the amount of water 
fetching required and possibly increased it, and consequently the frequency of slops runs. We took care 
to drain the tanks as best as possible at the end of the season. There was a small amount of silt/algae 
in the bottom, which should be cleaned before use next year. 
 
Access to the gas bottle rack under the kitchen is difficult and it may increase the amount of drift that 
accumulates in its lee. 
Some leaks became apparent in the roof of Sorensen following snow/melt later in the expedition but 
were not fixed in the time we had there. (Join in the roof of the kitchen, and along the cold corridor near 
the bunk and lab doors).  
 
No one liked the chemical toilet so it’s been RTA’d and we’ve reverted to the thunder box arrangement. 
Dr. Peter Morse from the Department of Polar Personal Hygiene entertained us with a detailed 
explanation of appropriate Antarctic ablution etiquette, complete with illustrations. 
 
The new solar panels and batteries went in very early on and provided reliable power except on 
overcast days. An additional panel on the east wall of Delany’s would give a boost to the batteries about 
3 hours early in the day.  
 
The batteries are very heavy to move, and if we can find data about storage in the subzero interior of 
Sorensen over winter (say -20C) there may be a justification for leaving them. Batteries have been out 
doors at the AWS for many years and continue to work, albeit with lower loads. 
 
The wind generator was a major piece of work, taking several people and several days to install. 
Unfortunately it failed after only 5 days, due to a manufacturing fault. Frustratingly, this would’ve 
become apparent if there’d been time to test the whole setup on Mt Wellington as planned, though the 
delayed arrival of the gear prevented this.  In retrospect, it may have been better to delay the installation 
until a subsequent year, allowing time to fully test the gear before committing to significant works. The 
combination of solar panels and petrol generator served us well for the remaining 5 weeks. We also 
noted that the wind generator whirrs in strong winds, which is often the time people are trying to sleep. 
 
The Spirit of Denison sled was not used this year. 
 
The communications worked well. Email was initially via Iridium and then via BGAN once we had time to 
set that up. There were some minor networking issues that were easily resolved. The new VHF 
handsets worked well, with good communications everywhere except within Mawson’s Hut. Some 
additional training on the functions would be useful for next year. The aviation band radio proved its 
worth.  
 
The new label maker was very popular, both on the ship on the way down, and in Sorensen. We’ve 
brought it back so it can be restocked and used again on the ship next season. 
 
We were fortunate to have daily weather forecasts from Davis station. These were accurate and 
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assisted with our planning. Pauline was our weather chick, climbing up the hill behind Sorensen each 
day to get local weather readings from the handheld Kestrel unit. The anemometer part of the Kestrel 
was not built for the windy conditions, which broke both the original and the spare spinner. 
 
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY 

 
Field safety sessions by Martin Boyle and Marty Passingham prior to departure were very good, and 
should continue each year. We had talks on first aid and cold injuries on the ship. Once again we 
planned but did not implement a short field exercise at Cape Denison. The idea was to get the team to 
assess, treat and transport an ‘injured’ person some distance to the Sorensen. Other activities took 
precedence – I suggest that this is done as a formal activity in the first week of each expedition.  
 
Having two doctors was a bit of a luxury, but comforting for each of us to know there was one other 
doctor around should either get injured. 
 
As usual AAD supplied good quality, appropriate clothing. Apart from some supply problems, the range 
of gear available was well suited to the conditions. 
 
There were no health or safety issues in the field, apart from a normal level of minor injuries and 
ailments.  
 
Blizzard lines were established as soon as the tents were up, but were not needed. 
 
Carbon monoxide sensors have now been installed in the dining room, lab and bunkroom. Batteries in 
the smoke detectors were checked. 
 
The alcohol gel hand wash worked well, 2 litres is about right for a season of 6 weeks. Some stocks 
were left behind (see the Sorensen inventory). 
 
There was a shortage of baby wipes – the ones supplied from the providors were isopropyl alcohol 
surface cleansers, not suitable for skin; they should be replaced next year. 
 
VISITORS 

 
Our first visit was the unplanned arrival of Sea Shepherd’s vessel the Steve Erwin on Friday 18

th
 

December 2009. They were being followed by the Japanese security vessel Shonan Maru 2. We invited 
them ashore on Saturday and some liked the place so much they had a sleep over that night. Pauline 
Askin slept aboard the ship to make the best of the opportunity to get some interviews.  We supervised 
the visitors within the hut and briefed them about safety and the artefact scatter around the site. Later 
we were invited aboard for a meal. They generously helped us out – one of the divers retrieved the tide 
gauge for us from Boat Harbour and did a quick survey of the harbour bed looking for artifacts. Peter 
Morse managed a flight with their helicopter pilot Chris, to shoot some more aerial stereoscopic HD 
video footage of the ice cliffs and polar plateau around Cape Denison. 
 
I attempted to make contact with the Shonan Maru 2 by radio. The only response was a prepared 
transmission read over the radio. I submitted a report to AAD via Rob Easther about this event. 
 
Our only other visitors were the passengers and crew of Orion, on 3

rd
 January 2010. After greeting Don 

Macintyre, Alasdair McGregor, Di Patterson and the crew and guests, we were invited out to the Orion 
for a shower and a meal (strictly in that order). Most of the guests remained ashore so we dined with 
Stephan the Ice Master, and then mingled with the guests as they returned for a late dinner. They 
departed later that night, and returned on 5

th
 January 2010 for a brief visit. None of the team went 

aboard that time. 
 
All tours of the hut were conducted in accordance with the AAD guidelines. 
 
We had no books or calendars to sell to the tourists. These would be popular items, if the process was 
manageable. We gave our signed copy of the MHF coffee table book to the Orion’s library to thank them 
for the generosity shown to us. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

1. Smaller team in future years – 8 maximum 
 

2. The team leader should be a member of the conservation/heritage team (or someone with a 
recognized understanding of the heritage works). 
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3. Earlier kitting for non-Tasmanian-based team members 
 

4. Sealant to be re-applied to the roof of Sorensen Hut 
 

5. Consider leaving the batteries in Sorensen next year 
 

6. Review the need for an additional solar panel 
 

7. Review the need for the wind generator 
 

8. Plan a short training on the functions of the VHF handsets, either in Hobart or on the ship 
 

9. Plan a first aid scenario to be implemented in the first week at Cape Denison 
 

10. Take another copy of the MHF coffee table book for Sorensen Hut 
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Carpenters Report 2009/2010 

Infrastructure Report 

Apple Huts 

An Apple Hut was supplied to the Foundation by the Australian Antarctic Division. Prior to departure 

some refurbishment work was undertaken on the hut. This work included  

 Sealing segmented sections with a polyurethane sealant. 

 Fitting a new form ply floor 

 Painting the interior with water based acrylic paint 

 Replacing broken door hinges  

 Fitting a new door seal 

 Making good and installing bunks. 

 Making good adjustable vents 

 The Apple Hut at Cape Denison also required work on it and was documented in this year’s 

works plan 

 A new door and handle was acquired from the yard at the AAD in Kingston. New stainless 

steel hinges and bolts where bought for the re-hanging of the door. All of the above items 

where successfully reinstated to the hut at Cape Denison. Anew door seal completed the 

job. Paint was bought down to cover interior walls of the hut; however it was not possible or 

convenient to paint the wall due to its occupation by expeditioners 

A new extension to the Apple platform was built to accommodate the new Apple Hut when it arrives 

next year. The platform was framed up using F17 90mm x 45mm Tas. Oak 70mmx70mm Posts. 

100mmx50mm braces and hand rail where constructed with rough sawn Oregon pine which was 

taken from the timber pile behind Sorensen Hut. The deck was formed with 17mm form ply and 

90mmx22mm treated pine decking was fixed to form ply as an anti slip device. A timber rack was 

constructed under the platform to accommodate spare form ply which is used for tent bases. 

Apple tie downs and rock bolts where left in a nally bin in the Apple Hut at Cape Denison. 

Granholm Hut 

The importance of Granholm Hut and its retention was again justified this year when expeditioners 

took refuge and gained sustenance from the huts provisions. 

Inspection of Granholm on arrival found a small amount of snow had blown in over the winter 

period. The snow was confined to the top southern corner of the hut. There are no visible signs of an 

ingress point. The corner of the hut was sealed with a silicone sealant. Guy wires where checked. No 

work to the camouflage painting happened this year. 

 

Sorensen Hut  

This year work to Sorensen Hut included 
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 Installing fire extinguishers 

 Installing smoke and carbon monoxide detectors 

 Installing curtains to conservators lab 

 Installing keyed lock to conservators lab 

 Installing ‘pull’ to front door 

 Checking and re-tensioning guy wires 

 Installing new kitchen 

 Fitting a battery charging shelf unit 

 Cleaning up around Sorensen Hut and returning surplus fuel containers and other items to 

Australia 

 Bolting down and grouting wind generator base plate 

 Constructing a timber frame to the northern verandah for solar panels 

 Four litres of water based varnish was brought down to use on bunks however it was not 

practical to perform this task due to this year’s crowded living conditions 

 Door vents purchased for installing in doors that lead to the cold porch where not suitable 

for the freezer panel doors due to the thickness of the doors. The vents where also 

considered to be too large and might compromise the heat flow from cold porch to rooms. 

Adjustable vents like the ones in the Apple Huts are recommended to be installed. 

Quad bikes and Machinery 

 The three quad bikes all started first time after they where de-wintered. Work on one bike 

was completed and fixed the problem that was recorded last year. This Quad bike had new 

brushes fitted to starter motor.  New tyres where fitted. Two tyres were RTA’D for 

replacement. Due to excessive melt this year the bikes where bogged a number of times and 

it is recommended that tyre chains be purchased for future needs. All quad bikes are due for 

an oil change on first use next season. 

 Two generators were RTA’D for servicing, Honda 5KVA and Dunlite 3.5KVA. The remaining 

Generator, 2.5KVA Honda, remains on site. This generator must be RTA’D next season for 

major service. All generators performed well and no major maintenance was necessary 

during stay.  The blizzard proof box for the Dunlite generator needs repair prior to returning 

to site. This box works well but the exhaust exit and air intake are due for maintenance. 

Tools and Materials for next year 

 50mm Hex head ‘roofing screws’ for attaching solar panels to frame 

 Tyre chains for quad bikes 

 Phillips head screw driver for green Sorensen tool box 

 Spare bilge pump for water collection 

 Rapid set 60 grout for wind generator base plate. 
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 1200mm spirit level 

 Adjustable door vents 

 Dewalt battery drills returned after repair. (Qty 3) 

 Box of 12millimetre Dyna bolts 100 mm long 

 Vacuum for Intergrain removal 

 Harnesses for Workshop Intergrain removal x 2 

Cargo operations 

 Cargo operation’s for Cape Denison are a very important part of each expedition and needs 

to be planned for all conditions and scenarios. This season’s cargo was more than usual due 

to the larger group and nature of works. The packing of cage pallets should be carried out as 

economical as possible with all surplus packaging removed from goods. A comprehensive 

inventory of each cage pallet is very beneficial as some items take priority once on site and 

this allows individual items to be located with ease. Each cage pallet should be weighed 

accurately and clearly labeled on all four sides. Plastic liners placed in pallet prior to packing 

allow some protection from weather and are recommended.  

 Dangerous goods need to be kept separate from standard cargo and pack appropriately 

according to there UN number and classification (see AAD staff at Mac 4). It is worth noting 

that empty gas and fuel containers are still classed as dangerous goods and should be 

treated so on return operations. 

 Liaising with the French cargo manager prior to departure is necessary in order to plan for 

ship stowage and helicopter fly off operations. 

 Helicopter operations are an essential part of deployment from ship to shore. Organization 

of cargo and personnel will ensure a safe and successful operation. Life jackets and 

immersion suits should be made available to passengers prior to fly off. 
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Medico’s report – Dr Tony Stewart 
 

PREPARATION 
The preparation given by the Polar Medicine Unit at AAD (Jeff Ayton, Graham Denyer, Sue 
Hillam) was excellent. I was able to spend a full day with PMU in September going over the 
kit they had prepared, and the medical notes; and two half days with the Unit in November 
just prior to departure.  
 
The Foundation has previously supported me to complete the GPTT Expedition Medicine 
course in 2007 prior to that expedition, so there was no need to repeat that training. It was 
extremely well run and very valuable preparation. Their annual winter course would be even 
more appropriate for future expedition doctors.  
 
This year we were fortunate to have a second medical doctor on the expedition, Dr Chris 
Henderson, who had been the medico last season. Several other team members had done 
first aid in the past, but none were current.  
 
We conducted some first aid training on the way down. Main topics covered were initial 
management of injuries (DRABC); prevention, recognition and treatment of cold injuries and 
snow blindness; moving patients; carbon monoxide poisoning; occupational health and 
safety, and a discussion of likely risks related to the tasks we were to undertake. I considered 
running one exercise soon after arrival at Cape Denison, moving someone with either 
suspected spinal injury or hypothermia from Mawson’s Valley to a suitable refuge (Granholm 
or preferably Sorensen). Due to pressure of work, this didn’t eventuate.  

MEDICAL KIT 
The medical kit supplied by the Polar Medicine Unit as AAD was very comprehensive and 
appropriate for the conditions at Cape Denison. A broad range of drugs and equipment were 
supplied for general ailments and minor injuries. Equipment was provided to manage acute 
trauma such as lacerations, fractures (splints, plasters, traction), immobilisation of spinal 
injuries, hypothermia and other cold-related injuries, cardio pulmonary resuscitation, 
intravenous infusion, cardiac arrhythmias and cardiac arrest, airways management, difficult 
intubations, cricothyrotomy, intercostal catheterisation, pain management, eye trauma, 
epistaxis, burns, local, regional and general anaesthesia, and so on. This year we had a 
collapsible sled for moving patients. 
 
The only shortfall was sufficient supplies of lip balm with UV protection.  
 
The additional printed lists sorted alphabetically and by therapeutic group provided this year 
were very useful. 

HYGIENE  
As hand washing with soap and water can be problematic, we again took pump-packs of 66% 
ethanol (Aquim brand), which can be used as a substitute to soap and water. Rinsing is not 
required. It was acceptable and worked very well. The 2 x 1 litre containers (1 in Delaney’s 
Dunny and the other in the kitchen) lasted about 6 weeks for 10 people. The only downside of 
using an ethanol-based agent is that it makes the skin quite dry, so skin moisturisers 
containing sorbolene or lanolin were left in the dining room for general use.  
 
The 20 litre plastic drums with the black screw-on lids proved very suitable for urine and 
kitchen slops collection, easy to handle with gloves on. The 20 litre plastic containers with 
white clip on lids were also serviceable, but a little harder to use, and one broke. We were 
pleased to RTA the old metal drums.  
 
We left an ample supply of biodegradable waste bags for faeces disposal on-site, (200 bags) 
Stocks of talc have all been used. There were no hygiene-related illnesses during the 
expedition.  
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SUN PROTECTION 
Snow blindness and sunburn are potential risks. The medical kit has adequate supplies of 
sun cream. I took extra and left the surplus in Sorensen’s Hut. (See inventory). We took extra 
lip balm, and distributed it on the way down. Occasionally expeditioners misplaced 
sunglasses and a pair was broken.  

MEDICAL ISSUES 
There were no serious medical issues during the expedition. One expeditioner suffered from 
mild dehydration due to sea sickness on the return journey. Several minor conditions were 
treated. A detailed confidential medical report has been submitted to PMU. 

EVACUATION PLAN 
There was mention in last year’s report about the need for an evacuation plan. AAD provides 
a 24 hour hotline, and should be contacted in the event of a medical emergency. I tested the 
number on arrival and got a prompt response. The doctor or field leader will normally make 
the first contact, however all of the team were made aware of emergency contacts. 

SOME PRACTICAL POINTS 
Medical care on L’Astrolabe is provided by the French doctor. I carried the small green first 
aid bag with a very basic kit of dressings, paracetamol, and a range of drugs for sea sickness, 
which proved useful. I kept Schedule 8 drugs from the kit (Morphine, Ketamine, Fentanyl, 
Codeine) locked in my cabin cupboard. I also chose to carry the Thomas Pack aboard on the 
outbound journey so it could travel with me on the first helicopter, to be on hand in the event 
of injuries during the period from disembarkation to unpacking of cage pallets. The rest of the 
gear went as cargo in the hold. The Thomas pack has drugs that must not be frozen. By 
keeping it with me I was able to keep it out of freezing conditions on arrival.  
 
At the base, I left the small green first aid bag in the living area for use by anyone and the 
larger Field First Aid Kit in Granholm. The rest of the kit was stored in the Apple, which 
proved to be a good arrangement. Everyone knew the location of the Thomas Pack, spinal 
frame, Oxy Viva and Cabin Box, in case any of it was needed in a hurry. 
 
On the return journey, I carried the larger field first aid kit, Phenergan and Section 8 drugs. 
Due to the rushed circumstances of or departure I also had the Thomas Pack in the cabin, 
though this wasn’t necessary.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

1. The team doctor should spend 1-2 full days with AAD at least a month before the 
expedition to allow adequate time for orientation, to become familiar with the kit, and 
to make any modifications prior to its consignment to cargo. 

 
2. Where possible, the doctor should be recruited early enough to undertake the winter 

expedition medicine course if appropriate.   
 

3. Given the remoteness of the site, at least one team member other than the doctor 
should hold a current Wilderness First Aid certificate or equivalent. Early selection of 
the team would allow one additional team member to complete the course, if needed. 

 
4. Time should be formally allocated in the work plan for a short first aid exercise in the 

first week in the field on future expeditions. 
 

5. The kit should contain 1 tube of appropriate lip balm per month per expeditioner, and 
these issued at appropriate intervals (one on departure, second about 3-4 weeks 
later). 

 
6. Some skin wipes in the Glucometer kit\ would be a useful addition. 

 
7. Next expedition should take 2-3 more large plastic containers with screw on lids for 

grey water. 
 

8. Ethanol pump packs and talcum powder should be included in the inventory list. 
  

9. Each team member should have a spare pair of sunglasses. 
 

10. An updated emergency contact list should be laminated and posted in Sorensen, with 
emergency numbers programmed into satellite phones. All of the team should be 
briefed on emergency contact procedures. 

 

CONCLUSION 
A very enjoyable expedition, with excellent support from AAD’s Polar Medicine Unit. Many 
thanks to the Foundation for giving me this wonderful opportunity. 
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Communications Report 2009/2010 
 

Tony Stewart  
 

Overview of email and data setup 
 
The Foundation supplied 2 Panasonic Toughbooks, a wireless router, 2 Iridium satellite 
phones (with a third kept as a spare) & associated hardware. We had a variety of SIM cards 
for email and voice communications. There are also 2 Dell laptops for general use. 
 
We were also fortunate to have the use of an Inmarsat BGAN terminal supplied by Reuters 
for Pauline Askin, the journalist on the expedition. 
 
Our email service was once again via UUPlus in the USA, who provide an excellent and 
efficient email gateway optimized for low-bandwidth, expensive satellite communications. 
Each expeditioner had their own email address, and there was one group address, plus an 
admin account. The individual addresses are much better than a single shared address, and 
worth the extra hassles. 
 
Email can be sent and received via Iridium or Inmarsat, and also over the Internet using the 
UUPLus VPN for testing purposes prior to departure. 
 
The Iridium connection is the easiest to set up, and can run just with a handheld unit and its 
in-built antenna, or with the external non-directional antenna (the large black magnetic hockey 
puck) deployed on a metal deck or roof. If the sea is calm it can also be put on the side of the 
ship out a cabin porthole, though this limits the number of satellites it can see at any time. 
The Iridium is well suited for use on the voyage to and from Cape Denison, and as a backup 
at Sorensen. However it is slow and relatively expensive. In practical terms it can only be 
used for email and sending small images (100k max). 
 
The Inmarsat BGAN (lovingly called the BOGAN) 
requires more care and nurturing, but once it’s 
been correctly set up provides a speedy, reliable 
and less expensive connection. The antenna is an 
external unit about the size of a laptop, and needs 
to be carefully pointed at the satellite over the 
equator to get a signal. This makes it unsuitable for 
use on the ship, except in totally still conditions (ie 
never). Marty and Mark built a shelf behind 
Delany’s to mount it on, and ran a ~20 metre 
power cable and Ethernet cable to it through the H-
vent in the comms cubicle. (See image). 
 
 
 
The VPN just requires an Internet connection, and 
the selection of the VPN option in the connections 
box in UUPlus software. 
 
We used one of the Toughbooks as a mail server, 
connected to a wireless LAN so all laptops could 
be used to send and receive mail. It worked very 
well. We were able to set all this up and have it 
running in Hobart prior to departure. We put the 
Toughbook, Iridium handset, external antenna & 

Figure 1 - Position of the BGAN antenna, 

with power and ethernet cables running 

up to the H-vent 
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connector, wireless router, and a 4-plug power board into a Pelican case.   This gave us 
portable wireless LAN and email on the voyage down and back (with good coverage to all 
cabins), as well as our time at the Cape Denison (with coverage to the tents too! Rob will be 
pleased to know I sent some emails with my iPhone from the tent.) We had a password on 
the wireless router for security during the sea voyage. 
 
On arrival at Sorensen we used the Iridium and external antenna fixed to the hut for emails 
until we had the BOGAN running smoothly, then used the latter for the rest of the time at CD. 
We reverted to the Iridium for the return journey. 
 
We had a separate Iridium phone for voice calls, and an external antenna deployed through 
the vent in the lab so people had some privacy for calls. 
 
The second Toughbook was kept as a backup, with the same software installed.  

 

Detailed setup 
 
PRE-DEPARTURE 
 
1. MHF email accounts 
We created email accounts for each expeditioner on the MHF mail server. This has to be 
done by someone with admin rights to the Tauceti mail server. 
 
http://mail.mawsons-huts.org.au/ 
account: admin@mawsons-huts.org.au 
pass: p0stmast3r  
 
While in Australia each of the team could access their MHF email using a web browser 
pointing at mail.mawsons-huts.org.au 
 
2. UUPlus  
We also set up an account for 3 months (mod-Nov to Mid-Feb) with UUPlus on their SOHO 
(Small Office/Home Office) service, with individual email accounts for each expeditioner, one 
admin account, and an ‘expedition’ alias making it possible to send a single email which gets 
distributed to everyone, saving on bandwidth. 
 
UUPlus works by consolidating all incoming and outgoing mail and compressing it prior to 
transmission. This is optimized for noisy, expensive connections. If the call drops out part 
way, it can take up from where it left off, minimizing call costs. 
 
Contact for UUPlus is support@uuplus.com 
Tel: +1.805.534.1425 
Web: www.uuplus.com 
 
The business is run by John and Jeremy Bonnett (father and son). John is the programmer 
and was able to trouble shoot for us.  It will be necessary to contact them late October or 
early November to set up a new service for next season. 
 
The Toughbook has UUPlus SOHO version 6 software installed. Prior to the next trip visit 
www.uupus.com and download & install the latest version onto the Toughbook. 
 
3. Iridium phones 
 
Telstra has donated three new 9555 Iridium handsets, 12V and 240V chargers and some 
external antennae with adaptors. Need to confirm that all the bits are there ie two sets of 
- phone 
- 240V charger 
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- 12V charger (not used but good for standby when there’s only battery power available) 
- cradle for external  antenna 
- external antenna (large magnetic hockey puck style) 
- spare battery 
 
 
4. SIM cards 
We have a range of SIM cards (including backup cards) from ASTA and Telstra. 
 
PLEASE NOTE: The SIM cards have important differences.  
 

Source/name SIM serial number Phone Number 

A. ASTA / PrePaid Iridium 89881 69316 00024 2789 + 8816 3167 0901 

B. ASTA / RUDICS data card 89881 69700 00010 5122 + 8816 3182 9503 

C. ASTA / RUDICS spare  89881 69700 00010 5148 + 8816 3182 9502 

D. ASTA / BGAN 89870 99074 12310 139 n/a 

E. TELSTRA / Iridium 6817 1324 4P SO 0147 142 054 

 
All of the cards from ASTA belong to MHF. The TELSTRA card is on loan, a part of the 
sponsorship package. 
 
Card A. The Prepaid SIM from ASTA was going to be used for the WebCam, or for voice 
calls. It has at least 20 hours of credit on it, which will expire in NOV 2010 ie before the 
2010/2011 expedition.  MHF can pay ASTA $150 to extend it for another 3 months through to 
FEB 2011, or $200 to extend it until MAR 2011 if the expedition is returning in Feb that year. 
It's worth extending the credit so it can be used for another season. This must be done before 
the card expires, so I suggest doing it in FEB 2010 before it gets forgotten. 
 
Cards B & C. The RUDICS cards cost $75 a month each plus call costs, so they should be 
cancelled on our return. RUDICS cards are special Iridium SIM cards that are optimized for 
data calls. They also work for voice calls. If MHF will have use of a BGAN next year then 
they’re probably not needed. If new ones are wanted, they should be ordered in early NOV 
2010 for 2010/11. 
 
Card D. The ASTA INMARAT BGAN card was used after our arrival at CD until Reuters 
kindly agreed to pick up the communications costs. At this point we reinstalled their SIM card 
in the BGAN unit.  The ASTA BGAN card can be cancelled. Depending on the arrangements 
for 2010/2011 a new one can be ordered in early November 2010. 
 
Card E. This Iridium card is a part of the Telstra sponsorship deal and I believe it should be 
returned with the 9505A Iridium handset that was in the WebCam. 
 
5. Toughbooks 
 
Theses are excellent units for the conditions. As they are waterproof and operate in cold 
conditions, they can be used with impunity on the deck and in the snow. We got hit with spray 
from waves on the deck of the ship while doing downloads, without any effect on the 
computer. The touch screens can be used with gloves on which is a bonus. 
 
Check that these (and all other personal and work computers) have current versions of 
software and a virus scanner such as Kaspersky. While you’re at it, scan all external hard 
drives and USB drives for viruses prior to departure. 
 
Software required includes 

- SOHO from UUPlus 
- LaunchPad for the BGAN 
- Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, etc) 
- antivirus 
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6. LAN 
 
There are two options for the LAN.  
 
If continuous power is available, the best option is to use the TP-Link wireless router. This 
has a DHCP server which can dynamically allocate IP addresses to each laptop, making the 
setup much quicker. Only the Toughbook that is used as the mail server needs to have a 
static IP address, so mail clients on the other laptops can find it. We used this to advantage 
on the ship, with good wireless coverage to all top deck cabins. For this reason we password-
protected the connection. 
 
To access the TP-Link control panel, open a browser and go to http://192.168.1.1  
Username = admin Password = admin 
 
To allocate a fixed IP for the Toughbook, go to the DHCP>Address Reservation tab, see 
below. Allocate something like 192.168.1.100 
 

 
 
 
ALTERNATIVELY, The Toughbook can be set up as a wireless access point, so the whole 
setup can run on its battery. The downside of this is I found that as there was no DHCP 
service on the Toughbook, it was necessary to allocate a fixed IP on each laptop to work with 
UUPlus. (eg 192.168.1.100 for the server, 192.168.1.101 for the first laptop and so on), and 
this needs to be undone on return. Instructions for setting up a laptop as a wireless server 
without a router can be found at 
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/using/networking/expert/bowman_02april08.mspx 
 
 
7. LAPTOPS 
 
Each laptop needs to have its email set up for the local server.  Settings differ from one client 
to another. I suggest leaving whatever is there (so as not to muck things up for the return 
home) and creating a new user account with whatever software each person is comfortable 
with, using POP rather than IMAP. 
User name is the first part of the email eg tony.stewart for the email account 
tony.stewart@mawsons-huts.org.au 
Password is the password set in UUPlus. 
Incoming mail server (POP) is the fixed IP for the Toughbook, eg 192.168.1.100 
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Outgoing mail server (SMTP) is the same eg 192.168.1.100 
No authentication settings are required. 
 
To test the email, send mail from a different account to one of the expedition addresses. You 
can then use UUPlus SOHO to collect the mail over the Internet (the VPN LAN option). Mail 
received by UUPlus will then sit on the Toughbook until collected by the user’s mail client on 
their laptop. Mail sent from laptops will sit on the Toughbook until it next connects to UUPlus 
server in the USA. 
 
Calls can be scheduled or on demand, at which time the compressed packets of mail are 
exchanged. If the call drops out part way through, the software remembers where it’s up to, 
and restarts the transmission part way through that file. It doesn’t have to go back to the start 
each time. Even over a very noisy line, larger files such as images can get through in 2 or 3 
calls, and often in a single call. There is no advantage in using file splitting software such as 
HJSplit. 
 
We had it set up for 3 downloads a day while using Iridium.  With the BGAN there was no 
significant cost saving in batching all the emails, so we did on-demand calls as required. 
 
UUPlus SOHO runs a POP mail server, which means that people with their own laptops can 
use an email client like Eudora, Outlook Express or Outlook on Windows, or Mail or 
Entourage on Macs. Each person reads and composes messages on each their own laptop, 
does a ‘Send and Receive’ to exchange mail with the mail server. Local mail is available 
immediately, while the mail destined for the outside world is queued on the Toughbook until 
the next call to UUPlus. For maximum efficiency, emails should be sent as plain text, not 
HTML, and when replying to emails most of the original text should be deleted. With the 
BGAN we were able to send blog posts with small images (50-100kbytes), medium and high-
resolution publicity photos (up to 1 M byte) and video for the Telstra website and Reuters (30 
to 70 Mbytes). UUPlus allows a size limit to be set on incoming an outgoing mail per user to 
help regulate file sizes. These settings can be changed from our end at any time. 
 
UUPlus also provides a webmail server, useful for people without a laptop. It allows you to log 
in using a web browser from any laptop or the server to check your email. As we had about 
2.4 laptops per person, this wasn’t an issue. 
 
8. GETTING WEATHER 
 
We were able to arrange daily weather forecasts from the lovely Met people at Davis, 
by email. These were accurate and helped a lot with activity planning. 
 
The UUplus software also has a WebFetch function. When this is set up it can fetch a web 
page and send it as an email, either on demand or on a set schedule. We set up daily fetches 
of other weather forecasts. The inbuilt GRIB fetcher was the most useful. Instructions are 
in the UUPlus help file.  
 
We also downloaded the following fixed URLs 
 
Cape Denison Automatic Weather Station 
http://ice.ssec.wisc.edu/~amrc/8988.txt 
http://ice.ssec.wisc.edu/~amrc/8988.GIF 
 
Barometric map 

http://www.bom.gov.au/difacs/IDX0033.gif 
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COSTS 
 
Iridium is now the most expensive by far for email. It’s still a good option for voice calls, as 
prices have dropped substantially over the last 2 years. 
 

 Iridium BGAN (standard 
rates) 

BGAN (Reuter’s 
rates) 

Voice Calls US$1.30 per minute NA NA 

Email/Data per 
MegaByte 

$75-$100 ~$7.50 $1.75 

Video Blog per 
minute (approx) 

Not worth thinking 
about 

~$100 ~$10 

 
The UUPlus SOHO service was only US$216 for 10 users and for three months of unlimited 
email, including all software and support - an amazing bargain. 

 
 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
We have a spare iridium mast antenna. This could be installed externally on the lab wall, with 
a cable inside. Antenna and clamps at Sorensen, in the Comms hutch. Will need ~5 metres of 
coax with TNC connectors, a spark arrestor to mount inside and hardware for bringing it 
through the wall. 
 
The Inmarsat BGAN was a real asset. The Foundation may be able to find a donor, in which 
case I recommend the Thrane and Thrane Explorer 700 as the best unit for our needs. It’s 
robust, the antenna detaches and can be left outdoors indefinitely. Alternatively, negotiate for 
a loan unit to go with the team each year. The arrangement with Reuters this season worked 
very well. However, the units are more complex than the Iridium to work with our LAN setup, 
so training will be essential. 
 

 
Figure 2 External 

iridium antenna 

mounted on the wall 

outside the Comms 

hutch. Also shows the 

VHF whip antenna 

mounted on the H-

vent. 
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Food and Catering 

 

The new kitchen, which was installed in the first week of the expedition, 
improved the working space and allowed people to see what was available.  The 
redesign provided more bench space and the top of the water tanks proved 
perfect for proving bread. 

The food order was based on the previous seasons and calculated for an extra 
two people.  Surplus is due to including provision for 35 days emergency rations 
of carbohydrates and protein at 200gms per person per day.  Extensive stocks of 
dried foods are now located in Sorensen, see food inventory which includes both 
the total amounts of each food stuff as well as their location according to 
numbered Nally bins. 

A wide range of food was available this season and there are now an extensive 
range of spices and herbs available in the kitchen. 

The meat order was supplied in Cryovac with the exception of the sausages 
however some of the Cryovac bags failed to seal properly and it is suggested that 
double bagging the meat including the sausages would reduce this problem.  As 
in previous years the freezer cut in to an ice bank ablated over time and it was 
not always easy to keep the meat and packaged vegetables frozen.  It is 
suggested that two freezer caches be cut which would allow one to remain 
sealed for the first half of the season and the contents successfully frozen while 
the other one is accessed on a daily basis.  The second half of the season the 
second cache could then be used. 

The range of packaged frozen vegetables was extensive and gave people a wide 
range of options for cooking.  The fresh vegetables included onions, carrots, 
oranges, mandarins, sweet potato, potato, garlic and pumpkins.  These kept well 
in the cold with the exception of the potatoes which would have survived longer 
had they not been caught in drift snow on the verandah during a blizzard. 

The fish was a welcome addition and packed so that individual fillets could be 
selected.  It probably should be consumed early in the season if freezing becomes 
a problem later on. 

The bread flour was supplied in small cardboard boxes instead of 5 kilo sacks.  
This created an unnecessary amount of waste materials and it is recommended 
that the providores supply food in the package size identified in the order.  

Recommendations 

 Double Cryovac the meat including the sausages 

 Keep the meet packaging at 1kg if there are 8 or 10 people 

 Cut two freezer cool stores-one for immediate access and the second for 
the second half of the expedition 
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 MHF pack the frozen food at the providores and label boxes so that the 
two sections can be split 

 Arrange with the providores to provide bread mix in 5kg sacks rather 
than smaller packages (increases the amount of packaging) 

 Store fresh vegetables in the cold porch not the verandah 
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KITCHEN, WATER SUPPLY, CHARGING AREA, HOIST 

Dr Chris Henderson 

Kitchen and water supply 

The previous kitchen at Sorensen was small and cramped, largely because the storage space 

was comprised of bunk beds.  In addition the water was supplied in 20L containers which 

were placed on a shelf above the sink. 

This arrangement had the marginal advantage of 

adding spice to the cooking by discovery of 

treasures found at the back of the bunks, and 

reducing water consumption by making its use 

difficult. 

However, it was time for a new kitchen and water 

supply.   

The storage units were prefabricated from steel and plywood and designed to be flexible in 

fitting to the space.  All members are riveted to the walls with Silastic bedding to reduce 

rusting.  A roll-out cabinet under the preparation area increases shelf space.  The central 

unit comprises a strong steel frame to hold 2 x 90L stainless steel water tanks, and to store 

Nally bins.  The water tanks and supports are deliberately made of steel because if the 

water in them ever freezes it will have to be thawed out using the large gas barbecue 

burner.  A tap is installed, and a level gauge shows the amount of water consumed. 

  

At the end of the season water must be drained from the tanks.  The tap has a hose fitting 

and a garden hose to reach outside is provided. 
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Charging area: 

Almost every piece of equipment has batteries 

which need charging, including the radios.  

The problem with this is that the power supply 

was not big enough – hence the need for a 

new installation – and that charging batteries 

takes up space.  Space in the living area of 

Sorensen is severely limited, and with most 

people wanting bench space for a computer 

or to work, there is little room for chargers.  In 

2008-9 the side bench was used for battery 

and computer charging, and the table for 

working at and eating off, making the living 

area cramped and cluttered. 

This year a set of shelves was made to fit in 

the old doorway in the living room. Each shelf 

had a double power socket and was used by 

an expeditioner for all their charging needs.   

This has de-cluttered the living area, and made the side bench available for working, and 

thus the table free.  It made a big difference to the living space. 

 

Hoist 

It was thought that a hoist to lift heavy items onto the verandah would be useful, so one 

was made which clamped to the support poles.  It got used for a short time, but in the end 

everyone found it quicker to lift items up the steps, so the hoist is RTA. 
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WIND GENERATOR AND SOLAR PANELS 

Dr Chris Henderson 

 

SUMMARY 
Previous power supply1: 

The Mawsons Huts Foundation expeditioners live in insulated accommodation roughly the 

size of 2x20ft containers.  The power supply was from a petrol generator, supplemented by 

2x80W solar panels into 2 x 120AH SLA batteries.   

The supply circuits are separated into power and lighting, with the lighting sourcing from 

either the 12v supply via an inverter, or the 240v generator.  The power circuits were only 

supplied from the 240v generator. 

The main power consumption is laptop use, which is heavy – all expeditioners use laptops 

and many use external hard drives.  Other use includes fluorescent lights and battery 

charging for sundry equipment such as cameras.   

In 2008-9 a new conservator’s laboratory and bunk room were added.  The laboratory 

includes a fume cupboard with a fan motor, fluorescent lighting, and occasional use of a 

240v dryer.  The bunk room has a fluorescent light. 

The existing power system was unable to supply the load, and the generator was run for 

extended hours.  The regulator cut out on numerous occasions. 

Future power: 

This year (2009-10) there were 10 expeditioners (8 last season), with heavy laptop use.  The 

laboratory was used for the whole of the expedition.  This level of use is unlikely to decrease 

in coming years. 

A decision was taken to move toward renewable energy supply.  A 24v system was installed 

initially in parallel with the existing 12v one which will be retained to provide backup and 

easy transition on arrival and departure.  Four solar panels and a wind generator was added 

and the battery capacity increased from 2 to 6 SLA batteries.   

Additional units – either wind or solar – will be added as dictated by future power demands.   

                                                      
1
 The power system has been described in a previous report (2008-9) and the full specifications for the present 

system are in a document: MAWSONS HUTS FOUNDATION SORENSEN HUT RENEWABLE POWER SUPPLY 
SPECIFICATIONS by Dr Chris Henderson August 2009. 
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Operation 

The wind and solar power was installed about 2 weeks after arrival.  The units operated 

well, with no recourse to the petrol generator until 26th December when the wind generator 

failed.  Inspection of the unit revealed that a faulty brushes board was responsible.   The 

manufacturers will replace the existing generator and provide a spare.  The infrastructure 

remains for re-installation next season. 

Power distribution 

An improved power distribution and battery charging system was installed, and the system 

was earthed.  

SOLAR PANELS 
Conergy supplied 4 x 170W 24v solar panels, plus a Tri-Star TS60 regulator.  These were 

installed on a framework off the verandah facing north.  They are designed for easy 

installation and removal, and are hung from plates and are screwed in place by brackets.  

The power cable runs to the wall sockets on the E of Sorensen, where it plugs into the 

system.  The regulator is pre-wired, but the cables from the regulator to the battery must be 

connected. 

WIND GENERATOR 
The Ampair 600W 24v wind generator and regulator were supplied by Conergy.  It is 

installed on a mast set in the rocks to the South of Sorensen.  During the week it was in 

operation it supplied more than enough power, with excess being dumped into the 

regulator load (the blue unit), which got warm.   

The downside of the wind generator is the noise – despite being placed 40m from Sorensen 

(the limit for the cabling before losses become excessive) it was noisy as all wind generators 

are.   

It operated very successfully during the first week, after which one of the stator windings 

burned out due to a faulty contact in the brushes board (this was apparently a known fault 

which unfortunately was not rectified before shipping).  Ampair UK were of great help over 

New Year, and by telephone and email the fault was diagnosed as not repairable in the field.  

Accordingly the unit was RTA. 

It clearly supplied enough power for the needs of the expeditioners, and it is suggested that 

it be re-installed next season.  Ampair UK will supply two replacement generators which 

should have been fully tested in Hobart before shipping to Antarctica. 
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This tiny rivet on the brushes board protruded enough to wear a hole in the enamel and 

short to the case (see arrows).  The first winding failed, the other two melted, and the wind 

generator ceased producing power.  The black debris in the brushes case and on the sliprings 

is burned lubricant. 
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POWER SYSTEM INSTRUCTIONS 

OVERVIEW 
 

CIRCUITS 

The Sorensen has two main circuits, power and light.  The light circuit has one power socket 

over the table, and supplies all the rooms.  The power circuit supplies the kitchen, living 

room and lab. 

Both circuits are essentially stand-alone units with 240v plugs on the end.  They can each be 

plugged into any power source. 

All external power plugs in through the sockets on the E face of Sorensen. 

 

BATTERY BANKS 

There are two power systems – a 12v system and a 24v system.   

12v system 

It takes about an hour to set this system up, largely because of the solar panel assembly.  

The internal set up is only a matter of connecting the batteries. 

The 12v system is a legacy system, but is useful as a backup and an easy way to get started 

when moving into and leaving Sorensen. The radio is wired direct to these batteries. 

 It uses 2 x 12v batteries, and gets power from 2 x 75W solar panels on the outside of 

Delaneys Dunny.  These panels need installing and removing (the winter ice will rip the wires 

out, or pull the bracket off the hut).   

The 12v system also takes a battery charger input which plugs into the red generator socket 

under the comms table. 

The system has a 12-240v inverter into which you can plug the power or the lights circuit.  

This inverter does not have much capacity, and 

will overload and switch off fairly quickly.  The 

batteries likewise do not last long.  The inverter 

squeals when it the batteries are running out or it 

is overloaded.  Reduce the number of items 

plugged in, or charge the batteries when this 

happens. 
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There is an outside 12v socket 

(white cable) useful for 

differential GPS installation etc.  

The wires come in through one 

of the penetrations behind the 

French GPS box. 

this is the 12v system.  The PL20 

controller and associated fuses 

are in the panel.  The inverter is 

above the panel.  Some of the 

circuits have been disconnected 

(eg wind generator) and are 

labelled as such.  The power 

diagram is available in the 2008-9 report.  It is charged by a battery charger and solar 

panels.  The radio is hard-wired to the 12v batteries. 

 

 

 

The white flat cable is the external 12v supply which is 

terminated in a polarised 12v socket. 

The other cables are for the French GPS installation. 
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24V SYSTEM  

It takes about half an hour to set up the connections for this system. 

The 24v battery system consists of 4 x 120 AH 12v batteries wired in series-parallel held in a 

mobile steel cradle under the comms table.  The batteries are labelled 1F(ront) 1R(ear) 2F 

2R etc, and the connecting cables are labelled likewise to help installation.   

The input is from 3 sources – solar, wind and battery charger.   

Output is to an inverter 

which sits on top of the 

battery bank. 

the battery bank has 

labelled positions and 

labelled battery ends to 

aid installation.  The 

connecting leads are 

also labelled. 

All connections to 

external devices are 

made from the rear of 

the cabinet, which is on 

wheels. 
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Connections to 24v system: 
 

Solar regulator.  This connects to the battery bank using two 

large +/- cables plus the voltage sense cables.  The 

connection to the solar panels is hard wired to the external 

socket. 

 

 

 

 

 

The wind generator regulator is the blue box on the 

right.  It is hard-wired to the external socket, and 

sends +/- cables and battery sense cables to the 

battery bank. 

It uses the same type of regulator as the solar 

panels. 

The control for the wind generator, plus fuses (there 

are 4 spares) are on the front.  To brake the turbine, 

turn the big switch to “short”.  Read the manual for 

further details. 

The wind generator will supply more than enough 

power, and excess is dumped to internal loads.  The 

top L of the cabinet will get warm. 
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This is the 24v battery charger.  It plugs into 

the red socket next to it, and the clips attach 

to the batteries.  It has an intelligent 

interface which charges safely.  It is not a 

rapid charger, and it will take a few hours to 

bring the batteries up to charge.  If you are 

running the generator, check the lights are lit 

or else you will simply waste power. 

 

This is the Latronics 1600W inverter. This 

turns 24v into 240v.  The cables attach to the 

battery bank – preferably to their own 

separate battery lug. It has a 240v generator 

input, and will automatically switch from the 

batteries to generator when power is 

available .  If overloaded or overheating it 

will switch off (wait for it to cool – 15-20 

min).  If the batteries are low it will switch 

off.  
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OUTPUT AND INPUT 

OUTPUT: 
FUSE PANEL 

The fuse panel plugs into any 240v input – for 

example the 24v inverter, 12v inverter or 

generator.  This is where 240v power is 

distributed to the hut.  The fuses are RCD for 

protection. 

Three outputs are available – one light and two 

power circuits. 

The light and power circuits each have their own 

plug and cable and can be thought of as a (big) 

lamp and a (big) appliance respectively.  They should each be plugged into this panel.  Spare 

sockets can be used for example for the comms gear. 

Fuse panel earth: The fuse panel has a separate earth running to the corner of the hut where 

it is clamped to 3 of the supporting bolts.   

 

 

 
12 AND 24 VOLT OUTPUT PANEL 

this provides a convenient way to access 12v and 24v DC from the battery bank.  At present 

only the shower pump is wired to the 12v outlet.  

Each outlet is fused, spare fuses being available.  
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INPUT 
GENERATOR 

The generator input is above the comms table.  

It is fused (R box - the white box on the left is a 

junction box for the power system).  

Be careful when starting the generator to switch 

off the output (at the generator) until it is 

running.  If you don’t the generator output will 

briefly be overloaded and will trip the safety 

circuit on the generator.  This means the 

generator is running without doing anything.  

So switch off the generator output, start the generator, switch the output back on. 

 

The generator supplies powers to these sockets 

under the comms table.   

The one on the right is reserved for the Latronics 

inverter, and the plug should be left screwed in 

place.  The one on the Left is for general use – 

usually for battery chargers, but would do for 

any 240v supply (if the Latronincs  inverter fails 

for instance, you can plug the fuse panel in 

here). 

The Latronics inverter switches to generator power automatically. 
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SOLAR PANELS 

DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT THE SOLAR PANELS WHEN THE SUN IS SHINING ON 

THEM – THEY CAN GENERATE AROUND 100V AT THE TERMINALS. IF YOU DO IT WILL 

PROBABLY DESTROY THE REGULATOR.  WAIT UNTIL LATE EVENING OR EARLY MORNING 

WHEN THERE IS ONLY A SMALL OUTPUT VOLTAGE AT THE CONNECTORS.   

The solar panels supplement the wind generator during the afternoons when commonly the 

wind drops.  Of course if the day is cloudy there is little or no solar input either. 

Solar panels work rather like a battery in that they have power available when needed - 

unlike the wind generator which pushes power into the system which must either use it or 

dump it. 

The regulator controls how much charging the battery gets from the solar panels.  If there is 

excess power because the battery is fully charged, the regulator will dump power into the 

heat sink – the black fins – which will get warm.   

The state of the battery is indicated by the red/yellow/green LEDs on the front of the 

regulator.  The instruction manual shows what the combination of lights means. 

SOLAR PANEL INSTALLATION 
Installation and removal of the solar panels takes about 20 minutes. 

The solar panels hang from their top frame which sits over brackets on the verandah 

handrail.  The panels hang down touching the frame.  Small lugs on the sides of the solar 

panels allow them to be screwed to the supporting frame. 

This picture shows the solar panel brackets which screw onto the supporting frame. 
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SOLAR PANEL INSTALLATION: 

1. Ensure the batteries are installed properly 

2. Connect the solar regulator cables to the battery bank 

3. Connect the solar regulator voltage sense wires to the battery bank 

4. Attach solar panels to verandah as shown above. 

5. Run the solar panel cable from the Sorensen input to the solar panel frame. 

6. Wait till there is no sun on the panels 

7. Connect the 4 solar panels using the plug in connectors. 

 

WIND GENERATOR INSTALLATION: 
Installing the wind generator takes about two hours. 

First connect the blue wind generator regulator to the battery bank: 

1. Ensure the batteries are installed properly. 

2. Connect the wind generator cables from the blue regulator box to the battery bank. 

3. Connect the thin battery sense wires to the battery bank. 

4. Assemble the wind generator. 

5. Run the heavy black cable from the hut to the base of the wind generator mast. 

6. Install the wind generator on the mast.  

7. Erect the mast. 

8. Plug in the wind generator cable to Sorensen. 

9. Take the rope off the wind generator and let the blades spin. 

10. Monitor the wind generator. 

WIND GENERATOR CABLE 

The cabling between the installation and the Sorensen is large, heavy duty flexible cabling in 

order to minimise power losses.   

It will need at least two people to run the cable up to the 

mast base. 

WIND GENERATOR ASSEMBLY 

Get a large enough area to work on (the blade diameter 

is 1.7m).  Attach each blade using 2 bolts (care with the 

split ratchet-type washers).  Attach the tail fin.  The bolts 

are torqued to 2.6 NM (which is about as hard as you can 

go without stripping the thread). 
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WIND GENERATOR INSTALLATION ON THE MAST 

How it works:  

MAST CABLING: The wind generator fits into a green nylon bush at the top of the mast, and 

is held in place by 3 bolts into the central axle.  The power wires run through the centre of 

this axle.  

The power wires are terminated in a screw connector.  The male end of the connector is the 

termination of thin power cables attached to the end of the heavy duty black cable. The 

male connector cannot fit through the mast easily, so has to be attached after the black 

cable is run up the mast.   

There are only 3 wires coming out of the wind generator – they are all active phases, AC at 

24v.  There is NO earth wire in the cabling from the wind generator.  It has been designed 

this way.  Earthing of the wind generator case is via the mast and rock anchors.  The DC 

rectifier system ensures that the average of the 3 AC phases becomes the negative (ground) 

line to the battery. 

The heavy black cable would pull the screw connector apart under its own weight, so it has 

to be supported in the mast.  Two U bolts in the top section clamp onto the cable and hold it 

in place.  At the bottom of the mast a dog tail rope around the cable is tied to the mast 

base.  If you don’t do this the cable slides back down the hill and pulls on the mast 

connection. 

There is not a lot of room in the top of the mast once the wind generator plus its cable is 

inserted and the black cable plus its connector is in there too.  Therefore the black cable is 

only inserted to a certain distance, marked by a grey tape band.  If the black cable stops 

there, then the assembly at the top end works OK. 
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ERECTING THE WIND GENERATOR AND TOWER 

First unpick the covers at the base and top 

which are tied and Silasticked to the mast.  

You will find a green mousing strip running 

up the centre, going under the U-blot 

clamps and through the green nylon bush at 

the end of the mast.  Use the wooden mast 

crutch to hold the end of the mast at a 

convenient height. 

 

 

Push the cable into the mast up to the grey tape using the mousing as a guide.  Tie off the  

cable with a dogtail. Tighten the U bolts at the top. 

  

 

     

At the top end wire up the plug (to sockets 1, 2, 3 any order). Attach it to the wind 

generator. 
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Slide the shaft into the nylon bush and tighten the locking bolts. 

Put a rope around the blades to keep the generator under control.  Raise the mast and 

tighten off the chain tensioners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WIND GENERATOR MAST 

The wind generator mast is easy to raise and drop.  It can be done with a couple of people 

lifting it and one on the cable tensioners, but you get better control with a block and tackle 

and the gin pole – especially if there is a wind. 

The guy wires are all fixed except for two at the NE corner, which are the ‘control guys’. 

These are used to raise and drop the mast.  In order to satisfy the requirements for speedy 

lowering of the mast, the two guy wires are attached by chain tensioners to the rock bolt.  

This means that the chain tensioner assemblies must be shackled to the rock bolt and to the 

cable eyes before raising the mast. 
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If a block and tackle is used to raise the mast, then this is also shackled to the rock anchor 

and to the gin pole.  The small twig of cable is also shackled to the gin pole, leaving both 

long ends free to be attached to the chain tensioners when the mast is vertical. 

 

Short ‘twig’ of cable attached to the gin pole       Raising the mast using the block and tackle 

 

 

Tightening the chain tensioner                                  Guy wires tightened 

When you are ready, pull the rope away.  Check the blades spin freely. 

The turbine should produce power into the batteries – the switch at the regulator should be 

in the RUN position, the voltage should be around 26v, and there should be significant 

current (5-20 amps) showing on the ammeter. 

TO DROP THE MAST: Brake the wind turbine using the switch on the regulator (“SHORT”).  

Wait till the blades are still or slowly turning and throw a rope over them.  Tie off the rope.  

Lower the mast using a reversal of the above procedure. 
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SIMPLIFIED POWER SYSTEM OPERATION for those who don’t know 

anything about electricity, or don’t want to. 
 

1. There is a 12v system for backup, but it cannot supply much power. 

2. The main power source is the 24v battery system, which is turned into 240v by the 

inverter sitting on the top of the batteries. 

3. The lights and power sockets are each like any other appliance (a bit bigger perhaps) 

– they have a plug on one end. 

4. You can plug the lights and power into any 240v socket.  It is best to plug them into 

the fuse board (for safety) then plug the fuse board (yellow cable) into 240v.  

5. Don’t let the batteries get below 11.2v (which means 22.5v for the 24v system).  If 

you do, you start to destroy them. 

6. If you start the generator, disconnect or switch off the power at the generator first.  

When the generator is running, plug it back in.  Check you are getting power into the 

hut or else you waste the generator (the battery charger will light up if it is 

connected). 

7. If the inverter cuts out it is either overloaded – turn something off – or the batteries 

are low – recharge them.  If it is too hot, let it cool for 15 minutes and it will turn on 

again. 

8. Watch the lights on the wind and solar regulators – they will tell you what the 

batteries are doing.  If they are flashing, read the manual. 

9. If you are getting low on battery power, turn off the switches at the fuse panel 

before you go to bed.  This disconnects everything and stops the batteries being 

drained. 
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THE SEARCH FOR MAWSONS AIR TRACTOR 2010 

Dr Tony Stewart and Dr Chris Henderson 

SUMMARY 
1. Mawson took the first model of a French military monoplane, made by Vickers in UK, 

to Antarctica in 1911.  The wings were removed following an accident in Adelaide, 

and the fuselage was intended for use as an ‘Air Tractor’ to pull sledges.  After a brief 

trip, the engine seized and the frame was abandoned on the ice in 1913. 

2. The frame gradually sank into the ice, and finally disappeared after the last 

photograph was taken in 1976.  Dr Tony Stewart, expedition doctor, began the 

search for the remains in 2007-8, and this has continued for the last two years. 

3. In 2008-9 season radar was used to locate the frame of the air tractor.  A 3m x 3m x 

1m wide trench was dug, but without success.   

4. Extensive research was undertaken to gather as much evidence as possible using 

photographs and eye-witness accounts to narrow down the location. 

5. This year (2009-10) a more extensive search was undertaken using radar, a 

magnetometer, a metal detector, ice drills and a visual and bathymetric survey of 

the harbour. 

6. Small fragments were found in the harbour on New Years day, creating worldwide 

interest and being portrayed in the media as the discovery of the frame.  This is not 

the case, and the present document discusses this finding in the context of the main 

search. 

7. It was not possible to dig for the air tractor this year because of adverse weather.  

However considerable information has been gathered on the morphology and 

topography of the site.  This has allowed more precise location of the remains,  and 

formulation of a structured plan for next season’s search. 

THE HISTORY OF MAWSONS AIR TRACTOR 
A complete account of the history of Mawsons Air Tractor is available in the 2008-9 

Mawsons Huts Foundation Expedition Report.  What follows is a brief version. 

The Vickers company constructed an aeroplane in 1911, licensed from the French company 

of Robert Esnault-Pelterie – a brilliant inventor.  The plane was a single-wing military model 

designed for aerial observation.   Vickers made a number of these planes, the one given to 

Mawson (he actually purchased it but never paid for it, and Vickers eventually gifted it to 

him) was the second plane off the assembly line.  However the first plane crashed during 

trials, and Vickers renamed Mawsons plane as Vickers No 1. 
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Mawsons plane in 1911.  The wings 

were removed following a crash in 

Adelaide. 

 

 

 

 

Mawsons plane at Cape Denison, 

ready  to be used as an ‘Air Tractor’.  

There are now 3 seats, the third being 

made at Cape Denison.   

The last 3 segments of the fuselage 

were cut off before the plane was 

abandoned on the ice in 1913. 

Fragments of the last segment were 

found in the harbour this year. 

 

The abandoned frame in 1912.  Note 

the third seat has been removed, and 

the last 3 segments are gone. 

 

Location of this frame is the objective 

of the present search. 

 

The last known picture of the frame in 1976, 

taken by the AAD photographer Bob Reeves. 

Current evidence suggests that the frame sank in 

the ice, and is either intact on the rock 3m below 

present ice levels, or parts of the frame still exist 

in that vicinity. 
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Other propeller-driven vehicles 
Mawsons idea to take a propellor-driven vehicle to Antarctica was innovative and in keeping 

with Antarctic exploration of the time where ponies and tractors had been used in addition 

to dogs. 

However, this was the age of invention in transport, and, at the time, the engineering 

possibilities of propellors as a motive force were being investigated: 

 

1912 – Count Bertrand de Lesseps in his 

Auto Aero.  A contemporary of Mawson. 

 

 

 

 

A German ‘Air Tractor’ for use in the Arctic. 

(source the Alfred wegener Institute) 

 

 

Problems with the air tractor 
The air tractor was eventually abandoned after the engine cylinder was pierced by a broken 

piston rod at about 20 miles from Cape Denison.  However, there were other problems in 

getting it to work satisfactorily.   

The engine was hard to start, needing fine sunny calm weather and a blowtorch to warm up 

the crankcase oil.  Bickerton records considerable difficulty in getting the engine working.   

Steering was difficult, since the tailplane was designed to provide force when the airflow 

was much higher than ground speed.  A second experiment using a steel skid was tried – this 

part was recovered, along with one wheel, from the harbour in 1976 and is now in AAD. 
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The ice rudder whose fittings were 

identified this year compared here 

with the fittings on the tailplane 

stored in Mawsons Hut.  The ice 

rudder was recovered from the 

harbour in 1976 and is presently 

stored at AAD Kingston. 

 

 

 

Braking the frame was a problem as well as steering.  The solution was somewhat clumsy, 

but it did work – a spike on each skid which was wound down into the ice when the plane 

was to be slowed or steered.  This meant someone hanging onto the frame and balancing 

on the skid while winding the spike into the ice – as Bickerton said, ‘this provided the 

opportunity for acrobatics’. 

 

The air tractor in action.  

Note the spike on the rear 

of the skids and two 

assistants who would have 

to jump on the skid and 

wind the spike into the ice 

to steer or slow the 

machine.  The tailplane 

would not provide enough 

steerage at slow speed. 

The fragments of tail section found in Boat Harbour 1 Jan 2010 
New Years Day 2010 was a fine calm sunny day, with very low tides in Boat Harbour – only 

100mm above Tide Datum, which is theoretically the lowest tide possible.  To make matters 

more intriguing it was a Blue Moon (where there are two full moons in one month – only 

happens about every 3 years). 

It also happened that one of the expeditioners – Mark Farrell (Heritage Carpenter) chose the 

exact time of the lowest tide to see what he could find at the waters edge just below the air 

tractor search area (he was looking for interesting sea creatures).   
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What he found created a worldwide explosion in media interest, with about 1.5 million hits 

on the Mawsons Huts Foundation website (www.mawsons-huts.org) , media stories in many 

countries, a political cartoon in the UK press and extensive TV coverage.   

The find was variously – and in some cases inaccurately – reported as the airframe having 

been found, pieces of the airframe found, and even (from our very own ABC) ‘large pieces of 

the airframe’ found in the harbour, even though the press releases clearly stated that these 

were fragments of the air tractor. 

Over the coming days we were able to confirm that the pieces were 4 cast iron joints of the 

modular airframe from the last segment of the frame since the outer section of the two 

centre joining pieces have a terminating bolt on one side.  Our review of the photographic 

record showed that this section was removed in 1912, almost certainly as a part of 

Bickerton’s trials to find a better way of steering it at relatively low speed over the ice.  

We then realised that this finding had no bearing on the fate or position of the bulk of the 

airframe.  At that time we decided to resume the search in the ice. 

The fragments were each 100-150mm long, heavily corroded and fragile.  These were 

resting among the rocks at the waters edge just below the surface.  They have since been 

recovered and transported to Perth WA in seawater where they will be stabilised over the 

coming years. 

 

Fragments of the final section of the airframe found in Boat Harbour on 1 Jan 2010  
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The fragments were found at the edge of 

the water, just below the air tractor 

search area – Mawsons Huts can be seen 

at the top R of the picture. 

 

 

 

 

Fragments 1 and 2: Fragments of the airframe compared with existing spare parts from the 

workshop (centre).  The terminating bolts are clearly visible on the top sections of these 

mirror-image joiners.  The round tube at the bottom of both fragments contains wooden 

dowel which has been sawn off – this dowel is seen in pictures of the intact frame protruding 

either side of the fuselage. 
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Picture of a section of the airframe showing the overall shape of the segments, and clearly 

showing the protruding dowel (arrow). On the right is a close-up showing the cut surface of 

the wood. 
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Fragment 3: Straight part from the bottom of the diamond-shaped frame section. It can be 

seen that a wooden dowel has been inserted in the right hand end, and subsequently cut off , 

and that there is a round section on the top of that end, which is the remnants of a socket for 

the tail assembly. 
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Fragment 4: Straight part from the top of the diamond-shaped section – this is most 

probably where the skid or rudder was attached.  The two remnants of these attachments 

are seen at either end. 

This is a blown up part of an image of the air tractor which clearly shows where the 

fragments found in the harbour came from. Numbers correspond to the numbered 

fragments in  above pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  # 4 

 # 1,2 

  # 3 
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These pieces are clearly from the final section of the airframe, and have been cut off.  

Perhaps it was part of an experiment to find the best way to control the air tractor, and, 

along with the experimental ice skid, was jettisoned in the harbour when it failed. 

The significance of these parts, still more or less intact, is that parts will survive almost 100 

years in this environment.  Even underwater, but exposed to repeated ice formation at the 

edge of the harbour, the thicker pieces have survived.   

This suggests that remnants of the frame, large or small, would still be intact under 3m of 

ice in the area where the plane was last seen. 

Boat Harbour search 
The day after the findings above was also a calm day, and the opportunity was taken to look 

at the harbour bottom at low tide. 

The harbour was shallow – about 600mm at the edges – and visibility was good.  A viewing 

bucket was used while Marty Passingham rowed Chris Henderson around the S end of the 

harbour.  He was able to see the bottom clearly, including the cracks between the rocks, and 

found no more sections of steel despite going over the area 3 or 4 times.   

It can be seen from the photograph below that there is an area of seaweed – actually 

seaweed fragments about 200mm deep (dark area) – covering the bottom of the harbour at 

the Southern end.  This could have concealed fragments. 

 

 

A kite aerial photograph showing the bottom 

of Boat Harbour.  The fragments were found 

at the bottom left (arrow).  The underwater 

area around the fragments was thoroughly 

searched, including under the edge of the ice 

for about 50m in both directions and 30m 

from the edge, without finding anything else.  

It is possible that the seaweed debris (black 

area) concealed something of interest. 
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FINDINGS FROM 2008-9 SEARCH 
Last year a search was conducted using radar imaging, and a trench was dug without finding 

the airframe. 

The conclusions from that search plus interviews, images and temperature data was that: 

1. The frame disappeared after 1976 when the last picture of it was taken. 

2. The ice where the frame lay was not moving ice. 

3. There was a big melt in 1981 as evidenced by temperature records from Dumont 

D’Urville and members of AAD who visited that year. 

4. It was possible that a trench existed in the harbour which extended next to the 

assumed position of the frame. 

5. During the melt of 1981 the frame could have melted out of the ice and fallen into 

the harbour. 

6. Hard ice and seaweed was found at 2.5m in a trench dug in what was thought the 

most likely spot, suggesting a big melt had allowed seaweed to extend to the search 

area. 

Accordingly it was suggested that this year efforts be made to: 

1. Re-image the area using radar. 

2. Use a magnetometer. 

3. Survey the harbour. 

4. Use differential GPS for more accurate position location. 

In addition ice augers were taken in order to calibrate the depth of the ice, and a pulse 

induction metal detector was made to detect any ferrous objects. 

  

The following describes the implementation and findings from the above techniques. 
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Grid pattern and DGPS 
A grid 30x15m was set out using wooden 

stakes with painted numbers across the 

search area.  This was used in all surveys 

as an accurate reference for position. 

Plastic twine was laid as a guide 

between the stakes to ensure the grid 

was surveyed accurately. 

 

 

Differential GPS was also used to pinpoint the 

position of the grid markers and holes relative to 

the base GPS at Sorensen.  These measurements 

were used to relate the position of the grid to 

other surveyed areas at Cape Denison, and to 

match the underlying rock level with the harbour 

bottom. 

 

 

 

Ice auger drilling 
An ice auger was used to drill down to the 

bedrock.  In all about 200 holes were drilled 

using an electric drill. It took around 10-15 

minutes to drill one hole down to the rock.  

Measurement was made of the depth of the 

ice auger when it hit the rock, and note was 

made of the hardness of the ice and the 

presence of seaweed.  (Note: one of the ice 

auger sections was lost down a hole in the area 
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of interest (at 9,2 on the grid), this will affect future instrumental searches. 

A wooden stake marks the site of the metal detector signal at 8,3 on the grid.  This stake is 

likely to be in place next year when the expedition returns. 

The ice was found to be hard in parts, and very soft in others.  The area of soft ice formed a 

V shaped re-entrant into the search area.  It suggests that at some stage the ice had melted 

completely leaving a channel which became lined with seaweed. 

 

 

 

This picture shows the ice depth measured directly by the auger.  It can be seen that the rock 

under the search area consists of a relatively flat surface which rises either side.  The harbour 

is toward the top of the picture (the colours are false to emphasise the terrain).  The small 

raised area at 14,3 corresponds to the position of the trench dug last year.  
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This shows the above picture with superimposed areas of hard ice (white shade) and soft ice 

(no shading).  It can be seen that the soft ice forms a ‘bay’ into the search area, implying this 

melted completely away at some stage.  Seaweed was recovered from areas of soft ice. 
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The most likely landform under the ice. 
Visual inspection of the sea bottom at the southern end of the harbour showed it to be 

rough rocks shelving under the ice.   

The rocks under the ice are at the level of the harbour bottom: Using the depths from the 

auger measurements and the differential GPS measurements of the surface of the ice in the 

search area it was possible to derive an accurate height of the rocks at the bottom of each 

hole.  This height was then compared to the height (all relative the the Sorensen DGPS 

benchmark) of the harbour bottom.  It was shown that the rocks under the search area are 

level with the rocks on the harbour bottom.   

The importance of this is that the rock under the search area is about 500mm below tide 

datum, and so 1500mm underwater on a high tide.  Which explains how seaweed can be 

found at the bottom of the ice auger drill holes. 

Gravel was recovered from some of the holes as well as seaweed.  This suggests a 

composition of the landform under the ice – gravel, seaweed, rock and ice, which is 

illustrated by a photograph taken at low tide in the next bay near the Sorensen Hut. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The seabed under the search area probably looks something like this section of coas near 

Sorensen Hut at low tide - gravel, rock, ice and seaweed shelving gently down to the water.  

The airframe is prob ably buried in the ice and gravel. 
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Metal detector 
A metal detector was used in the auger holes immediately after drilling.  The detector was a 

pulse induction type, more powerful than the usual passive type.  The detector was made 

from a Canadian circuit, and a coil was wound with about 60 turns of AWG 20 wire on a 

plastic former.  Aerial coax cable was used as the lead wire.  While this is not an optimal 

arrangement, it is the best that could be done at the time.  The sensor had a range of only 

5cm but reliably detected metal. 

 

Using the Pulse Induction metal detector.  

It was important to put the sensor down 

the hole immediately after drillng since ice 

particles tended to fall in. 

The only positive results were found at 4 

holes where the airframe had been 

located uising transects from pictures, 

from GPR results, and from 

magnetometry. 

It is likely that these findings are a good 

indication that the frame, or parts of it, lie 

under the ice.  However, the short range 

of the detector means that it may have 

missed positive findings in other areas, 

and using better equipment would be 

advisable before digging for the frame 

 

This combination of ice drilling and metal detection technology is likely to prove most 

effective in locating the airframe, since the results of a positive test are unequivocal 

evidence of metal objects.  Therefore it is suggested that ice augers and a metal detector is 

taken and used prior to any dig. 

An EM31 conductance meter is capable of detecting conducting material, and ice is 

transparent to it.  It works well up to 6m and so would readily detect metal at 3m.  If such a 

machine were employed, an idea would be gained of the location of a collection of metal 

objects, and the ice auger/metal detector technique would thereafter be a powerful way of 

pinpointing where to dig. 
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Magnetometer survey 
A magnetometer was loaned by Alpha-Geoscience (Sydney).  Variations in the magnetic field 

were recorded every 0.5m across the grid pattern, the recording being done in the late 

afternoon when previous static recording had shown the magnetic field to be quiet. 

 

Tony Stewart perfoms a magnetometer survey.  

The recording head is in the non-ferrous cart, 

and Jody Steele holds the tape to provide 

accurate sampling distances. 

 

 

 

Magnetometer survey results plotted as a 2D map across the search area.  The area where 

the airframe is thought to lie is shown by the red contour at 7,4.  It is unclear whether the 

large red area at 4,12 is related to the underlying rock or ferrous artefacts.  The localised 

area at 27,2 (right hand corner) is probably a case.   

The results of the magnetic survey show a positve finding in the area where the air tractor is 

thought to lie, but also show a band running EW about 10m more northerly.  No signals 

were found in this latter area using the metal detector, but it must be remembered that the 

metal detector had a very limited range.   If the findings indicate metal, then the area would 
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be consistent with scattered fragments.  On the other hand the findings may just indicate 

magnetic rock.  Unfortunately nobody was able to tell us whether the rock was magnetic – 

the magnetometer placed near other areas of rock did not give a conclusive response.  The 

general opinion was that the rock in this area is not magnetic, in which case these findings 

may be more significant. 

Ground penetrating radar 
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) equipment was taken - again on loan from UTAS.  The 

search patterns last year (see 2008-9 report) were spiral, this year the pattern was linear 

and Reflex software was used to analyse the results. 

One of the important results from the ice drilling was that the ice depth was calibrated and 

so the radar results from last year were able to be reinterpreted with known depths.  These 

results could then be combined with the grid analysis from this year to provide a picture of 

the structures under the ice. 

 
This is a radar trace from a spiral track from last years’ GPR search.  It appears that a 

significant feature lies at about 3.5m.  It is visible in multiple echoes as the radar unit passes 

round the spiral. 

Significant feature at 3.5m 
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This is a linear trace through the area where the airframe is thought to lie (from 

photographic evidence).  The rock floor can be seen across the 30m of the search area, and 

what appears to be a significant echo at 6-7m, which is roughly where the frame should lie, 

and corresponds to the area where the metal detector gave positive findings. 

Boat Harbour bathymetry 
Boat Harbour was surveyed, as is detailed elsewhere in this report.  The findings were that 

the harbour shelves gently to the south, and that there is no trench or discontinuity in the 

harbour floor into which the airframe could have fallen.  The rock under the search area is a 

gently shelving platform. 

 

Boat harbour survey.  It 

is clear that the harbour 

shelves slowly from a 

maximum depth of 

about 6m to a shallow 

basin at the southern 

end.  The area where 

the air tractor is 

thought to lie is 

continuous with this 

profile. 

Air tractor search area at S end of harbour 
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Ice freezes on the bottom of the harbour 
One of the hypotheses of the fate of the air tractor is that it fell into the bottom of the 

harbour, was frozen into the ice and taken out to sea.   

Don McIntyre, who came to Cape Denison during the search, said that the ice freezes on the 

bottom of Boat Harbour – contrary to its usual practice of freezing from the top down.  The 

same phenomenon was observed at DDU (see below).   

If the air tractor disintegrated, and if the parts were distributed along an exposed rocky 

shore, then it is possible that they were held in the ice and taken out in the following years’ 

melt.   

However, the positive findings detailed previously suggest that it is likely that at least a part 

of the frame is still present. 
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER 
The findings from this year can be summarised in a diagram which combines the data from 

this year and the data from last  year: 

 

The grid pattern is shown by dotted lines (from DGPS survey).  The dots show last years 

search pattern, and the positive metal detector signals are shown in relation to the grid and 

last years trench.  The positive magnetometer data (not shown in this diagram) forms a 

band which passes through the trench and the area of positive signals. 
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SUMMARY 
Our knowledge of the area has improved considerably following this year’s work.   

1. It is now clear that the surface under the ice where the air tractor is thought to lie is 

relatively flat, consisting of gravel, seaweed and rock.   

2. There is evidence of a large melted section of ice which extends in a V shape south 

from the waters edge by about 20m and approaches the area where the air tractor is 

thought to lie.   

3. The images from various historical sources clearly put the air tractor on the ice about 

2m west of last years trench.   

4. The harbour mapping shows that there is a gently shelving rock bottom extending 

under the ice at the southern border, and that the area where the air tractor may lie 

is about 1.5m underwater at the highest tide, and 0.5m above tide datum. 

5. The fragments found at the edge of the harbour have been identified as parts of the 

final section of the fuselage, and are unlikely to be part of the main fuselage which is 

still being sought.  The fact that these fragments are intact suggests the air frame, or 

parts thereof, will be intact. 

6. It is highly significant that a positive metal detector reading was found where the air 

tractor is thought to lie.  All signals were at the level of the rock whereas a signal at a 

higher level would have been highly suggestive of an airframe.  This negative finding 

is most likely due to the low sensitivity of the metal detector – it does not necessarily 

indicate that the airframe has collapsed. 

7. The magnetometer survey supports the finding of both the GPR and the metal 

detector survey, but includes other positive areas whose significance is unclear. 

8. Ground penetrating radar shows positive echoes consistent with an object at the 

point where the airframe may lie. 

 

CONCLUSION 
1. It is likely that the frame sank in the ice since it was last seen in 1976.  

2. It is possible that the frame disintegrated and the parts were taken out to sea in ice 

forming on the bottom of the harbour. 

3. It is more likely that they remain in situ on the rock at a depth of 3m in the ice.  If so, 

then can be recovered using further search techniques and finally a dig. 

4. The most useful direction for future search is to use an EM31 conductance meter to 

indicate the presence of conductive material (it should work well at 3m), then, as 

was done this year, to use an ice auger and improved metal detector to locate metal 

objects.   

5. Assuming that the findings are positive, then a trench would take 4 people about 2 

days to dig in order to locate the frame. 
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KITE PHOTOGRAPHY 

Dr Chris Henderson 

SUMMARY 
Aerial photography was required this year, and use was made of the helicopter from 

L’Astrolabe during the unloading operation; and opportunistic use of the helicopter from 

the ‘Steve Irwin’, whose captain kindly allowed it to be used for two flights.  However, 

helicopters are difficult to source and expensive to use, so two alternatives were considered 

– model helicopter and kite photography.  Model helicopters are expensive and tricky to fly, 

and need relatively calm air, whereas kites are cheap, simple to fly and need wind – of 

which there is plenty at Cape Denison. 

Kite photography was used extensively to take photographs during our stay, and proved 

useful in a number of ways which are discussed here.  Some improvements in equipment 

and technique are suggested.   

In general kite photography is an effective way to take aerial photographs, especially so in 

isolated areas. 

KITE PHOTOGRAPHY IN RECENT YEARS 
Kite photography was being done in UK about 40 years ago using steerable kites and 

suspended motor-driven cameras.  Despite what now seems a clumsy arrangement, some 

good results were obtained.   

It is now known as KAP (Kite Aerial Photography) and has grown phenomenally in recent 

years with the introduction of small, light digital cameras, and the development of rip stop 

nylon, nylon cord and carbon fibre.  There is a large following overseas (not much in 

Australia), whose techniques and practice is available on the internet.  I spent several weeks 

researching the requirements before building the equipment, and making and testing 3 kites 

in Tasmania.  As luck would have it, the winds became light and variable in the few weeks I 

needed for practise and development before departure, so some of the techniques were 

untried until arrival at Cape Denison.  Despite this the project went well, and the results 

exceeded my expectations, producing interesting and useful images. 

THE HISTORY OF KITE PHOTOGRAPHY AT CAPE DENISON 
This is not the first time kites have been used to take pictures at Cape Denison, but it is the 

first successful one.  Both Mawsons and Blunt (Project Blizzard) tried, but failed – in the light 

of present experience they failed because the kites were too big and of the wrong design. 
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Mawson writes: 

“Meanwhile, it was suggested that if a heavy kite were made and induced to fly in the 
continuous winds, the aerial thus provided would be sufficient to receive wireless messages.  
To this end, Bage and Bickerton set to work, and the first invention was a Venesta-box kite 
which was tried in a steady seventy-mile wind.  Despite its weight,--at least ten pounds --the 
kite rose immediately, steadied by guys on either side, and then suddenly descended with a 
crash on to the glacier ice.  After the third fall the kite was too battered to be of any further 
use. Another device, in which an empty carbide tin was employed, and still another, making 
use of an old propeller, shared the same fate.” 
From Sir Douglas Mawson: Home of the Blizzard (the second year) 
  
And in 1984 Blunt reports: 
 
 "Aerial Photography 
  
As an adjunct to the surveying and photogrammetric program, it was intended to fly a 
calibrated 35mm remove controlled NIKON camera from a kite, so as to produce aerial 
photographs of the buildings and site.  When control markers were placed at known 
locations on the ground these aerial photos could, via the sophisticated technology of the 
University of Melbourne's Surveying Department, be reproduced as aerial surveys.  Peter 
Lynn of Ashburton, NZ supplied us with four 2 metre delta-wing box kites together with 
sundry equipment.  These had been designed to fly in maximum 25 - 30 knot winds and Peter 
was unsure how they would react in the much colder and higher velocity winds of Cape 
Denison. 
  
On our arrival the winds were insufficient to give the kites lift for testing the camera lifting 
apparatus we had devised.  It was midway through our stay before the winds were 
appropriate to fly the kites.  Our initial test in 35 - 40 knot winds produced an hilarious but 
educating failure, with one broken thumb and a smashed kite.  Consequently, our experience 
in this new and hitherto untried environment had dampened the confidence in ourselves and 
the potential to successfully lift the loaned ($3500) camera equipment. 
  
For this reason we engaged in considerable testing with the lifting of rocks and weights 
before we finally raised a movie camera successfully.  Just as our competence had reached 
sufficient heights of confidence, the wind decreased to an unacceptable low.  Unfortunately 
our other priorities by this time had become such that the conjunction of suitable winds and 
available time did not occur again and no further kit flights were made. 
  
Notwithstanding the shortcomings of this program we feel the kites have great merit in their 
use as platforms for aerial photography, particularly in such isolated places as Cape 
Denison." 
 
Blunt, William.  Project Blizzard 1984 - 1985 Expedition Preliminary Report and 
Recommendations.  April 1985. 
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KITES  
There are numerous models of kite, but basically they fall into 3 classes.  The box kites use a 

framework of rods to support a box-like structure, whose stability and lift depends on the 

shape of the box and the surface area presented to the wind.  The flat kites are the 

traditional, (often) diamond shaped, sparred kites – again their lift and stability depends on 

the surface area and shape.  The third type is the soft kite, having no internal stays and 

depending on its ability to self-inflate to its designed shape. All three types area seen at kite 

festivals.  One of each type of kite was taken to Cape Denison. 

The kites used for kite photography are single-line kites whose primary purpose is to stay 

aloft in one place and essentially provide a stringline to hang a camera from.  There is no use 

for steerable kites, which are inherently unstable. 

Kites cannot be flown in all winds.  In general the bigger the kite, the lower the wind speed 

at which it flies, but the lower the speed at which it becomes uncontrollable and – 

eventually – overloaded (and usually crashes).   Improvement in flying performance can be 

made by adding a tail, which, much like the keel on a yacht, stabilises some, but not all, 

kites. 

The mechanism of kite performance is not fully understood, and it is not possible to predict 

exactly how a kite will behave except in the simplest terms.  Largely it is a matter of trial and 

error (and personal preference) which kites are used.  There are, however, some general 

guidelines useful for flying kites at Cape Denison.  These are discussed here. 

THE WINDS AT CAPE DENISON 
The wind at Cape Denison is among the strongest on earth, but the summer winds rarely go 

above 20 m/s (source University of Wisconsin AWS program).  This speed is 40 knots, and is 

generally too strong to fly a kite.  It must also be said that it is far too uncomfortable to be 

out flying a kite in that sort of wind.  So generally winds around 20 knots and below are 

sought.  

The wind is usually katabatic, coming from the Southern quarter, blowing from about 

midnight to midday, and dropping off in the afternoon.  Two points are worth noting about 

this wind: 

1. The wind drops off very quickly, so it pays to be out and ready (which takes at the 

very least half an hour) well before the drop-off comes.  The typical pattern is for a 

strong, steady wind to exhibit brief periods of calm.  This generally heralds the end 

of the wind, and it makes flying difficult since the kite will suddenly lose lift and drop 

before rising again.  The following graph demonstrates the pattern: 
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The best thing to do under these circumstances is to be out in the strong wind 

(which means having the kite in the air around 10am), and to pack up when the fluky 

wind starts.   This is not always comfortable or convenient. 

 

2. The wind is denser (about 10%) than in temperate climes.  Since the power of the 

wind is proportional to the square of the surface area exposed, its destructive force 

increases rapidly with density – much more than you would expect.  So for sparred 

kites the change from a kite flying well to one with broken spars is only a gust which 

would merely cause the spars to bend and spill wind at home.  For this reason I 

would advise against sparred kites at Cape Denison – and it is probably the reason 

why previous attempts were doomed to failure. 

KITES USED AT CAPE DENISON 
Three kites were made and tested successfully in Hobart, but only one was used.  The first 

two were a large box-type kite and a diamond-shaped one, both of which were unsuitable 

at Cape Denison: 
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The successful kite was the flowform, 

or parafoil-type kite.  This one was 

made from a design by Harald 

Prinzler, whose website provides an 

excel spreadsheet with derived 

measurements for a given size.  The 

kite used was 16 square feet, which 

flew comfortably in winds of 15-20 

knots.  It would be useful to make a 

larger kite, say 24 sq ft for the relatively common low afternoon wind speeds.  

It was made from rip stop nylon of sail maker quality, but not heavy material which is quite 

stiff. The kite needs to be able to flex easily.  All seams were reinforced, as were the 

attachment points.  The sewing (done by my wife Sally Hildred) was accurate to the pattern 

since small variations cause instability.  The 3 bridle strings were ‘tuned’ to the same tension 

– any slight variation caused the kite to fly to one side.  It always flew with an 18m tail made 

from fabric strips which gave it stability. 

The mouths of the tubes were stiffened with heavy nylon fishing line, but it was found 

necessary to further reinforce the outer two with heavy plastic strip from cable ties.  This 

keeps the mouths open, and stops any tendency of the kite to collapse – which it does very 

quickly if the mouth folds inward.  A stiff mouth also makes for easy launching. 

OPERATING THE KITE 
The kite generates a significant pull – far more than can be comfortably handled, especially 

in boots with chains on ice.  So it was always flown attached to the front of a quad bike 

using a double cleat arrangement.  Even so, in high winds the bike was sometimes moved by 

the kite. 

The kite string is anchored to the 

front rack of the quad bike via a 

double cleat on a board.  The winder 

is the blue device seen on the left 

hand side of the rack, and the pulley 

to bring the kite down on the right. 
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It was found preferable to run the string out to its desired length, clip the camera rig holders 

to the kite line, attach the tail to the kite and attach the kite to the string last.  Retrieval was 

a reverse process – winding the line with the kite attached was impossible.  The kite was 

always flown first to see how it performed before attaching the camera.   

CAMERA RIG 
The camera rig was designed to support stereo cameras with foam protective sheets around 

each camera.  It also supported a single radio-controlled camera which could be screwed to 

the bottom of the stereo rig.  The rig was made from carbon-fibre rod and shaped cloth, and 

had two tail fins for stability.  The radio-controlled rig was made from thin steel tube, 

carbon fibre and aluminium with two servomotors.  It should have been stronger and used 

more robust gearing.  The addition of a small wireless security camera-device would have 

helped with aiming the camera or some clear flags visible from the ground to delineate front 

and back. 

The rig was suspended by the Picavet method from the kite line. 

The cameras used were a pair of Canon Powershot AX200IS.  They performed extremely 

well, and were capable of taking high definition video as well as single-shots.  

The camera rig consists of a C 

channel of carbon fibre containing 

triggering electronics, and two 

camera housings at the end of 1m 

carbon fibre rods.  Tail fins stabilise 

the rig in yaw and pitch.  The rig is 

suspended on a Picavet suspension 

which helps keep it vertical. 

 

 

 

CAMERA TRIGGERING 
The most effective way to take KAP photographs is to trigger the camera continuously and 

sort through the photos later.  The camera rig tends to sway a lot, despite the fins, and 

there is no easy way to maintain a stable position especially in strong winds.  The steerable 

radio-controlled rig was essential to point the camera in the right direction. 
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The cameras were deliberately chosen since they could take the Canon Hacker’s 

Development Kit software (CHDK).  This is a non-proprietary freely available addition which 

causes no change to the camera, but adds considerable functionality – in this case an 

intervalometer.  For stereo triggering a Gentles trigger was used, coupled with Stereo Data 

Maker (a subset of CHDK).  

USES OF KITE PHOTOGRAPHY 

Artefact scatter around Mawsons Huts 

It has been difficult to 

demonstrate the extent and 

composition of the artefact 

scatter near Mawsons Huts.  The 

pictures demonstrate it clearly, 

and are high resolution to allow 

detailed study. 

 

 

 

 

 

View of Huts and Transit Hut 

 

Mawsons Huts in the evening 

light. 
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 Transit hut seen from the air 

shows clearly how it is anchored 

to the rock by a pile of boulders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Penguin colony survey 

 

Penguin colonies are usually counted 

from a helicopter or by hand on the 

ground.  Kite photography provides a 

simple alternative. 
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Position of buried timber cache 

 

This timber has been lost under the ice 

for a number of years. It was dug out 

again this year.  An aerial photo provides 

a good record of its position 

 

 

 

Identification of rock forms 

 

Black bands of magnetite run through the rocks 

of Azimuth Hills.  Their overall shape is not 

obvious from the ground, but very clear from the 

air. 
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THEN THERE ARE JUST INTERESTING PICTURES… 
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BOAT HARBOUR BATHYMETRY 

Dr Chris Henderson 

Summary 
Bathymetry of Boat Harbour was required to establish whether there was a trench at the 

Southern end into which the air tractor could have fallen, and for the French who wanted, 

as part of the NIVMER program, underwater data in the region of their tide gauge (see 

separate report).  In addition there is no detailed chart of the harbour, the Hydrographers 

chart being small scale.  Whilst the chart produced here is not to be used for navigation, it 

provides useful information for those wishing to know the harbour topography. 

Recording 
The Trimble GPS unit was used in a sealed modified Nally bin, also containing a laptop 

computer, the echo sounder, and battery supplies.  The software used integrated echo 

sounder readings with GPS readings, saved to a text file, and simultaneously drawing a track 

on the screen.  It is called Dr Depth, a Swedish product which is extensively used worldwide 

by amateur and some commercial operations.  It provides a simple and robust way to collect 

bathymetry data.  Barometric pressure was available from the tide gauge equipment at 

Sorensen. 

All marine charts are referred to a datum point called ‘tide datum’, which is given for every 

tide station in the world.  Bathymetry necessarily takes place when the tide level is other 

than tide datum, so correction has to be made for this.  The Bureau of Meteorology 10 

minute tide predictions for each day at Commonwealth Bay were used in post-processing 

the data collected in this survey, and all contours shown here are drawn relative to tide 

datum.   

Technique 
A day was chosen when there was no wind, and the water was calm.  It remained calm 

during the whole of the operation.  The bathymetry took place over a period of two hours, 

and was accomplished easily using the on-screen display to get even traverses. 

The harbour was traversed in an EW direction at 2-3m spacing, with more extensive 

additional traverses in NS direction (around 1m apart) in the area of the French tide gauge, 

and at the S end of the harbour.  The E section of the harbour is shallow and rocky, and only 

one line was traversed there. 

Underwater videos were taken using a small waterproof digital camera in the area of the 

French tide gauge as part of their survey. 
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Data processing 
 

TIDE DEPTH and SEA SURFACE LEVEL 

As discussed above, when doing bathymetry the soundings must be reduced to tide datum.  

All tide stations have predicted tide levels, which for Commonwealth bay for the time the 

survey was  done, corrected for summer time and time zone are shown here: 

 

Commonwealth Bay tidal predictions 

every 10 minutes during the survey 

period.  These are calculated depths, 

and were compared with the actual sea 

surface (below).  It can be seen that the 

variation in sealevel during the survey 

was minimal (around 200mm). 

 

These data were compared with the actual DGPS measurement of the sea surface height as 

a check on the calculations. 

Actual sea surface level during the 

survey obtained from the DGPS.  It can 

be seen that the sea level stays 

approximately level, as is predicted 

above.  GPS is prone to error, especially 

in height, and the large variation at the 

beginning corresponded to surveying 

under high rocks and an ice shelf.  (Only 

horizontal data is used in the survey). 

 

ACCURACY OF GPS 

GPS has a tendency to be inaccurate, especially in height as discussed above.  This is related 

to the low angle of the satellites in Antarctica.  It is important to know what error can be 

expected, and for this dilution of precision (DOP) tables can be calculated.  The following 

graph shows the DOP for the time of the survey: 
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this graph shows the expected 

inaccuracy (DOP) in all 

parameters of the GPS readings.  

The survey took place around the 

time arrowed.  There is an 

expectation of moderate 

inaccuracy during the survey. 

 

COMPARISON OF GPS AND DGPS 

It was intended that the GPS readings used by the software to determine where the depth 

readings were taken would be corrected to DGPS readings to increase accuracy.  

Unfortunately I forgot to activate the time output for the software, so readings could not be 

directly compared, and adjustment inspection of the data introduced translation errors.  

Accordingly there is some inaccuracy in the placement of the readings. 

However, the difference between the GPS and DGPS positions is small, and, given the 

overall shape of the harbour, the map can be accepted as a useful working document.  

This show a comparison between the track recorded by the Dr Depth bathymetry software 

and the track corrected by differential 

GPS.  It can be seen that, while there is 

a small difference, for all practical 

purposes it is acceptable to use the 

GPS positions. 
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CHARTS AND 3D IMAGES OF BOAT HARBOUR 

The following charts and maps were produced by using Surfer and Voxler software 

sponsored by Golden Graphics, Colorado).  They show soundings referred to tide datum.  

The heights of the surrounding land are derived from DGPS surveys using the Trimble Rover 

unit as described in the Survey Report. 

 

This 3D representation of the floor and surrounding land of Boat Harbour is generated from 

combining parts of the various DGPS land surveys and the GPS bathymetry.  The false colours 

are used to emphasise the topography.  Note the vertical scale is stretched to enhance the 

3D view 
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This is more easily interpreted with a two-tone colour overlay: 
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FRENCH NIVMER PROGRAM SURVEY 

Dr Chris Henderson 

NOTE  
This work was requested by the French, who are planning to relocate and enhance their tide 

gauge installation for which they will make application to the relevant authorities.  Carrying 

out the work described here in no way implies that the Mawsons Huts Foundation supports 

or endorses the French application. 

NIVMER PROGRAM 
The French NIVMER program maintains a fixed tide gauge bolted to the rocks underwater at 

the eastern border of Boat Harbour.  The unit is removed at intervals and the data 

downloaded.  The AAD works in collaboration with the French and maintain their tide gauge 

which rests nearby on the bottom of the harbour.  The AAD tide gauge was removed and 

RTA this year. 

The French now wish to install (in collaboration with AAD) a land-based unit to transmit tidal 

data in much the same way that the University of Wisconsin maintains the AWS at Cape 

Denison for meteorological data.   

In order to plan this installation they asked for information on the topography of two nearby 

sites, the possibility of running a cable to the underwater unit, the level of snow cover, the 

subsurface topography and underwater images. 

A full report has been sent to the French NIVMER program and the AAD. 

DATA COLLECTION 
 

SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY 

The local rocks were surveyed using the DGPS installation to gather accurate position 

information.  This was processed with other position files from the survey program to 

produce a detailed map of the area around Boat Harbour and particularly the area of 

interest to the French. 

Measurements were taken of the distance between the suggested installation sites and the 

closest point to the water’s edge to the existing tide gauge. 
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IMAGES 

Pictures and panoramas were made of the area of interest.  Videos were also made showing 

the possible sites and the rocks around the sites. 

 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

Kite aerial photography was used to take pictures of the area of interest.  By manipulating 

the parameters of the image the underwater rocks could be seen. 

 

BATHYMETRY 

As part of the Boat Harbour bathymetry program the area around the French tide gauge was 

accurately surveyed with close traverses.  These data, combined with the land data, allowed 

an accurate composite 3D image and contour map to be made of the topography. 

 

UNDERWATER VIDEOS 

An underwater video camera was used to make 4 videos – in NS and SN direction at 4 and 8 

metres from the shoreline respectively. 

Frame from underwater video showing rocks 

at about 2m depth.  
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RESULTS 
 

   

 

 

 

Images of overall view of harbour and of section near French tide gauge 

 

 

LEFT: detailed chart 

of area of interest 

for the NIVMER 

program. This 

corresponds to the 

image above right. 

 

RIGHT: aerial view 

of penguin colony 

on Site 2 

 

 

Kite aerial view of proposed sites of NIVMER installation. 
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SERVICE OF FRENCH GPS UNIT AT SORENSEN 

Dr Chris Henderson 

The French IPEV use Sorensen hut to operate a GPS base station as part of the tide gauge program.  

Benoit Legressy asked me to service the installation and supplied a list of instructions and questions.  

The data collected was, as of 1200 12/12/09:  

 

1. Distance GPS-Hut (wall inlet) direct = 13m  

2. Distance GPS to hut along existing cable = 18m  

3. Suggested length of cable for replacement 20m 

4. Antenna oriented toward N  

5. Slant heights measured using Aluminium plate sharpened to a point  

along one edge placed flat on the GPS stand base.  A knife used to cut a  

line on the plate.  All slant heights N=S=E=W=159.60mm (measurements  

with Sidchrome 26116 electronic vernier caliper).  

6. Base support diameter 25.18mm.  

7. Solar panel and cabling appears in good condition  

8. Battery voltage 14.24v  

9. Regulator output voltage 14.24v 

10. GPS unit (T225378) NOT working (F1-F4, and start button used).  

11. Unit replaced with T224889.  

12. Satellites located - GPS 9, Glonas 3  

13. Sample interval set to 30 sec.  

14. Forgot to start logging till this morning 0630 (local time),  

logging started.  

15. Screen turned off by pressing start button once. 

              

The Pelican case containing the replaced unit was returned to the Captain of L’Astrolabe. 
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SURVEYING 

    Dr Chris Henderson 

Overview of existing benchmarks: 

 

ESTABLISHING A DIFFERENTIAL GPS 
In order to provide accurate differential GPS (DGPS) readings a new benchmark was 

established at Sorensen with a screw fitting to take the Trimble GPS antennae.  The new 

benchmark (called AUS2002RM1) was close to the existing one and slightly lower – the 

height difference being measured with a vernier calliper as 42.9 mm below the existing 

mark (top of plate – top of plate): 

 

One of the two Trimble units was designated as the Base unit, and was permanently 

situated at this new benchmark during the expedition.  It was powered by 12v from the hut 

supply. Because Base unit file sizes can get very large and unwieldy when the units are 
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running continuously, it was turned off every day or two – each occasion generating a new 

file. 

The second Trimble GPS unit was set up as a Rover unit, being transported in a backpack for 

walking surveys around the Cape, and placed in an 

adapted Nally bin for Radar and Bathymetry projects: 

One of the problems with the Trimble units, also 

encountered last year, is that the re-chargeable LiOn 

batteries don’t last long in the cold.  Despite adequate 

charging they frequently ran out, and so an external 

small SLA battery was adapted for the backpack unit so 

expeditioners could use the Trimble at any time. 

Expeditioners were encouraged to use the DGPS setup 

when walking around the Cape in order to collect data 

for the AAD Mapping Dept.  The height between the 

ground and the antenna base was recorded for different 

people.  This measurement inserted in the antenna height for the Trimble Office software 

when data processing.   

 

Works program for 2009/10:   

The following is the works program set out this year for surveying at Cape Denison, with 

comments on each section: 

1. Levelling between bench marks using Trimble geodetic GPS units, 

It was not possible to complete this.  The aim was to get an exact height between the 3 

benchmarks – at Sorensen (AUS2002 RM1), Mawsons Huts(AUS 2000 RM1), and 

Boat Harbour(AUS 2004).  In order for the measurements to be made a new 

benchmark had to be established at Mawsons Huts (the existing benchmark is sloping 

and not fitted for the Trimble antennae).  The cement grout needed to install a 

benchmark had been used up on the wind generator installation, and eventually we 

found out that new grout could not be delivered by L’Astrolabe.  Accordingly a 

temporary grout was made up using epoxy and sieved grit, but this did not work and 

the benchmark ended up sloping, so the levelling project was abandoned.  Next year 

the benchmark will have to be prised out using a stillson wrench with perhaps heat 

(epoxy is thermoplastic), and the hole drilled clear before re-grouting. 

2. Remove tide gauge, 

The Australian tide gauge was established two years ago, but no data has been 

downloaded from it.  A grabber was constructed for use from the surface, but as it 
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happened the MV ‘Steve Irwin’ arrived and the captain kindly allowed two divers and 

their IRB to be used.  Recovery was successful, the data was downloaded onshore, 

and the unit is RTA along with the barometer from Sorensen. 

 

 

3. Surface Traverse Profiles – strap GPS antenna to Quad or to expeditioners back pack 

and measure profiles in Cape Denison region (Important to note antenna height of 

GPS). Areas of interest to be detailed by AAD Mapping Officer, 

This was very successful.  In all 20 profiles were captured encompassing about 

74,000 accurate position points around Cape Denison.  Some areas were surveyed 

sufficient to make 3D maps of the terrain (around the Harbour for example) while 

other survey tracks delineated areas (the coast and Mawsons Beach).  All data was 

processed in Trimble Office to reduce it to the Sorensen Benchmark (AUS2002RM1) 

as origin. This graphic shows a composite of all the areas surveyed, with the area 

indicated by the yellow square shown in the next picture, illustrating what can be 

done when enough data is collected. 
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This graphic shows what can be done with adequate data collection.  It shows a 3D 

computer picture drawn using data from the yellow rectangle shown in the previous 

composite picture.  The terrain is in false colour, the awash rocks are in brown, and the 

harbour floor in blue.  The height scale has been exaggerated to more easily demonstrate 

the topography. 

 

4. Kite camera – if this was successful then take photos of penguin colonies for penguin 

counts. For census purposes, this is only of value if the photos are taken in the last 

weeks of November or first two week in December. 

Kite photography was very successful, and, although the photographs were not taken in 

the time period described above, the birds were still nesting as singletons, without 

hatched chicks, so the images can be used for penguin counts.   

The kite photography technique was in its initial stages this year, but it clearly is already 

useful for penguin counts.  Further development of the technique should allow scaled 

panoramas of multiple penguin colonies to be made so that large areas of penguin 

rookeries can be included. 
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Penguin colony photographed from a kite at about 50m.  The image on the right shows 

how, with simple processing of colour, contrast and brightness, the individual penguins 

can be made to stand out against the terrain.  The penguin numbers are easily counted 

using this technique. 

 

5. Measurement of “raised beach” identified by Prof; Pat Quilty. This can be done 

using one of two methods or combination of both: 

 

a) Measure location of beach using GPS, 

 

b) Stereo images using a fixed focal length camera from two positions fixed by GPS. 

NOTE: Not a zoom lens held fixed at a particular focal length. 

Suggest high resolution imagery or existing terrestrial photography is used to identify 

the beach by Prof; Pat Quilty before heading south. 

There is a separate report on the ‘raised beach’ – which was actually well described 

by FW Stillwell (Mawsons Geographer) in the Mawson expedition reports. The 

‘beach’ comprises large areas of water-worn stones spread over the whole western 

cape.  DGPS was used to delineate these areas, while photographs showed the beach 

morphology.  The beach is around 40ft higher than the existing sea level. 
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MAPPING THE ANCIENT BEACH DESCRIBED BY  

Mr FL STILWELL 

Dr Chris Henderson 

At the suggestion of Professor Pat Quilty (Geology UTAS) the reference by Mawson and the 

subsequent report by geologist Mr FL Stilwell1 to a ‘beach’ was followed up.   

The works plan was: 

1. discover and survey all areas with round water-worn stones at Cape Denison 

2. take a sample(s) for analysis of concretions found between stones.  Such samples 

can point to the origin of the ‘beach’ structure. 

SAMPLES OF BEACH CONCRETIONS 
Unfortunately the second aim was thwarted by the regulations.  These permit such samples, 

but only as part of a ‘recognised’ research project (which this apparently is not).   

There is evidence of concretions among the rocks below Sorensen, and the 10-20gm 

necessary for analysis can be collected some other time (when the paperwork is in order). It 

would be interesting to compare the findings with those detailed in Mawson’s scientific 

report by Mr F Chapman2. 

Mr Chapman’s conclusions on the one specimen (Mawson No 702) which contained shells 

are that the material contains organic particles including foraminifera, a milioline (Miliolina 

subrofunda), a fragment of an intermediate coral, and an echinoderm plate.  The sample 

consisted of consolidated beach sand with a matrix of calcareous cement. 

It is likely some interesting material can be found for comparison, and it is suggested that, if 

support can be found (ie a ‘recognised’ research project), that samples of concretions are 

taken in the future.  This year an area of concretion was found about 100m NE of Sorensen 

between the boulders, and no doubt other deposits can be discovered among the sections 

of beach detailed here.   

WHAT IS MEANT BY A ‘BEACH’ 
The ‘beach’ referred to was described by Stillwell as a rocky boulder beach - much the same 

as in temperate climates.  He confirmed its nature by examining its morphology, by its 

                                                      
1
 Mawsons Reports: Series A vol III part 1:The Metamorphic Rocks of Adelie Land by FL Stillwell. Chapter II ‘The 

Physiography of Cape Denison’ p15ff.   
2
 Ibid: Notes on a Consolidated Beach Sand by Mr FL Chapman ALS, Palaeontologist to the National Museum, 

Melbourne. P21. 
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composition, and by collecting samples of the concretions found between the boulders 

(later examined by FL Chapman as noted above).   

Stillwell’s reasoning and conclusions are interesting.  Since much of the experience of 

present day expeditioners to Cape Denison relates to the rock, which we see and live with 

every day, it is worth going back to Stillwell’s original account. 

In his general description of the geology of the area, with particular reference to moraines 

(Stillwell p20), two types of moraine were described – an ‘upper’ and a ‘lower’.   

He describes the upper moraines as “...the usual type of deposit with many of the stones 

much worn, though not often well rounded like river pebbles.  Some look like rock chips with 

the salient angles and edges worn off.”   These are the areas of loose stones at Cape 

Denison, and are found in abundance.  They form many of the features of the terrain 

expeditioners walk over.  

By contrast the lower moraines are altogether different, Stillwell continues: 

 “The abundant variety of rock types on the ‘upper moraines’ makes them very different 

from the ‘lower moraines’.  In the latter the boulders are more rounded, though still not 

altogether like river or marine boulders…. Further, some degree or sorting into sizes seems to 

have been accomplished.  Some banks are dominated by boulders averaging one foot in 

diameter; while others consist, in the main, of pebbles about 3in in diameter.  … The ‘lower 

moraines’ are found in banks and bars which are parallel to the coast, and which follow, 

more or less, all the indentations of the contour.  They are well seen in the lower parts of the 

valleys, and in one case three moraine bars appear in succession between the 40ft level and 

sea level, producing a terraced appearance. … the ‘lower moraine’ has the general 

appearance of a beach deposit. 

The presence of these ‘lower moraines’ is, no doubt, associated with the presence of the 

zone of relatively polished rock in the peripheral area below the 40ft contour level. It has 

been mentioned that this zone is represented on the Mackellar Islands.” 

Stillwell concludes that: 

“The grading into sizes must have been accomplished by sea water... ”  

“They are the equivalent of the raised beaches in normal climates, and, therefore, indicate, 

like the zone of polished rock, slight relative uplift” 

The beach origin of these ‘lower moraines’ was confirmed by the finding, in specimen No 

702 described above, of shell fragments.  Obviously if the remains of marine organisms are 

found between boulders then the area must have been underwater at some stage.  It would 

be interesting to extend this single finding. 
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EXAMPLES OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF MORAINE 
The following pictures show the features described by Stillwell: 

This shows rock from the ‘upper moraine’ 

and the ‘lower moraine’.  Note the darker 

rock on the right is still sharp edged 

despite glacial action, whereas the 

rounded lighter colour stones on the left 

have been subject to weathering by waves 

in a marine environment. (from N of Alga 

Lake) 

 

 

 

Upper moraine rock is sharper and 

heterogenous. (kite aerial photo from S of 

Long Lake) 

 

 

 

 

Lower moraine (beach) rock shows 

rounding at all levels, with grit in the 

matrix.  The stones are more 

homogenous. 

(from N of Alga Lake) 
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Stillwell describes a distinct boundary at 

the 40ft level between wave washed 

rocks and sharper-edged rocks.  This 

may represent the level of the original 

seashore. Here at the northern end of 

the Azimuth range the rocks in the 

foreground are sharply defined while 

those in slightly lower demonstrate 

rounded edges and smooth surfaces. 

 

 

An ‘upper moraine’ of sharp-edged rock 

forms the Northern wall containing Low 

Lake.  The glacier is (just) visible in the 

background, the photograph is taken 

from the moraine looking S over Low 

Lake, which is about 50m long and 3m 

deep (see report MHF 2008-9 for a 

bathymetric  survey of this lake using 

radar). 

 

 

 

Terracing is evident on the beach to the 

E of Cape Denison, in the bay where 

Sorensen Hut is situated.  On the ground 

three distinct terraces can be easily 

distinguished, not clearly visible here. 

(looking E from Sorensen Hut) 
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MAPPING THE BEACH AREAS 
The features described by Stillwell, and illustrated above, were found in the Cape Denison 

area – more easily this year because the ice levels were low and melting occurred quickly 

during our stay. 

A differential GPS (DGPS) installation allowed accurate mapping of the borders and heights 

of the beach areas.  It was found that the highest point of the rounded boulders was in the 

bay E from Sorensen (6m above benchmark), and this was a similar height (3m below 

benchmark) as the top of the boulders on the W side of Cape Denison at Azimuth Range 700 

metres to the West.  Water-rolled boulders and rocks were found in numerous places along 

the coast of Cape Denison, with by far the largest area in the Sorensen Hut bay.  No areas of 

terracing were seen other than in that bay. 

 

An example of a DGPS track is shown on the left where 

the areas of rounded boulders in the Sorensen Hut bay 

were delineated. 

 

Below is a map of the Cape Denison area showing 

where the rounded boulders were seen.  Other areas 

may exist hidden by ice. 
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The following image is taken from a kite looking NE across the bay where the Sorensen hut is 

situated.  It shows how extensive  the round boulders are, being essentially everything above 

the grey line on the photograph. 

 

 

This image is taken from the top of a gully on the W side of the Azimuth range showing 

round boulders going down to the sea.  The top of this boulder gulley is approximately the 

same height (36m) as the top of the boulders in the aerial image above which is 700m to the 

East. 
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Two kite aerial photographs showing fine rounded stones at about the same elevation – the 

band bottom L of the upper picture is from the Sorensen Hut valley, the lower picture shows 

a similar band to the S of Mawsons Huts. 
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A picture showing how high the rounded boulders reach – boulders at the base of a rocky 

outcrop on the N end of the range of Proclamation Hill.  This lies to the E of Mawsons Huts. 

 

Below is an aerial photo looking S over the valley of Mawsons Huts with yellow areas 

denoting the extent of visible rounded boulders.  The image above was taken from the 

leftmost area in this photograph. 
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AUSTRALIAN TIDE GAUGE RETRIEVAL  

Dr Chris Henderson 

As the climate changes, so the level of the ocean rises.  Or at least, we think it does.  Climate changes take 
place over tens or hundreds of years and accurate data is hard to come by, which is why Cape Denison is an 
important place. 
 
One hundred years ago, Sir Douglas Mawson established a base at Cape Denison.  His expedition was intended 
to explore the frontiers of knowledge in Antarctica, unlike those of Scott, Shackleton and Amundsen who 
wanted to conquer unknown lands.  The diverse scientific work of his expeditioners covered many fields, and 
the reports run to 860 pages, a scientific tour-de-force which has had little equal in the history of exploration.  
 
There are few places in the world where accurate tidal observations have been carried out over a long period 
of time.  Here is one such place.  A joint Australian-French project has seen the installation of two tide gauges 
at Boat Harbour, the bay in front of Mawsons Huts.  These observations have now been running over two 
years, and the two instruments measure the height of the sea throughout the year.  A similar unit in our 
accommodation at the Sorensen Hut measures barometric pressure.   Each year expeditioners from the 
Mawsons Huts Foundation calibrate these recordings by installing a temporary GPS unit at Mawsons’ survey 
benchmark near the huts, and another unit floating on the waters of the harbour.  The barometric pressure 
data is downloaded at the same time. 
 
The Australian unit is now due for return to Australia, while the French unit will be resited in the next couple of 
years.  
 
Finding and raising a 40kg x 600mm disc from the bottom of the harbour is not an easy feat, and while we had 
the support of French divers last year, there are none this year.  I made a steel grab which should have allowed 
us to secure and raise the tide gauge from our inflatable.  It worked on a mock-up in Ralphs Bay in Tasmania, 
but needless to say repeating the exercise under Antarctic conditions promised to be a touch more difficult.  
 
The ship ‘Steve Irwin’ anchored at Cape Denison on 19

th
 December 2009. The captain kindly agreed to lend us 

the services of their two divers to locate the tide gauge. 
  

 
The day was calm, an unusual event - ideal conditions for the operation.  Steve 
Irwin has a large inflatable rubber craft which provided a secure platform for us.  
The two divers, Josh and Lee spent around half an hour in the icy waters at 6m 
with 1m visibility.  Eventually Josh found it and heaved it into a net, gave four 
tugs on the line and I hauled it into the boat. 
 

  
On 20

th
 December I downloaded the data from the tide gauge and from the 

barometric unit in Sorensen.  The tide gauge and the barometer unit at Sorensen 
were returned to Australia. 
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JOURNALISTS REPORT – Pauline Askin, Thompson-Reuters 

As a multimedia journalist on the 2009/10 Mawson’s Huts Foundation Expedition, I relied on 

email to file text, pictures (low and high resolution) and television footage via a BGan 

Satellite phone. 

I would advise any journalists travelling on future expeditions to ensure they have back-up 

software as well as hardware and plenty of batteries (batteries don’t last long in the cold).  

I had no issues filing text or pictures.  However, I encountered major technical problems with 

the software used to digitise television footage which simply died!  All the back-up hardware 

in the world couldn’t help me in this situation.  Being in such a remote environment it wasn’t 

possible to get hold of the software to reload and cost me valuable time trying to work out a 

solution.   I can’t stress the importance of ensuring back-up soft and hardware for anything 

you take to Cape Denison and a Plan B if it all comes crashing down around you. 

Initially we encountered some technical communications problems setting up the BGan e.g. 

the button on the device getting jammed.  A phone call back to the Reuters office helped 

solve the problem.  If for future expeditions a BGan is carried it would be advisable that the 

person in charge of it is totally familiar with the device before travelling as it may reduce 

stress levels down on the ice and save time.  In 2009/10 this wasn’t the case as the Expedition 

Leader Tony Stewart had never been given an opportunity to test the unit until we were 

sailing down the southern ocean and I had only practised using it once as it was out of the 

country until days before I travelled – through patience and determination Tony overcame the 

issues. 

Prior to travelling I would advise (if the journalist hasn’t been before) they: 

 Have a bank of stories pre-written which they can top and tail, add colour and fresh 

quotes while at Cape Denison.  This allows a guaranteed number of stories will get 

filed and frees up time and pressure on the journalist to look around for more day to 

day stories that are more obvious once they’ve settled in. 

 Make contact (through Rob Easther) with the French or whoever’s ship you are 

travelling on to find out who will be on board the vessel and if they will be open to 

being interviewed.   

Thanks to Patrice Godon, Head of Polar Logistics from the French Polar Institute Paul 

Emile Victor (IPEV) I shared a cabin with a scientist travelling to Dumont D’Urville.  

I would recommend this arrangement; although it split me up from the Mawson’s 

Hut’s Foundation group, it provided me with a quick introduction to ‘who’s who 

travelling to Dumont D’Urville’ and made interviewing an assortment of people much 

easier.    Interviewing as many people on board the vessel will also help with story 

ideas. 

Lastly, ‘don’t dismiss the opportunity to interview the interesting people you are living and 

working with’.   It was my pleasure to have been able to interview every single member of the 

Mawson’s Hut’s Foundation Expedition 2009/10 about their specific roles at Cape Denison.  
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I was genuinely intrigued by their role, how their jobs intertwined and the pride and respect 

they had as a team for the big picture.  They gave me their time readily and as such, I feel 

privileged to tell their tale, work side by side with them every day and most importantly be a 

part of the Mawson’s Huts Foundation. 

 

Pauline Askin, Reuters Journalist/ Mawson’s Huts Foundation Expedition 2009/10 
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ATTACHMENTS 
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Bin Food Size

MHF 37 Pancake shake (mix) assorted flavours 325gm 9

Coconut Cream 400ml can 4

Beetroot Sliced 425gm can 3

mushrooms Sliced in butter sauce 220gm 8

Parmesan Kraft Grated 250gm 8

Salt 750gms 3

MHF 15 violet crumble 150

MHF 17 coffee Vittoria Ground 200gms 18

chocolate Cadbury Drinking 400gms 1

Gravy Gravox Mix 425gms 1

Apricots Dried 1 kg 1

walnuts 1 kg 1

sultanas 1 kg 1

currants 300gms 2

Rice Basmati 1 kg 3

Cocoa Bournville 250gms 2

cake mix White wings 310gms 5

MHF10 Beetroot Sliced 425gms 9

mushrooms Sliced in butter sauce 220gms 1

Flour Self-Raising 2kgs 6

Flour Plain 2kg 1

Dry Yeast Angest Instant 500gms 3

Durum Semolina 1kg 1

MHF5 Pasta Divella Angel Hair 500gms 7

brown rice Medium grain wholegrain 1kg 4

Rice Basmati 1kg 3

Beetroot Sliced 425gms 3

MHF26 Lasagne Instant 250gm 8

Tubular spaghetti 500gms 4

Fettuccine 500gms 1

Red Lentils 1kg 3

Green/Brown Lentils 1kg 3

Yellow split peas 1kg 2

Rice Jasmine 1kg 13

MHF 14 Mars Bars 53gms 40

Snickers 53gms 44

Seasame Bars 45gms 70

Summer Rolls 40gms 180

MFH13 Tubular Spaghetti 500gms 2

Milk Powder Sunshine Fullcream 700gms 4

Breadmix multigrain 4x600 packs 2.4kgs 3

Breadmix Golden wholemeal 4 x 600 packs 2.4kgs 1

Fettuccine 500gms 4

pasta Spirals 500gms 3

MHF 1 Lauke Crusty White Bread Mix 600gms 20

Flour Plain 2kg 2

flour Self Raising 2kg 1

Bread mix soy linseed 4x600 packs 2.4kg 3

MHF 27 Lasagne Instant 250gms 8

Bread Crumbs Krummies 375gms 2

peas surprise dehydrated 100gms 23
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Milk Powder Sunshine Fullcream 750gms 5

Sugar Castor 500gms 5

Tomato paste 140gms 7

Breadmix Golden wholemeal 4 x 600 packs 2.4kg 1

MHF 33 Mars Bars 33

Sugar Raw 2kg 6

Custard Powder Vanilla 375gms 1

Jatz Crackers 250gms 4

Salada Crackers 250gm 5

MHF 16 Deb potato 115gms 18

Bread mix soy linseed 4x600 packs 4

Breadmix Golden wholemeal 4 x 600 packs 2

MHF 31 Sunflower Oil 750gms 3

Weet Bix 275gm 7

Canned Fruit:  sliced pineapple 850gm 2

Canned Fruit:  peach halves 850gm 1

Canned Fruit:  Fruit Salad 850gm 2

soy sauce Kikkoman 600mls 2

Jatz Crackers 250gms 7

MHF 25 Vitawheats 250gms 4

Jatz Crackers 250gms 4

Weet Bix 375gms 6

Sustain Cereal 575gms 4

MHF 50 Vitawheats 250gm 28

Salada Crackers 250gms 3

MHF 34 Fruit Juice, pineapple, smart juice, orange 1 litre 23

MHF 35 Fruit Juice, pineapple,apple, orange 1 litre 24

MHF 51 Toilet Rolls 86

MHF 56 methylated spirits 4 litres 1

methylated spirits 500m;s 2

white vinegar 2 litres 1

Eucalyptus disinfectant 2 litres 1

Aquim hand wash 375ml 5

jiff 750ml 3

Cold power washing liquid 1.5 litre 3

Eucalyptus disinfectant 2 litres 1

Wool wash 750ml 2

Dettol 500ml 1

Cussons soap cakes 5

chux cleaning wipes container 1

spray and wipe 500ml 1

iso wipe antibacterial wipes container 1

MHF 57 heavy duty garbage bags 50 2

plastic drop sheets pkt 1 2

scourer sponge pkt pkt 6 1

scourer pad pkt 5 2

sponges pkt 3 1

rubber gloves prs 4

stainless steel scouers pkt 5 1

chux cleaning wipes pkt 12 1

roll plastic garbage bags 2

MHF 58 Toilet Rolls 48

MHF 59 Toilet Rolls 48
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MHF 60 Toilet Rolls 48

MHF 61 Sugar Raw 1 kg 5

Sugar Raw 2 kg 4

milk powder 400gms 2

milk powder 750gms 6

dessicated coconut 250gms 5

MHF 62 tinned butter 454gms 21

sweetened condensed milk 395gms 7

tinned ham plumrose 450gms 9

MHF 63 cup of soup pkt of 4 50

White wings cake mix 1 cake 10

MHF 20 chocolate Cadbury Drinking 400gms 3

Tea Leaf Dilmah 250gns 5

Tea Green Liptons 50 tea bag 6

Tea Leaf Earl Grey 125gms 6

coffee Vittoria Ground 200gms 9

Tea Bags Lipton 50 tea bag 3

MHF 8 Seasame Bars 166

Summer Rolls 108

Snickers 17

Muesli bars 69

MHF 4 Meusili 16kgs 1

MHF 22 Tabasco 60ml 16

Ginger Crushed 160 gms 10

Garlic Minced 170 gms 11

Parmesan Kraft Grated 250gms 8

Salt 750 gms 2

Curry Powder Keenes 120gms 2

black pepper ground 100gms 2

black pepper ground 50gms 3

whole grain mustard 175gms 3

Vegetable stock cubes 105gms 4

Gravy Gravox Mix 425 gms 2

Chicken stock cubes 20gms 12

Beef stock cubes 20gms 3

Mint Dried 7gms 6

Chilli Flakes 18gms 12

Chilli Flakes 16gms 4

Nutmeg 30gms 2

Tumeric 30gms 2

Whole cloves 20gms 2

Coriander Seeds Ground 20gms 2

Mixed Herbs 10gms 2

Rosemary Leaves 16gms 2

Allspice 30gms 2

Cardamon seeds ground 45 gms 1

Basil Leaves 33 gms 1

MHF 44 Toilet Rolls 47

MHF 2 Toilet Rolls 26

MHF 38 Toilet Rolls 55

Shelving East Fruit Juice, pineapple,apple, orange 2 litres 7

Gladwrap 30 metres 2

Tin foil (caterers) 150 meters 1
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sponges pkt 3 1

scrubbing brush 1

stainless steel scouers pkt 5 1

chux cleaning wipes pkt 10 1

rubber gloves prs 3

bread mix multigrain 5 kgs 1

flour Self Raising 2 kg 2

Flour Plain 1 kg 2

Flour Plain 2kg 1

Dry Yeast Angest Instant 500gms 1

semolina durum 1 kg 1

Breadmix Golden wholemeal 4 x 600 packs 2.4 1

MHF 64  Apricots Dried 1 kg 1

Sultanas 1 kg 3

chick peas dried 1 kg 1

apples dried 1 kg 3

Sultanas 500gms 3

Red Lentils 1 kg 1

walnuts 1kg 2

almonds raw 1 kg 1

brown lentils 2 kg 1

pumpkin seeds 500gms 1

peanuts raw 1 kg 1

prunes 1 kg 1

pears dried 500gms 1

almonds, smoked 500gms 1

pine nuts 500gms 1

Shelving southMilo 750gms 1

coffee nescafe instant 150gms 3

golden syrup 850gms 1

tang 500gms 1

Cornflour 300gms 2

Custard Powder Vanilla 375gms 1

Christmas pudding 3

Peanut butter smooth 500gms 2
Vegemite 400gms 2

Jam, blackberry 500gms 2

Jam, strawberry 500gms 2

Nutella 750gms 1

Yoghurt satches assorted fruit flavours 240gms 6

Jelly Crystals 85gms 13

Biscuits, Arnotts assorted creams 2

Cooking Cream 1 litre 5

cake mix White wings 4

Biscuits, Butternuts 1

Popcorn 375gms 5

Jam, blackberry 250gms 2

Jam, strawberry 250gms 2

Shelving East

mushrooms, sliced in butter 220gms 4

beetroot, sliced 825gms 1

asparagus 425gms 8

pesto, basil 190gm 3
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pesto, sundried tomato 190gm 8

baked beans 420gm 14

chickpeas 410gms 13

red kidney beans 410gms 13

Fettucine 500gms 4

rice, jasmine 1 kg 4

rice, basmati 1 kg 1

rice, long grain 1kg 2

soba noodles 270gms 1

udon noodles 270gms 1

Spring roll skins 375gms 1

pasta, angel hair 500gms 2

lasagna, instant 250gms 4

noodles, rice 400gms 3

Pumpernickle 500gms 8

Sardines 100gms 49

salmon, pink 425gms 6

Tuna, sirena in oil 425gms 6

Tuna assorted flavours 95gms 20

smoked oysters 85gms 18

Anchovies 45gms 8

Water chestnuts 500gms 1

canned fruit, assorted types 825gms 15

Peas, dehydrated 20

Tomato paste 140gm 4

bamboo shoots 500gms 1

soya bean paste (miso) 500gms 3

soya bean paste (miso) 1kg 1

nasi goreng mix 40gm 3

Palm sugar pkt 1

Chicken stock cubes 80

Beef Stock cubes 50

Salt 2kgs 1

Vegetable stock cubes 10

lime squeeze 250ml 14

lemon squeeze 250gms 7

red curry paste 400gms 1

green curry paste 200gms 1

curry powder, Ayam 80gms 1

Worcester sauce 250gms 2

soy sauce, kikkoman 600mls 1

Black bean sauce 200gml 1

Shelving NorthGaram Masala 150gm 1

Coriander leaf 200gms 1

Tumeric 400gms 1

Garlic Flakes 400gms 1

Curry powder, vindaloo 400gms 1

curry powder, chana masala 400gms 1

Paprika, hot 200gms 1

black pepper corns 400gms 1
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Garam Masala 400gm 1

Coriander, ground 300gms 1

parsley flakes 100gms 1

oregano, dried 100gms 1

cummin, ground 350gms 1

parmasan, kraft 250 gms 2

fenugreek seeds 100gms 1

caynne pepper 100gms 1

mixed herbs 40gm 1

basil leaves 40gms 1

sumac 40gms 1

ginger, ground 80gms 1

cardamom, ground 20gms 1

oregano, dried 80gms 1

basil leaves 80gms 1

lemon pepper 170gms 1

Cloves 10gms 1

paprika, hot 10gms 1

nutmeg 10gms 1

cinamon 40gms 1

cardamom, ground 20gms 1

mint 7gm 1

Coriander, ground 20gm 1

cinamon 30gms 1

cloves 20gm 1

chilli flakes 32gms 1

rosemary leaves 16gms 1

Black pepper, ground 100gms 1

cinamon 32gms 1

Garlic, minced 170gms 1

Mango powder 50 gms 1

whole grain mustard 200gms 1

White pepper, 40gm 1

MHF 65 Olive Oil 1 litre 3

Vinegar, white wine 500mls 3

Vinegar, malt 750mls 3

capers 150gms 9

sesame oil 200ml 2

mustard oil 200ml 1

capers 800gm 1

MHF 66 icing sugar 500gms 8

flour, plain 2 kg 1

Fegg 2kgs 1

Caster sugar 500gms 5

golden syrup 850gms 1

crème of tartar 125gm 1

Bicarbsoda 250gms 2

baking powder 125gms 1

Cocoa, bornville 250gms 2

Sugar, raw 2kgs 1

jelly crystals 85gms 7

Cornflour 300gms 2

cocconut, dessicated 250gms 2
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Kitchen Equipment Quantity Size

Rambo Gas Burner Model No; 

RB61761P with gas regulator and 

hose 1

Aluminium saucepan 3 4 litre

none with 

lids

Aluminium saucepan 1 3 litre with lid

Aluminium saucepan 3 2 litre with lids

Aluminium saucepan 2 1.5 litre with lid

Aluminium saucepan 1 1 litre with lid

stainless steel pan 1 5 litres with lid

stock pot 1 15 litres with lid

stock pot with heavy base 1 15 litres

large pans for melting snow 2 20 litres

fry pan, medium 3

fry pan, large stainless steel 1

wok and lid 1

large deep baking tray 2

one has 

puncture 

hole

large shallow baking tray 2

bread tins 4

muffin tin (12) 1

cake tin 1 22cm

glass casserole and lid 1 3 litre

colander, large, stainless steel 2

stove top kettle 1

billy can with spout 1 with lid

coffee plunger 2 1.5 litre

stove top toaster 1

bowl pyrex 1 3 litre

bowl, plastic 2 5 litres

bowl, stainless steel 2 1.5 litre

bowl, stainless steel 2 4 litre

Nalgene Bottles 4 1 litre

measuring jug, plastic 3 1 litre

Oven 1

measuring cup set 1

measuring spoon set 1

Metal Thermos flasks 3 1 litre

chopping boards 7

pepper grinder 1

salt shaker 1

tea egg 1

potato peelers 9

stainless steel serving spoon 1

large slotted spoons, stainless steel 3

wooden spoons 5

soup ladle 1

large chefs knife 1

bread knife 1

cutting knives 2
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meat cleavers 2

potato masher 2

whisk 1

baking spatulas 3

frying spatulas 2

large metal tongs 1

egg beater 1

steel (knife sharpener) 1

plastic sieve/strainer 1

can openers 3

noodle servers 2

scrubbing brushes for dishes 2

small scrubbing brush for hands 1

water containers 6 25 litres

plastic container, with sealable lid 1 10 litre

plastic container, with sealable lid 1 4 litre

plastic container, with sealable lid 2 2 litre

plastic container, with sealable lid 3 1 litre

plastic container, with sealable lid 4 500ml

serving spoons 4

knives 14

forks 16

desert spoons 11

soup spoons 13

teaspoons 5

soup plates 17

dinner plates 25

bread plates 9

cups, insulated 14

wine glasses, plastic 8

tea towels 12

teapot 1

yoghurt maker 1

Win glasses, glass 6

Next year

new stove top kettle large

new electrical kettle

pizza trays

cast iron baking dish 

new insulated cups

tea towels

tea spoons

cable ties lots in varying sizes

paper towels

bread tins
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Tool Box No. 12

Item Size Quantity

Angle grinder blades 235mm 30

Angle grinder blades 115mm 4

Angle grinder disks 115mm 3

String line rolls 3

Sandpaper various

Long series drill bits 3/8th 1

Long series drill bits 1/2 inch 1

Long series drill bits 1/8th 1

Makita planer blades 1

Lettre/number punch set 1

Drill bit box various

Claw Hammer 1

Pinch Bar 1

Imperial drill bit set  1

Belt sander belts various

Aviation snips 1

Pinch Bar 2

G Clamps 600 mm 4

Hilti drill bits 25 mm 2

Hilti drill bits 20 mm 1

Hilti drill bits 32 mm 1

FULL INVENTORY AVAILABLE FROM ROB EASTHER
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Timber lists at Cape Denison 2009/2010 

 

Timber pile to the south of Sorensen Hut. 

 

Baltic pine tongue and groove 150x22 

55 at 4.2 meters (with a coating of Intergrain) 

8 at 4.8 meters (new boards) 

 

Baltic pine batten 70 x22 

24 at 4.2 

 

Oregon pine  

70x70    11 at 3.6 

100x50 4 at 4.2 

125x50 8 at 4.2  

150x125 5 at 4.2 

200x50 3 at 4.2 

125x35 14 at 4.8 

75x50 9 at 4.2  

100x25 10 at 4.2 

 

Hardwood oak 

100x25 10 at 3.6 

 

Timber pile number 2 (south of Sorenson) 

    

Tongue and groove Baltic pine from the 1970’s 

150x22, 3 packs at 4.8 meters long and 26 in each pack 

Total boards 77 

 

Timber pile on ridge line behind Mawson’s Huts. (From the 1970’s) 

   

There remain several packs of timber at this location. These timbers where delivered 

by the French in 2003 and dropped on the ridge line behind Mawson’s Huts. This has 

been the first year since delivery that it has been seen. 3 packs of tongue and groove 

were retrieved but the remainder was buried under substantial hard ice. 5 packs that 

were visible remain and a GPS mark was taken. 3 of these 5 were tongue and groove 

and the others were 70x50 Oregon pine. 

GPS co-ordinates; south 67.00.625, east 142.39.782 

It is worth noting that excavation of this material is very time consuming and the 

quality of the lining boards is very poor. I.E. the tongue and grooves have been 

severely damaged 
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APPENDIX 3 –  ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA 

DIFFERENTIAL GPS DATA – DISTANCE 

This data relates to the Trimble Differential GPS data taken which follows the 
outline of the northern rocky outcrop and the scatter sample squares as well 
as a lap around the main huts. 

4679,0.000,0.000,-29.458,07:00:37 4 Jan 2010 

4679,0.000,0.000,-29.458,15:22:31 7 Jan 2010 

04670020,-501.360,303.182,-38.959,09:12:13 3 Jan 2010 

AUTO0001,-422.042,-54.802,-38.660,17:23:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0002,-422.125,-54.740,-38.607,17:23:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0003,-422.069,-54.771,-38.591,17:23:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0004,-422.082,-54.796,-38.604,17:23:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0005,-422.084,-54.800,-38.601,17:23:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0006,-422.067,-54.788,-38.601,17:23:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0007,-422.090,-54.783,-38.598,17:23:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0008,-422.053,-54.781,-38.612,17:23:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0009,-422.023,-54.778,-38.606,17:23:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0010,-422.022,-54.810,-38.619,17:23:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0011,-422.056,-54.807,-38.615,17:23:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0012,-422.076,-54.796,-38.609,17:23:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0013,-422.077,-54.792,-38.615,17:23:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0014,-422.073,-54.766,-38.607,17:23:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0015,-422.072,-54.740,-38.605,17:23:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0016,-422.067,-54.745,-38.611,17:23:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0017,-422.122,-54.765,-38.624,17:23:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0018,-422.167,-54.714,-38.569,17:23:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0019,-422.150,-54.684,-38.573,17:23:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0020,-422.232,-54.706,-38.652,17:23:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0021,-422.529,-54.730,-38.643,17:23:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0022,-422.673,-54.633,-38.688,17:23:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0023,-422.788,-54.553,-38.711,17:23:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0024,-422.733,-54.513,-38.723,17:23:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0025,-422.705,-54.489,-38.781,17:23:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0026,-422.807,-54.429,-38.778,17:23:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0027,-422.967,-54.243,-38.707,17:23:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0028,-423.044,-54.014,-38.776,17:23:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0029,-423.018,-53.737,-38.706,17:23:35 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0030,-423.050,-53.532,-38.736,17:23:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0031,-423.138,-53.142,-38.676,17:23:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0032,-423.190,-52.628,-38.530,17:23:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0033,-423.190,-52.599,-38.451,17:23:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0034,-423.390,-52.092,-38.475,17:23:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0035,-423.572,-51.430,-38.497,17:23:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0036,-423.697,-50.766,-38.502,17:23:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0037,-423.904,-50.249,-38.535,17:23:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0038,-423.916,-49.902,-38.542,17:23:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0039,-424.059,-49.590,-38.589,17:23:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0040,-424.168,-49.384,-38.574,17:23:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0041,-424.172,-49.078,-38.597,17:23:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0042,-424.339,-48.805,-38.612,17:23:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0043,-424.321,-48.519,-38.637,17:23:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0044,-424.365,-48.138,-38.606,17:23:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0045,-424.499,-47.830,-38.642,17:23:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0046,-424.567,-47.671,-38.620,17:23:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0047,-424.579,-47.439,-38.606,17:23:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0048,-424.767,-47.167,-38.683,17:23:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0049,-424.768,-46.791,-38.696,17:23:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0050,-424.896,-46.469,-38.691,17:23:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0051,-424.983,-46.137,-38.698,17:23:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0052,-425.048,-45.771,-38.692,17:23:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0053,-425.160,-45.381,-38.694,17:23:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0054,-425.079,-45.208,-38.627,17:24:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0055,-424.797,-45.056,-38.452,17:24:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0056,-424.502,-44.867,-38.375,17:24:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0057,-424.224,-44.803,-38.298,17:24:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0058,-423.992,-44.840,-38.189,17:24:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0059,-423.588,-44.587,-38.314,17:24:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0060,-423.545,-44.576,-38.194,17:24:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0061,-423.349,-44.446,-38.214,17:24:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0062,-423.353,-44.338,-38.252,17:24:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0063,-423.367,-44.135,-38.318,17:24:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0064,-423.371,-44.069,-38.297,17:24:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0065,-423.436,-43.961,-38.409,17:24:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0066,-423.516,-43.777,-38.651,17:24:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0067,-423.354,-43.700,-38.618,17:24:13 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0068,-423.170,-43.552,-38.597,17:24:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0069,-423.056,-43.408,-38.574,17:24:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0070,-423.087,-43.338,-38.578,17:24:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0071,-423.171,-43.100,-38.598,17:24:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0072,-423.251,-42.774,-38.508,17:24:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0073,-423.615,-42.491,-38.623,17:24:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0074,-423.615,-42.278,-38.619,17:24:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0075,-423.563,-42.237,-38.572,17:24:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0076,-423.645,-41.988,-38.609,17:24:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0077,-423.630,-41.756,-38.593,17:24:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0078,-423.671,-41.391,-38.597,17:24:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0079,-423.814,-41.154,-38.642,17:24:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0080,-423.849,-41.488,-38.644,17:24:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0081,-423.761,-41.541,-38.629,17:24:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0082,-423.816,-41.463,-38.600,17:24:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0083,-423.702,-41.206,-38.583,17:24:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0084,-423.884,-40.938,-38.689,17:24:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0085,-423.760,-40.526,-38.811,17:24:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0086,-423.973,-40.007,-38.751,17:24:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0087,-424.057,-39.808,-38.720,17:24:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0088,-424.189,-39.457,-38.754,17:24:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0089,-424.256,-39.384,-38.762,17:24:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0090,-424.131,-39.311,-38.726,17:24:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0091,-424.077,-39.087,-38.782,17:24:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0092,-423.989,-38.983,-38.760,17:24:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0093,-423.745,-38.854,-38.687,17:24:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0094,-423.493,-38.791,-38.705,17:24:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0095,-423.312,-38.711,-38.642,17:24:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0096,-423.245,-38.710,-38.750,17:24:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0097,-423.237,-38.717,-38.688,17:24:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0098,-423.216,-38.727,-38.665,17:24:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0099,-423.127,-38.692,-38.661,17:24:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0100,-423.049,-38.691,-38.579,17:24:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0101,-423.030,-38.685,-38.579,17:24:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0102,-422.840,-38.636,-38.554,17:24:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0103,-422.269,-38.487,-37.983,17:24:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0104,-422.334,-38.575,-37.957,17:24:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0105,-422.382,-38.582,-37.960,17:24:57 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0106,-422.409,-38.562,-38.025,17:24:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0107,-422.417,-38.479,-38.077,17:24:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0108,-422.435,-38.428,-38.134,17:25:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0109,-422.392,-38.423,-38.132,17:25:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0110,-422.398,-38.241,-38.326,17:25:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0111,-422.370,-37.962,-38.409,17:25:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0112,-422.330,-37.967,-38.482,17:25:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0113,-422.019,-37.549,-38.591,17:25:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0114,-421.999,-36.685,-38.396,17:25:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0115,-421.124,-36.820,-38.314,17:25:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0116,-420.643,-36.522,-37.930,17:25:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0117,-420.470,-36.407,-37.972,17:25:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0118,-419.940,-36.357,-37.803,17:25:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0119,-420.082,-36.293,-37.497,17:25:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0120,-419.741,-36.243,-37.458,17:25:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0121,-419.389,-36.014,-37.460,17:25:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0122,-419.200,-36.595,-37.357,17:25:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0123,-419.054,-36.943,-37.284,17:25:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0124,-418.890,-37.104,-37.205,17:25:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0125,-418.800,-37.390,-37.263,17:25:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0126,-418.835,-37.590,-37.251,17:25:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0127,-418.860,-37.593,-37.259,17:25:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0128,-418.837,-37.567,-37.256,17:25:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0129,-418.389,-37.419,-37.332,17:25:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0130,-417.867,-37.200,-37.069,17:25:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0131,-417.328,-37.178,-37.157,17:25:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0132,-416.959,-37.086,-37.183,17:25:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0133,-416.658,-37.107,-37.263,17:25:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0134,-416.411,-37.050,-37.439,17:25:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0135,-416.300,-37.003,-37.769,17:25:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0136,-416.098,-36.900,-37.818,17:25:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0137,-415.848,-36.892,-37.765,17:25:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0138,-415.610,-36.880,-37.931,17:25:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0139,-415.349,-36.937,-37.925,17:25:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0140,-415.324,-37.049,-37.933,17:25:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0141,-415.217,-37.354,-37.976,17:25:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0142,-415.032,-37.787,-37.893,17:25:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0143,-414.897,-38.232,-37.827,17:25:35 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0144,-414.789,-38.773,-37.795,17:25:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0145,-414.692,-39.314,-37.751,17:25:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0146,-414.498,-39.882,-37.715,17:25:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0147,-414.393,-40.542,-37.675,17:25:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0148,-414.233,-40.961,-37.663,17:25:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0149,-414.191,-41.318,-37.659,17:25:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0150,-414.039,-41.828,-37.641,17:25:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0151,-413.958,-42.295,-37.636,17:25:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0152,-413.928,-42.791,-37.637,17:25:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0153,-413.711,-43.379,-37.587,17:25:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0154,-413.559,-43.860,-37.593,17:25:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0155,-413.380,-44.352,-37.563,17:25:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0156,-413.152,-44.951,-37.500,17:25:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0157,-413.174,-45.640,-37.499,17:25:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0158,-412.954,-46.251,-37.483,17:25:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0159,-412.879,-46.940,-37.502,17:25:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0160,-412.547,-47.570,-37.443,17:25:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0161,-412.384,-48.207,-37.440,17:25:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0162,-412.122,-48.805,-37.403,17:25:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0163,-412.011,-49.475,-37.387,17:25:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0164,-411.872,-50.169,-37.353,17:25:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0165,-411.788,-50.721,-37.309,17:25:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0166,-411.730,-51.363,-37.289,17:25:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0167,-411.647,-51.883,-37.253,17:25:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0168,-412.044,-51.929,-37.274,17:26:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0169,-412.584,-52.203,-37.129,17:26:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0170,-413.361,-52.450,-36.876,17:26:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0171,-413.989,-52.559,-36.732,17:26:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0172,-414.564,-52.817,-36.703,17:26:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0173,-415.286,-53.091,-36.584,17:26:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0174,-415.901,-53.248,-36.635,17:26:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0175,-416.531,-53.503,-36.768,17:26:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0176,-417.318,-53.713,-36.850,17:26:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0177,-417.803,-53.855,-36.909,17:26:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0178,-418.335,-53.916,-36.954,17:26:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0179,-418.903,-54.011,-37.610,17:26:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0180,-419.229,-53.936,-37.768,17:26:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0181,-419.291,-53.962,-37.744,17:26:13 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0182,-419.533,-54.176,-37.838,17:26:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0183,-419.777,-54.180,-37.835,17:26:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0184,-419.787,-54.315,-38.042,17:26:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0185,-420.054,-54.356,-37.983,17:26:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0186,-420.306,-54.392,-38.261,17:26:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0187,-420.825,-54.446,-38.289,17:26:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0188,-421.521,-54.468,-38.313,17:26:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0189,-422.068,-54.705,-38.523,17:26:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0190,-422.383,-54.753,-38.616,17:26:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0191,-422.351,-54.717,-38.682,17:26:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0192,-422.353,-54.655,-38.693,17:26:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0193,-422.333,-54.632,-38.713,17:26:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0194,-422.267,-54.636,-38.700,17:26:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0195,-422.326,-54.631,-38.704,17:26:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0196,-422.340,-54.627,-38.715,17:26:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0197,-422.327,-54.625,-38.722,17:26:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0198,-422.352,-54.637,-38.718,17:26:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0199,-422.354,-54.621,-38.722,17:26:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0200,-422.355,-54.633,-38.710,17:26:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0201,-422.389,-54.653,-38.700,17:26:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0202,-422.431,-54.603,-38.691,17:26:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0203,-422.559,-54.595,-38.689,17:26:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0204,-423.399,-54.676,-38.595,17:26:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0205,-424.449,-54.077,-38.353,17:26:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0206,-424.948,-53.340,-38.024,17:26:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0207,-425.230,-52.325,-38.091,17:26:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0208,-425.597,-51.107,-38.157,17:26:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0209,-425.985,-49.869,-38.210,17:26:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0210,-426.317,-48.510,-38.301,17:26:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0211,-426.649,-47.177,-38.393,17:26:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0212,-426.779,-45.877,-38.468,17:26:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0213,-426.784,-44.565,-38.552,17:26:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0214,-426.705,-43.383,-38.519,17:26:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0215,-426.883,-42.658,-38.551,17:26:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0216,-426.840,-41.938,-38.573,17:26:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0217,-426.636,-41.250,-38.655,17:26:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0218,-426.362,-40.929,-38.742,17:26:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0219,-425.477,-40.646,-38.784,17:26:51 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0220,-424.738,-40.705,-38.837,17:26:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0221,-424.115,-40.600,-38.876,17:26:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0222,-423.775,-40.368,-38.860,17:26:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0223,-423.778,-40.542,-38.909,17:26:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0224,-423.762,-40.555,-38.895,17:26:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0225,-423.766,-40.543,-38.899,17:26:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0226,-423.766,-40.555,-38.899,17:26:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0227,-423.764,-40.562,-38.896,17:26:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0228,-423.773,-40.532,-38.902,17:26:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0229,-423.786,-40.543,-38.897,17:27:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0230,-423.777,-40.540,-38.901,17:27:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0231,-423.779,-40.535,-38.896,17:27:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0232,-423.784,-40.536,-38.906,17:27:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0233,-423.788,-40.521,-38.897,17:27:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0234,-423.808,-40.517,-38.884,17:27:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0235,-423.807,-40.536,-38.904,17:27:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0236,-423.808,-40.536,-38.900,17:27:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0237,-423.817,-40.531,-38.897,17:27:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0238,-423.823,-40.509,-38.893,17:27:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0239,-423.828,-40.509,-38.895,17:27:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0240,-423.826,-40.509,-38.896,17:27:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0241,-423.865,-40.451,-38.901,17:27:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0242,-423.897,-40.443,-38.885,17:27:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0243,-424.212,-40.194,-38.844,17:27:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0244,-424.561,-40.248,-38.858,17:27:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0245,-424.901,-39.891,-38.830,17:27:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0246,-425.497,-39.628,-38.728,17:27:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0247,-425.677,-39.144,-38.695,17:27:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0248,-425.930,-38.697,-38.718,17:27:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0249,-425.739,-38.502,-38.883,17:27:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0250,-425.515,-38.186,-38.928,17:27:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0251,-425.470,-37.865,-38.907,17:27:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0252,-425.606,-37.839,-38.926,17:27:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0253,-425.600,-36.906,-38.823,17:27:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0254,-425.682,-36.607,-38.656,17:27:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0255,-425.719,-36.640,-38.663,17:27:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0256,-425.934,-36.293,-38.735,17:27:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0257,-426.401,-35.810,-38.789,17:27:28 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0258,-426.673,-35.687,-38.754,17:27:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0259,-426.936,-35.588,-38.714,17:27:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0260,-427.010,-35.590,-38.727,17:27:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0261,-427.258,-36.104,-38.729,17:27:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0262,-427.718,-36.385,-38.673,17:27:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0263,-427.728,-36.533,-38.681,17:27:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0264,-427.737,-36.541,-38.662,17:27:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0265,-427.705,-36.549,-38.678,17:27:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0266,-427.797,-36.595,-38.658,17:27:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0267,-428.149,-35.984,-38.622,17:27:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0268,-428.280,-35.969,-38.565,17:27:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0269,-428.235,-35.947,-38.565,17:27:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0270,-428.247,-35.989,-38.573,17:27:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0271,-428.278,-36.022,-38.577,17:27:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0272,-428.526,-35.871,-38.576,17:27:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0273,-428.988,-35.877,-38.673,17:27:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0274,-429.232,-35.876,-38.744,17:27:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0275,-429.329,-35.850,-38.717,17:27:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0276,-429.318,-35.883,-38.721,17:27:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0277,-429.294,-35.897,-38.728,17:27:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0278,-429.340,-35.845,-38.722,17:27:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0279,-429.652,-35.978,-38.798,17:27:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0280,-429.966,-35.991,-38.833,17:27:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0281,-430.525,-36.031,-38.922,17:27:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0282,-430.970,-35.820,-38.929,17:27:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0283,-430.916,-35.700,-38.947,17:27:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0284,-430.904,-35.736,-38.948,17:27:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0285,-430.925,-35.744,-38.940,17:27:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0286,-430.959,-35.642,-38.944,17:27:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0287,-431.441,-35.405,-38.965,17:27:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0288,-432.052,-34.953,-39.081,17:27:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0289,-432.411,-34.461,-39.181,17:28:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0290,-432.558,-34.339,-39.147,17:28:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0291,-432.575,-34.330,-39.147,17:28:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0292,-432.572,-34.285,-39.144,17:28:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0293,-432.617,-34.281,-39.136,17:28:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0294,-432.659,-33.937,-39.208,17:28:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0295,-432.875,-33.383,-39.197,17:28:06 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0296,-432.737,-33.051,-39.205,17:28:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0297,-432.805,-32.984,-39.190,17:28:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0298,-432.755,-32.964,-39.189,17:28:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0299,-432.754,-32.938,-39.186,17:28:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0300,-432.790,-32.894,-39.187,17:28:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0301,-432.495,-32.603,-39.217,17:28:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0302,-432.272,-32.290,-39.158,17:28:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0303,-431.856,-32.410,-39.141,17:28:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0304,-431.766,-32.340,-39.129,17:28:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0305,-431.741,-32.322,-39.130,17:28:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0306,-431.722,-32.356,-39.120,17:28:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0307,-431.725,-32.292,-39.106,17:28:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0308,-431.205,-32.667,-39.100,17:28:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0309,-430.653,-32.982,-39.067,17:28:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0310,-430.361,-33.102,-39.030,17:28:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0311,-430.456,-33.133,-39.001,17:28:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0312,-430.427,-33.240,-39.016,17:28:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0313,-430.435,-33.291,-39.026,17:28:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0314,-430.394,-33.307,-39.025,17:28:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0315,-430.515,-33.153,-39.010,17:28:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0316,-430.623,-32.613,-39.055,17:28:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0317,-431.023,-31.711,-39.148,17:28:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0318,-431.502,-31.064,-39.185,17:28:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0319,-431.727,-30.646,-39.212,17:28:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0320,-431.751,-30.583,-39.179,17:28:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0321,-431.768,-30.628,-39.199,17:28:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0322,-431.825,-30.581,-39.195,17:28:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0323,-432.066,-30.039,-39.237,17:28:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0324,-432.563,-29.369,-39.276,17:28:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0325,-432.909,-28.802,-39.267,17:28:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0326,-433.012,-28.465,-39.300,17:28:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0327,-433.055,-28.510,-39.325,17:28:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0328,-433.077,-28.520,-39.329,17:28:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0329,-433.097,-28.524,-39.335,17:28:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0330,-433.207,-28.363,-39.310,17:28:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0331,-433.454,-27.633,-39.343,17:28:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0332,-433.797,-26.824,-39.371,17:28:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0333,-434.225,-26.303,-39.360,17:28:44 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0334,-434.377,-26.169,-39.390,17:28:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0335,-434.553,-26.152,-39.374,17:28:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0336,-434.595,-26.122,-39.358,17:28:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0337,-434.603,-26.082,-39.368,17:28:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0338,-434.561,-26.060,-39.363,17:28:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0339,-434.296,-25.947,-39.397,17:28:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0340,-433.406,-25.621,-39.295,17:28:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0341,-433.043,-25.629,-39.300,17:28:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0342,-432.933,-25.538,-39.299,17:28:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0343,-432.915,-25.503,-39.300,17:28:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0344,-432.929,-25.498,-39.298,17:28:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0345,-432.936,-25.501,-39.292,17:28:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0346,-432.913,-25.568,-39.287,17:28:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0347,-432.882,-25.563,-39.280,17:28:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0348,-432.628,-25.460,-39.347,17:28:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0349,-432.259,-24.943,-39.299,17:29:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0350,-432.293,-24.641,-39.256,17:29:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0383,-440.131,-21.103,-39.977,17:29:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0384,-440.107,-21.078,-39.978,17:29:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0385,-440.088,-21.101,-39.972,17:29:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0386,-440.128,-21.091,-39.972,17:29:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0387,-440.759,-21.025,-39.983,17:29:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0388,-441.603,-20.759,-40.124,17:29:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0389,-442.316,-20.467,-40.162,17:29:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0390,-442.684,-20.378,-40.204,17:29:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0391,-442.682,-20.331,-40.221,17:29:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0392,-442.711,-20.349,-40.208,17:29:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0393,-442.831,-20.350,-40.203,17:29:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0394,-443.435,-19.826,-40.302,17:29:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0395,-444.075,-19.224,-40.337,17:29:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0396,-444.292,-18.681,-40.408,17:29:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0397,-444.293,-18.544,-40.401,17:29:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0398,-444.283,-18.513,-40.393,17:29:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0399,-444.273,-18.522,-40.392,17:29:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0400,-444.304,-18.473,-40.383,17:29:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0401,-444.591,-17.942,-40.420,17:29:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0402,-444.819,-17.187,-40.500,17:29:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0403,-445.038,-16.324,-40.516,17:29:54 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0404,-445.191,-15.463,-40.541,17:29:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0405,-445.510,-14.904,-40.544,17:29:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0406,-445.707,-14.719,-40.612,17:29:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0407,-445.736,-14.720,-40.621,17:29:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0408,-445.718,-14.691,-40.606,17:29:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0409,-445.749,-14.694,-40.608,17:30:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0410,-445.827,-14.660,-40.607,17:30:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0411,-445.837,-14.245,-40.593,17:30:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0412,-445.937,-13.756,-40.566,17:30:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0413,-445.892,-13.615,-40.568,17:30:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0414,-445.767,-13.688,-40.598,17:30:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0767,-420.056,-28.293,-38.246,17:35:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0768,-420.107,-28.358,-38.262,17:36:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0769,-420.057,-28.324,-38.264,17:36:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0770,-420.178,-28.580,-38.279,17:36:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0771,-420.596,-29.544,-38.386,17:36:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0772,-420.901,-30.133,-38.332,17:36:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0773,-420.861,-30.320,-38.301,17:36:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0774,-420.894,-30.336,-38.311,17:36:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0775,-420.987,-30.350,-38.322,17:36:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0776,-420.967,-30.398,-38.307,17:36:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0777,-420.947,-30.404,-38.311,17:36:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0778,-420.952,-30.542,-38.325,17:36:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0779,-420.674,-31.295,-38.296,17:36:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0780,-420.693,-32.148,-38.230,17:36:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0781,-421.027,-32.358,-38.218,17:36:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0782,-420.962,-32.416,-38.250,17:36:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0783,-420.986,-32.463,-38.245,17:36:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0784,-420.988,-32.488,-38.235,17:36:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0785,-421.099,-32.913,-38.141,17:36:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0786,-421.084,-33.582,-38.108,17:36:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0787,-421.243,-34.327,-38.178,17:36:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0788,-421.594,-34.852,-38.304,17:36:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0789,-421.498,-35.058,-38.297,17:36:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0790,-421.408,-35.094,-38.277,17:36:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0791,-421.400,-35.118,-38.294,17:36:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0792,-421.596,-35.276,-38.297,17:36:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0793,-422.230,-36.038,-38.474,17:36:25 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0794,-422.958,-36.565,-38.623,17:36:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0795,-423.615,-37.286,-38.756,17:36:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0796,-424.208,-38.225,-38.792,17:36:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0797,-424.164,-38.933,-38.744,17:36:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0798,-424.171,-39.328,-38.766,17:36:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0799,-424.164,-39.463,-38.759,17:36:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0800,-424.035,-39.683,-38.759,17:36:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0801,-423.954,-39.785,-38.693,17:36:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0802,-423.985,-39.857,-38.751,17:36:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0803,-424.032,-39.825,-38.753,17:36:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0804,-424.059,-39.839,-38.729,17:36:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0805,-424.049,-39.880,-38.748,17:36:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0806,-424.017,-39.984,-38.759,17:36:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0807,-424.022,-39.954,-38.764,17:36:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0808,-424.025,-39.957,-38.774,17:36:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0809,-424.010,-39.958,-38.773,17:36:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0810,-424.014,-39.885,-38.762,17:36:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0811,-424.044,-39.939,-38.756,17:36:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0812,-424.014,-39.949,-38.789,17:36:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0813,-424.012,-39.927,-38.786,17:36:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0814,-424.043,-39.853,-38.757,17:36:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0815,-424.060,-39.829,-38.755,17:36:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0816,-424.051,-39.539,-38.815,17:36:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0817,-424.024,-38.942,-38.814,17:36:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0818,-423.783,-38.444,-38.818,17:36:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0819,-423.708,-37.553,-38.702,17:36:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0820,-423.484,-36.488,-38.705,17:36:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0821,-423.076,-35.887,-38.619,17:36:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0822,-422.722,-35.348,-38.428,17:36:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0823,-422.583,-35.081,-38.261,17:36:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0824,-422.857,-34.354,-38.234,17:36:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0825,-423.213,-34.019,-38.071,17:36:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0826,-423.539,-33.756,-38.059,17:36:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0827,-423.857,-33.393,-38.039,17:36:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0828,-424.194,-32.716,-38.007,17:37:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0829,-424.370,-32.004,-38.088,17:37:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0830,-424.002,-31.497,-38.029,17:37:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0351,-432.102,-24.596,-39.264,17:29:02 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0352,-432.117,-24.545,-39.260,17:29:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0353,-432.102,-24.579,-39.247,17:29:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0354,-432.120,-24.546,-39.256,17:29:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0355,-432.499,-24.541,-39.259,17:29:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0356,-433.253,-24.664,-39.310,17:29:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0357,-433.937,-24.461,-39.373,17:29:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0358,-434.403,-24.476,-39.460,17:29:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0359,-434.370,-24.514,-39.492,17:29:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0360,-434.323,-24.504,-39.488,17:29:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0361,-434.341,-24.499,-39.479,17:29:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0362,-434.470,-24.539,-39.470,17:29:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0363,-434.917,-24.384,-39.505,17:29:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0364,-435.236,-24.098,-39.592,17:29:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0365,-435.246,-23.690,-39.505,17:29:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0366,-435.279,-23.830,-39.558,17:29:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0367,-435.249,-23.799,-39.556,17:29:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0368,-435.229,-23.749,-39.540,17:29:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0369,-435.212,-23.613,-39.549,17:29:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0370,-435.836,-23.585,-39.551,17:29:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0371,-436.458,-23.314,-39.662,17:29:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0372,-436.743,-22.877,-39.691,17:29:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0373,-436.936,-22.435,-39.691,17:29:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0374,-436.966,-22.366,-39.688,17:29:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0375,-436.957,-22.368,-39.687,17:29:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0376,-436.950,-22.360,-39.691,17:29:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0377,-437.001,-22.321,-39.678,17:29:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0378,-437.638,-22.275,-39.718,17:29:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0379,-438.436,-22.306,-39.854,17:29:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0380,-439.163,-21.967,-39.896,17:29:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0381,-439.822,-21.471,-40.023,17:29:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0382,-440.238,-21.183,-39.997,17:29:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0415,-445.767,-13.707,-40.609,17:30:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0416,-445.807,-13.761,-40.631,17:30:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0417,-445.853,-13.443,-40.654,17:30:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0418,-446.033,-12.628,-40.635,17:30:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0419,-446.246,-11.662,-40.730,17:30:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0420,-446.161,-10.798,-40.747,17:30:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0421,-446.089,-10.314,-40.701,17:30:12 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0422,-446.110,-10.330,-40.729,17:30:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0423,-446.137,-10.335,-40.725,17:30:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0424,-446.195,-10.238,-40.722,17:30:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0425,-446.448,-9.702,-40.814,17:30:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0426,-446.800,-8.951,-40.860,17:30:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0427,-446.895,-7.864,-40.859,17:30:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0428,-446.885,-7.202,-40.900,17:30:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0429,-446.798,-7.236,-40.922,17:30:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0430,-446.838,-7.318,-40.947,17:30:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0431,-446.877,-7.255,-40.919,17:30:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0432,-446.821,-7.235,-40.920,17:30:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0433,-446.779,-7.171,-40.906,17:30:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0434,-446.738,-7.097,-40.923,17:30:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0435,-446.990,-6.828,-40.948,17:30:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0436,-447.159,-6.073,-40.927,17:30:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0437,-447.446,-5.302,-41.039,17:30:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0438,-447.633,-4.516,-41.099,17:30:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0439,-447.654,-3.890,-41.122,17:30:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0440,-447.518,-3.820,-41.125,17:30:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0441,-447.482,-3.776,-41.116,17:30:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0442,-447.503,-3.807,-41.136,17:30:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0443,-447.461,-3.692,-41.122,17:30:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0444,-447.481,-3.522,-41.117,17:30:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0445,-447.613,-2.744,-41.137,17:30:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0446,-447.629,-1.724,-41.188,17:30:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0447,-447.573,-0.813,-41.213,17:30:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0448,-447.325,-0.409,-41.187,17:30:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0449,-447.303,-0.438,-41.188,17:30:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0450,-447.284,-0.462,-41.190,17:30:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0451,-447.243,-0.480,-41.200,17:30:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0452,-447.242,-0.439,-41.190,17:30:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0453,-447.523,-0.149,-41.237,17:30:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0454,-447.947,0.402,-41.321,17:30:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0455,-448.040,0.893,-41.299,17:30:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0456,-447.970,1.082,-41.305,17:30:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0457,-447.904,1.110,-41.330,17:30:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0458,-447.897,1.128,-41.321,17:30:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0459,-447.894,1.127,-41.327,17:30:50 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0460,-447.871,1.151,-41.306,17:30:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0461,-447.898,1.732,-41.301,17:30:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0462,-447.600,2.510,-41.342,17:30:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0463,-447.259,3.224,-41.368,17:30:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0464,-447.017,3.806,-41.364,17:30:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0465,-446.936,4.147,-41.361,17:30:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0466,-446.925,4.019,-41.406,17:30:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0467,-446.927,3.972,-41.400,17:30:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0468,-446.875,3.957,-41.388,17:30:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0469,-446.843,4.006,-41.401,17:31:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0470,-446.532,4.355,-41.397,17:31:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0471,-445.880,4.399,-41.355,17:31:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0472,-445.316,4.452,-41.267,17:31:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0473,-445.013,4.411,-41.167,17:31:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0474,-444.753,4.277,-41.160,17:31:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0475,-444.767,4.211,-41.165,17:31:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0476,-444.767,4.195,-41.163,17:31:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0477,-444.730,4.219,-41.168,17:31:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0478,-444.749,4.265,-41.161,17:31:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0479,-444.701,4.612,-41.199,17:31:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0480,-444.794,4.970,-41.225,17:31:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0481,-444.748,5.383,-41.311,17:31:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0482,-444.681,5.542,-41.385,17:31:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0483,-444.228,5.851,-41.452,17:31:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0484,-443.961,6.044,-41.514,17:31:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0485,-443.968,6.074,-41.512,17:31:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0486,-443.953,6.050,-41.525,17:31:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0487,-443.957,6.071,-41.529,17:31:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0488,-443.927,6.091,-41.518,17:31:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0489,-443.728,6.184,-41.533,17:31:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0490,-443.312,6.608,-41.567,17:31:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0491,-442.715,6.988,-41.522,17:31:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0492,-442.159,7.214,-41.502,17:31:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0493,-441.850,7.531,-41.560,17:31:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0494,-441.640,7.592,-41.557,17:31:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0495,-441.658,7.555,-41.552,17:31:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0496,-441.669,7.521,-41.567,17:31:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0497,-441.657,7.498,-41.574,17:31:28 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0498,-441.546,7.441,-41.559,17:31:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0499,-441.595,7.462,-41.565,17:31:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0500,-441.624,7.497,-41.561,17:31:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0501,-441.548,7.477,-41.549,17:31:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0502,-441.094,7.697,-41.530,17:31:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0503,-440.509,7.403,-41.542,17:31:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0504,-440.060,6.902,-41.424,17:31:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0505,-439.683,6.545,-41.355,17:31:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0506,-439.696,6.445,-41.335,17:31:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0507,-439.715,6.405,-41.353,17:31:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0508,-439.713,6.397,-41.349,17:31:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0509,-439.685,6.426,-41.341,17:31:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0510,-439.667,6.405,-41.333,17:31:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0511,-439.324,6.441,-41.341,17:31:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0512,-438.713,6.699,-41.273,17:31:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0513,-438.311,7.077,-41.317,17:31:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0514,-437.578,7.372,-41.280,17:31:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0515,-436.935,7.186,-41.257,17:31:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0516,-436.505,7.200,-41.231,17:31:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0517,-436.398,7.130,-41.169,17:31:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0518,-436.457,7.178,-41.171,17:31:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0519,-436.459,7.187,-41.177,17:31:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0520,-436.283,7.229,-41.195,17:31:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0521,-436.078,7.912,-41.209,17:31:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0522,-435.898,8.678,-41.253,17:31:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0523,-435.413,9.038,-41.324,17:31:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0524,-435.378,9.117,-41.341,17:31:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0525,-435.351,9.116,-41.329,17:31:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0526,-435.334,9.173,-41.334,17:31:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0527,-435.300,9.387,-41.336,17:31:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0528,-435.317,10.094,-41.465,17:31:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0529,-435.433,10.963,-41.509,17:32:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0530,-435.748,11.756,-41.540,17:32:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0531,-435.889,12.366,-41.561,17:32:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0532,-435.947,12.709,-41.617,17:32:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0533,-435.881,12.821,-41.637,17:32:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0534,-435.870,12.867,-41.619,17:32:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0535,-435.858,12.992,-41.618,17:32:06 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0536,-436.172,13.742,-41.631,17:32:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0537,-436.314,14.610,-41.691,17:32:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0538,-436.336,15.395,-41.753,17:32:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0539,-436.322,15.845,-41.779,17:32:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0540,-436.326,15.978,-41.779,17:32:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0541,-436.304,15.980,-41.784,17:32:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0542,-436.237,16.071,-41.778,17:32:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0543,-436.081,16.553,-41.839,17:32:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0544,-435.275,17.073,-41.860,17:32:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0545,-434.978,17.633,-41.750,17:32:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0546,-434.978,18.283,-41.905,17:32:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0547,-435.190,19.216,-42.036,17:32:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0548,-435.371,19.722,-42.033,17:32:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0549,-435.349,19.779,-42.047,17:32:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0550,-435.377,19.777,-42.037,17:32:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0551,-435.348,19.830,-42.024,17:32:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0552,-434.838,20.022,-42.057,17:32:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0553,-434.102,20.292,-42.004,17:32:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0554,-433.301,20.170,-41.886,17:32:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0555,-432.992,20.389,-41.983,17:32:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0556,-432.168,20.822,-41.997,17:32:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0557,-431.696,20.805,-41.988,17:32:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0558,-431.748,20.914,-41.981,17:32:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0559,-431.733,20.976,-41.960,17:32:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0560,-431.715,20.949,-41.960,17:32:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0561,-431.529,20.921,-41.965,17:32:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0562,-430.702,20.593,-42.003,17:32:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0563,-429.766,20.870,-42.041,17:32:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0564,-429.266,21.089,-42.026,17:32:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0565,-428.631,20.917,-41.950,17:32:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0566,-428.617,20.800,-41.932,17:32:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0567,-428.592,20.808,-41.940,17:32:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0568,-428.558,20.766,-41.932,17:32:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0569,-427.922,20.344,-41.908,17:32:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0570,-427.068,19.779,-41.888,17:32:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0571,-426.124,19.225,-41.798,17:32:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0572,-425.368,18.650,-41.693,17:32:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0573,-424.617,18.395,-41.572,17:32:45 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0574,-424.296,18.202,-41.442,17:32:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0575,-424.248,18.082,-41.435,17:32:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0576,-424.217,18.054,-41.426,17:32:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0577,-424.208,18.053,-41.432,17:32:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0578,-424.205,18.051,-41.432,17:32:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0579,-424.200,17.981,-41.414,17:32:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0580,-424.060,17.540,-41.447,17:32:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0581,-424.157,16.554,-41.491,17:32:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0582,-424.059,15.426,-41.381,17:32:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0583,-423.677,14.776,-41.341,17:32:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0584,-423.495,14.885,-41.383,17:32:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0585,-423.477,14.899,-41.343,17:32:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0586,-423.442,14.894,-41.324,17:32:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0587,-423.454,14.857,-41.313,17:32:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0588,-423.409,14.808,-41.313,17:33:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0589,-423.399,14.788,-41.321,17:33:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0590,-423.336,14.778,-41.301,17:33:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0591,-423.297,14.715,-41.313,17:33:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0592,-423.372,14.271,-41.346,17:33:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0593,-423.041,13.537,-41.314,17:33:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0594,-422.977,12.957,-41.229,17:33:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0595,-422.426,12.617,-41.145,17:33:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0596,-422.582,12.268,-41.087,17:33:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0597,-422.651,12.146,-41.072,17:33:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0598,-422.664,12.172,-41.089,17:33:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0599,-422.642,12.156,-41.081,17:33:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0600,-422.638,12.163,-41.097,17:33:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0601,-422.650,12.177,-41.093,17:33:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0602,-422.622,12.143,-41.090,17:33:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0603,-422.608,12.128,-41.070,17:33:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0604,-422.598,12.149,-41.068,17:33:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0605,-422.557,12.142,-41.076,17:33:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0606,-422.106,12.012,-41.114,17:33:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0607,-421.867,11.641,-40.912,17:33:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0608,-421.599,11.231,-40.853,17:33:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0609,-421.475,10.873,-40.862,17:33:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0610,-421.108,10.529,-40.871,17:33:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0611,-421.089,10.498,-40.862,17:33:23 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0612,-421.114,10.489,-40.876,17:33:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0613,-421.062,10.395,-40.880,17:33:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0614,-421.060,10.124,-40.935,17:33:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0615,-421.286,8.900,-40.884,17:33:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0616,-421.534,7.890,-40.765,17:33:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0617,-421.844,7.050,-40.651,17:33:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0618,-421.764,6.711,-40.678,17:33:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0619,-421.725,6.699,-40.675,17:33:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0620,-421.807,6.719,-40.675,17:33:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0621,-421.796,6.632,-40.677,17:33:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0622,-421.946,6.430,-40.699,17:33:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0623,-422.766,5.795,-40.745,17:33:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0624,-423.544,5.246,-40.754,17:33:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0625,-424.120,4.733,-40.830,17:33:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0626,-424.406,3.799,-40.753,17:33:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0627,-424.334,3.755,-40.703,17:33:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0628,-424.273,3.726,-40.693,17:33:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0629,-424.233,3.770,-40.704,17:33:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0630,-424.290,3.756,-40.697,17:33:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0631,-424.342,3.644,-40.694,17:33:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0632,-424.318,3.573,-40.684,17:33:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0633,-424.293,3.482,-40.687,17:33:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0634,-424.522,2.949,-40.698,17:33:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0635,-424.639,2.228,-40.790,17:33:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0636,-424.883,1.889,-40.789,17:33:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0637,-425.010,1.816,-40.796,17:33:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0638,-425.017,1.814,-40.809,17:33:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0639,-424.970,1.659,-40.783,17:33:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0640,-424.277,1.218,-40.672,17:33:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0641,-423.702,0.536,-40.617,17:33:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0642,-423.181,0.173,-40.569,17:33:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0643,-422.449,-0.574,-40.445,17:33:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0644,-422.432,-1.081,-40.426,17:33:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0645,-422.405,-1.084,-40.409,17:33:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0646,-422.396,-1.095,-40.417,17:33:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0647,-422.363,-1.092,-40.411,17:33:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0648,-422.275,-1.097,-40.394,17:34:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0649,-421.719,-1.456,-40.389,17:34:01 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0650,-420.758,-1.753,-40.314,17:34:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0651,-419.885,-1.944,-40.246,17:34:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0652,-419.367,-2.197,-40.169,17:34:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0653,-419.246,-2.163,-40.138,17:34:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0654,-419.107,-2.206,-40.123,17:34:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0655,-419.102,-2.198,-40.134,17:34:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0656,-419.096,-2.217,-40.135,17:34:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0657,-419.157,-2.275,-40.116,17:34:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0658,-419.628,-2.513,-40.163,17:34:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0659,-420.577,-2.524,-40.246,17:34:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0660,-421.543,-2.458,-40.221,17:34:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0661,-422.208,-2.357,-40.233,17:34:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0662,-422.610,-2.247,-40.249,17:34:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0663,-422.651,-2.241,-40.224,17:34:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0664,-422.668,-2.235,-40.239,17:34:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0665,-422.612,-2.280,-40.225,17:34:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0666,-422.528,-2.359,-40.235,17:34:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0667,-422.342,-2.981,-40.254,17:34:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0668,-421.785,-3.727,-40.223,17:34:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0669,-421.493,-4.272,-40.162,17:34:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0670,-421.425,-4.250,-40.141,17:34:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0671,-421.435,-4.294,-40.145,17:34:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0672,-421.364,-4.478,-40.140,17:34:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0673,-420.875,-5.178,-40.193,17:34:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0674,-420.603,-6.105,-40.016,17:34:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0675,-420.748,-6.692,-40.035,17:34:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0676,-420.618,-6.681,-40.006,17:34:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0677,-420.579,-6.711,-39.999,17:34:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0678,-420.462,-6.858,-39.989,17:34:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0679,-420.252,-7.639,-39.988,17:34:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0680,-420.298,-8.403,-39.898,17:34:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0681,-420.340,-8.955,-39.853,17:34:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0682,-420.557,-8.998,-39.868,17:34:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0683,-420.552,-8.999,-39.878,17:34:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0684,-420.558,-9.021,-39.880,17:34:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0685,-420.561,-9.130,-39.860,17:34:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0686,-420.559,-9.870,-39.886,17:34:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0687,-420.784,-10.885,-39.756,17:34:39 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0688,-421.028,-11.496,-39.623,17:34:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0689,-420.851,-11.551,-39.585,17:34:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0690,-420.837,-11.540,-39.593,17:34:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0691,-420.846,-11.591,-39.585,17:34:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0692,-420.924,-11.968,-39.624,17:34:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0693,-420.935,-12.914,-39.517,17:34:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0694,-421.165,-13.631,-39.497,17:34:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0695,-421.022,-13.807,-39.420,17:34:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0696,-421.009,-13.719,-39.434,17:34:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0697,-421.020,-13.710,-39.438,17:34:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0698,-421.014,-13.752,-39.435,17:34:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0699,-421.087,-13.773,-39.435,17:34:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0700,-421.187,-14.475,-39.512,17:34:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0701,-421.999,-14.822,-39.430,17:34:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0702,-422.359,-15.289,-39.265,17:34:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0703,-422.724,-15.102,-39.213,17:34:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0704,-422.768,-15.114,-39.193,17:34:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0705,-422.753,-15.126,-39.185,17:34:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0706,-422.821,-15.388,-39.218,17:34:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0707,-422.852,-16.213,-39.191,17:34:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0708,-423.035,-17.279,-39.099,17:35:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0709,-423.214,-17.619,-38.785,17:35:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0710,-423.161,-17.632,-38.797,17:35:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0711,-423.182,-17.622,-38.789,17:35:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0712,-423.177,-17.589,-38.799,17:35:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0713,-423.204,-17.615,-38.792,17:35:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0714,-423.387,-17.682,-38.804,17:35:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0715,-424.176,-17.951,-38.901,17:35:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0716,-424.910,-18.162,-38.765,17:35:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0717,-425.340,-17.957,-38.735,17:35:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0718,-425.423,-18.012,-38.750,17:35:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0719,-425.370,-18.022,-38.753,17:35:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0720,-425.366,-18.032,-38.755,17:35:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0721,-425.347,-18.102,-38.733,17:35:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0722,-425.382,-18.568,-38.783,17:35:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0723,-425.328,-19.155,-38.804,17:35:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0724,-425.703,-19.548,-38.846,17:35:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0725,-425.752,-19.493,-38.853,17:35:17 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0726,-425.733,-19.501,-38.849,17:35:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0727,-425.696,-19.543,-38.835,17:35:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0728,-425.606,-19.863,-38.893,17:35:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0729,-425.239,-20.663,-38.907,17:35:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0730,-424.998,-21.159,-38.901,17:35:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0731,-424.818,-21.293,-38.882,17:35:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0732,-424.870,-21.256,-38.922,17:35:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0733,-424.898,-21.256,-38.925,17:35:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0734,-424.892,-21.326,-38.924,17:35:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0735,-424.601,-22.039,-38.912,17:35:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0736,-424.730,-22.638,-38.876,17:35:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0737,-424.578,-22.665,-38.814,17:35:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0738,-424.666,-22.683,-38.843,17:35:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0739,-424.661,-22.650,-38.821,17:35:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0740,-424.663,-22.644,-38.826,17:35:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0741,-424.356,-22.712,-38.836,17:35:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0742,-423.625,-23.083,-38.767,17:35:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0743,-423.330,-23.213,-38.720,17:35:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0744,-423.273,-23.218,-38.737,17:35:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0745,-423.282,-23.164,-38.743,17:35:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0746,-423.252,-23.157,-38.744,17:35:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0747,-423.223,-23.218,-38.721,17:35:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0748,-422.575,-23.613,-38.606,17:35:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0749,-421.939,-24.210,-38.580,17:35:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0750,-421.558,-24.734,-38.531,17:35:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0751,-421.510,-24.783,-38.543,17:35:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0752,-421.583,-24.817,-38.557,17:35:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0753,-421.591,-24.810,-38.552,17:35:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0754,-421.588,-24.785,-38.558,17:35:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0755,-421.171,-25.205,-38.597,17:35:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0756,-420.436,-25.712,-38.477,17:35:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0757,-420.068,-25.884,-38.461,17:35:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0758,-420.044,-25.829,-38.482,17:35:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0759,-420.032,-25.811,-38.484,17:35:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0760,-420.075,-25.792,-38.496,17:35:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0761,-420.123,-25.875,-38.482,17:35:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0762,-420.040,-26.395,-38.524,17:35:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0763,-419.712,-27.348,-38.421,17:35:55 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0764,-419.848,-27.977,-38.348,17:35:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0765,-419.971,-28.315,-38.267,17:35:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0766,-420.252,-28.306,-38.235,17:35:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0831,-423.801,-30.958,-37.877,17:37:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0832,-423.844,-30.688,-37.890,17:37:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0833,-423.840,-30.795,-37.910,17:37:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0834,-423.857,-30.794,-37.910,17:37:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0835,-423.876,-30.790,-37.895,17:37:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0836,-423.889,-30.767,-37.903,17:37:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0837,-423.884,-30.739,-37.901,17:37:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0838,-423.879,-30.748,-37.899,17:37:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0839,-423.876,-30.785,-37.903,17:37:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0840,-423.875,-30.752,-37.903,17:37:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0841,-423.867,-30.813,-37.905,17:37:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0842,-423.867,-30.793,-37.912,17:37:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0843,-423.889,-30.795,-37.907,17:37:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0844,-423.867,-30.802,-37.898,17:37:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0845,-423.894,-30.742,-37.900,17:37:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0846,-423.887,-30.770,-37.903,17:37:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0847,-423.874,-30.726,-37.896,17:37:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0848,-423.879,-30.699,-37.899,17:37:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0849,-423.857,-30.706,-37.897,17:37:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0850,-423.866,-30.699,-37.886,17:37:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0851,-423.867,-30.706,-37.895,17:37:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0852,-423.838,-30.726,-37.904,17:37:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0853,-423.815,-30.758,-37.901,17:37:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0854,-423.795,-30.765,-37.906,17:37:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0855,-424.108,-30.175,-37.870,17:37:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0856,-424.152,-29.729,-37.846,17:37:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0857,-424.147,-29.709,-37.857,17:37:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0858,-424.124,-29.767,-37.862,17:37:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0859,-424.110,-29.795,-37.867,17:37:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0860,-424.140,-29.776,-37.869,17:37:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0861,-424.160,-29.788,-37.869,17:37:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0862,-424.152,-29.791,-37.874,17:37:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0863,-424.157,-29.754,-37.871,17:37:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0864,-424.144,-29.776,-37.870,17:37:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0865,-424.143,-29.813,-37.880,17:37:37 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0866,-424.161,-29.787,-37.880,17:37:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0867,-424.181,-29.765,-37.869,17:37:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0868,-424.210,-29.724,-37.862,17:37:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0869,-424.066,-29.694,-37.875,17:37:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0870,-423.513,-29.449,-37.851,17:37:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0871,-423.302,-29.432,-37.856,17:37:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0872,-423.292,-29.504,-37.882,17:37:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0873,-423.323,-29.484,-37.865,17:37:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0874,-423.339,-29.521,-37.890,17:37:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0875,-423.324,-29.526,-37.880,17:37:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0876,-423.319,-29.503,-37.874,17:37:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0877,-423.281,-29.511,-37.877,17:37:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0878,-423.296,-29.532,-37.888,17:37:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0879,-423.367,-29.524,-37.891,17:37:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0880,-423.506,-29.385,-37.845,17:37:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0881,-423.474,-29.553,-37.922,17:37:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0882,-423.050,-30.102,-37.880,17:37:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0883,-423.175,-30.166,-37.940,17:37:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0884,-423.123,-30.137,-37.921,17:37:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0885,-423.202,-30.100,-37.936,17:37:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0886,-423.211,-30.107,-37.950,17:37:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0887,-423.195,-30.122,-37.940,17:37:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0888,-423.214,-30.125,-37.940,17:38:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0889,-423.223,-30.104,-37.949,17:38:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0890,-423.219,-30.095,-37.939,17:38:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0891,-423.222,-30.081,-37.935,17:38:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0892,-423.219,-30.128,-37.934,17:38:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0893,-423.218,-30.119,-37.933,17:38:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0894,-423.227,-30.110,-37.934,17:38:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0895,-423.207,-30.099,-37.939,17:38:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0896,-423.178,-30.158,-37.936,17:38:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0897,-423.188,-30.187,-37.935,17:38:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0898,-423.227,-30.212,-37.930,17:38:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0899,-423.201,-30.205,-37.944,17:38:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0900,-423.181,-30.246,-37.936,17:38:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0901,-423.225,-30.236,-37.951,17:38:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0902,-423.322,-30.124,-37.960,17:38:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0903,-423.724,-30.456,-37.949,17:38:14 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0904,-423.779,-30.256,-37.994,17:38:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0905,-423.972,-29.849,-37.918,17:38:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0906,-423.957,-29.607,-37.863,17:38:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0907,-423.694,-29.551,-37.911,17:38:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0908,-423.883,-29.471,-37.912,17:38:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0909,-423.867,-29.504,-37.913,17:38:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0910,-423.231,-29.703,-37.939,17:38:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0911,-422.966,-30.041,-37.716,17:38:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0912,-423.075,-30.128,-37.762,17:38:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0913,-423.785,-30.489,-37.911,17:38:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0914,-424.046,-30.148,-37.945,17:38:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0915,-424.145,-29.736,-37.859,17:38:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0916,-424.160,-29.740,-37.848,17:38:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0917,-423.605,-29.440,-37.874,17:38:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0918,-423.564,-29.255,-37.840,17:38:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0919,-423.528,-29.376,-37.846,17:38:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0920,-423.375,-29.521,-37.978,17:38:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0921,-423.164,-30.177,-37.933,17:38:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0922,-423.266,-30.173,-37.941,17:38:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0923,-423.821,-30.430,-37.929,17:38:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0924,-423.838,-30.486,-37.932,17:38:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0925,-423.905,-30.466,-37.940,17:38:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0926,-424.251,-30.102,-37.806,17:38:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0927,-424.170,-29.746,-37.830,17:38:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0928,-424.106,-29.243,-37.847,17:38:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0929,-423.979,-28.835,-37.935,17:38:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0930,-423.960,-28.897,-37.932,17:38:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0931,-424.010,-28.931,-37.939,17:38:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0932,-424.017,-28.934,-37.957,17:38:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0933,-424.025,-28.906,-37.954,17:38:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0934,-424.013,-28.930,-37.945,17:38:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0935,-423.997,-28.915,-37.953,17:38:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0936,-424.011,-28.880,-37.954,17:38:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0937,-424.009,-28.886,-37.943,17:38:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0938,-424.015,-28.880,-37.940,17:38:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0939,-423.999,-28.942,-37.958,17:38:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0940,-424.004,-28.967,-37.958,17:38:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0941,-423.991,-28.955,-37.958,17:38:52 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0942,-424.019,-28.969,-37.962,17:38:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0943,-424.023,-28.992,-37.969,17:38:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0944,-424.011,-28.960,-37.953,17:38:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0945,-424.006,-28.940,-37.950,17:38:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0946,-423.979,-28.915,-37.944,17:38:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0947,-423.997,-28.880,-37.940,17:38:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0948,-423.991,-28.907,-37.941,17:38:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0949,-423.968,-28.940,-37.936,17:39:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0950,-423.936,-28.865,-37.938,17:39:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0951,-423.930,-28.803,-37.932,17:39:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0952,-423.943,-28.744,-37.945,17:39:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0953,-424.109,-28.459,-38.009,17:39:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0954,-424.237,-27.822,-38.030,17:39:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0955,-424.204,-27.864,-38.056,17:39:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0956,-424.253,-27.978,-38.069,17:39:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0957,-424.266,-27.996,-38.068,17:39:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0958,-424.260,-28.007,-38.069,17:39:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0959,-424.249,-28.015,-38.074,17:39:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0960,-424.251,-28.025,-38.079,17:39:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0961,-424.252,-28.045,-38.075,17:39:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0962,-424.272,-28.026,-38.069,17:39:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0963,-424.255,-27.993,-38.064,17:39:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0964,-424.263,-28.007,-38.075,17:39:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0965,-424.240,-27.981,-38.059,17:39:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0966,-424.240,-27.991,-38.061,17:39:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0967,-424.235,-27.974,-38.063,17:39:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0968,-424.241,-27.992,-38.075,17:39:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0969,-424.232,-27.953,-38.060,17:39:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0970,-424.120,-27.717,-38.104,17:39:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0971,-423.342,-27.748,-38.136,17:39:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0972,-423.385,-27.611,-38.097,17:39:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0973,-423.376,-27.622,-38.090,17:39:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0974,-423.415,-27.619,-38.102,17:39:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0975,-423.501,-27.648,-38.117,17:39:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0976,-423.488,-27.664,-38.110,17:39:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0977,-423.454,-27.649,-38.110,17:39:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0978,-423.460,-27.618,-38.110,17:39:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0979,-423.458,-27.559,-38.100,17:39:30 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO0980,-423.454,-27.521,-38.102,17:39:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0981,-423.457,-27.505,-38.114,17:39:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0982,-423.432,-27.510,-38.105,17:39:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0983,-423.445,-27.506,-38.109,17:39:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0984,-423.456,-27.488,-38.108,17:39:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0985,-423.451,-27.510,-38.117,17:39:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0986,-423.347,-27.592,-38.139,17:39:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0987,-422.998,-28.234,-37.997,17:39:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0988,-423.144,-28.481,-37.894,17:39:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0989,-423.127,-28.405,-37.921,17:39:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0990,-423.114,-28.420,-37.908,17:39:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0991,-423.130,-28.417,-37.915,17:39:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0992,-423.120,-28.419,-37.918,17:39:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0993,-423.118,-28.377,-37.917,17:39:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0994,-423.124,-28.380,-37.914,17:39:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0995,-423.139,-28.392,-37.923,17:39:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0996,-423.124,-28.372,-37.919,17:39:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0997,-423.112,-28.354,-37.918,17:39:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0998,-423.086,-28.362,-37.915,17:39:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO0999,-423.074,-28.364,-37.918,17:39:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1000,-423.084,-28.373,-37.912,17:39:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1001,-423.075,-28.396,-37.909,17:39:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1002,-423.041,-28.401,-37.911,17:39:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1003,-423.141,-28.342,-37.943,17:39:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1004,-423.700,-28.707,-37.989,17:39:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1005,-423.874,-28.793,-37.939,17:39:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1006,-423.937,-28.822,-37.941,17:39:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1007,-424.134,-28.092,-38.132,17:39:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1008,-424.281,-27.840,-37.982,17:39:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1009,-424.268,-27.815,-38.068,17:40:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1010,-424.130,-27.667,-38.071,17:40:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1011,-423.413,-27.602,-38.092,17:40:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1012,-423.434,-27.448,-38.096,17:40:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1013,-423.216,-28.005,-38.210,17:40:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1014,-423.163,-28.426,-37.924,17:40:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1015,-423.211,-28.425,-37.937,17:40:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1016,-423.837,-28.649,-37.950,17:40:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1017,-423.943,-28.726,-37.924,17:40:08 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1018,-423.975,-28.643,-37.962,17:40:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1019,-424.292,-28.062,-37.991,17:40:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1020,-424.276,-27.919,-38.027,17:40:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1021,-423.642,-27.668,-38.155,17:40:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1022,-423.469,-27.495,-38.111,17:40:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1023,-423.402,-27.523,-38.082,17:40:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1024,-423.100,-28.032,-38.096,17:40:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1025,-423.083,-28.316,-37.917,17:40:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1026,-423.088,-28.317,-37.940,17:40:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1027,-423.269,-28.411,-37.989,17:40:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1028,-423.834,-28.757,-37.960,17:40:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1029,-423.939,-28.837,-37.937,17:40:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1030,-423.927,-28.848,-37.946,17:40:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1031,-423.907,-28.812,-37.951,17:40:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1032,-423.955,-28.859,-37.948,17:40:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1033,-423.988,-28.841,-37.947,17:40:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1034,-424.041,-28.808,-37.953,17:40:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1035,-424.460,-28.166,-37.799,17:40:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1036,-424.744,-27.761,-37.783,17:40:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1037,-424.484,-27.195,-37.941,17:40:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1038,-424.260,-27.112,-38.008,17:40:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1039,-423.612,-27.246,-38.102,17:40:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1040,-423.078,-27.359,-38.117,17:40:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1041,-422.924,-27.342,-38.116,17:40:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1042,-423.030,-27.369,-38.114,17:40:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1043,-423.030,-27.419,-38.108,17:40:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1044,-423.077,-27.452,-38.121,17:40:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1045,-423.066,-27.469,-38.129,17:40:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1046,-423.033,-27.462,-38.119,17:40:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1047,-423.061,-27.460,-38.129,17:40:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1048,-423.059,-27.428,-38.112,17:40:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1049,-423.075,-27.443,-38.122,17:40:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1050,-423.081,-27.430,-38.120,17:40:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1051,-423.065,-27.428,-38.129,17:40:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1052,-423.075,-27.431,-38.118,17:40:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1053,-423.075,-27.451,-38.124,17:40:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1054,-423.072,-27.457,-38.120,17:40:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1055,-423.059,-27.450,-38.122,17:40:46 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1056,-423.057,-27.421,-38.116,17:40:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1057,-423.008,-27.389,-38.115,17:40:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1058,-423.047,-27.377,-38.126,17:40:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1059,-422.991,-27.402,-38.118,17:40:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1060,-422.909,-27.428,-38.142,17:40:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1061,-423.133,-26.989,-38.192,17:40:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1062,-423.352,-26.566,-38.119,17:40:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1063,-423.302,-26.396,-38.107,17:40:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1064,-423.339,-26.517,-38.097,17:40:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1065,-423.366,-26.534,-38.112,17:40:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1066,-423.346,-26.558,-38.105,17:40:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1067,-423.348,-26.568,-38.112,17:40:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1068,-423.337,-26.527,-38.104,17:40:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1069,-423.319,-26.561,-38.097,17:41:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1070,-423.349,-26.525,-38.098,17:41:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1071,-423.372,-26.528,-38.099,17:41:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1072,-423.389,-26.542,-38.100,17:41:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1073,-423.394,-26.520,-38.099,17:41:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1074,-423.361,-26.520,-38.090,17:41:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1075,-423.348,-26.507,-38.100,17:41:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1076,-423.357,-26.504,-38.085,17:41:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1077,-423.388,-26.512,-38.085,17:41:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1078,-423.372,-26.505,-38.083,17:41:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1079,-423.335,-26.526,-38.105,17:41:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1080,-423.311,-26.522,-38.111,17:41:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1081,-423.413,-26.493,-38.116,17:41:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1082,-422.986,-26.326,-38.208,17:41:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1083,-422.675,-26.020,-38.108,17:41:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1084,-422.809,-26.188,-38.114,17:41:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1085,-422.792,-26.174,-38.108,17:41:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1086,-422.789,-26.113,-38.118,17:41:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1087,-422.750,-26.110,-38.111,17:41:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1088,-422.721,-26.089,-38.114,17:41:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1089,-422.724,-26.098,-38.118,17:41:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1090,-422.714,-26.101,-38.098,17:41:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1091,-422.721,-26.129,-38.104,17:41:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1092,-422.729,-26.162,-38.102,17:41:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1093,-422.700,-26.095,-38.091,17:41:24 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1094,-422.675,-26.064,-38.097,17:41:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1095,-422.634,-26.122,-38.102,17:41:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1096,-422.393,-26.831,-38.178,17:41:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1097,-422.219,-26.857,-38.112,17:41:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1098,-422.273,-26.792,-38.116,17:41:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1099,-422.228,-26.781,-38.120,17:41:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1100,-422.250,-26.778,-38.131,17:41:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1101,-422.207,-26.730,-38.115,17:41:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1102,-422.200,-26.732,-38.125,17:41:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1103,-422.186,-26.713,-38.117,17:41:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1104,-422.184,-26.715,-38.118,17:41:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1105,-422.203,-26.732,-38.122,17:41:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1106,-422.217,-26.722,-38.116,17:41:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1107,-422.215,-26.747,-38.112,17:41:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1108,-422.200,-26.726,-38.112,17:41:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1109,-422.203,-26.760,-38.118,17:41:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1110,-422.150,-26.769,-38.116,17:41:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1111,-422.065,-26.714,-38.118,17:41:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1112,-422.192,-26.735,-38.113,17:41:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1113,-422.145,-26.734,-38.093,17:41:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1114,-422.235,-26.810,-38.061,17:41:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1115,-423.037,-27.149,-38.185,17:41:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1116,-423.041,-26.972,-38.118,17:41:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1117,-422.968,-26.796,-38.187,17:41:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1118,-423.280,-26.670,-38.126,17:41:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1119,-423.409,-26.579,-38.083,17:41:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1120,-423.448,-26.572,-38.086,17:41:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1121,-423.418,-26.556,-38.156,17:41:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1122,-422.740,-26.284,-38.146,17:41:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1123,-422.818,-26.093,-38.095,17:41:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1124,-422.912,-26.098,-38.110,17:41:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1125,-422.718,-26.126,-38.121,17:41:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1126,-422.453,-26.964,-38.231,17:41:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1127,-422.207,-26.897,-38.201,17:41:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1128,-422.242,-26.783,-38.179,17:41:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1129,-422.378,-26.785,-38.204,17:42:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1130,-422.906,-27.370,-38.164,17:42:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1131,-422.904,-27.287,-38.134,17:42:02 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1132,-423.198,-27.382,-38.158,17:42:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1133,-424.045,-27.133,-38.153,17:42:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1134,-424.901,-27.466,-37.912,17:42:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1135,-425.172,-28.050,-37.660,17:42:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1136,-424.985,-29.084,-37.718,17:42:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1137,-424.601,-29.976,-37.781,17:42:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1138,-424.178,-30.771,-37.828,17:42:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1139,-424.174,-31.218,-37.950,17:42:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1140,-424.656,-31.750,-38.043,17:42:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1141,-424.923,-32.125,-38.149,17:42:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1142,-425.262,-32.115,-38.176,17:42:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1143,-425.300,-32.273,-38.179,17:42:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1144,-425.314,-32.300,-38.199,17:42:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1145,-425.334,-32.344,-38.199,17:42:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1146,-425.333,-32.334,-38.204,17:42:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1147,-425.324,-32.327,-38.205,17:42:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1148,-425.340,-32.291,-38.201,17:42:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1149,-425.333,-32.290,-38.194,17:42:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1150,-425.331,-32.234,-38.194,17:42:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1151,-425.306,-32.229,-38.200,17:42:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1152,-425.313,-32.280,-38.204,17:42:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1153,-425.313,-32.262,-38.206,17:42:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1154,-425.310,-32.303,-38.204,17:42:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1155,-425.289,-32.306,-38.214,17:42:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1156,-425.300,-32.324,-38.207,17:42:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1157,-425.298,-32.299,-38.201,17:42:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1158,-425.296,-32.295,-38.207,17:42:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1159,-425.296,-32.243,-38.202,17:42:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1160,-425.227,-32.200,-38.186,17:42:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1161,-425.220,-32.190,-38.184,17:42:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1162,-425.263,-32.214,-38.195,17:42:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1163,-425.311,-32.207,-38.210,17:42:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1164,-425.277,-32.213,-38.209,17:42:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1165,-425.222,-32.232,-38.216,17:42:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1166,-425.239,-32.207,-38.210,17:42:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1167,-425.396,-31.993,-38.209,17:42:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1168,-425.770,-31.393,-38.221,17:42:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1169,-425.811,-31.325,-38.196,17:42:40 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1170,-425.795,-31.360,-38.193,17:42:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1171,-425.858,-31.432,-38.211,17:42:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1172,-425.851,-31.419,-38.207,17:42:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1173,-425.861,-31.445,-38.213,17:42:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1174,-425.850,-31.442,-38.207,17:42:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1175,-425.814,-31.424,-38.205,17:42:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1176,-425.831,-31.440,-38.208,17:42:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1177,-425.842,-31.422,-38.207,17:42:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1178,-425.821,-31.426,-38.198,17:42:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1179,-425.801,-31.416,-38.196,17:42:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1180,-425.777,-31.422,-38.197,17:42:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1181,-425.274,-31.063,-38.276,17:42:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1182,-425.124,-30.785,-38.179,17:42:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1183,-425.090,-30.590,-38.172,17:42:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1184,-425.097,-30.590,-38.176,17:42:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1185,-425.127,-30.551,-38.180,17:42:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1186,-425.153,-30.542,-38.186,17:42:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1187,-425.122,-30.593,-38.176,17:42:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1188,-425.121,-30.616,-38.170,17:42:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1189,-425.160,-30.625,-38.175,17:43:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1190,-425.167,-30.625,-38.178,17:43:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1191,-425.153,-30.611,-38.177,17:43:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1192,-425.163,-30.602,-38.182,17:43:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1193,-425.127,-30.652,-38.157,17:43:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1194,-425.050,-30.711,-38.164,17:43:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1195,-424.686,-31.376,-38.148,17:43:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1196,-424.539,-31.469,-38.116,17:43:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1197,-424.399,-31.506,-38.043,17:43:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1198,-424.388,-31.569,-38.057,17:43:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1199,-424.332,-31.616,-38.068,17:43:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1200,-424.258,-31.738,-38.093,17:43:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1201,-424.276,-31.699,-38.082,17:43:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1202,-424.295,-31.719,-38.071,17:43:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1203,-424.304,-31.754,-38.077,17:43:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1204,-424.308,-31.738,-38.080,17:43:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1205,-424.316,-31.736,-38.071,17:43:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1206,-424.329,-31.715,-38.070,17:43:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1207,-424.333,-31.726,-38.071,17:43:18 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1208,-424.322,-31.623,-38.056,17:43:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1209,-424.324,-31.536,-38.058,17:43:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1210,-424.340,-31.457,-38.060,17:43:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1211,-424.473,-31.612,-38.083,17:43:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1212,-425.176,-31.802,-38.281,17:43:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1213,-425.247,-32.117,-38.151,17:43:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1214,-425.229,-32.085,-38.158,17:43:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1215,-425.291,-32.074,-38.173,17:43:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1216,-425.472,-31.527,-38.272,17:43:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1217,-425.631,-31.482,-38.217,17:43:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1218,-425.275,-31.050,-38.300,17:43:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1219,-425.095,-30.777,-38.155,17:43:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1220,-425.048,-30.746,-38.157,17:43:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1221,-424.966,-30.850,-38.206,17:43:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1222,-424.577,-31.403,-38.117,17:43:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1223,-424.390,-31.427,-38.094,17:43:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1224,-424.366,-31.437,-38.096,17:43:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1225,-424.428,-31.389,-38.105,17:43:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1226,-424.909,-31.832,-38.126,17:43:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1227,-425.217,-32.006,-38.172,17:43:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1228,-425.300,-32.043,-38.190,17:43:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1229,-425.504,-31.580,-38.235,17:43:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1230,-425.587,-31.404,-38.223,17:43:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1231,-425.818,-31.255,-38.240,17:43:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1232,-425.643,-31.194,-38.221,17:43:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1233,-425.394,-30.956,-38.247,17:43:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1234,-425.118,-30.803,-38.193,17:43:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1235,-425.040,-30.760,-38.171,17:43:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1236,-424.714,-31.206,-38.165,17:43:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1237,-424.499,-31.486,-38.067,17:43:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1238,-424.416,-31.522,-38.044,17:43:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1239,-424.844,-31.782,-38.142,17:43:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1240,-425.174,-32.107,-38.151,17:43:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1241,-425.219,-32.179,-38.178,17:43:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1242,-425.209,-32.206,-38.154,17:43:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1243,-425.207,-32.230,-38.166,17:43:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1244,-425.204,-32.250,-38.167,17:43:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1245,-425.178,-32.241,-38.169,17:43:57 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1246,-425.173,-32.240,-38.177,17:43:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1247,-425.188,-32.246,-38.175,17:43:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1248,-425.189,-32.238,-38.177,17:44:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1249,-425.197,-32.125,-38.170,17:44:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1250,-425.293,-32.109,-38.148,17:44:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1251,-425.413,-31.711,-38.265,17:44:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1252,-426.101,-31.262,-38.259,17:44:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1253,-426.309,-30.840,-38.307,17:44:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1254,-426.696,-30.658,-38.288,17:44:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1255,-426.557,-30.834,-38.260,17:44:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1256,-426.668,-30.955,-38.307,17:44:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1257,-426.545,-30.923,-38.280,17:44:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1258,-426.545,-30.947,-38.285,17:44:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1259,-426.539,-30.927,-38.280,17:44:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1260,-426.578,-30.899,-38.270,17:44:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1261,-426.563,-30.922,-38.286,17:44:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1262,-426.591,-30.932,-38.286,17:44:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1263,-426.581,-30.916,-38.280,17:44:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1264,-426.605,-30.877,-38.280,17:44:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1265,-426.614,-30.923,-38.273,17:44:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1266,-426.605,-30.915,-38.277,17:44:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1267,-426.588,-30.890,-38.271,17:44:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1268,-426.568,-30.898,-38.281,17:44:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1269,-426.564,-30.903,-38.281,17:44:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1270,-426.570,-30.921,-38.288,17:44:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1271,-426.604,-30.939,-38.285,17:44:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1272,-426.622,-30.943,-38.286,17:44:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1273,-426.660,-31.017,-38.304,17:44:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1274,-426.495,-30.894,-38.302,17:44:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1275,-426.458,-30.821,-38.300,17:44:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1276,-426.901,-30.211,-38.359,17:44:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1277,-426.924,-30.062,-38.284,17:44:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1278,-427.066,-30.067,-38.272,17:44:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1279,-427.109,-30.131,-38.276,17:44:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1280,-427.138,-30.167,-38.294,17:44:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1281,-427.144,-30.189,-38.302,17:44:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1282,-427.106,-30.188,-38.292,17:44:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1283,-427.096,-30.168,-38.297,17:44:35 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1284,-427.073,-30.175,-38.287,17:44:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1285,-427.071,-30.185,-38.297,17:44:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1286,-427.081,-30.190,-38.297,17:44:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1287,-427.089,-30.191,-38.287,17:44:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1288,-427.102,-30.119,-38.278,17:44:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1289,-427.119,-30.100,-38.282,17:44:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1290,-426.982,-30.056,-38.291,17:44:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1291,-426.567,-29.752,-38.305,17:44:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1292,-426.355,-29.568,-38.262,17:44:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1293,-426.336,-29.585,-38.249,17:44:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1294,-426.459,-29.424,-38.293,17:44:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1295,-426.443,-29.420,-38.295,17:44:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1296,-426.454,-29.416,-38.290,17:44:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1297,-426.451,-29.393,-38.300,17:44:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1298,-426.457,-29.407,-38.291,17:44:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1299,-426.489,-29.405,-38.295,17:44:51 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1300,-426.509,-29.368,-38.315,17:44:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1301,-426.506,-29.373,-38.315,17:44:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1302,-426.521,-29.394,-38.311,17:44:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1303,-426.486,-29.426,-38.298,17:44:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1304,-426.499,-29.454,-38.297,17:44:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1305,-426.455,-29.424,-38.291,17:44:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1306,-426.386,-29.548,-38.280,17:44:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1307,-425.814,-30.067,-38.234,17:44:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1308,-425.931,-30.207,-38.222,17:45:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1309,-425.928,-30.150,-38.239,17:45:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1310,-425.894,-30.145,-38.228,17:45:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1311,-425.905,-30.138,-38.230,17:45:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1312,-425.903,-30.147,-38.233,17:45:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1313,-425.910,-30.131,-38.242,17:45:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1314,-425.909,-30.152,-38.235,17:45:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1315,-425.917,-30.145,-38.249,17:45:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1316,-425.922,-30.151,-38.251,17:45:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1317,-425.884,-30.129,-38.233,17:45:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1318,-425.888,-30.105,-38.246,17:45:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1319,-425.868,-30.092,-38.244,17:45:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1320,-425.882,-30.135,-38.235,17:45:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1321,-425.906,-30.129,-38.242,17:45:13 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1322,-425.818,-30.114,-38.238,17:45:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1323,-425.829,-30.126,-38.244,17:45:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1324,-426.080,-30.330,-38.340,17:45:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1325,-426.521,-30.711,-38.310,17:45:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1326,-426.547,-30.814,-38.329,17:45:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1327,-426.511,-30.818,-38.315,17:45:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1328,-426.502,-30.817,-38.319,17:45:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1329,-426.719,-30.519,-38.382,17:45:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1330,-426.979,-30.155,-38.338,17:45:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1331,-427.058,-30.129,-38.319,17:45:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1332,-427.074,-30.108,-38.310,17:45:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1333,-427.102,-30.068,-38.305,17:45:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1334,-426.923,-30.009,-38.293,17:45:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1335,-426.469,-29.605,-38.313,17:45:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1336,-426.413,-29.529,-38.307,17:45:28 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1337,-426.381,-29.509,-38.300,17:45:29 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1338,-426.389,-29.512,-38.300,17:45:30 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1339,-426.335,-29.631,-38.294,17:45:31 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1340,-426.044,-29.871,-38.216,17:45:32 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1341,-425.884,-30.143,-38.230,17:45:33 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1342,-425.793,-30.135,-38.244,17:45:34 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1343,-425.753,-30.136,-38.238,17:45:35 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1344,-425.997,-30.309,-38.354,17:45:36 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1345,-426.406,-30.668,-38.309,17:45:37 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1346,-426.494,-30.748,-38.315,17:45:38 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1347,-426.558,-30.832,-38.280,17:45:39 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1348,-426.558,-30.693,-38.324,17:45:40 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1349,-426.854,-30.190,-38.326,17:45:41 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1350,-427.154,-30.086,-38.317,17:45:42 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1351,-427.055,-30.115,-38.325,17:45:43 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1352,-426.993,-30.007,-38.304,17:45:44 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1353,-426.520,-29.575,-38.319,17:45:45 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1354,-426.281,-29.517,-38.284,17:45:46 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1355,-426.320,-29.553,-38.283,17:45:47 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1356,-426.383,-29.542,-38.297,17:45:48 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1357,-426.400,-29.568,-38.292,17:45:49 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1358,-426.120,-29.684,-38.275,17:45:50 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1359,-426.107,-29.767,-38.160,17:45:51 12 Jan 2010 
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AUTO1360,-425.930,-30.106,-38.216,17:45:52 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1361,-425.944,-30.233,-38.227,17:45:53 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1362,-425.960,-30.175,-38.235,17:45:54 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1363,-425.830,-30.125,-38.241,17:45:55 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1364,-426.107,-30.377,-38.346,17:45:56 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1365,-426.557,-30.631,-38.332,17:45:57 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1366,-426.645,-30.599,-38.332,17:45:58 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1367,-426.638,-30.616,-38.318,17:45:59 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1368,-426.607,-30.652,-38.310,17:46:00 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1369,-426.604,-30.930,-38.321,17:46:01 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1370,-427.090,-31.252,-38.298,17:46:02 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1371,-427.288,-31.520,-38.440,17:46:03 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1372,-427.566,-32.123,-38.404,17:46:04 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1373,-428.013,-32.748,-38.470,17:46:05 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1374,-427.929,-33.343,-38.372,17:46:06 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1375,-427.725,-33.751,-38.700,17:46:07 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1376,-427.539,-34.134,-38.739,17:46:08 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1377,-427.374,-34.844,-38.714,17:46:09 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1378,-427.456,-35.685,-38.651,17:46:10 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1379,-427.543,-36.669,-38.649,17:46:11 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1380,-427.390,-37.469,-38.681,17:46:12 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1381,-426.893,-38.175,-38.720,17:46:13 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1382,-426.295,-38.840,-38.715,17:46:14 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1383,-425.794,-39.502,-38.698,17:46:15 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1384,-425.436,-40.465,-38.761,17:46:16 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1385,-425.271,-41.526,-38.590,17:46:17 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1386,-425.425,-42.118,-38.534,17:46:18 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1387,-425.278,-42.922,-38.764,17:46:19 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1388,-424.612,-43.551,-38.746,17:46:20 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1389,-424.255,-43.648,-38.691,17:46:21 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1390,-424.073,-43.630,-38.675,17:46:22 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1391,-424.048,-43.722,-38.675,17:46:23 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1392,-424.021,-43.704,-38.680,17:46:24 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1393,-424.122,-43.255,-38.688,17:46:25 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1394,-424.146,-43.307,-38.702,17:46:26 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1395,-424.113,-43.411,-38.719,17:46:27 12 Jan 2010 

AUTO1396,-424.233,-43.802,-39.000,17:46:28 12 Jan 2010 
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DIFFERENTIAL GPS DATA – CO ORDS 

4679,-67.008332938,+142.670548719,-29.458 

04670020,-67.005613935,+142.659052214,-38.959 

AUTO0001,-67.008824044,+142.660869767,-38.660 

AUTO0002,-67.008823489,+142.660867857,-38.607 

AUTO0003,-67.008823771,+142.660869148,-38.591 

AUTO0004,-67.008823988,+142.660868831,-38.604 

AUTO0005,-67.008824030,+142.660868790,-38.601 

AUTO0006,-67.008823919,+142.660869188,-38.601 

AUTO0007,-67.008823872,+142.660868665,-38.598 

AUTO0008,-67.008823856,+142.660869507,-38.612 

AUTO0009,-67.008823826,+142.660870190,-38.606 

AUTO0010,-67.008824115,+142.660870221,-38.619 

AUTO0011,-67.008824088,+142.660869446,-38.615 

AUTO0012,-67.008823992,+142.660868980,-38.609 

AUTO0013,-67.008823954,+142.660868961,-38.616 

AUTO0014,-67.008823726,+142.660869042,-38.607 

AUTO0015,-67.008823486,+142.660869080,-38.605 

AUTO0016,-67.008823538,+142.660869191,-38.611 

AUTO0017,-67.008823713,+142.660867930,-38.624 

AUTO0018,-67.008823256,+142.660866903,-38.570 

AUTO0019,-67.008822991,+142.660867290,-38.573 

AUTO0020,-67.008823185,+142.660865408,-38.652 

AUTO0021,-67.008823400,+142.660858584,-38.643 

AUTO0022,-67.008822531,+142.660855289,-38.688 

AUTO0023,-67.008821811,+142.660852652,-38.711 

AUTO0024,-67.008821452,+142.660853924,-38.723 

AUTO0025,-67.008821241,+142.660854567,-38.781 

AUTO0026,-67.008820701,+142.660852206,-38.778 
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AUTO0027,-67.008819034,+142.660848559,-38.707 

AUTO0028,-67.008816978,+142.660846781,-38.776 

AUTO0029,-67.008814492,+142.660847378,-38.706 

AUTO0030,-67.008812653,+142.660846640,-38.736 

AUTO0031,-67.008809162,+142.660844637,-38.676 

AUTO0032,-67.008804551,+142.660843438,-38.530 

AUTO0033,-67.008804287,+142.660843429,-38.451 

AUTO0034,-67.008799740,+142.660838858,-38.475 

AUTO0035,-67.008793804,+142.660834681,-38.497 

AUTO0036,-67.008787855,+142.660831811,-38.502 

AUTO0037,-67.008783214,+142.660827062,-38.535 

AUTO0038,-67.008780101,+142.660826810,-38.542 

AUTO0039,-67.008777306,+142.660823523,-38.589 

AUTO0040,-67.008775457,+142.660821020,-38.574 

AUTO0041,-67.008772714,+142.660820931,-38.598 

AUTO0042,-67.008770267,+142.660817106,-38.612 

AUTO0043,-67.008767706,+142.660817509,-38.637 

AUTO0044,-67.008764290,+142.660816499,-38.606 

AUTO0045,-67.008761525,+142.660813443,-38.642 

AUTO0046,-67.008760097,+142.660811879,-38.620 

AUTO0047,-67.008758014,+142.660811605,-38.606 

AUTO0048,-67.008755580,+142.660807301,-38.683 

AUTO0049,-67.008752209,+142.660807266,-38.696 

AUTO0050,-67.008749321,+142.660804343,-38.691 

AUTO0051,-67.008746345,+142.660802340,-38.698 

AUTO0052,-67.008743065,+142.660800864,-38.692 

AUTO0053,-67.008739565,+142.660798281,-38.694 

AUTO0054,-67.008738012,+142.660800134,-38.628 

AUTO0055,-67.008736653,+142.660806616,-38.452 

AUTO0056,-67.008734956,+142.660813371,-38.375 
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AUTO0057,-67.008734384,+142.660819746,-38.298 

AUTO0058,-67.008734711,+142.660825075,-38.189 

AUTO0059,-67.008732448,+142.660834340,-38.314 

AUTO0060,-67.008732352,+142.660835332,-38.194 

AUTO0061,-67.008731186,+142.660839832,-38.214 

AUTO0062,-67.008730216,+142.660839738,-38.252 

AUTO0063,-67.008728390,+142.660839421,-38.318 

AUTO0064,-67.008727800,+142.660839325,-38.297 

AUTO0065,-67.008726831,+142.660837830,-38.409 

AUTO0066,-67.008725181,+142.660835992,-38.651 

AUTO0067,-67.008724490,+142.660839711,-38.618 

AUTO0068,-67.008723167,+142.660843921,-38.597 

AUTO0069,-67.008721879,+142.660846549,-38.574 

AUTO0070,-67.008721249,+142.660845846,-38.578 

AUTO0071,-67.008719109,+142.660843906,-38.598 

AUTO0072,-67.008716186,+142.660842080,-38.508 

AUTO0073,-67.008713651,+142.660833735,-38.623 

AUTO0074,-67.008711744,+142.660833719,-38.619 

AUTO0075,-67.008711378,+142.660834930,-38.572 

AUTO0076,-67.008709138,+142.660833036,-38.609 

AUTO0077,-67.008707060,+142.660833381,-38.593 

AUTO0078,-67.008703784,+142.660832439,-38.597 

AUTO0079,-67.008701665,+142.660829168,-38.642 

AUTO0080,-67.008704656,+142.660828377,-38.644 

AUTO0081,-67.008705131,+142.660830374,-38.629 

AUTO0082,-67.008704436,+142.660829131,-38.600 

AUTO0083,-67.008702129,+142.660831736,-38.584 

AUTO0084,-67.008699727,+142.660827560,-38.689 

AUTO0085,-67.008696034,+142.660830411,-38.811 

AUTO0086,-67.008691377,+142.660825523,-38.751 
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AUTO0087,-67.008689590,+142.660823599,-38.720 

AUTO0088,-67.008686448,+142.660820570,-38.754 

AUTO0089,-67.008685794,+142.660819039,-38.762 

AUTO0090,-67.008685137,+142.660821899,-38.726 

AUTO0091,-67.008683132,+142.660823147,-38.782 

AUTO0092,-67.008682195,+142.660825172,-38.760 

AUTO0093,-67.008681040,+142.660830762,-38.687 

AUTO0094,-67.008680479,+142.660836541,-38.705 

AUTO0095,-67.008679760,+142.660840684,-38.642 

AUTO0096,-67.008679746,+142.660842230,-38.750 

AUTO0097,-67.008679812,+142.660842413,-38.689 

AUTO0098,-67.008679897,+142.660842903,-38.665 

AUTO0099,-67.008679585,+142.660844929,-38.661 

AUTO0100,-67.008679581,+142.660846727,-38.579 

AUTO0101,-67.008679522,+142.660847165,-38.579 

AUTO0102,-67.008679088,+142.660851525,-38.554 

AUTO0103,-67.008677751,+142.660864601,-37.983 

AUTO0104,-67.008678536,+142.660863125,-37.957 

AUTO0105,-67.008678602,+142.660862018,-37.960 

AUTO0106,-67.008678425,+142.660861409,-38.025 

AUTO0107,-67.008677681,+142.660861222,-38.077 

AUTO0108,-67.008677219,+142.660860809,-38.134 

AUTO0109,-67.008677172,+142.660861795,-38.132 

AUTO0110,-67.008675543,+142.660861655,-38.326 

AUTO0111,-67.008673043,+142.660862304,-38.410 

AUTO0112,-67.008673090,+142.660863221,-38.482 

AUTO0113,-67.008669340,+142.660870357,-38.591 

AUTO0114,-67.008661595,+142.660870815,-38.396 

AUTO0115,-67.008662803,+142.660890868,-38.314 

AUTO0116,-67.008660134,+142.660901912,-37.930 
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AUTO0117,-67.008659099,+142.660905873,-37.972 

AUTO0118,-67.008658651,+142.660918026,-37.803 

AUTO0119,-67.008658082,+142.660914768,-37.497 

AUTO0120,-67.008657634,+142.660922598,-37.458 

AUTO0121,-67.008655580,+142.660930675,-37.460 

AUTO0122,-67.008660794,+142.660935006,-37.357 

AUTO0123,-67.008663914,+142.660938345,-37.284 

AUTO0124,-67.008665351,+142.660942105,-37.205 

AUTO0125,-67.008667920,+142.660944164,-37.263 

AUTO0126,-67.008669713,+142.660943373,-37.251 

AUTO0127,-67.008669738,+142.660942802,-37.259 

AUTO0128,-67.008669503,+142.660943333,-37.256 

AUTO0129,-67.008668179,+142.660953591,-37.332 

AUTO0130,-67.008666214,+142.660965560,-37.069 

AUTO0131,-67.008666022,+142.660977924,-37.157 

AUTO0132,-67.008665200,+142.660986391,-37.183 

AUTO0133,-67.008665385,+142.660993305,-37.263 

AUTO0134,-67.008664877,+142.660998970,-37.440 

AUTO0135,-67.008664450,+142.661001509,-37.769 

AUTO0136,-67.008663526,+142.661006142,-37.818 

AUTO0137,-67.008663462,+142.661011865,-37.765 

AUTO0138,-67.008663353,+142.661017331,-37.931 

AUTO0139,-67.008663864,+142.661023320,-37.925 

AUTO0140,-67.008664868,+142.661023895,-37.933 

AUTO0141,-67.008667599,+142.661026343,-37.976 

AUTO0142,-67.008671484,+142.661030586,-37.893 

AUTO0143,-67.008675477,+142.661033689,-37.827 

AUTO0144,-67.008680323,+142.661036149,-37.795 

AUTO0145,-67.008685180,+142.661038370,-37.751 

AUTO0146,-67.008690269,+142.661042831,-37.715 
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AUTO0147,-67.008696185,+142.661045226,-37.675 

AUTO0148,-67.008699946,+142.661048886,-37.663 

AUTO0149,-67.008703145,+142.661049862,-37.659 

AUTO0150,-67.008707718,+142.661053352,-37.641 

AUTO0151,-67.008711909,+142.661055189,-37.636 

AUTO0152,-67.008716351,+142.661055875,-37.638 

AUTO0153,-67.008721631,+142.661060850,-37.587 

AUTO0154,-67.008725940,+142.661064350,-37.593 

AUTO0155,-67.008730354,+142.661068448,-37.563 

AUTO0156,-67.008735725,+142.661073665,-37.500 

AUTO0157,-67.008741907,+142.661073171,-37.499 

AUTO0158,-67.008747383,+142.661078213,-37.483 

AUTO0159,-67.008753564,+142.661079918,-37.502 

AUTO0160,-67.008759212,+142.661087530,-37.443 

AUTO0161,-67.008764918,+142.661091275,-37.440 

AUTO0162,-67.008770285,+142.661097272,-37.404 

AUTO0163,-67.008776293,+142.661099835,-37.387 

AUTO0164,-67.008782514,+142.661103016,-37.353 

AUTO0165,-67.008787468,+142.661104926,-37.309 

AUTO0166,-67.008793225,+142.661106253,-37.290 

AUTO0167,-67.008797881,+142.661108175,-37.253 

AUTO0168,-67.008798294,+142.661099062,-37.274 

AUTO0169,-67.008800751,+142.661086680,-37.129 

AUTO0170,-67.008802969,+142.661068861,-36.876 

AUTO0171,-67.008803943,+142.661054450,-36.732 

AUTO0172,-67.008806253,+142.661041268,-36.703 

AUTO0173,-67.008808708,+142.661024715,-36.584 

AUTO0174,-67.008810121,+142.661010608,-36.635 

AUTO0175,-67.008812408,+142.660996162,-36.768 

AUTO0176,-67.008814283,+142.660978107,-36.850 
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AUTO0177,-67.008815560,+142.660966980,-36.909 

AUTO0178,-67.008816110,+142.660954785,-36.954 

AUTO0179,-67.008816958,+142.660941751,-37.610 

AUTO0180,-67.008816279,+142.660934282,-37.768 

AUTO0181,-67.008816520,+142.660932854,-37.744 

AUTO0182,-67.008818435,+142.660927310,-37.838 

AUTO0183,-67.008818471,+142.660921707,-37.835 

AUTO0184,-67.008819682,+142.660921483,-38.042 

AUTO0185,-67.008820048,+142.660915349,-37.983 

AUTO0186,-67.008820370,+142.660909581,-38.261 

AUTO0187,-67.008820857,+142.660897675,-38.289 

AUTO0188,-67.008821051,+142.660881704,-38.313 

AUTO0189,-67.008823175,+142.660869174,-38.523 

AUTO0190,-67.008823604,+142.660861940,-38.616 

AUTO0191,-67.008823280,+142.660862674,-38.682 

AUTO0192,-67.008822723,+142.660862637,-38.693 

AUTO0193,-67.008822518,+142.660863079,-38.713 

AUTO0194,-67.008822552,+142.660864591,-38.700 

AUTO0195,-67.008822515,+142.660863238,-38.704 

AUTO0196,-67.008822476,+142.660862921,-38.715 

AUTO0197,-67.008822462,+142.660863234,-38.722 

AUTO0198,-67.008822566,+142.660862661,-38.718 

AUTO0199,-67.008822419,+142.660862611,-38.722 

AUTO0200,-67.008822530,+142.660862575,-38.710 

AUTO0201,-67.008822705,+142.660861803,-38.700 

AUTO0202,-67.008822261,+142.660860845,-38.691 

AUTO0203,-67.008822186,+142.660857894,-38.690 

AUTO0204,-67.008822910,+142.660838637,-38.595 

AUTO0205,-67.008817542,+142.660814563,-38.353 

AUTO0206,-67.008810931,+142.660803110,-38.024 
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AUTO0207,-67.008801833,+142.660796666,-38.091 

AUTO0208,-67.008790909,+142.660788251,-38.157 

AUTO0209,-67.008779805,+142.660779353,-38.211 

AUTO0210,-67.008767621,+142.660771744,-38.301 

AUTO0211,-67.008755665,+142.660764138,-38.393 

AUTO0212,-67.008744007,+142.660761148,-38.468 

AUTO0213,-67.008732245,+142.660761042,-38.552 

AUTO0214,-67.008721643,+142.660762857,-38.519 

AUTO0215,-67.008715143,+142.660758776,-38.551 

AUTO0216,-67.008708686,+142.660759763,-38.573 

AUTO0217,-67.008702520,+142.660764452,-38.655 

AUTO0218,-67.008699642,+142.660770732,-38.742 

AUTO0219,-67.008697102,+142.660791045,-38.784 

AUTO0220,-67.008697636,+142.660807970,-38.837 

AUTO0221,-67.008696692,+142.660822266,-38.876 

AUTO0222,-67.008694613,+142.660830057,-38.860 

AUTO0223,-67.008696179,+142.660829993,-38.909 

AUTO0224,-67.008696293,+142.660830375,-38.895 

AUTO0225,-67.008696185,+142.660830274,-38.899 

AUTO0226,-67.008696291,+142.660830277,-38.899 

AUTO0227,-67.008696356,+142.660830318,-38.896 

AUTO0228,-67.008696082,+142.660830106,-38.902 

AUTO0229,-67.008696183,+142.660829822,-38.897 

AUTO0230,-67.008696159,+142.660830028,-38.901 

AUTO0231,-67.008696116,+142.660829979,-38.896 

AUTO0232,-67.008696125,+142.660829872,-38.906 

AUTO0233,-67.008695985,+142.660829770,-38.897 

AUTO0234,-67.008695952,+142.660829316,-38.884 

AUTO0235,-67.008696119,+142.660829326,-38.904 

AUTO0236,-67.008696125,+142.660829302,-38.900 
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AUTO0237,-67.008696075,+142.660829096,-38.898 

AUTO0238,-67.008695883,+142.660828956,-38.893 

AUTO0239,-67.008695880,+142.660828844,-38.895 

AUTO0240,-67.008695875,+142.660828902,-38.897 

AUTO0241,-67.008695355,+142.660828010,-38.901 

AUTO0242,-67.008695290,+142.660827261,-38.885 

AUTO0243,-67.008693051,+142.660820057,-38.844 

AUTO0244,-67.008693534,+142.660812048,-38.858 

AUTO0245,-67.008690334,+142.660804257,-38.830 

AUTO0246,-67.008687979,+142.660790589,-38.729 

AUTO0247,-67.008683635,+142.660786444,-38.695 

AUTO0248,-67.008679627,+142.660780662,-38.718 

AUTO0249,-67.008677883,+142.660785032,-38.883 

AUTO0250,-67.008675043,+142.660790170,-38.928 

AUTO0251,-67.008672165,+142.660791194,-38.907 

AUTO0252,-67.008671931,+142.660788078,-38.926 

AUTO0253,-67.008663570,+142.660788231,-38.823 

AUTO0254,-67.008660888,+142.660786346,-38.656 

AUTO0255,-67.008661187,+142.660785491,-38.663 

AUTO0256,-67.008658071,+142.660780575,-38.735 

AUTO0257,-67.008653742,+142.660769857,-38.789 

AUTO0258,-67.008652633,+142.660763630,-38.754 

AUTO0259,-67.008651749,+142.660757592,-38.714 

AUTO0260,-67.008651768,+142.660755897,-38.727 

AUTO0261,-67.008656377,+142.660750205,-38.729 

AUTO0262,-67.008658898,+142.660739660,-38.673 

AUTO0263,-67.008660222,+142.660739429,-38.681 

AUTO0264,-67.008660298,+142.660739211,-38.662 

AUTO0265,-67.008660361,+142.660739960,-38.678 

AUTO0266,-67.008660777,+142.660737850,-38.658 
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AUTO0267,-67.008655300,+142.660729768,-38.622 

AUTO0268,-67.008655162,+142.660726774,-38.565 

AUTO0269,-67.008654965,+142.660727806,-38.565 

AUTO0270,-67.008655340,+142.660727518,-38.573 

AUTO0271,-67.008655642,+142.660726822,-38.577 

AUTO0272,-67.008654284,+142.660721135,-38.576 

AUTO0273,-67.008654337,+142.660710527,-38.673 

AUTO0274,-67.008654330,+142.660704926,-38.744 

AUTO0275,-67.008654093,+142.660702714,-38.717 

AUTO0276,-67.008654394,+142.660702957,-38.722 

AUTO0277,-67.008654516,+142.660703507,-38.728 

AUTO0278,-67.008654046,+142.660702464,-38.722 

AUTO0279,-67.008655240,+142.660695309,-38.798 

AUTO0280,-67.008655362,+142.660688096,-38.833 

AUTO0281,-67.008655715,+142.660675282,-38.922 

AUTO0282,-67.008653825,+142.660665073,-38.929 

AUTO0283,-67.008652749,+142.660666322,-38.947 

AUTO0284,-67.008653072,+142.660666599,-38.948 

AUTO0285,-67.008653145,+142.660666101,-38.940 

AUTO0286,-67.008652231,+142.660665331,-38.944 

AUTO0287,-67.008650106,+142.660654267,-38.965 

AUTO0288,-67.008646052,+142.660640276,-39.081 

AUTO0289,-67.008641633,+142.660632027,-39.181 

AUTO0290,-67.008640542,+142.660628656,-39.147 

AUTO0291,-67.008640460,+142.660628274,-39.147 

AUTO0292,-67.008640059,+142.660628335,-39.144 

AUTO0293,-67.008640019,+142.660627304,-39.137 

AUTO0294,-67.008636934,+142.660626357,-39.208 

AUTO0295,-67.008631970,+142.660621394,-39.197 

AUTO0296,-67.008628991,+142.660624570,-39.205 
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AUTO0297,-67.008628391,+142.660623006,-39.190 

AUTO0298,-67.008628212,+142.660624159,-39.189 

AUTO0299,-67.008627978,+142.660624183,-39.186 

AUTO0300,-67.008627587,+142.660623350,-39.187 

AUTO0301,-67.008624972,+142.660630124,-39.217 

AUTO0302,-67.008622172,+142.660635229,-39.158 

AUTO0303,-67.008623244,+142.660644770,-39.141 

AUTO0304,-67.008622620,+142.660646843,-39.129 

AUTO0305,-67.008622455,+142.660647409,-39.130 

AUTO0306,-67.008622766,+142.660647842,-39.120 

AUTO0307,-67.008622186,+142.660647782,-39.106 

AUTO0308,-67.008625551,+142.660659708,-39.100 

AUTO0309,-67.008628377,+142.660672352,-39.067 

AUTO0310,-67.008629456,+142.660679057,-39.030 

AUTO0311,-67.008629730,+142.660676875,-39.001 

AUTO0312,-67.008630687,+142.660677536,-39.016 

AUTO0313,-67.008631147,+142.660677353,-39.026 

AUTO0314,-67.008631287,+142.660678289,-39.025 

AUTO0315,-67.008629914,+142.660675526,-39.010 

AUTO0316,-67.008625070,+142.660673043,-39.055 

AUTO0317,-67.008616980,+142.660663866,-39.149 

AUTO0318,-67.008611175,+142.660652894,-39.185 

AUTO0319,-67.008607427,+142.660647746,-39.212 

AUTO0320,-67.008606863,+142.660647188,-39.180 

AUTO0321,-67.008607271,+142.660646804,-39.199 

AUTO0322,-67.008606849,+142.660645496,-39.195 

AUTO0323,-67.008601988,+142.660639973,-39.237 

AUTO0324,-67.008595976,+142.660628568,-39.276 

AUTO0325,-67.008590890,+142.660620632,-39.267 

AUTO0326,-67.008587866,+142.660618279,-39.300 
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AUTO0327,-67.008588273,+142.660617281,-39.326 

AUTO0328,-67.008588364,+142.660616779,-39.329 

AUTO0329,-67.008588395,+142.660616325,-39.335 

AUTO0330,-67.008586952,+142.660613802,-39.310 

AUTO0331,-67.008580409,+142.660608135,-39.343 

AUTO0332,-67.008573158,+142.660600273,-39.371 

AUTO0333,-67.008568480,+142.660590471,-39.360 

AUTO0334,-67.008567281,+142.660586972,-39.390 

AUTO0335,-67.008567131,+142.660582937,-39.374 

AUTO0336,-67.008566858,+142.660581986,-39.358 

AUTO0337,-67.008566501,+142.660581789,-39.368 

AUTO0338,-67.008566304,+142.660582755,-39.363 

AUTO0339,-67.008565293,+142.660588834,-39.397 

AUTO0340,-67.008562364,+142.660609238,-39.295 

AUTO0341,-67.008562443,+142.660617582,-39.300 

AUTO0342,-67.008561621,+142.660620088,-39.299 

AUTO0343,-67.008561313,+142.660620502,-39.300 

AUTO0344,-67.008561261,+142.660620181,-39.298 

AUTO0345,-67.008561290,+142.660620024,-39.292 

AUTO0346,-67.008561892,+142.660620556,-39.287 

AUTO0347,-67.008561851,+142.660621275,-39.280 

AUTO0348,-67.008560925,+142.660627084,-39.347 

AUTO0349,-67.008556290,+142.660635564,-39.299 

AUTO0350,-67.008553578,+142.660634788,-39.256 

AUTO0383,-67.008521841,+142.660455046,-39.977 

AUTO0384,-67.008521618,+142.660455593,-39.978 

AUTO0385,-67.008521826,+142.660456013,-39.972 

AUTO0386,-67.008521740,+142.660455116,-39.972 

AUTO0387,-67.008521147,+142.660440627,-39.983 

AUTO0388,-67.008518755,+142.660421287,-40.124 
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AUTO0389,-67.008516139,+142.660404925,-40.162 

AUTO0390,-67.008515341,+142.660396487,-40.204 

AUTO0391,-67.008514921,+142.660396543,-40.221 

AUTO0392,-67.008515082,+142.660395884,-40.208 

AUTO0393,-67.008515089,+142.660393111,-40.203 

AUTO0394,-67.008510391,+142.660379264,-40.302 

AUTO0395,-67.008504990,+142.660364595,-40.337 

AUTO0396,-67.008500120,+142.660359626,-40.408 

AUTO0397,-67.008498890,+142.660359594,-40.401 

AUTO0398,-67.008498613,+142.660359835,-40.393 

AUTO0399,-67.008498694,+142.660360052,-40.392 

AUTO0400,-67.008498255,+142.660359349,-40.384 

AUTO0401,-67.008493495,+142.660352772,-40.421 

AUTO0402,-67.008486727,+142.660347546,-40.500 

AUTO0403,-67.008478984,+142.660342530,-40.516 

AUTO0404,-67.008471269,+142.660339007,-40.541 

AUTO0405,-67.008466252,+142.660331704,-40.544 

AUTO0406,-67.008464595,+142.660327195,-40.612 

AUTO0407,-67.008464600,+142.660326514,-40.621 

AUTO0408,-67.008464340,+142.660326935,-40.606 

AUTO0409,-67.008464371,+142.660326227,-40.608 

AUTO0410,-67.008464067,+142.660324432,-40.607 

AUTO0411,-67.008460342,+142.660324206,-40.593 

AUTO0412,-67.008455961,+142.660321905,-40.566 

AUTO0413,-67.008454693,+142.660322956,-40.568 

AUTO0414,-67.008455346,+142.660325817,-40.598 

AUTO0767,-67.008586343,+142.660915394,-38.247 

AUTO0768,-67.008586929,+142.660914226,-38.262 

AUTO0769,-67.008586619,+142.660915383,-38.264 

AUTO0770,-67.008588922,+142.660912612,-38.279 
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AUTO0771,-67.008597558,+142.660903004,-38.386 

AUTO0772,-67.008602845,+142.660896019,-38.332 

AUTO0773,-67.008604523,+142.660896938,-38.301 

AUTO0774,-67.008604661,+142.660896178,-38.311 

AUTO0775,-67.008604787,+142.660894042,-38.322 

AUTO0776,-67.008605216,+142.660894512,-38.307 

AUTO0777,-67.008605272,+142.660894961,-38.311 

AUTO0778,-67.008606510,+142.660894846,-38.325 

AUTO0779,-67.008613263,+142.660901214,-38.296 

AUTO0780,-67.008620916,+142.660900774,-38.230 

AUTO0781,-67.008622797,+142.660893118,-38.218 

AUTO0782,-67.008623317,+142.660894617,-38.250 

AUTO0783,-67.008623736,+142.660894056,-38.245 

AUTO0784,-67.008623956,+142.660894002,-38.235 

AUTO0785,-67.008627769,+142.660891471,-38.141 

AUTO0786,-67.008633769,+142.660891802,-38.108 

AUTO0787,-67.008640453,+142.660888163,-38.178 

AUTO0788,-67.008645153,+142.660880103,-38.304 

AUTO0789,-67.008647003,+142.660882300,-38.297 

AUTO0790,-67.008647329,+142.660884365,-38.277 

AUTO0791,-67.008647540,+142.660884550,-38.294 

AUTO0792,-67.008648958,+142.660880049,-38.297 

AUTO0793,-67.008655794,+142.660865508,-38.474 

AUTO0794,-67.008660517,+142.660848822,-38.623 

AUTO0795,-67.008666982,+142.660833744,-38.756 

AUTO0796,-67.008675400,+142.660820143,-38.792 

AUTO0797,-67.008681746,+142.660821151,-38.744 

AUTO0798,-67.008685292,+142.660820981,-38.766 

AUTO0799,-67.008686500,+142.660821158,-38.760 

AUTO0800,-67.008688471,+142.660824113,-38.759 
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AUTO0801,-67.008689388,+142.660825974,-38.693 

AUTO0802,-67.008690029,+142.660825254,-38.751 

AUTO0803,-67.008689744,+142.660824166,-38.753 

AUTO0804,-67.008689874,+142.660823545,-38.729 

AUTO0805,-67.008690238,+142.660823784,-38.748 

AUTO0806,-67.008691176,+142.660824510,-38.759 

AUTO0807,-67.008690903,+142.660824413,-38.764 

AUTO0808,-67.008690931,+142.660824334,-38.775 

AUTO0809,-67.008690943,+142.660824690,-38.773 

AUTO0810,-67.008690282,+142.660824591,-38.762 

AUTO0811,-67.008690767,+142.660823893,-38.757 

AUTO0812,-67.008690857,+142.660824592,-38.789 

AUTO0813,-67.008690664,+142.660824638,-38.786 

AUTO0814,-67.008689997,+142.660823914,-38.757 

AUTO0815,-67.008689781,+142.660823524,-38.755 

AUTO0816,-67.008687178,+142.660823730,-38.815 

AUTO0817,-67.008681832,+142.660824367,-38.814 

AUTO0818,-67.008677360,+142.660829899,-38.818 

AUTO0819,-67.008669377,+142.660831606,-38.702 

AUTO0820,-67.008659825,+142.660836746,-38.705 

AUTO0821,-67.008654436,+142.660846105,-38.619 

AUTO0822,-67.008649600,+142.660854224,-38.428 

AUTO0823,-67.008647210,+142.660857414,-38.261 

AUTO0824,-67.008640690,+142.660851152,-38.235 

AUTO0825,-67.008637682,+142.660842969,-38.071 

AUTO0826,-67.008635328,+142.660835505,-38.059 

AUTO0827,-67.008632067,+142.660828216,-38.039 

AUTO0828,-67.008626001,+142.660820476,-38.007 

AUTO0829,-67.008619612,+142.660816450,-38.088 

AUTO0830,-67.008615072,+142.660824894,-38.029 
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AUTO0351,-67.008553182,+142.660639164,-39.264 

AUTO0352,-67.008552721,+142.660638823,-39.260 

AUTO0353,-67.008553026,+142.660639168,-39.247 

AUTO0354,-67.008552727,+142.660638753,-39.256 

AUTO0355,-67.008552682,+142.660630061,-39.259 

AUTO0356,-67.008553783,+142.660612758,-39.310 

AUTO0357,-67.008551962,+142.660597074,-39.373 

AUTO0358,-67.008552102,+142.660586390,-39.460 

AUTO0359,-67.008552441,+142.660587147,-39.492 

AUTO0360,-67.008552350,+142.660588230,-39.488 

AUTO0361,-67.008552306,+142.660587805,-39.479 

AUTO0362,-67.008552660,+142.660584843,-39.470 

AUTO0363,-67.008551270,+142.660574590,-39.505 

AUTO0364,-67.008548706,+142.660567296,-39.592 

AUTO0365,-67.008545054,+142.660567052,-39.505 

AUTO0366,-67.008546309,+142.660566291,-39.558 

AUTO0367,-67.008546027,+142.660566990,-39.556 

AUTO0368,-67.008545581,+142.660567441,-39.540 

AUTO0369,-67.008544355,+142.660567832,-39.549 

AUTO0370,-67.008544104,+142.660553530,-39.551 

AUTO0371,-67.008541674,+142.660539270,-39.662 

AUTO0372,-67.008537761,+142.660532727,-39.691 

AUTO0373,-67.008533798,+142.660528302,-39.691 

AUTO0374,-67.008533180,+142.660527609,-39.688 

AUTO0375,-67.008533190,+142.660527820,-39.687 

AUTO0376,-67.008533122,+142.660527995,-39.691 

AUTO0377,-67.008532771,+142.660526825,-39.678 

AUTO0378,-67.008532359,+142.660512208,-39.718 

AUTO0379,-67.008532638,+142.660493895,-39.854 

AUTO0380,-67.008529595,+142.660477232,-39.896 
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AUTO0381,-67.008525142,+142.660462115,-40.023 

AUTO0382,-67.008522566,+142.660452582,-39.997 

AUTO0415,-67.008455523,+142.660325805,-40.609 

AUTO0416,-67.008456004,+142.660324904,-40.631 

AUTO0417,-67.008453150,+142.660323845,-40.654 

AUTO0418,-67.008445846,+142.660319717,-40.635 

AUTO0419,-67.008437180,+142.660314847,-40.730 

AUTO0420,-67.008429430,+142.660316797,-40.747 

AUTO0421,-67.008425097,+142.660318451,-40.701 

AUTO0422,-67.008425238,+142.660317971,-40.729 

AUTO0423,-67.008425284,+142.660317332,-40.725 

AUTO0424,-67.008424410,+142.660316010,-40.722 

AUTO0425,-67.008419610,+142.660310218,-40.814 

AUTO0426,-67.008412873,+142.660302147,-40.860 

AUTO0427,-67.008403120,+142.660299969,-40.859 

AUTO0428,-67.008397183,+142.660300194,-40.900 

AUTO0429,-67.008397490,+142.660302197,-40.922 

AUTO0430,-67.008398231,+142.660301287,-40.947 

AUTO0431,-67.008397666,+142.660300374,-40.919 

AUTO0432,-67.008397486,+142.660301669,-40.920 

AUTO0433,-67.008396912,+142.660302625,-40.906 

AUTO0434,-67.008396250,+142.660303569,-40.923 

AUTO0435,-67.008393831,+142.660297796,-40.948 

AUTO0436,-67.008387067,+142.660293914,-40.927 

AUTO0437,-67.008380152,+142.660287347,-41.039 

AUTO0438,-67.008373099,+142.660283056,-41.099 

AUTO0439,-67.008367486,+142.660282582,-41.122 

AUTO0440,-67.008366860,+142.660285704,-41.125 

AUTO0441,-67.008366462,+142.660286516,-41.116 

AUTO0442,-67.008366745,+142.660286043,-41.136 
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AUTO0443,-67.008365715,+142.660286994,-41.122 

AUTO0444,-67.008364189,+142.660286538,-41.117 

AUTO0445,-67.008357214,+142.660283515,-41.137 

AUTO0446,-67.008348063,+142.660283168,-41.188 

AUTO0447,-67.008339902,+142.660284455,-41.213 

AUTO0448,-67.008336275,+142.660290141,-41.187 

AUTO0449,-67.008336539,+142.660290634,-41.188 

AUTO0450,-67.008336753,+142.660291074,-41.191 

AUTO0451,-67.008336909,+142.660292015,-41.200 

AUTO0452,-67.008336548,+142.660292046,-41.190 

AUTO0453,-67.008333946,+142.660285594,-41.237 

AUTO0454,-67.008329002,+142.660275875,-41.321 

AUTO0455,-67.008324603,+142.660273739,-41.299 

AUTO0456,-67.008322904,+142.660275344,-41.305 

AUTO0457,-67.008322650,+142.660276862,-41.330 

AUTO0458,-67.008322490,+142.660277023,-41.321 

AUTO0459,-67.008322498,+142.660277091,-41.327 

AUTO0460,-67.008322287,+142.660277626,-41.306 

AUTO0461,-67.008317080,+142.660277011,-41.301 

AUTO0462,-67.008310101,+142.660283844,-41.342 

AUTO0463,-67.008303701,+142.660291665,-41.368 

AUTO0464,-67.008298480,+142.660297204,-41.364 

AUTO0465,-67.008295420,+142.660299070,-41.361 

AUTO0466,-67.008296570,+142.660299330,-41.407 

AUTO0467,-67.008296991,+142.660299276,-41.400 

AUTO0468,-67.008297123,+142.660300469,-41.388 

AUTO0469,-67.008296684,+142.660301194,-41.402 

AUTO0470,-67.008293559,+142.660308335,-41.397 

AUTO0471,-67.008293164,+142.660323280,-41.355 

AUTO0472,-67.008292693,+142.660336215,-41.267 
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AUTO0473,-67.008293055,+142.660343185,-41.167 

AUTO0474,-67.008294259,+142.660349137,-41.160 

AUTO0475,-67.008294851,+142.660348810,-41.165 

AUTO0476,-67.008294993,+142.660348811,-41.163 

AUTO0477,-67.008294780,+142.660349652,-41.168 

AUTO0478,-67.008294368,+142.660349222,-41.161 

AUTO0479,-67.008291254,+142.660350341,-41.199 

AUTO0480,-67.008288042,+142.660348190,-41.225 

AUTO0481,-67.008284341,+142.660349256,-41.311 

AUTO0482,-67.008282918,+142.660350794,-41.385 

AUTO0483,-67.008280143,+142.660361179,-41.452 

AUTO0484,-67.008278421,+142.660367311,-41.514 

AUTO0485,-67.008278149,+142.660367146,-41.512 

AUTO0486,-67.008278366,+142.660367487,-41.525 

AUTO0487,-67.008278171,+142.660367387,-41.529 

AUTO0488,-67.008277999,+142.660368091,-41.518 

AUTO0489,-67.008277161,+142.660372655,-41.533 

AUTO0490,-67.008273358,+142.660382197,-41.567 

AUTO0491,-67.008269954,+142.660395889,-41.522 

AUTO0492,-67.008267932,+142.660408625,-41.502 

AUTO0493,-67.008265090,+142.660415725,-41.560 

AUTO0494,-67.008264542,+142.660420546,-41.557 

AUTO0495,-67.008264875,+142.660420128,-41.552 

AUTO0496,-67.008265176,+142.660419885,-41.567 

AUTO0497,-67.008265385,+142.660420154,-41.574 

AUTO0498,-67.008265893,+142.660422686,-41.559 

AUTO0499,-67.008265702,+142.660421575,-41.565 

AUTO0500,-67.008265392,+142.660420896,-41.561 

AUTO0501,-67.008265574,+142.660422653,-41.549 

AUTO0502,-67.008263600,+142.660433055,-41.530 
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AUTO0503,-67.008266237,+142.660446472,-41.542 

AUTO0504,-67.008270729,+142.660456770,-41.424 

AUTO0505,-67.008273935,+142.660465413,-41.355 

AUTO0506,-67.008274825,+142.660465120,-41.335 

AUTO0507,-67.008275183,+142.660464671,-41.353 

AUTO0508,-67.008275256,+142.660464735,-41.349 

AUTO0509,-67.008274996,+142.660465367,-41.341 

AUTO0510,-67.008275187,+142.660465783,-41.333 

AUTO0511,-67.008274861,+142.660473641,-41.341 

AUTO0512,-67.008272554,+142.660487656,-41.273 

AUTO0513,-67.008269164,+142.660496889,-41.317 

AUTO0514,-67.008266522,+142.660513695,-41.280 

AUTO0515,-67.008268186,+142.660528449,-41.257 

AUTO0516,-67.008268064,+142.660538299,-41.231 

AUTO0517,-67.008268689,+142.660540746,-41.169 

AUTO0518,-67.008268256,+142.660539407,-41.171 

AUTO0519,-67.008268176,+142.660539348,-41.177 

AUTO0520,-67.008267803,+142.660543388,-41.195 

AUTO0521,-67.008261674,+142.660548086,-41.209 

AUTO0522,-67.008254811,+142.660552235,-41.253 

AUTO0523,-67.008251584,+142.660563346,-41.324 

AUTO0524,-67.008250879,+142.660564159,-41.341 

AUTO0525,-67.008250879,+142.660564782,-41.329 

AUTO0526,-67.008250376,+142.660565168,-41.334 

AUTO0527,-67.008248449,+142.660565952,-41.336 

AUTO0528,-67.008242115,+142.660565559,-41.465 

AUTO0529,-67.008234321,+142.660562887,-41.509 

AUTO0530,-67.008227211,+142.660555682,-41.540 

AUTO0531,-67.008221742,+142.660552435,-41.561 

AUTO0532,-67.008218665,+142.660551115,-41.617 
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AUTO0533,-67.008217662,+142.660552636,-41.637 

AUTO0534,-67.008217251,+142.660552889,-41.619 

AUTO0535,-67.008216131,+142.660553153,-41.618 

AUTO0536,-67.008209404,+142.660545964,-41.631 

AUTO0537,-67.008201616,+142.660542702,-41.691 

AUTO0538,-67.008194578,+142.660542198,-41.753 

AUTO0539,-67.008190543,+142.660542522,-41.779 

AUTO0540,-67.008189348,+142.660542425,-41.779 

AUTO0541,-67.008189334,+142.660542936,-41.784 

AUTO0542,-67.008188515,+142.660544473,-41.778 

AUTO0543,-67.008184192,+142.660548049,-41.839 

AUTO0544,-67.008179532,+142.660566550,-41.860 

AUTO0545,-67.008174515,+142.660573355,-41.750 

AUTO0546,-67.008168689,+142.660573361,-41.905 

AUTO0547,-67.008160315,+142.660568504,-42.036 

AUTO0548,-67.008155783,+142.660564352,-42.033 

AUTO0549,-67.008155268,+142.660564846,-42.047 

AUTO0550,-67.008155291,+142.660564217,-42.037 

AUTO0551,-67.008154814,+142.660564871,-42.024 

AUTO0552,-67.008153095,+142.660576569,-42.057 

AUTO0553,-67.008150672,+142.660593462,-42.004 

AUTO0554,-67.008151770,+142.660611826,-41.886 

AUTO0555,-67.008149802,+142.660618901,-41.983 

AUTO0556,-67.008145925,+142.660637799,-41.997 

AUTO0557,-67.008146071,+142.660648635,-41.988 

AUTO0558,-67.008145096,+142.660647450,-41.981 

AUTO0559,-67.008144542,+142.660647793,-41.960 

AUTO0560,-67.008144788,+142.660648205,-41.960 

AUTO0561,-67.008145031,+142.660652461,-41.965 

AUTO0562,-67.008147981,+142.660671426,-42.003 
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AUTO0563,-67.008145496,+142.660692892,-42.041 

AUTO0564,-67.008143529,+142.660704362,-42.026 

AUTO0565,-67.008145072,+142.660718932,-41.950 

AUTO0566,-67.008146128,+142.660719237,-41.932 

AUTO0567,-67.008146052,+142.660719826,-41.940 

AUTO0568,-67.008146425,+142.660720598,-41.933 

AUTO0569,-67.008150214,+142.660735187,-41.908 

AUTO0570,-67.008155281,+142.660754767,-41.888 

AUTO0571,-67.008160253,+142.660776421,-41.798 

AUTO0572,-67.008165404,+142.660793752,-41.693 

AUTO0573,-67.008167697,+142.660810973,-41.572 

AUTO0574,-67.008169426,+142.660818323,-41.442 

AUTO0575,-67.008170500,+142.660819421,-41.435 

AUTO0576,-67.008170750,+142.660820144,-41.426 

AUTO0577,-67.008170766,+142.660820342,-41.432 

AUTO0578,-67.008170777,+142.660820416,-41.432 

AUTO0579,-67.008171407,+142.660820520,-41.414 

AUTO0580,-67.008175363,+142.660823728,-41.447 

AUTO0581,-67.008184207,+142.660821505,-41.491 

AUTO0582,-67.008194320,+142.660823762,-41.381 

AUTO0583,-67.008200148,+142.660832516,-41.341 

AUTO0584,-67.008199174,+142.660836688,-41.383 

AUTO0585,-67.008199043,+142.660837095,-41.343 

AUTO0586,-67.008199093,+142.660837898,-41.324 

AUTO0587,-67.008199426,+142.660837626,-41.313 

AUTO0588,-67.008199861,+142.660838661,-41.313 

AUTO0589,-67.008200040,+142.660838896,-41.321 

AUTO0590,-67.008200126,+142.660840331,-41.301 

AUTO0591,-67.008200696,+142.660841223,-41.313 

AUTO0592,-67.008204678,+142.660839497,-41.346 
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AUTO0593,-67.008211263,+142.660847100,-41.314 

AUTO0594,-67.008216460,+142.660848552,-41.229 

AUTO0595,-67.008219511,+142.660861202,-41.145 

AUTO0596,-67.008222636,+142.660857610,-41.087 

AUTO0597,-67.008223730,+142.660856027,-41.072 

AUTO0598,-67.008223495,+142.660855744,-41.089 

AUTO0599,-67.008223644,+142.660856250,-41.081 

AUTO0600,-67.008223583,+142.660856330,-41.098 

AUTO0601,-67.008223457,+142.660856062,-41.093 

AUTO0602,-67.008223755,+142.660856701,-41.090 

AUTO0603,-67.008223896,+142.660857026,-41.070 

AUTO0604,-67.008223706,+142.660857237,-41.068 

AUTO0605,-67.008223771,+142.660858193,-41.076 

AUTO0606,-67.008224931,+142.660868536,-41.115 

AUTO0607,-67.008228260,+142.660874001,-40.912 

AUTO0608,-67.008231936,+142.660880164,-40.853 

AUTO0609,-67.008235146,+142.660883002,-40.862 

AUTO0610,-67.008238235,+142.660891403,-40.871 

AUTO0611,-67.008238513,+142.660891848,-40.862 

AUTO0612,-67.008238591,+142.660891275,-40.876 

AUTO0613,-67.008239435,+142.660892463,-40.880 

AUTO0614,-67.008241861,+142.660892512,-40.935 

AUTO0615,-67.008252836,+142.660887313,-40.884 

AUTO0616,-67.008261895,+142.660881630,-40.765 

AUTO0617,-67.008269428,+142.660874527,-40.651 

AUTO0618,-67.008272464,+142.660876364,-40.678 

AUTO0619,-67.008272579,+142.660877249,-40.675 

AUTO0620,-67.008272392,+142.660875360,-40.675 

AUTO0621,-67.008273172,+142.660875612,-40.677 

AUTO0622,-67.008274985,+142.660872169,-40.699 
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AUTO0623,-67.008280677,+142.660853375,-40.745 

AUTO0624,-67.008285605,+142.660835526,-40.754 

AUTO0625,-67.008290204,+142.660822323,-40.830 

AUTO0626,-67.008298579,+142.660815749,-40.753 

AUTO0627,-67.008298969,+142.660817414,-40.703 

AUTO0628,-67.008299234,+142.660818802,-40.693 

AUTO0629,-67.008298837,+142.660819718,-40.704 

AUTO0630,-67.008298958,+142.660818416,-40.697 

AUTO0631,-67.008299968,+142.660817220,-40.694 

AUTO0632,-67.008300599,+142.660817777,-40.684 

AUTO0633,-67.008301418,+142.660818336,-40.687 

AUTO0634,-67.008306193,+142.660813103,-40.698 

AUTO0635,-67.008312659,+142.660810395,-40.790 

AUTO0636,-67.008315703,+142.660804817,-40.789 

AUTO0637,-67.008316354,+142.660801902,-40.796 

AUTO0638,-67.008316375,+142.660801742,-40.810 

AUTO0639,-67.008317761,+142.660802815,-40.783 

AUTO0640,-67.008321716,+142.660818698,-40.672 

AUTO0641,-67.008327833,+142.660831895,-40.617 

AUTO0642,-67.008331094,+142.660843826,-40.569 

AUTO0643,-67.008337794,+142.660860611,-40.445 

AUTO0644,-67.008342337,+142.660861016,-40.426 

AUTO0645,-67.008342360,+142.660861626,-40.410 

AUTO0646,-67.008342462,+142.660861825,-40.417 

AUTO0647,-67.008342432,+142.660862580,-40.412 

AUTO0648,-67.008342483,+142.660864615,-40.394 

AUTO0649,-67.008345701,+142.660877354,-40.389 

AUTO0650,-67.008348368,+142.660899391,-40.314 

AUTO0651,-67.008350078,+142.660919426,-40.246 

AUTO0652,-67.008352345,+142.660931290,-40.169 
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AUTO0653,-67.008352046,+142.660934067,-40.138 

AUTO0654,-67.008352427,+142.660937258,-40.123 

AUTO0655,-67.008352353,+142.660937372,-40.134 

AUTO0656,-67.008352528,+142.660937510,-40.135 

AUTO0657,-67.008353048,+142.660936114,-40.116 

AUTO0658,-67.008355181,+142.660925311,-40.163 

AUTO0659,-67.008355282,+142.660903539,-40.246 

AUTO0660,-67.008354685,+142.660881390,-40.221 

AUTO0661,-67.008353781,+142.660866132,-40.233 

AUTO0662,-67.008352788,+142.660856929,-40.249 

AUTO0663,-67.008352741,+142.660855972,-40.225 

AUTO0664,-67.008352683,+142.660855590,-40.239 

AUTO0665,-67.008353090,+142.660856868,-40.225 

AUTO0666,-67.008353797,+142.660858792,-40.235 

AUTO0667,-67.008359375,+142.660863068,-40.254 

AUTO0668,-67.008366063,+142.660875825,-40.223 

AUTO0669,-67.008370949,+142.660882542,-40.162 

AUTO0670,-67.008370750,+142.660884094,-40.141 

AUTO0671,-67.008371144,+142.660883862,-40.145 

AUTO0672,-67.008372800,+142.660885489,-40.140 

AUTO0673,-67.008379078,+142.660896703,-40.193 

AUTO0674,-67.008387392,+142.660902933,-40.016 

AUTO0675,-67.008392651,+142.660899601,-40.035 

AUTO0676,-67.008392557,+142.660902587,-40.006 

AUTO0677,-67.008392825,+142.660903478,-39.999 

AUTO0678,-67.008394142,+142.660906171,-39.989 

AUTO0679,-67.008401143,+142.660910978,-39.988 

AUTO0680,-67.008407997,+142.660909910,-39.898 

AUTO0681,-67.008412944,+142.660908967,-39.853 

AUTO0682,-67.008413331,+142.660903977,-39.868 
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AUTO0683,-67.008413337,+142.660904086,-39.878 

AUTO0684,-67.008413539,+142.660903954,-39.880 

AUTO0685,-67.008414512,+142.660903887,-39.860 

AUTO0686,-67.008421151,+142.660903937,-39.886 

AUTO0687,-67.008430251,+142.660898757,-39.757 

AUTO0688,-67.008435729,+142.660893175,-39.623 

AUTO0689,-67.008436220,+142.660897219,-39.585 

AUTO0690,-67.008436119,+142.660897552,-39.593 

AUTO0691,-67.008436583,+142.660897352,-39.585 

AUTO0692,-67.008439960,+142.660895544,-39.624 

AUTO0693,-67.008448446,+142.660895289,-39.517 

AUTO0694,-67.008454872,+142.660890029,-39.497 

AUTO0695,-67.008456455,+142.660893305,-39.420 

AUTO0696,-67.008455658,+142.660893585,-39.434 

AUTO0697,-67.008455581,+142.660893342,-39.438 

AUTO0698,-67.008455955,+142.660893487,-39.435 

AUTO0699,-67.008456149,+142.660891807,-39.435 

AUTO0700,-67.008462436,+142.660889522,-39.512 

AUTO0701,-67.008465546,+142.660870879,-39.430 

AUTO0702,-67.008469734,+142.660862640,-39.265 

AUTO0703,-67.008468061,+142.660854254,-39.213 

AUTO0704,-67.008468168,+142.660853248,-39.193 

AUTO0705,-67.008468276,+142.660853587,-39.185 

AUTO0706,-67.008470626,+142.660852024,-39.218 

AUTO0707,-67.008478021,+142.660851323,-39.191 

AUTO0708,-67.008487577,+142.660847116,-39.099 

AUTO0709,-67.008490631,+142.660843022,-38.785 

AUTO0710,-67.008490750,+142.660844228,-38.797 

AUTO0711,-67.008490652,+142.660843750,-38.789 

AUTO0712,-67.008490360,+142.660843865,-38.799 
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AUTO0713,-67.008490595,+142.660843238,-38.792 

AUTO0714,-67.008491194,+142.660839057,-38.804 

AUTO0715,-67.008493602,+142.660820942,-38.901 

AUTO0716,-67.008495499,+142.660804117,-38.765 

AUTO0717,-67.008493654,+142.660794248,-38.735 

AUTO0718,-67.008494146,+142.660792359,-38.750 

AUTO0719,-67.008494241,+142.660793579,-38.753 

AUTO0720,-67.008494330,+142.660793660,-38.755 

AUTO0721,-67.008494960,+142.660794096,-38.733 

AUTO0722,-67.008499138,+142.660793303,-38.783 

AUTO0723,-67.008504396,+142.660794539,-38.804 

AUTO0724,-67.008507923,+142.660785923,-38.846 

AUTO0725,-67.008507427,+142.660784797,-38.853 

AUTO0726,-67.008507502,+142.660785233,-38.849 

AUTO0727,-67.008507877,+142.660786085,-38.835 

AUTO0728,-67.008510752,+142.660788152,-38.893 

AUTO0729,-67.008517918,+142.660796571,-38.907 

AUTO0730,-67.008522373,+142.660802078,-38.901 

AUTO0731,-67.008523573,+142.660806217,-38.883 

AUTO0732,-67.008523238,+142.660805014,-38.922 

AUTO0733,-67.008523243,+142.660804377,-38.925 

AUTO0734,-67.008523863,+142.660804528,-38.924 

AUTO0735,-67.008530259,+142.660811192,-38.912 

AUTO0736,-67.008535634,+142.660808230,-38.876 

AUTO0737,-67.008535877,+142.660811717,-38.814 

AUTO0738,-67.008536035,+142.660809689,-38.843 

AUTO0739,-67.008535740,+142.660809812,-38.821 

AUTO0740,-67.008535685,+142.660809765,-38.826 

AUTO0741,-67.008536297,+142.660816803,-38.836 

AUTO0742,-67.008539625,+142.660833574,-38.767 
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AUTO0743,-67.008540794,+142.660840338,-38.720 

AUTO0744,-67.008540837,+142.660841642,-38.737 

AUTO0745,-67.008540350,+142.660841425,-38.743 

AUTO0746,-67.008540287,+142.660842132,-38.744 

AUTO0747,-67.008540830,+142.660842791,-38.721 

AUTO0748,-67.008544379,+142.660857647,-38.606 

AUTO0749,-67.008549736,+142.660872233,-38.580 

AUTO0750,-67.008554426,+142.660880976,-38.531 

AUTO0751,-67.008554867,+142.660882072,-38.543 

AUTO0752,-67.008555171,+142.660880382,-38.557 

AUTO0753,-67.008555112,+142.660880218,-38.552 

AUTO0754,-67.008554886,+142.660880290,-38.558 

AUTO0755,-67.008558653,+142.660889851,-38.597 

AUTO0756,-67.008563203,+142.660906684,-38.477 

AUTO0757,-67.008564743,+142.660915136,-38.461 

AUTO0758,-67.008564256,+142.660915674,-38.482 

AUTO0759,-67.008564086,+142.660915953,-38.484 

AUTO0760,-67.008563923,+142.660914964,-38.496 

AUTO0761,-67.008564663,+142.660913882,-38.482 

AUTO0762,-67.008569326,+142.660915774,-38.524 

AUTO0763,-67.008577871,+142.660923282,-38.421 

AUTO0764,-67.008583511,+142.660920172,-38.348 

AUTO0765,-67.008586541,+142.660917348,-38.267 

AUTO0766,-67.008586464,+142.660910915,-38.235 

AUTO0831,-67.008610239,+142.660829500,-37.877 

AUTO0832,-67.008607814,+142.660828514,-37.890 

AUTO0833,-67.008608779,+142.660828611,-37.910 

AUTO0834,-67.008608764,+142.660828213,-37.910 

AUTO0835,-67.008608727,+142.660827790,-37.895 

AUTO0836,-67.008608523,+142.660827484,-37.903 
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AUTO0837,-67.008608273,+142.660827612,-37.901 

AUTO0838,-67.008608358,+142.660827724,-37.899 

AUTO0839,-67.008608685,+142.660827793,-37.903 

AUTO0840,-67.008608392,+142.660827809,-37.903 

AUTO0841,-67.008608935,+142.660828002,-37.905 

AUTO0842,-67.008608757,+142.660827982,-37.912 

AUTO0843,-67.008608773,+142.660827477,-37.907 

AUTO0844,-67.008608840,+142.660827999,-37.898 

AUTO0845,-67.008608299,+142.660827367,-37.900 

AUTO0846,-67.008608555,+142.660827538,-37.903 

AUTO0847,-67.008608160,+142.660827824,-37.896 

AUTO0848,-67.008607918,+142.660827714,-37.899 

AUTO0849,-67.008607974,+142.660828224,-37.897 

AUTO0850,-67.008607916,+142.660828008,-37.886 

AUTO0851,-67.008607979,+142.660827981,-37.895 

AUTO0852,-67.008608154,+142.660828649,-37.904 

AUTO0853,-67.008608444,+142.660829189,-37.901 

AUTO0854,-67.008608511,+142.660829638,-37.907 

AUTO0855,-67.008603218,+142.660822461,-37.870 

AUTO0856,-67.008599218,+142.660821467,-37.846 

AUTO0857,-67.008599033,+142.660821575,-37.857 

AUTO0858,-67.008599559,+142.660822093,-37.862 

AUTO0859,-67.008599813,+142.660822427,-37.867 

AUTO0860,-67.008599640,+142.660821736,-37.869 

AUTO0861,-67.008599742,+142.660821280,-37.869 

AUTO0862,-67.008599772,+142.660821456,-37.874 

AUTO0863,-67.008599440,+142.660821353,-37.871 

AUTO0864,-67.008599640,+142.660821640,-37.870 

AUTO0865,-67.008599970,+142.660821664,-37.880 

AUTO0866,-67.008599740,+142.660821243,-37.880 
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AUTO0867,-67.008599542,+142.660820793,-37.869 

AUTO0868,-67.008599173,+142.660820126,-37.862 

AUTO0869,-67.008598901,+142.660823439,-37.875 

AUTO0870,-67.008596708,+142.660836114,-37.851 

AUTO0871,-67.008596556,+142.660840944,-37.856 

AUTO0872,-67.008597202,+142.660841172,-37.882 

AUTO0873,-67.008597025,+142.660840473,-37.865 

AUTO0874,-67.008597354,+142.660840112,-37.890 

AUTO0875,-67.008597397,+142.660840460,-37.880 

AUTO0876,-67.008597189,+142.660840561,-37.874 

AUTO0877,-67.008597263,+142.660841427,-37.877 

AUTO0878,-67.008597454,+142.660841087,-37.888 

AUTO0879,-67.008597377,+142.660839460,-37.891 

AUTO0880,-67.008596128,+142.660836266,-37.845 

AUTO0881,-67.008597640,+142.660837003,-37.922 

AUTO0882,-67.008602565,+142.660846735,-37.880 

AUTO0883,-67.008603133,+142.660843861,-37.940 

AUTO0884,-67.008602875,+142.660845059,-37.921 

AUTO0885,-67.008602549,+142.660843234,-37.936 

AUTO0886,-67.008602607,+142.660843032,-37.950 

AUTO0887,-67.008602744,+142.660843407,-37.940 

AUTO0888,-67.008602766,+142.660842972,-37.940 

AUTO0889,-67.008602577,+142.660842771,-37.949 

AUTO0890,-67.008602500,+142.660842866,-37.939 

AUTO0891,-67.008602370,+142.660842792,-37.935 

AUTO0892,-67.008602795,+142.660842855,-37.934 

AUTO0893,-67.008602713,+142.660842878,-37.933 

AUTO0894,-67.008602635,+142.660842682,-37.934 

AUTO0895,-67.008602537,+142.660843131,-37.939 

AUTO0896,-67.008603068,+142.660843784,-37.936 
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AUTO0897,-67.008603325,+142.660843572,-37.935 

AUTO0898,-67.008603552,+142.660842674,-37.930 

AUTO0899,-67.008603482,+142.660843273,-37.945 

AUTO0900,-67.008603849,+142.660843719,-37.936 

AUTO0901,-67.008603765,+142.660842711,-37.951 

AUTO0902,-67.008602763,+142.660840501,-37.960 

AUTO0903,-67.008605732,+142.660831262,-37.949 

AUTO0904,-67.008603942,+142.660830001,-37.994 

AUTO0905,-67.008600296,+142.660825581,-37.918 

AUTO0906,-67.008598118,+142.660825935,-37.863 

AUTO0907,-67.008597624,+142.660831970,-37.911 

AUTO0908,-67.008596905,+142.660827640,-37.912 

AUTO0909,-67.008597200,+142.660827992,-37.913 

AUTO0910,-67.008598987,+142.660842573,-37.939 

AUTO0911,-67.008602019,+142.660848664,-37.716 

AUTO0912,-67.008602799,+142.660846167,-37.762 

AUTO0913,-67.008606031,+142.660829862,-37.911 

AUTO0914,-67.008602971,+142.660823895,-37.945 

AUTO0915,-67.008599277,+142.660821631,-37.859 

AUTO0916,-67.008599318,+142.660821271,-37.848 

AUTO0917,-67.008596630,+142.660834004,-37.874 

AUTO0918,-67.008594963,+142.660834956,-37.840 

AUTO0919,-67.008596053,+142.660835763,-37.846 

AUTO0920,-67.008597348,+142.660839282,-37.978 

AUTO0921,-67.008603234,+142.660844126,-37.933 

AUTO0922,-67.008603197,+142.660841782,-37.942 

AUTO0923,-67.008605506,+142.660829051,-37.929 

AUTO0924,-67.008606002,+142.660828668,-37.932 

AUTO0925,-67.008605823,+142.660827118,-37.940 

AUTO0926,-67.008602560,+142.660819188,-37.806 
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AUTO0927,-67.008599371,+142.660821058,-37.830 

AUTO0928,-67.008594858,+142.660822513,-37.847 

AUTO0929,-67.008591203,+142.660825421,-37.935 

AUTO0930,-67.008591758,+142.660825871,-37.932 

AUTO0931,-67.008592058,+142.660824723,-37.940 

AUTO0932,-67.008592092,+142.660824563,-37.957 

AUTO0933,-67.008591837,+142.660824372,-37.954 

AUTO0934,-67.008592049,+142.660824656,-37.945 

AUTO0935,-67.008591918,+142.660825015,-37.953 

AUTO0936,-67.008591602,+142.660824700,-37.954 

AUTO0937,-67.008591653,+142.660824745,-37.943 

AUTO0938,-67.008591608,+142.660824602,-37.940 

AUTO0939,-67.008592158,+142.660824967,-37.958 

AUTO0940,-67.008592383,+142.660824866,-37.958 

AUTO0941,-67.008592276,+142.660825165,-37.958 

AUTO0942,-67.008592403,+142.660824518,-37.962 

AUTO0943,-67.008592606,+142.660824421,-37.969 

AUTO0944,-67.008592321,+142.660824702,-37.953 

AUTO0945,-67.008592142,+142.660824800,-37.950 

AUTO0946,-67.008591914,+142.660825421,-37.945 

AUTO0947,-67.008591607,+142.660825013,-37.940 

AUTO0948,-67.008591842,+142.660825153,-37.941 

AUTO0949,-67.008592139,+142.660825681,-37.936 

AUTO0950,-67.008591468,+142.660826409,-37.938 

AUTO0951,-67.008590913,+142.660826558,-37.932 

AUTO0952,-67.008590387,+142.660826256,-37.945 

AUTO0953,-67.008587828,+142.660822456,-38.009 

AUTO0954,-67.008582116,+142.660819509,-38.030 

AUTO0955,-67.008582497,+142.660820272,-38.056 

AUTO0956,-67.008583517,+142.660819144,-38.069 
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AUTO0957,-67.008583677,+142.660818842,-38.068 

AUTO0958,-67.008583779,+142.660818994,-38.069 

AUTO0959,-67.008583851,+142.660819242,-38.074 

AUTO0960,-67.008583941,+142.660819203,-38.079 

AUTO0961,-67.008584116,+142.660819165,-38.075 

AUTO0962,-67.008583946,+142.660818716,-38.069 

AUTO0963,-67.008583648,+142.660819102,-38.064 

AUTO0964,-67.008583775,+142.660818914,-38.075 

AUTO0965,-67.008583544,+142.660819437,-38.059 

AUTO0966,-67.008583632,+142.660819445,-38.061 

AUTO0967,-67.008583475,+142.660819565,-38.063 

AUTO0968,-67.008583641,+142.660819429,-38.075 

AUTO0969,-67.008583294,+142.660819628,-38.060 

AUTO0970,-67.008581176,+142.660822196,-38.104 

AUTO0971,-67.008581458,+142.660840031,-38.136 

AUTO0972,-67.008580222,+142.660839046,-38.097 

AUTO0973,-67.008580328,+142.660839262,-38.090 

AUTO0974,-67.008580296,+142.660838363,-38.102 

AUTO0975,-67.008580562,+142.660836389,-38.117 

AUTO0976,-67.008580700,+142.660836702,-38.110 

AUTO0977,-67.008580569,+142.660837475,-38.110 

AUTO0978,-67.008580286,+142.660837346,-38.110 

AUTO0979,-67.008579758,+142.660837389,-38.100 

AUTO0980,-67.008579419,+142.660837471,-38.102 

AUTO0981,-67.008579273,+142.660837415,-38.114 

AUTO0982,-67.008579316,+142.660837970,-38.105 

AUTO0983,-67.008579282,+142.660837675,-38.109 

AUTO0984,-67.008579125,+142.660837437,-38.108 

AUTO0985,-67.008579317,+142.660837541,-38.117 

AUTO0986,-67.008580057,+142.660839933,-38.139 
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AUTO0987,-67.008585811,+142.660847922,-37.997 

AUTO0988,-67.008588031,+142.660844579,-37.894 

AUTO0989,-67.008587346,+142.660844961,-37.921 

AUTO0990,-67.008587479,+142.660845266,-37.908 

AUTO0991,-67.008587450,+142.660844913,-37.915 

AUTO0992,-67.008587467,+142.660845129,-37.918 

AUTO0993,-67.008587092,+142.660845175,-37.917 

AUTO0994,-67.008587126,+142.660845044,-37.914 

AUTO0995,-67.008587225,+142.660844692,-37.923 

AUTO0996,-67.008587051,+142.660845029,-37.919 

AUTO0997,-67.008586890,+142.660845310,-37.918 

AUTO0998,-67.008586962,+142.660845901,-37.915 

AUTO0999,-67.008586976,+142.660846176,-37.918 

AUTO1000,-67.008587061,+142.660845951,-37.913 

AUTO1001,-67.008587267,+142.660846152,-37.909 

AUTO1002,-67.008587306,+142.660846949,-37.911 

AUTO1003,-67.008586784,+142.660844655,-37.943 

AUTO1004,-67.008590054,+142.660831831,-37.989 

AUTO1005,-67.008590824,+142.660827828,-37.939 

AUTO1006,-67.008591086,+142.660826385,-37.941 

AUTO1007,-67.008584542,+142.660821886,-38.132 

AUTO1008,-67.008582275,+142.660818506,-37.982 

AUTO1009,-67.008582056,+142.660818806,-38.068 

AUTO1010,-67.008580729,+142.660821979,-38.071 

AUTO1011,-67.008580148,+142.660838414,-38.092 

AUTO1012,-67.008578768,+142.660837926,-38.096 

AUTO1013,-67.008583757,+142.660842935,-38.210 

AUTO1014,-67.008587531,+142.660844137,-37.924 

AUTO1015,-67.008587526,+142.660843038,-37.937 

AUTO1016,-67.008589537,+142.660828695,-37.950 
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AUTO1017,-67.008590221,+142.660826264,-37.924 

AUTO1018,-67.008589479,+142.660825527,-37.962 

AUTO1019,-67.008584265,+142.660818252,-37.991 

AUTO1020,-67.008582983,+142.660818619,-38.027 

AUTO1021,-67.008580737,+142.660833169,-38.155 

AUTO1022,-67.008579183,+142.660837122,-38.111 

AUTO1023,-67.008579440,+142.660838656,-38.082 

AUTO1024,-67.008583999,+142.660845597,-38.096 

AUTO1025,-67.008586549,+142.660845981,-37.917 

AUTO1026,-67.008586559,+142.660845868,-37.941 

AUTO1027,-67.008587402,+142.660841722,-37.989 

AUTO1028,-67.008590498,+142.660828764,-37.960 

AUTO1029,-67.008591219,+142.660826350,-37.937 

AUTO1030,-67.008591318,+142.660826619,-37.946 

AUTO1031,-67.008590995,+142.660827076,-37.951 

AUTO1032,-67.008591413,+142.660825986,-37.948 

AUTO1033,-67.008591250,+142.660825232,-37.947 

AUTO1034,-67.008590960,+142.660824018,-37.953 

AUTO1035,-67.008585203,+142.660814406,-37.799 

AUTO1036,-67.008581566,+142.660807890,-37.783 

AUTO1037,-67.008576494,+142.660813852,-37.941 

AUTO1038,-67.008575750,+142.660818997,-38.008 

AUTO1039,-67.008576952,+142.660833848,-38.102 

AUTO1040,-67.008577970,+142.660846100,-38.117 

AUTO1041,-67.008577814,+142.660849642,-38.116 

AUTO1042,-67.008578054,+142.660847206,-38.114 

AUTO1043,-67.008578505,+142.660847193,-38.108 

AUTO1044,-67.008578800,+142.660846119,-38.121 

AUTO1045,-67.008578953,+142.660846374,-38.129 

AUTO1046,-67.008578891,+142.660847142,-38.119 
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AUTO1047,-67.008578874,+142.660846481,-38.129 

AUTO1048,-67.008578583,+142.660846534,-38.112 

AUTO1049,-67.008578716,+142.660846162,-38.122 

AUTO1050,-67.008578602,+142.660846030,-38.120 

AUTO1051,-67.008578587,+142.660846389,-38.129 

AUTO1052,-67.008578609,+142.660846160,-38.118 

AUTO1053,-67.008578790,+142.660846163,-38.124 

AUTO1054,-67.008578841,+142.660846239,-38.120 

AUTO1055,-67.008578781,+142.660846531,-38.122 

AUTO1056,-67.008578520,+142.660846577,-38.116 

AUTO1057,-67.008578231,+142.660847712,-38.115 

AUTO1058,-67.008578127,+142.660846805,-38.126 

AUTO1059,-67.008578348,+142.660848088,-38.118 

AUTO1060,-67.008578584,+142.660849977,-38.142 

AUTO1061,-67.008574653,+142.660844843,-38.192 

AUTO1062,-67.008570856,+142.660839807,-38.119 

AUTO1063,-67.008569328,+142.660840957,-38.107 

AUTO1064,-67.008570417,+142.660840126,-38.097 

AUTO1065,-67.008570573,+142.660839495,-38.112 

AUTO1066,-67.008570779,+142.660839944,-38.105 

AUTO1067,-67.008570871,+142.660839910,-38.112 

AUTO1068,-67.008570506,+142.660840169,-38.104 

AUTO1069,-67.008570806,+142.660840568,-38.097 

AUTO1070,-67.008570485,+142.660839898,-38.098 

AUTO1071,-67.008570518,+142.660839370,-38.099 

AUTO1072,-67.008570642,+142.660838978,-38.100 

AUTO1073,-67.008570446,+142.660838850,-38.099 

AUTO1074,-67.008570447,+142.660839608,-38.090 

AUTO1075,-67.008570330,+142.660839905,-38.100 

AUTO1076,-67.008570297,+142.660839694,-38.086 
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AUTO1077,-67.008570370,+142.660838989,-38.085 

AUTO1078,-67.008570312,+142.660839352,-38.083 

AUTO1079,-67.008570500,+142.660840214,-38.105 

AUTO1080,-67.008570459,+142.660840768,-38.111 

AUTO1081,-67.008570202,+142.660838410,-38.116 

AUTO1082,-67.008568707,+142.660848206,-38.208 

AUTO1083,-67.008565962,+142.660855335,-38.108 

AUTO1084,-67.008567466,+142.660852278,-38.114 

AUTO1085,-67.008567344,+142.660852670,-38.108 

AUTO1086,-67.008566797,+142.660852723,-38.118 

AUTO1087,-67.008566766,+142.660853630,-38.111 

AUTO1088,-67.008566583,+142.660854294,-38.114 

AUTO1089,-67.008566657,+142.660854220,-38.118 

AUTO1090,-67.008566691,+142.660854459,-38.098 

AUTO1091,-67.008566935,+142.660854293,-38.104 

AUTO1092,-67.008567229,+142.660854117,-38.102 

AUTO1093,-67.008566631,+142.660854769,-38.091 

AUTO1094,-67.008566356,+142.660855353,-38.097 

AUTO1095,-67.008566875,+142.660856292,-38.102 

AUTO1096,-67.008573235,+142.660861813,-38.178 

AUTO1097,-67.008573463,+142.660865791,-38.112 

AUTO1098,-67.008572884,+142.660864567,-38.116 

AUTO1099,-67.008572784,+142.660865601,-38.120 

AUTO1100,-67.008572759,+142.660865094,-38.131 

AUTO1101,-67.008572323,+142.660866082,-38.115 

AUTO1102,-67.008572344,+142.660866235,-38.125 

AUTO1103,-67.008572175,+142.660866553,-38.117 

AUTO1104,-67.008572189,+142.660866607,-38.118 

AUTO1105,-67.008572347,+142.660866166,-38.122 

AUTO1106,-67.008572259,+142.660865841,-38.116 
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AUTO1107,-67.008572482,+142.660865899,-38.112 

AUTO1108,-67.008572294,+142.660866241,-38.112 

AUTO1109,-67.008572593,+142.660866170,-38.118 

AUTO1110,-67.008572681,+142.660867380,-38.116 

AUTO1111,-67.008572187,+142.660869336,-38.118 

AUTO1112,-67.008572376,+142.660866431,-38.113 

AUTO1113,-67.008572361,+142.660867487,-38.093 

AUTO1114,-67.008573043,+142.660865439,-38.061 

AUTO1115,-67.008576084,+142.660847033,-38.185 

AUTO1116,-67.008574496,+142.660846953,-38.118 

AUTO1117,-67.008572915,+142.660848626,-38.187 

AUTO1118,-67.008571792,+142.660841475,-38.126 

AUTO1119,-67.008570970,+142.660838519,-38.083 

AUTO1120,-67.008570911,+142.660837611,-38.087 

AUTO1121,-67.008570764,+142.660838293,-38.156 

AUTO1122,-67.008568325,+142.660853859,-38.146 

AUTO1123,-67.008566619,+142.660852069,-38.095 

AUTO1124,-67.008566656,+142.660849900,-38.110 

AUTO1125,-67.008566908,+142.660854368,-38.121 

AUTO1126,-67.008574429,+142.660860442,-38.231 

AUTO1127,-67.008573821,+142.660866074,-38.201 

AUTO1128,-67.008572801,+142.660865279,-38.179 

AUTO1129,-67.008572818,+142.660862159,-38.204 

AUTO1130,-67.008578062,+142.660850039,-38.164 

AUTO1131,-67.008577321,+142.660850084,-38.134 

AUTO1132,-67.008578176,+142.660843354,-38.158 

AUTO1133,-67.008575939,+142.660823926,-38.153 

AUTO1134,-67.008578925,+142.660804288,-37.912 

AUTO1135,-67.008584162,+142.660798070,-37.660 

AUTO1136,-67.008593434,+142.660802357,-37.718 
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AUTO1137,-67.008601432,+142.660811154,-37.781 

AUTO1138,-67.008608563,+142.660820850,-37.828 

AUTO1139,-67.008612571,+142.660820959,-37.950 

AUTO1140,-67.008617337,+142.660809888,-38.043 

AUTO1141,-67.008620703,+142.660803765,-38.149 

AUTO1142,-67.008620612,+142.660795990,-38.176 

AUTO1143,-67.008622028,+142.660795131,-38.179 

AUTO1144,-67.008622264,+142.660794809,-38.199 

AUTO1145,-67.008622666,+142.660794350,-38.199 

AUTO1146,-67.008622573,+142.660794377,-38.204 

AUTO1147,-67.008622507,+142.660794570,-38.206 

AUTO1148,-67.008622191,+142.660794199,-38.201 

AUTO1149,-67.008622180,+142.660794376,-38.194 

AUTO1150,-67.008621678,+142.660794423,-38.194 

AUTO1151,-67.008621629,+142.660794995,-38.200 

AUTO1152,-67.008622092,+142.660794835,-38.204 

AUTO1153,-67.008621925,+142.660794833,-38.206 

AUTO1154,-67.008622295,+142.660794884,-38.204 

AUTO1155,-67.008622320,+142.660795384,-38.214 

AUTO1156,-67.008622484,+142.660795134,-38.207 

AUTO1157,-67.008622261,+142.660795160,-38.201 

AUTO1158,-67.008622222,+142.660795214,-38.207 

AUTO1159,-67.008621754,+142.660795225,-38.202 

AUTO1160,-67.008621370,+142.660796800,-38.186 

AUTO1161,-67.008621282,+142.660796963,-38.185 

AUTO1162,-67.008621495,+142.660795978,-38.195 

AUTO1163,-67.008621433,+142.660794865,-38.210 

AUTO1164,-67.008621488,+142.660795647,-38.209 

AUTO1165,-67.008621658,+142.660796915,-38.216 

AUTO1166,-67.008621435,+142.660796516,-38.210 
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AUTO1167,-67.008619517,+142.660792915,-38.209 

AUTO1168,-67.008614139,+142.660784351,-38.221 

AUTO1169,-67.008613521,+142.660783411,-38.196 

AUTO1170,-67.008613837,+142.660783772,-38.193 

AUTO1171,-67.008614481,+142.660782339,-38.211 

AUTO1172,-67.008614370,+142.660782484,-38.207 

AUTO1173,-67.008614604,+142.660782264,-38.213 

AUTO1174,-67.008614576,+142.660782521,-38.207 

AUTO1175,-67.008614411,+142.660783336,-38.206 

AUTO1176,-67.008614556,+142.660782955,-38.208 

AUTO1177,-67.008614392,+142.660782702,-38.207 

AUTO1178,-67.008614434,+142.660783188,-38.198 

AUTO1179,-67.008614337,+142.660783634,-38.196 

AUTO1180,-67.008614395,+142.660784189,-38.197 

AUTO1181,-67.008611173,+142.660795722,-38.276 

AUTO1182,-67.008608687,+142.660799167,-38.179 

AUTO1183,-67.008606939,+142.660799956,-38.172 

AUTO1184,-67.008606936,+142.660799774,-38.176 

AUTO1185,-67.008606582,+142.660799102,-38.180 

AUTO1186,-67.008606504,+142.660798501,-38.186 

AUTO1187,-67.008606965,+142.660799212,-38.176 

AUTO1188,-67.008607164,+142.660799239,-38.170 

AUTO1189,-67.008607250,+142.660798345,-38.175 

AUTO1190,-67.008607248,+142.660798174,-38.178 

AUTO1191,-67.008607121,+142.660798490,-38.177 

AUTO1192,-67.008607040,+142.660798276,-38.182 

AUTO1193,-67.008607489,+142.660799107,-38.157 

AUTO1194,-67.008608025,+142.660800873,-38.164 

AUTO1195,-67.008613986,+142.660809201,-38.148 

AUTO1196,-67.008614817,+142.660812578,-38.116 
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AUTO1197,-67.008615153,+142.660815785,-38.043 

AUTO1198,-67.008615715,+142.660816040,-38.057 

AUTO1199,-67.008616139,+142.660817326,-38.068 

AUTO1200,-67.008617233,+142.660819022,-38.093 

AUTO1201,-67.008616878,+142.660818615,-38.082 

AUTO1202,-67.008617057,+142.660818176,-38.071 

AUTO1203,-67.008617372,+142.660817966,-38.077 

AUTO1204,-67.008617233,+142.660817883,-38.080 

AUTO1205,-67.008617209,+142.660817699,-38.071 

AUTO1206,-67.008617020,+142.660817402,-38.070 

AUTO1207,-67.008617121,+142.660817308,-38.071 

AUTO1208,-67.008616196,+142.660817548,-38.056 

AUTO1209,-67.008615420,+142.660817517,-38.058 

AUTO1210,-67.008614714,+142.660817153,-38.060 

AUTO1211,-67.008616100,+142.660814083,-38.083 

AUTO1212,-67.008617805,+142.660797972,-38.282 

AUTO1213,-67.008620630,+142.660796335,-38.151 

AUTO1214,-67.008620344,+142.660796755,-38.158 

AUTO1215,-67.008620244,+142.660795326,-38.173 

AUTO1216,-67.008615336,+142.660791172,-38.272 

AUTO1217,-67.008614929,+142.660787546,-38.217 

AUTO1218,-67.008611056,+142.660795690,-38.300 

AUTO1219,-67.008608612,+142.660799832,-38.155 

AUTO1220,-67.008608338,+142.660800911,-38.158 

AUTO1221,-67.008609270,+142.660802783,-38.206 

AUTO1222,-67.008614230,+142.660811710,-38.117 

AUTO1223,-67.008614442,+142.660815986,-38.094 

AUTO1224,-67.008614533,+142.660816544,-38.097 

AUTO1225,-67.008614097,+142.660815125,-38.105 

AUTO1226,-67.008618074,+142.660804099,-38.126 
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AUTO1227,-67.008619631,+142.660797033,-38.172 

AUTO1228,-67.008619966,+142.660795113,-38.190 

AUTO1229,-67.008615808,+142.660790445,-38.235 

AUTO1230,-67.008614231,+142.660788548,-38.223 

AUTO1231,-67.008612901,+142.660783248,-38.240 

AUTO1232,-67.008612347,+142.660787252,-38.221 

AUTO1233,-67.008610219,+142.660792981,-38.247 

AUTO1234,-67.008608842,+142.660799294,-38.193 

AUTO1235,-67.008608463,+142.660801080,-38.171 

AUTO1236,-67.008612460,+142.660808563,-38.165 

AUTO1237,-67.008614966,+142.660813503,-38.067 

AUTO1238,-67.008615296,+142.660815395,-38.044 

AUTO1239,-67.008617628,+142.660805582,-38.142 

AUTO1240,-67.008620536,+142.660798018,-38.151 

AUTO1241,-67.008621180,+142.660796987,-38.178 

AUTO1242,-67.008621422,+142.660797205,-38.154 

AUTO1243,-67.008621644,+142.660797263,-38.166 

AUTO1244,-67.008621817,+142.660797313,-38.167 

AUTO1245,-67.008621742,+142.660797920,-38.169 

AUTO1246,-67.008621727,+142.660798035,-38.177 

AUTO1247,-67.008621786,+142.660797702,-38.175 

AUTO1248,-67.008621713,+142.660797661,-38.177 

AUTO1249,-67.008620702,+142.660797479,-38.170 

AUTO1250,-67.008620556,+142.660795286,-38.148 

AUTO1251,-67.008616984,+142.660792532,-38.265 

AUTO1252,-67.008612962,+142.660776755,-38.259 

AUTO1253,-67.008609178,+142.660771994,-38.307 

AUTO1254,-67.008607545,+142.660763108,-38.288 

AUTO1255,-67.008609123,+142.660766304,-38.260 

AUTO1256,-67.008610202,+142.660763755,-38.307 
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AUTO1257,-67.008609918,+142.660766579,-38.280 

AUTO1258,-67.008610138,+142.660766572,-38.285 

AUTO1259,-67.008609958,+142.660766712,-38.280 

AUTO1260,-67.008609706,+142.660765826,-38.270 

AUTO1261,-67.008609908,+142.660766158,-38.287 

AUTO1262,-67.008610001,+142.660765513,-38.286 

AUTO1263,-67.008609858,+142.660765743,-38.280 

AUTO1264,-67.008609506,+142.660765210,-38.280 

AUTO1265,-67.008609922,+142.660765000,-38.273 

AUTO1266,-67.008609851,+142.660765190,-38.277 

AUTO1267,-67.008609620,+142.660765587,-38.271 

AUTO1268,-67.008609691,+142.660766059,-38.281 

AUTO1269,-67.008609742,+142.660766147,-38.281 

AUTO1270,-67.008609902,+142.660766001,-38.288 

AUTO1271,-67.008610067,+142.660765224,-38.285 

AUTO1272,-67.008610101,+142.660764803,-38.286 

AUTO1273,-67.008610763,+142.660763941,-38.304 

AUTO1274,-67.008609661,+142.660767725,-38.302 

AUTO1275,-67.008609001,+142.660768576,-38.300 

AUTO1276,-67.008603531,+142.660758417,-38.359 

AUTO1277,-67.008602195,+142.660757878,-38.284 

AUTO1278,-67.008602244,+142.660754634,-38.272 

AUTO1279,-67.008602814,+142.660753649,-38.276 

AUTO1280,-67.008603139,+142.660752970,-38.294 

AUTO1281,-67.008603338,+142.660752836,-38.302 

AUTO1282,-67.008603326,+142.660753720,-38.292 

AUTO1283,-67.008603145,+142.660753948,-38.297 

AUTO1284,-67.008603213,+142.660754468,-38.287 

AUTO1285,-67.008603304,+142.660754514,-38.297 

AUTO1286,-67.008603346,+142.660754284,-38.297 
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AUTO1287,-67.008603353,+142.660754106,-38.287 

AUTO1288,-67.008602711,+142.660753794,-38.278 

AUTO1289,-67.008602535,+142.660753421,-38.282 

AUTO1290,-67.008602141,+142.660756548,-38.291 

AUTO1291,-67.008599418,+142.660766066,-38.305 

AUTO1292,-67.008597770,+142.660770927,-38.262 

AUTO1293,-67.008597926,+142.660771366,-38.249 

AUTO1294,-67.008596478,+142.660768553,-38.293 

AUTO1295,-67.008596442,+142.660768915,-38.295 

AUTO1296,-67.008596408,+142.660768669,-38.290 

AUTO1297,-67.008596201,+142.660768731,-38.300 

AUTO1298,-67.008596323,+142.660768610,-38.291 

AUTO1299,-67.008596304,+142.660767876,-38.295 

AUTO1300,-67.008595973,+142.660767418,-38.315 

AUTO1301,-67.008596018,+142.660767475,-38.315 

AUTO1302,-67.008596208,+142.660767130,-38.311 

AUTO1303,-67.008596493,+142.660767940,-38.298 

AUTO1304,-67.008596744,+142.660767647,-38.297 

AUTO1305,-67.008596475,+142.660768650,-38.291 

AUTO1306,-67.008597589,+142.660770225,-38.280 

AUTO1307,-67.008602245,+142.660783338,-38.234 

AUTO1308,-67.008603498,+142.660780669,-38.222 

AUTO1309,-67.008602987,+142.660780737,-38.239 

AUTO1310,-67.008602944,+142.660781514,-38.228 

AUTO1311,-67.008602884,+142.660781254,-38.230 

AUTO1312,-67.008602964,+142.660781302,-38.233 

AUTO1313,-67.008602821,+142.660781132,-38.242 

AUTO1314,-67.008603006,+142.660781165,-38.235 

AUTO1315,-67.008602940,+142.660780970,-38.249 

AUTO1316,-67.008602994,+142.660780856,-38.251 
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AUTO1317,-67.008602801,+142.660781727,-38.233 

AUTO1318,-67.008602589,+142.660781652,-38.246 

AUTO1319,-67.008602473,+142.660782115,-38.244 

AUTO1320,-67.008602851,+142.660781790,-38.235 

AUTO1321,-67.008602802,+142.660781236,-38.242 

AUTO1322,-67.008602666,+142.660783248,-38.238 

AUTO1323,-67.008602778,+142.660782996,-38.244 

AUTO1324,-67.008604599,+142.660777232,-38.340 

AUTO1325,-67.008608023,+142.660767125,-38.310 

AUTO1326,-67.008608944,+142.660766530,-38.329 

AUTO1327,-67.008608974,+142.660767349,-38.315 

AUTO1328,-67.008608973,+142.660767568,-38.319 

AUTO1329,-67.008606300,+142.660762595,-38.382 

AUTO1330,-67.008603034,+142.660756618,-38.338 

AUTO1331,-67.008602803,+142.660754819,-38.319 

AUTO1332,-67.008602612,+142.660754449,-38.310 

AUTO1333,-67.008602256,+142.660753810,-38.306 

AUTO1334,-67.008601723,+142.660757916,-38.294 

AUTO1335,-67.008598102,+142.660768318,-38.313 

AUTO1336,-67.008597420,+142.660769617,-38.307 

AUTO1337,-67.008597244,+142.660770351,-38.300 

AUTO1338,-67.008597269,+142.660770156,-38.301 

AUTO1339,-67.008598331,+142.660771401,-38.294 

AUTO1340,-67.008600491,+142.660778068,-38.216 

AUTO1341,-67.008602922,+142.660781733,-38.231 

AUTO1342,-67.008602855,+142.660783822,-38.244 

AUTO1343,-67.008602860,+142.660784738,-38.238 

AUTO1344,-67.008604410,+142.660779138,-38.354 

AUTO1345,-67.008607630,+142.660769766,-38.309 

AUTO1346,-67.008608348,+142.660767747,-38.315 
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AUTO1347,-67.008609101,+142.660766280,-38.280 

AUTO1348,-67.008607853,+142.660766270,-38.324 

AUTO1349,-67.008603347,+142.660759491,-38.326 

AUTO1350,-67.008602417,+142.660752616,-38.317 

AUTO1351,-67.008602678,+142.660754886,-38.325 

AUTO1352,-67.008601702,+142.660756297,-38.304 

AUTO1353,-67.008597831,+142.660767165,-38.319 

AUTO1354,-67.008597308,+142.660772644,-38.284 

AUTO1355,-67.008597635,+142.660771736,-38.283 

AUTO1356,-67.008597540,+142.660770294,-38.297 

AUTO1357,-67.008597770,+142.660769910,-38.292 

AUTO1358,-67.008598810,+142.660776328,-38.275 

AUTO1359,-67.008599558,+142.660776627,-38.160 

AUTO1360,-67.008602597,+142.660780672,-38.216 

AUTO1361,-67.008603736,+142.660780352,-38.227 

AUTO1362,-67.008603217,+142.660780004,-38.235 

AUTO1363,-67.008602765,+142.660782985,-38.241 

AUTO1364,-67.008605024,+142.660776611,-38.346 

AUTO1365,-67.008607297,+142.660766303,-38.332 

AUTO1366,-67.008607016,+142.660764276,-38.332 

AUTO1367,-67.008607167,+142.660764449,-38.318 

AUTO1368,-67.008607489,+142.660765154,-38.310 

AUTO1369,-67.008609980,+142.660765224,-38.321 

AUTO1370,-67.008612868,+142.660754085,-38.298 

AUTO1371,-67.008615270,+142.660749535,-38.440 

AUTO1372,-67.008620674,+142.660743146,-38.404 

AUTO1373,-67.008626280,+142.660732913,-38.470 

AUTO1374,-67.008631617,+142.660734825,-38.372 

AUTO1375,-67.008635276,+142.660739500,-38.700 

AUTO1376,-67.008638709,+142.660743768,-38.739 
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AUTO1377,-67.008645081,+142.660747546,-38.714 

AUTO1378,-67.008652616,+142.660745677,-38.651 

AUTO1379,-67.008661446,+142.660743668,-38.649 

AUTO1380,-67.008668617,+142.660747172,-38.681 

AUTO1381,-67.008674944,+142.660758573,-38.721 

AUTO1382,-67.008680908,+142.660772287,-38.715 

AUTO1383,-67.008686848,+142.660783765,-38.698 

AUTO1384,-67.008695484,+142.660791969,-38.761 

AUTO1385,-67.008704999,+142.660795750,-38.590 

AUTO1386,-67.008710306,+142.660792228,-38.534 

AUTO1387,-67.008717511,+142.660795596,-38.764 

AUTO1388,-67.008723157,+142.660810857,-38.746 

AUTO1389,-67.008724026,+142.660819057,-38.691 

AUTO1390,-67.008723861,+142.660823219,-38.675 

AUTO1391,-67.008724687,+142.660823794,-38.675 

AUTO1392,-67.008724530,+142.660824406,-38.680 

AUTO1393,-67.008720498,+142.660822102,-38.688 

AUTO1394,-67.008720965,+142.660821559,-38.702 

AUTO1395,-67.008721904,+142.660822312,-38.719 

AUTO1396,-67.008725407,+142.660819544,-39.001 
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